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PREFACE 

A BOOK on “The Factory” as an entirety, dealing with the major problems of layout, equipment, per¬ 

formance, management, administration, and its economic control, must be based on the detailed study 

of concrete examples, it cannot be based simply on abstract reflexion. There are many books which 

deal thoroughly and excellently with any one of these aspects, but wide experience and detailed facts 

are essential for a study of the whole range When such experience is supported by discussion and 

consultation with experts, it is possible to integrate divergencies of opinion and to derive fundamental 

rules, which may be applied to the problems of widely differing factories. 

The layout and equipment of a factory are governed by the nature of the product. They differ 

widely according to whether the product should be a rifle or a motor car, copper bars and sheets or 

electrical instruments, textiles or oil products, for example This is obvious to all. but the reader will 

like to see it exemplified in the practical examples which follow The author has had the opportunity 

during fifty years of practical work to lay out factories from scratch, to su|^ermtend their erection, and 

to equip and organize more than fifty factories of different types and sizes, employing between eighty 

and SIX thousand workers, some doing jobbing work and others mass production on the largest scale. 

In this book ten different factories have been selected as examples to illustrate how layout, perfor¬ 

mance, management, administration, and economic control form a unity, and to show that the organizer 

responsible for the creation of such a factory must be able to survey the whole task from the beginning 

to the end, from the planning of the layout up to the examination of the financial results. The copper 

and brass mill, the crucible factory, the rifle factory, and the electrical instrument works were built 

from scratch, the textile factory was rebuilt by the author, the British motor car and machine-tool 

factories and the oil refinery were only studied The writer is aware of the objection that one man 

cannot himself erect a copper mill and a rifle works, a motor-car factory and an electrical instrument 

works a weaving mill and an oil refinery, and he fully realizes that such work could be done only with 

the clo.se8t collaboration between the external organizer and the internal expert A fully-qualified 

production engineer should, however, be able to apply his training in objective and fundamental thinking 

to the problems of any industry. In the author’s case, his long experience m designing, manufacturing, 

and investigating machine tools, tooling, jigs, and test gear for many mechanical engineering firms has 

been of great value, and he has had the satisfaction of having been engaged by the directorates of more 

than fifty factories on the European continent and of three in Great Britain, to advise on their problems. 

This has given him an unusual opportunity of making a careful study of factory management on the 

Continent, and m the United Kingdom, the U S.A., Russia, and Japan, and has enabled him to verify 

that his ideas on factory layout, manufacturing methods, and organization are sound The real criterion 

by which to measure the effectiveness of any factory organism is, of course, its financial results, it is 

from this standpoint that the author can claim that the layouts and methods which he has introduced 

have proved successful. 

The author was specially fortunate in having been able, during the years 1939-1945, to study closely 
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the production work of British factories in his capacity of Director of the Research Department of the 

Institution of Production Engineers. 

He is grateful for the valued co-operation of those factories which he has used as typical British 

examples . viz. Morris Motors, Ltd., Cowley and Coventry; H W. Ward, Birmingham ; A C. Wickman, 

Coventry; and the Manchester Oil Refinery, and he is indebted to these firms for providing him with 

necessary data. He also gratefully acknowledges the collaboration of Alfred Herbert, Ltd.. Coventry; 

John Lang-Johnstone, near Glasgow, Webster & Bennett, Coventry; Kendall & Gent, Manchester, 

Bwift-Summerskill, Halifax, Churchill Machine Tool Co , Manchester; John Lund, Keighley; Cook & 

Ferguson, Manchester, and the Norton Grinding Wheel Co., Welwyn Garden City. Further, he has 

pleasure in acknowledgmg the collaboration of some American friends: Cincinnati Milling Machine Co., 

and Cincinnati Planer Co , both of Cincinnati. Ohio, and also the Sheffield Corporation, of Dayton, Ohio. 

These acknowledgments would be incomplete without special mention of the invaluable help given 

by Mr. L. Rutherford in the compilation of the work , and, finally, to the author's wife is due the credit 

for a great part of the unseen detail work in the preparation of the manuscript 

G SCHLESINGER 

London 
Dfrember, 194S 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction—Fundamental Methods 

The primary consideration in the organization 

of any manufacturing concern should be the fac¬ 

tory. Although the sales department and the 

finance department usually hold the dominant 

position in any big enterprise, neither can com¬ 

mence elToctivo work until the factory is in full 

swing. 

The factory activitie.s are of primary impor¬ 

tance, to which all others are secondary. An 

organization wliich does not supply goods of high . 

quality at reasonable prices, and on the promised 

delivery date, cannot sell, and therefore eannot 

remain in business and must eventually perish 

It IS usually in the factory that manufacturing 

difficulties arise and in the factory that they mu.st 

be overcome 

It is quite mipo.ssible to organize a factory on 

“standard" lines, i.e. by means of elaborate 

schedules and forms, even though applied to 

works making the same type of product, e.g. 

motor cars, machine tools, or textiles A rigid 

system may prove successful in one place, but not 

in another. Every factory must be treateil sejiar- 

ately, in the same way that a doctor treats a 

patient. Every conscientious doctor knows that 

he cannot prescribe the same standard medicine 

111 every case, even when the symptoms are 

similar. The patient’s constitution, his age, his 

habits, his weaknesses, and his strong points, in 

short, his whole “law of life” must be taken into 

account in order to decide upon the correct course 

of treatment 

Fundamental Methods 

Despite this fact, the same fundamental 

methods of investigation and even the same 

remedies apply in many cases, for, in business as 

in medicine, the study of symptoms, even of 

common troubles, requires a great deal of routine 

work, and the final solution can be found only by 

a person who can combine correct diagnosis of 

the case with prescription of the most effective 

cure All professions have their difficulties and 

perhaps none has any of greater complexity than 

those affecting factory management, involving as 

they do the welding into one unity of labour, 

plant, processes, and commerce It is to clarify 

and point out a solution to some of these difficul¬ 

ties that this book has been written. 

The Problem of Organization 

Planning, management, manufacture and its 

economic control form a unity. If we commence 

with manufacture as the focal point, and study 

the effect thereon of jilanning, management, and 

economic control, we have to solve three main 

problems. i e.— 

I. The problem of plant and equipment (fac¬ 

tory planning) 

II. The problem of production control (factory 

management). 

III. The problem of economic control. 

Each of these problems is again sub-divided into 

two parts, viz.— 

I. (a) Deneral equipment of the factory (trans¬ 

port, power, heating, etc ). 

(6) Special equipment for the manufacture of 

specified products. 

II. (a) Production control (planning, manufac¬ 

turing, progress, loading, dispatch) 

(6) The supply of materials to the working 

places. 

III. (a) General departmental expenses (over¬ 

head, works cost) 

(6) Costing of the goods being manufactured. 

If, to these, we add the general and basic 

problem of organization, we have seven main 

problems which must be dealt with, i.e.— 

(1) Organization. 

(2) General equipment of the factory. 
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(3) The installation of special manufacturing 

processes. 

(4) Planning and production control. 

(5) The supply of materials to the working 

places 

(6) Departmental overhead. 

(7) Costing of the goods being manufactured. 

The preparation of monthly, quarterly or yearly 

summaries of accounts and balance sheets, and 

their use as a basis for the financial control of 

the undertaking, are not usually considered to be 

a problem affecting the production engineer. 

The engineer is particularly interested in items 

(2) to (5), while the managing director will usually 

interest himself more in items (1), (($), and (7). 

because these furnish the essential basis for control, 

and an indication of the general success of the 

whole enterprise. 

Whoever has the task of complete factory 

organization must consider the whole seven 

aspects in detail and see the work as a whole, 

because each aspect is related to the others and 

the success of the whole is dependent uiion each 

of them. The management of a private or a 

public company should not forget for one moment 

that its main object is success, general and 

financial, everything must be organized with this 

purpose in view. 

The running cost of a national postal, tele¬ 

graph, and telephone service is met from the 

sale of stamps and the making of charges, a 

financial deficit is balanced either by raising the 

charges and postage rates or from the pocket of 

the taxpayer. A national railway service has 

similarly to rely on the income from fares and 

freights. As both services are vital to public 

welfare, they must be kept in operation and any 

financial deficiency has to be provided by the 

public, who enjoy the benefits of the services. 

This fortunate position is not enjoyed by 

private, as distinct from public, enterprises, and 

if companies manufacturmg, say, Diesel engines, 

electric motors, aeroplanes, shoes,soap, or matches, 

for sale to the public, were to continue to work at 

a financial loss, their liquidation would be inevit¬ 

able. Naturally, they seek to work at a profit, 

for that is the only way in which they can continue 

in existence. 

Private enterprise often needs financial support 

by way of loans or increases of capital, and unless 

the company has shown its profit-earning ability 

by the publication to shareholders of financially 

sound, properly audited, balance sheets, it cannot 

hope to obtain outside financial support. 

In onier to build up a sound financial position 

by the regular earning of good profits for its 

shareholders, a non-subsidized company must 

rely on efficient management, based on the careful 

study and practical application of the seven 

fundamental aspects of organization. 

This can be seen more clearly by examining 

some practical examples Let us begin with 

(1) the functions of management, and (2) the 

manufacturing costs of production. 

The completion of an order demands the 

collaboration of the following departments of the 

factory (Table I)— 

1 Management, 

2 Drawing office. 

3. Purchasing department. 

4 Works production department 

(а) Planning, 

(б) Production control. 

5 (Stores 

(a) Raw material, 

(b) (Sooils purchased, 

6. Works (manufacture), 

7. Dispatcli. 

S. Costing, 

9. Accountancy 

This review (Table I) shows some of the many 

functions of the nine main departments which, 

according to the size of the factory, are dis¬ 

tributed over a varying number of persons, their 

work being directed in all cases by the necessity 

of the undertaking's financial success. The cost 

of production (items K and 9) must, therefore, be 

given first consideration. 

Table II classifies the production cost of 

fifteen different types of product according to the 

three main components, i e — 

(1) Material, 

(2) Labour, 

(3) Overhead. 

The three items have quite different proportions 

in each industry, mainly because the methods of 
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TABLE I 

Functions of Management 

The functions of these departments in respect 

1. Management 

Inquiry 

Quotation , price, delivery date 

Order 

Confirmation 

2. Drawing Office 

Design 

Drawings 

Parts List (Materials) 

3 Purchasing Department 

Available Stock 

Sources of Supply 

Supplier 

Buying Order 

Progressing Supplies 

Acceptance 

(a) Quantity (6) Quality 

Invoice approved and jiaid 

Subjects of Oontuct between Purchaser and 

Supplier 

Inquiry Delivery 

Quotation Acceptance 

Order Invoice 

4 Works Production Department 

4a. Planning 

Master Specification Tooling 

Processing Jigging 

Test Gear 

Reproduction of forms— 

(a) Requisition Slips 

(ft) Wages Dockets 

(c) Job Cards 

4ft Production Control 

Loading of 

(a) Machines (ft) Workers 

Production Schedule 

Reception of 

(a) Material Slips 

(ft) Wages Dockets 

(c) Progress Charts 

Arrears—Special Urges 

Jobs completed 

5. Stores 

the order are— 

5a. Stores {Raw Material) 

Actual Stock 

(minimum ; reminder) 

Reception 

Binning 

Issuing 

Stocktaking 

5ft Stores {Goods Purchased) 

Intermediate Stores 

Work-m-Progress 

0 Works {Manufacture) 

Workshop 

Foreman receives 

(a) Material Slips 

(ft) Wages Dockets 

(c) Job Cards, and 

allocates Work to Operator 

Stores send Material 

Time Clerk checks Times “On ” and “ Off” 

Inspector 

1. Passes Parts 

2. Returns Parts for Rectification 

3 Rejects 

7. Dispatch 

Reception of Completed Products 

Documents 

Final Dispatch 

8 Costing As Affecting 

1 Material \ I (a) Customers’ Orders 

2 Labour > / (ft) Own Orders 

+ 
3. Overhead/ ^(c) Internal Orders 

1 4- ^ 4- J — Manufacturing Cost 

Calculation of Factory Expenses (Over¬ 

head) 

9. Accountancy 

Capital Account 

Works Accounts 

Cost Accounts 

Trading Results 

Profit and Loss Account 

General Finance 
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manufacture vary considerably. Heavy machine 

tools (lathes, planers, piano millers, vertical and 

horizontal boring mills) are made singly or in 

batches of 2 to 5 ; light and medium machine tools 

(lathes, capstans, and drilling, milling, shaping, 

and grinding machines) in batches of 5 to 50; 

goods and passenger cars in batches of 10 to 100; 

Diesel engines in batches of 1 to 10; motor cars 

in batches of 10 to 1000, agricultural machines 

in batches of 10 to 100, newspapers, a quarter of 

a million to three million copies per issue ; and 

clothing a hundred to ten thousand pieces, 

dejjending on fashion and on the education of the 

population to the use of standardized products of 

uniform design. The schedule (Table II) shows 

that m all the cases considered, with the exception 

only of delicate drawing instruments, the direct 

cost of material (1) is considerably higher than the 

labour percentages (2), that the proportion in¬ 

creases as improvements are introduced in manu¬ 

facturing methods, and that the proportion reaches 

a particularly high level in the mass production of 

railway trucks and automobiles, reaching a peak 

in the case of a certain type of agricultural mach¬ 

ines, in which case material cost is 8-5 times the 

amount for wages. The installation of modern 

manufacturing equipment (machines, tools, jigs, 

etc.) costs money, and causes an increase in factory 

expenses (overhead), but the cost of labour 

(wages) is thereby reduced. The net result can 

profitable only if the combined sum of wages 

plus overhead can be reduced, the cost of material 

being assumed constant The tabla gives results 

on a percentage basis only. it shdws under item 

5 the percentage of overhead to wages, and under 

item 6 the sum of wages + overhead, expressed 

as a percentage of total production cost. This 

gives the results in an easily understandable 

form. 

The essential characteristics are, therefore. 

(1) item 5 ; 

(2) item 6: 

Overhead 

Wages 

Labour -f- Overhead. 

Item 5 indicates the efficiency of the works as 

a whole and of its single departments, item 6 

is the criterion of the economic success of manu¬ 

facture. 
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The figures of this table were procured from 

successful factories, but, of course, they are only 

examples and may vary considerably, depending 

on design, manufacturing equipment, and labour 

conditions They do, however, enable one to 

draw valuable conclusions for special cases, prov¬ 

ing the decisive influence of costing as a means 

of economic control. Let us consider the table 

Simple agricultural machines have the lowest 

labour percentage with 8-.'» per cent, and cloth 

with 9 per cent, then follow goods cars and motor 

cars with 10 per cent In all four cases the percen¬ 

tage of overhead to wages is about the same, 

i e 220 to 230 per cent In view of the low labour 

costs it would appear that the problem of manu¬ 

facturing ecpiipment has been solved, and as the 

proportion of material costs is extremely high 

(between (17 to 73 per cent), the designer should 

try to decrease this amount by decreasing the 

weight, changing the materials, or simplifying the 

design, without of cour.se lowering the safety, 

quality, or efficiency of the product 

If a factory, as a whole, is regarded as an indus¬ 

trial enterprise, in which raw materials are changed 

into useful products by means of labour, then the 

principal task of the management lies in controlling 

“active” labour ami ‘ inactive” matciial in such 

a way that both shall always meet at the right 

place and at the right time (Fig. 1) 

'riie presence of the worker at his or her work¬ 

place can easily be checked, simply by recording his 

times of entr^' into and exit from the department 

The case of material is somewhat more compli- 

catctl One can only broadly state that it 

arrives by tram, road, or river at the store yanl 

as raw material , is transported into stores, 

then into workshops for machining, then from 

department to department, with stoppages at 

various work filaces, stores, and inspection places; 

then to the fitting shop for first a.ssenibly of 

mating parts, then for sub-assembly into units, 

and so to final a.ssenibly into machines. and 

eventually to the disjiateh department and to 

shipping 

Its' path depends partly upon the types of 

machines involved in manufacture One can 

easily see that if a part or a machine is to leave 

the factory at the correct date the material 

supply to the first operation positions requires 

special care in the issue of forwarding instructions, 

and the making of transport arrangements. The 

problem of material supply to the operating posi¬ 

tions IS therefore of primary importance in every 

factory 

Engineer and Management 

The work of the engineer, when he organizes the 

manufacturing processes of a factory, may be 

considered as a type of creative art, somewhat 

re.sembling that of the designer who creates a 

machine by virtue of his particular skill A 

machine achieves its purpose by the direction of 

natural forces (steam, gas, water, electricity) 

according to mechanical laws. It is a knowledge 

of the laws affecting these forces, together with his 

creative ability, which enables the designer to do 

his wotk 

James Watt observed the formation of com¬ 

pressed steam, and its capacity for producing 

power, and because of his creative ability he was 

led to invent the steam engine Different methods 

were found of enabling the steam to do its work 

in the engine They arc all further examples of 

the creative art of the engineer 

Later, began the scientific inve.stigation of their 

efficiency, based on exact measurement (Fig 2) 

Indicator-diagrams were used as a key to measure 

preci.sely what was happening within the steam 

engine ami to discover how it could be made more 

effective The result has been a succession of 

improvements At last it was possible by this 

method to reach what seemed to be the limit of 

jierfeetioii In other words, detailed scientific 

study has led to a full knowledge of the working 

conditions of steam engines and hence to the 

constant maintenance under various conditions of 

work of their maximum power and efficiency 

Using more advanced fuels, such as paraffin, 

petrol, etc , and by inventing the Die.sel process, 

stations have heen designed without boilers and 

chimneys In them the liquid fuel is vaporized 

in the engine ihseif. Fig 2 shows the results of 

fifty years' .systematic international engineering 

research, which has increased thermal efficiency 
from (5 per cent using coal and boilers, to 19 per 

cent using liquid fuels The diagram also illustrates 
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the sources of heat loss, beginning at the car¬ 

burettor for vaporizing liquid fuel They show 

that 26 per cent of the heat in the cooling water is 

available for heating purposes. The total thermal 

efficiency of the liquid fuel is thus 26 -f- 19 = 46 

per cent These exhaust losses represent heat 

values, the utilization of which, as by-products, 

allows the price of the power unit to be reduced 

considerably Their use for heating purposes of 

one kind or another may make even the obsolete 

steam plant economically tolerable under certain 

circumstances 

The economic effect depends largely upon 

whether it is possible to make any use of the heated 

water, particularly during the summer period. 

A similar question arises in iron and steel works 

where blast furnace gases are used to drive gas 

engines and turbo-blowers. Their wastage, e g 

when the plant is working at reduced output, 

causes a drop in efficiency and a rise in production 

costs. Technical progress and economic success 

are two different points of view, but in all cases 

the economic result is decisive so far as factory 

management is concerned 

The same fundamental ideas must guide us in 

the organization of a factory A factory may be 
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likened to a living being, whose organism must 

be carefully studied in order to find out how it 

acts and how it can be controlled. The means of 

observation must arise out of its own working 

activity, not just once, but permanently, not at 

long intervals after the job is finished, but accom¬ 

panying the work, like a shadow following a man 

From this sharp silhouette, which gives, undis¬ 

torted, all the essential data, the works manager 

must be able to make a useful instrument, not 

only to maintain the pre.sent level of production, 

but to improve it. 

The engineer compares the amount of heat in 

the fuel with the power produced, as measured on 

the switchboard, and arrives at the ratio between 

the heat input and the power output 

The accountant, by his double-entry book¬ 

keeping. compares expenditure with income The 

result shows clearly the profit or lo.ss He is able 

to estimate whether the installation of new plant 

would be justified economically and to advise the 

management accordingly When plant is pur¬ 

chased. he IS able to keep its results under jx^r- 

manent scrutiny, thus he knows whether it is 

lirofitablo or not 

So, too, the managei must have his criterion by 

which to measure the .suci'ess of his work He 

mii.st know e.xactly how much money a woikei 

should be able to sav'e daily in plece-^\ork pay¬ 

ments by the installation of new equipment, 

and mu.st also be able to calculate how much the 

new working hour will cost if the plant is installed 

(allowing for rlecrcased wages and increased 

overhead) 

"I’o obtain this information one must have a 

fiositive standard of measurement Tt is not 

sufficient simply to make tentative estimates or 

comjjarisons with competitors’ prices In other 

words, the cost of each article or part must be 

readily calculable, and this necessitates that the 

prime cost of the article, i c material and labour, 

must be readily available 

.A properly designed works accounting system 

must measure cost, and therefore manufacturing 

efficiency, with the same instantaneous accuracy 

as a scientific measuring instrument It must also 

act as a recording instrument, leaving a permanent 

record of its findings. 

The manufacturer is not a scientific research 

worker, to him practical economic succe.ss is 

the measure of technical efficiency. In manufac¬ 

turing he demands that reviews of progress and 

performance shall be presented to him regularly 

and automatically in a form easily understood 

They are a summary of the findings of the cost 

accounts system, rendered daily, weekly, or 

monthly, really for immediate comparison and 

obtained by the simplest and shortest method and 

with the minimum of writing and calculating 

work 

How IS this generally done to-day ( C’ostmg 

is frequently done without any contact between 

the .staff responsible for technical estimating 

(pre-calculation), done before the work i.s under¬ 

taken, and that engaged on cost finding (post- 

calculation). or calculation of the actual cost of 

the finished proiluct It is presumed that th(‘ 

e.stimated rate, carefully fixed by the ratefixer 

and written down on the piece docket, will be the 

same as that demanded by the worker when the 

work IS finished, accejited by the foreman, and 

pa8,sed by the inspector It will further be pre¬ 

sumed that the allocation of all costs incurred, 

including cost of material will be charged to the 

oilier by the accountant in the correct manner 

In most cases little or no regard is paid to the 

accumulating costs of raw material and work 

during the actual process Between the rate¬ 

fixing (estimated before the work is commenced) 

and the cost-finding (recording of the actual costs) 

thete IS, so to speak, a deep schism, which separ¬ 

ates costing from production Thus, in many 

undertakings, the fundamental principle of con¬ 

tinuous and simultaneous control is destroyed, 

the management maintaining in some cases that 

technical jierformance has nothing to do witli 

commercial book-keeping It must be said in 

fairness to the works accountant.s that they have 

proved worthy of the confidence which has been 

placet! in them m bridging the gap which exists 

between technical estimating and commercial 

cost-finding They take over the monetary 

demands of the workmen, examine and tran.sform 

them into wages, tlien re-arrange the work slips 

according to orders, examine them again, draw up 

accounts and additions, compare their results. 
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check the figures, and adjust the smallest errors 

so that their commercial conscience is satisfied. 

They are figure-conscious, they must be sure that 

everything is correct in the field of activity 

entrusted to them. The recording of the prime 

cost—for they do recording only—is their mam 

objective They are aware of their responsibility 

for the handling of money in connexion with the 

workshop, though they are separated from the 

production work itself 

Co-ordination 

Here we find the modern conception, which 

culminates in the demand that there be full 

conformity between the physical movement of 

labour, material, and plant and its clerical 

recording, i e. between technical management and 

commercial administration (cf. page 114) The 

customer’s order (see Table I, 1) rules the work¬ 

shop. It comes complete from the drawing office, 

which, in most cases, also provides the design, ami 

the material and parts list The order is passed 

in its original form, still accompanied by those 

two fundamental documents, on to the works pro¬ 

duction department (see I, 4). This office now 

divides the order into its details as they apply to 

the individual worker In the workshop noboily 

has time for meditation, every minute spent on 

real planning is an aid to the efficient execution 

of the work. In a well-managed factory every 

worker receives a clear and specific order consisting 

of a written shp for each single operation or series 

of combined operations. This slip, usually in the 

form of a wages docket, in some cases accompanied 

by the drawing, must be adequate to enable the 

work to be performed exactly as was intended 

by the designer, only, perhaps, the very first 

attempt at the job might require an oral explana 

tion by the foreman. The completion of the opera¬ 

tion is, of course, followed at the end of the week 

by the payment to the worker of his earnings 

The accountant credits each worker with the 

money earned from all orders on which he has been 

engaged and debits each order with the wages paid 

to all workers who have been engaged thereon. 

(See Figs 23o and 6, and 46.) 

The total wages of all workers m the same work¬ 

shop are recorded in the pay-roll office on the 

correct departmental sheet. This represents the 

total productive wages cost for any department or 

workshop. 

We have considered the evaluation and account¬ 

ing in respect of wages, now we must consider 

the treatment of raw material. No work in the 

workshop, no manufacturing of any sort, can 

proceed unless the necessary raw material is 

available The issue of raw material by the stores 

requires an entry of withdrawal (credit) from the 

bin-card, which records the kind of material, a 

charge (debit) to the order, and a discharge 

(credit) to the storeroom from which the raw 

material is issued 

The system used for routing the work through 

the shops should be in such a form as to afford the 

bookkeeper a means of costing control. The 

execution of each order should be carefully yilanned 

by the management and, as a first step, a oomjilete 

series of blank forms should be prepared by the 

works production department, ready for immedi¬ 

ate use No foreman should be required or allowed 

to write more than is absolutely cs.sential, and 

still less should an operator bo allowed to do ,so. 

For this reason, the parts lists (sec Fig 21), which 

are mainly furnished by the drawing office at the 

same time as the drawings, are not in themselves 

sufficient as working instructions to the work¬ 

shops. nor as a means of co.st calculation later 

The parts list is indeed a valuable, and even 

indispensable, summary of materials needed for 

the onier. but its main value to the production 

shops does not begin until it has been remodelled 

by the works production department into a series 

of single orders, arranged in the sequence in which 

they ai-e to go through the workshops By means of 

this series of orders, in the form of slips, dockets, or 

cards, it is now possible to follow the manufacture 

of the piece from start to finish The.se documents 

comprise the worker’s instructions, to be followed 

until the operations have been completed. Then, 

when the machining is done and the operation 

has been passed by the inspector, they become the 

means by which the book-keeper can calculate the 

cost. Furthermore, by checking the completed 

slips with the parts list, the book-keeper can verify 

that each operation has been done and that none 

has been done twice. This method ensures the 
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making of all necessary preparations forthe correct, 

quick, and orderly guidance of the work through 

the workshop. It is the basis for progress and 

production control By its use it is impossible 

for an order to be issued to the workshop until all 

preparations have been made for the worker to 

proceed with the work according to written 

instructions, i e. as regards the manner of machin¬ 

ing, the sequence of operations, and the time 

fixed for each stage of the job 

The final stage in cost-calculation, i c the 

overhead, has already been mentioned See Table 

XU, p 77 Overhead charges might be called 

“works costs,’’ because they represent the costs 

arising out of the running of the works them¬ 

selves, divided proportionately over the output of 

each department They are obtained directly from 

the overhead accounts, the purpose of which is to 

ascertain at regular intervals (usually monthly) 

the cost of each department, whether it be an 

administrative office, production workshop, or a 

supplementary or auxiliary shop. The charges 

have then to be allocated to the work done m the 

various production workshops, on the basis of 

standard rates calculated for individual shops and 

even for individual operations 

These three main problems, i e,- - 

A Materials, 

B, Labour, and 

C. Overhead, 

will now be examined as regards their individual 

and combined influence on factory costs They 

arc closely connected with the seven basic prob¬ 

lems of organization mentioned on page 3. in a 

manner to be made clear as we proceed 



CHAPTER II 

The Materials Problem 

]\o OPERATOR iH able to work without materials. 

From the outset, therefore, the question of control 

of material supply affects every operating point 

In each factory the question of material supply has 

three aspects, each with its peculiar problems — 

I The actual handling of materials—raw, 

semi-fimshed, and assembled. This is a basic 

technical problem and its solution de|3ends upon 

the weight, bulkiness, and delicacy or te.xture of 

the parts, and upon the type and sequence of 

machining operations 

II. The many physical and mental operations 

necessary to procure materials from out-side and 

to feed the right material to the right place, at 

the right time 

III The clerical recording or reflexion of the 

physical movement of materials from the recep¬ 

tion in the stores to the dispatch of finished goods, 

including costing operations Tlie methocls are 

fairly similar in all good factory organizations 

(I) The Handling of Materials 

The genera! technical equipment of a factory 

1.S determined by the nature of the materials which 

form the finished products. Apart from this 

general and obvious rule, it can only be stated that 

the specific needs of any particular case depend 

upon the nature of the actual products , therefore 

only practical examples, typically selected, can 

convey an adequate idea of the immense difficulties 

involved in finding a sound solution to the problem 

of materials handling 

Handling devices and equipment will frequently 

cost less by being made an inteijral /mrl of Ike 

plant This is the ideal .solution from the engi¬ 

neer’s point of view. 

(11) Plant Location 

The external supply to the works of raw and 

prefabricated materials such as meters, chains, 

oilers, nuts and bolts, pins, rojics, belts, small 

tools, machines, and other auxiliary materials, etc., 

requires transport and this should be available 

at all times The ideal solution is a combination 

of railway, road, ami waterway both for providing 

raw material and for dispatching finished products 

'Pypical solution.s'*' are shown for— 

1. ('opper and brass mill (Figs. :5, 4a-c) 

2. Rifle factory (Figs. 5, h) 

.I Factory for producing electrical and mechan¬ 

ical instruments (Figs la and b, H) 

4 Heavy machine tools (Fig. h). 

5. Light and medium machine tools (Figs 10, 

I la and 6) 

0 Motor ears (Figs 12. 12) 

7 Iron and steel woik.s (Figs 14, ir>a and b) 

H Textile manufacture (Figs 1 (S« and 6, 17, Ih) 

0 Oil refinery (Fig 19) 

10 Crucible factory (Fig 49) 

The factories Nos. 1 to 4. 0, 7, and 9 have rail¬ 

way, road, and water connexions, but in the 

centre of a town it is often difficult or even 

impossible to obtain sites with such an ideal 
combination of facilities 

The copper and bia.ss mill uses large quantities 

of heavy metals and fairly bulky sera]) for produc¬ 

tion, and coal, briquettes, and bricks for furnaces, 

as well as of acids ami other auxiliary mateiials 

The electrical instrument works need light and 

meilium bars, sheets, and strips of steel, copper, 

brass, etc., and an amount of small rubber and 

plastic finished components, as well as auxiliary 

materials of various tyjies 

The rifle factory uses mainly alloy-steel bars for 

the firing mechanism parts, most of which are 

made as drop-forgings, and fresh wood for the 

rifle stocks These require careful handling. 

The factory for heavy machine tools up to 

* Fiirtrtiios 1, 2, 3, and 10 wrib newly erected, oqiiippecl 
and put into action, and Factory S leiloMij^ned and organised, 
liy the autlior 
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700 tons total weight and up to 60 tons for single 

parts has both river and railway connexions, 

water transport is of course necessary for the 

handling of such weights 

Works Nos 5, 8, and 10 were restricted to either 

railway and road or road only, as they were 

situated in the centre of a town Roads are very 

useful when the goods are not too heavy and are 

partly consumed hy the neighbouring population, 

or when road transport to the railway and 

reloading into trains does not involve exorbitant 

expense, or when the finished goods are self¬ 

transporting, such as motor cars 

The oil retineiy is a unique example, as it 

uses pipe lines for transporting its raw material 

from ocean-going tankers to the mam erude-oil 

storage tanks Canal, road, and rail services handle 

the finished products in bulk and in containers 

'L’he hrst three factories mentioned were 

erected by the writer, using the practical experi¬ 

ence he had acquired after very many years’ 

contact with old works which suffered severely 

from the effect of slow and unplanned growth The 

neglect to plan future expansion often causes 

bottlenecks in internal transport which consider¬ 

ably impede the uninterrupted flow of the manu¬ 

facturing proccs.ses, even in workshops not en¬ 

gaged in quantity production of a single product 

The eighth factory (textiles) was established 

fifty .years ago and was partly rebuilt and partly 

converted by the author The lesult was a 

restoration of full and regular flow production, 

instead of the awkward and expensive manufac¬ 

turing sequences which had aiisen out of the 

factory’s former unplanned exjiaiisions 

The tenth factory, producing .simple crucibles 

by an almost automatic firoccss, the technical 

control of which is easily understandable, is 

selected to exemplify the inseparable connexion 

between the flow of material, the manufacturing 

process, and its economic control (See page 114, 

Fig 49 ) This factory will therefore be dealt with 

in Chapter VI as a typical, though simple example 

Layout, Production, Equipment, and Sequence of 
Operations 

The internal transport of raw material and parts 

decides the entire layout of the factory and its 

final economic success. Quick transport, with a 

minimum of personnel, is absolutely essential for 

efficient manufacture at a minimum of overhead 

expense. 

The feeding of material from the store to the 

first production stage and then from machine to 

machine is the mam task of all internal transport, 

and must be controlled by the planning depart¬ 

ment, so that the right quantity of right material 

IS punctually at the right machine 

Fig 1 illustrated the general idea of any factory, 

I e the movements of material and workers in 

the factory building, a.s exemplified at a factory 

producing large Diesel and small petrol engines 

The illustration stresses the short route taken by 

the workers from factory gate to place of work 

and the complicated route taken by all types of 

raw materials from the stores to the dispatch 

departments 

The functioning of the management and of the 

planning and costing departments as regards the 

adiinnistrative aspect of material control will be 

ile.scribed later (See page 42 ) Here we will 

consider only the solution of the mechanical 

problems/ 

The working conditions of material transport 

dejiend upon-— 

(a) Tyfie, weight, and bulkmess of material 

(ft) Layout and sequence of operation 

(r) Production equipment and seipience, e g , 

(i) cold machining, 

(ii) hot processing 

(d) Situation of .stores m relation to workshops 

(e) Dispatch of finished goods 

We will now .see how tins general plan was 

applied in the .selected factories, commencing with 

the cop|ier and brass mill, and restricting the 

review to the manufacture of brass sheet anil 

strip only 

1 Cojiper and Brass Mill {Figs .‘1, 4a r) 

(a) Influknce of Type, Weioht, ano Bui>ki- 

NF.SS OK MaTEKIAU 

The law material for the rolling mills is supplied 

fiom the foundry in the form of slabs between 

0-32 and one ton in weight, and measuring from 

.32 in X 24 in X 3} in up to 40 in x 32 in X 

Bin. They are heavy, but of simple standard 
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shape, and are not bulky. The intermediate 

store for the ingots is a work-in-process place in 

front of the special three-bank cogging mill 

(Fig. 4a ((?)), from which one slab at a time is 

lifted by the overhead travelling crane and put on 

the conveyor Then it passes the triplex cogging 

mill, which it leaves with the dimensions of SO m X 

24 in. X i in. The material is then so hard that 

it must be annealed before further treatment. 

Three further rolling and annealing operations 

follow, which reduce the thickness of the plate, 

according to the flow chart (Fig 46), to 0-422 in 

and 18 ft in length, which is the maximum length 

of the annealing furnace The latest development 

is the use of red-hot ingots, heated m furnaces 

directly facing the three-bank cogging mill, which 

enables thickness of the original brass slab to be 

reduced in one passage from say 8^ in to % in , 

but after this first big reduction the hot-rolled and 

annealed sheets are again cold-rolled in the same 

way as described above 

(6) Kequknok of Mac'hinino Ofbration.s 

The different machines used for the cold-rolling 

procedure are shown in the sketches, it will be 

easy therefore to follow the process 

The main difficulty on this type of work is that 

the cold processes such as rolling, shearing, 

parting, surfacing, straightening (for sheets), wind¬ 

ing (for strips), pickling, and inspecting are period¬ 

ically interrupted for heat-treatment in the anneal¬ 

ing furnaces. The cold operations are all done m 

fairly short times, the heat treatment lasts several 

hours and requires a substantial work-in-progress 

stock of valuable material in order to overcome the 

delay caused by the unavoidable hot operations 

Furthermore, annealing furnaces cannot be placed 

in line with the roiling mills, etc., but must be 

arranged in a separate bay. 

Because the material changes its shape consider¬ 

ably during the process, i.e it becomes longer and 

longer up to forty-five feet (operations 1 and J), 

whereas the furnaces are limited in length and 

cross-section as shown m Fig 4c, the size and 

position of the furnaces relative to the cold- 

machining bay decide the plan of the factory and 

location of plant 

We have here a strange task, for one heavy 

but compact slab of one ton is transformed into 

several large light sheets, which are very awkward 

to handle They are passed through the rolls one 

at a time but must go into the furnace in quantities 

in view of the great difference between rolling 

time and annealing time. 

(c) Arrangement of Machining Equipment 

Sheets of say 0-04 in thickness (1 mm), warped 

and bulky, are made into piles of generally not 

more than twenty to twenty-five sheets, trimmed 

sideways to 32 in width, and cut lengthwise to 

18 ft, or sometimes into two piles each 16 in 

wide, arranged side by side on a quarter-inch 

common sheet-iron ba.se plate to facilitate trans¬ 

port and charging into the furnaces (Fig 4c) 

This ba.se plate represents a dead-weight to be 

annealed, weighing about 4 per cent of the total 

charge This is an important factor, as it lengthens 

the annealing time, if the base plate is too thick. 

The thin base plate of steel rests on cradles made 

of I-iron, which can easily be picked up by the 

special lifting gear of the travelling cranes, which 

run in each of the six parallel bays with a speed of 

some (100 ft per minute. 

Strips are rolled up to 2000 yards long depending 

on their thickne.ss, and the same arrangement can 

be used to transport as many strip-rolls as can 

pa.ss through the furnace door. A cross-section 

gauge is used to align them and to save the furnace 

walls from damage 

The final step in reorganization was to arrange 

for a quick means of connexion between the six 

“cold” bays and the one furnace bay This was 

done by using cradles of such a shape that 

they also formed detachable platforms of trucks 

(Fig 3, centre), which could easily be moved on 

narrow gauge rails laid to connect all the bays 

crosswise 

The travelling crane in the bay adjacent to the 

annealing bay deposits the platform and load of 

four tons in the “ work-in-progress” store parallel 

to the furnaces, where it is left to cool down 

To move the piles after they have cooled 

and to transfer piles which are still hot, the 

annealing bay is served by a specially-designed 

crane (Fig. 3) fitted with two lifting arms which can 

enter below the prepared loads of sheets or coils 
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(Fjg. 4c—6'C), revolve them through 180°, and 

place the whole load of four tons weight and 18 ft 

length straight into the furnace without manual 

contact 

An electric signal lamp on the front of each 

furnace shows the crane ilriver the exact point 

where the lifting arms of the crane are in line with 

the furnace door, thus avoiding possible damage to 

the furnace One driver for the special crane 

and one operator for the thirty muffle-furnaces 

were thus able to work the whole annealing service 

per shift, controlling the temperature of the fur¬ 

naces, and loading and unloading them, without 

platforms of the cross-truck. These platforms 

could later be picked up by the travelling crane 

and carried straight to the next rolling operation 

if in the same bay, or by means of the cross-trucks 

if required in another bay 

The furnaces were worked on three full eight- 

hour shifts (i.e. twenty-four hours daily) whilst the 

rolling bays worked only one eight-hour shift per 

day This reduced the loss of tune caused by 

annealing, lowereil the capital value of idle stock, 

lowered the process costs, and at the same tune 

increased the life of the furnaces 

The whole of the transportation .services in 

A = Suspension Tackle of Travelling Crane 
B = Cradle 
C = Fingers of Charging Crane 
D = Stack of Rolled Sheets 
E = Bottom Plate of Mild Steel 
F = Cross-Section of Furnace 

Conformity of— 
1. Transport Cradles (B) 
2. Platform of Cross Track (B) 
3 Fingers of Charging Crane (C) 
4. Furnace Section (F) 

l''l<. 4l TuANS1>I>K1 ok .SllM'.l SlA< KS PROM KoLLINII Mll.I. TO KlRNACI'. AVtJ HaCK 

being overworked In lllSh heating by generator 

gas was ]>artlv replaced by olectiic heating so as 

to avoid the sheet surfai'es being detiimentally 

influenced by the gaseous atmosphere 

The inaxunurn size of sheet was HO in wide and 

18 ft long The maximum height of a package or 

of a loll was limited to 2() in (Fig 4r) 'flie 

annealing periods of the different alloys useil were 

carefully studied by the research department of 

this big rolling null, and preci.se instructions were 

given to the furnace operator and carefully noted 

on the operation slip The times of the beginning 

and end of the annealing period were stamped on 

the operation slip by an automatic control clock so 

that they appeared alongside the annealing 

instructions, thus providing confirmation that the 

mstnietions had been carried out When the 

annealing was complete, the red-hot load was 

removed from the furnace by the special crane, 

turned through 180° and lowered on to the cooling 

bed in the adjoining bay, formed by the detached 

this largo works employing H(i00 people was done 

by sixteen ojierators, as against '252 before 

reorganization and rebuilding Furthermore, the 

weight transjiorted was increased from about 

2000 to HOOO tons per month 

{d) Situation ok Stores in Relation to 

Workshops 

The materials were divided into (1) raw mater¬ 

ials for the actual manufacturing process, e g 

l opjier, zme, tin, aliirniniuni, etc , and (2) auxiliaiw' 

materials such as coal, bricks, cement, acids, 

abrasives, etc (Fig. 4a). The manufacturing 

materials come in and go out on the left (d to S) 

side of the building, the auxiliary materials and 

by-pro<lucts are concentrated on the right side 

(2 to T) .so that the two separate lines of traffic 

do not interfere with each other. 

There were two main separate buildings 

Building Hall I included the raw material stores 

(.4), which consisted partly of pure metals and 
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partly of scrap and recovered materials. There 

was also a special dressing station (B). Then these 

prepared materials came to the Foundry (C). Some 

round ingots went to the pressing department (D) 

for the production of various sizes of rods, tubes, 

etc., by hydraulic extrusion pre.sses ; whilst the flat 

ingots went to Building Hall II for rolling opera¬ 

tions. This building contained the bays for the 

rolling mills, draw-benches for tubes and bars (^), 

and the aimealing furnaces for the ingots (F), 

which were passed through the rough cogging mills 

((?). The ingots were then passed through the mills 

(Hi and for rough rolling into strip or sheet, 

and finally to the finishing mills, and Jg The 

rolling mills were connected with shearing and 

straightening machines /, A special bay 

contained pickling machines (see Fig 3), and the 

last bay the annealing furnaces The transport 

arrangements between rolling mills and annealing 

is illustrated in Fig 46, which shows the vital 

importance of the factory’s material transporta¬ 

tion system. Part of Building II east of the 

annealing bay was reserved for punching machines 

(JI) Also, a storeroom for the pickling containers 

was established in the right-hand corner at (N). 

where they could be filled direct from the railway 

tank trucks. The briquette-heated generator (Q) 

supplied the steam-boilers (P) for heating and 

ventilating the whole factory and also supplied 

the annealing furnaces with the necessary quan¬ 

tities of gas. The briquette store at (B) has a 

rail connexion. Current for power and light 

was supplied by a county power station in the 

neighbourhood 

(e) Dispatch of Finishku Goods 

The finished goods—sheets, strips, tubes, bars, 

wires, punchings, and pressings, etc —in almost 

innumerable dimen.sions and quantities (Fig. 3, 

bottom-centre) left the factory on the west side 

(S), the by-products on the east side (T) by rail¬ 

way. 

The plan (Fig. 4a) shows the movement of the 

raw materials of production from the stores {A) 

alongside the railway tracks to the dispatching 

stations as finished goods. To dispatch approxi¬ 

mately 3000 tons a month is not an easy problem, 

especially if we have to deal with heavy, long. 

wide, and sometimes fragile items. Tubes and 

sheets of 0-004 in. thickness must be handled very 

carefully, so much so that the materials prob¬ 

lem in this case rules the layout of the entire 

factory with all its transportation equipment and 

machining plant. 

2 Rtfle Factory {Wooden Rijie Stocks) (Figs. .5, 6) 

An ordinary rifle consists of about fifty-five 

steel parts, which form the firing mechanism, 

and the wooden stock, which is the frame or 

basis of the weajxm Fig .5(a) shows the whole 

plant, Fig .5(6) and (c) illustrates some of the 

important steel parts, such as body, bolt, maga¬ 

zine, and the wooden stock. Here we will deal 

only with the materials problem as it affects the 

manufacture of the wooden stock and illustrate 

the eipiipment which was found necessary to 

guarantee maximum production in the shortest 

time with the minimum number of men. The 

material of the stock has to be “seasoned” before 

it 18 sufficiently .stable to be machined The 

machining operations will change its weight and 

dimensions, but they cannot change its consis¬ 

tency This is a particularly simple example whicli 

illustrates some of the difficulties encountered 

when handling a sensitive material in the work¬ 

shop 

The material is generally walnut, the weight 

of the raw material to make one stock is about 

13 to 14 lb The material arrives at the factory 

roughly cut to shape (Pig. 6(6) and (d) ), and the 

rough stocks are quite easy to handle. 

Internal tran.sport is served by means of a 

travelling crane which is used for loading and 

unloading trucks and boats, goods of all kinds 

being handled for the whole factory. The crane 

mu.st of course have a jib long enough to cover the 

full width of the boat (Fig. 6(c)) 

The roughly-shaped unseasoned timber stock 

is transformed into a machinable dry specimen 

by means of dehrining, steaming, and drying 

processes These operations are done in the 

drying shed (Fig 6(f')). from whence the dry stock 

is dispatched to the machining departments, 

remaining in the same special iron container from 

the first unloading operation near the ship or the 

truck to the store place in front of the first 
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milling machines. No intermediate work-in-pro¬ 

gress stores are provided The weight and dimen¬ 

sions of the stock are constantly decreasing, and it 

weighs only about 8 lb when it is finished and 

ready to take the firing mechanism 

artificial drying process had to be designed and 

put into practice Here is how this peculiar heat- 

treatment and transport problem was solved 

It was learnt from the experience of a much 

larger rifle factory making 2000 rifles per day 

STOCK DRYINO PROCESS 

PLAN AND SIDE LINE 

Of FACTORY 

RIFLE FACTORY 

A Wood Drying Department 
B Wood Stores 
C Steel Stores 
D Bridge Crane 
E Power Station 
F Forge 
G Multi Storey Building 

(Small Parts &. Stock) 
H Ground Floor Workshop 

(Heavy Parts) 
J Toolroom 
K Offices 

«—r 

CRANE TACKLE WITH 4 CATCHING CAGES PILED IN 
HOOKS FOR 1750 LB. CONTROLLED DEBRININO AND DRYING 

FROM DRIVER S CAGE SHOP 
Fio « Rifle Fai'Tory 

The factory was manufacturing 400 to 450 rifles 

m two shifts of eleven hours each. 

In peace-time the stocks were very slowly and 

“naturally” dried, first m the yard, then in a hot¬ 

air drying chamber. The seasoning period in the 

open air was at least one year. During the war 

not more than six weeks could be allowed for the 

complete seasoning process; therefore a special 

that about 20 per cent scrap was customary 

24(K> against 2000. This old-fashioned works 

piled the rough cut stocks for eight to twelve 

months in the fresh air m stacks up to 25 ft high 

Then the air-dried stocks were moved again by 

hand from the yards to hot-drying and debrining 

chambers 20 ft square and about 7 ft high For 

2400 stocks per day, 175 full-time operators were 
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lequired. By reducing the figure in the ratio 1 to 

5 (450 to 2400) it was reckoned that at least 

thirty-five hands would be needed for the smaller 

factory. They were to be distributed, following 

the example of the larger factory— 

(1) Seven operators unloading the railway 

trucks, 

(2) Twenty male and female operators occupied 

with piling, re-piling, brushing, and cleaning the 

pre-dried and dried stocks , 

(3) Four operators serving the drying rooms, 

heaters, etc.; 

(4) Four men for inspection , 

i.e thirty-five m all 

The main problem was the lengthy seasoning 

period m the open yards (taking many months) 

as well as the piling and re-pilmg, and the brushing 

and cleaning by hand of the half-<lricd stocks 

which were sometimes covered with mould, 

mildew, and fungus when they came from the 

heating chambers Furthermore it was not pos¬ 

sible to 1)0 sufficiently systematic m the rc-piling 

operation, as 2400 stocks per day could not be 

handled in such a way as to guarantee that the 

moist surfaces would be uniformly dried all 

around 

A new jilan was contiived whereby the stocks 

should not be touched by hand from the moment 

of their arrival by train or shiji (Fig 0(r)) until they 

were perfectly dry and ready for machining on 

the milling machines, which carve the complicated 

recesses to receive barrel and body, and the odd 

shape of the butt and of the fore part of the stock 

If the stocks were warped by only 0 001 in to 

0 005 in in their length wlien completed, the rifle 

would not give accurate fire at a target at, say, 

500 feet 

The drying eipiipment was organized on the 

following plan. The roughly-shaped unseasoned 

stocks arrived by railway or boat directly m 

front of the drying shed and there two men 

arranged them m iron cages (Fig 6(d)) each of 

which could take about 100 to 120 stocks The 

cages were then lifted by a special crane which 

held the four corners by means of four controllable 

hooks (Fig. 6(f)) directed by the crane driver from 

his cabin. Each cage was taken by this means 

into the first-floor drying room and placed either 

on the floor or on top of the lower row (Fig. 6(e)). 

The tops and bottoms of the cages were of stan¬ 

dardized sha{)e so as to fit each other. It was 

necessary to employ a second man in the drying 

room to steady the cages and to see that each 

fitted exactly in its place either on the floor or 

on top of the lower row. Up to 1600 stocks, i c 

sixteen containers per day, could easily be 

arranged by four men, two of them being only 

half-occupie<l The two men in the drying room 

were able to do all the clerical work of receiving, 

re-arranging when necessary the cages by turning 

through 180°, and generally supervising the drying 

process 

The two transport workeis who did the outsiclc 

work on the railway or on the boat could also be 

used for other transportation work. Altogether 

four ojxjrators were sufficient instead of the 

estimated thirty-five, and even these were not 

fully occupied 

The first manufacturing process was a chemical 

one unusual in mechanical workshops. Its pur¬ 

pose was to remove the salt, and other natural 

impurities, from the wood by the use of saturated 

steam of 80° to 90° C , and to wash them out 

They came out first as a brown lye After three 

to four days of steaming the brine became as 

clear as water, proving that the first stage of the 

process was finished Then the steam was replaced 

by heated air beginning with 45° C and ending 

with 35° (! , supplied in a low pressure stream so 

as not to spilt or injure the sensitive wood. There 

were only two vertical rows of cages each about 

10 ft high Had they been piled higher, the stream 

of drying air would have needed to be stronger, 

and might have caused harm to the wood. 

In five to six days the steaming and hot-drying 

was finished and the cages, having been twice 

re-arranged in the “hot chamber,” were trans¬ 

ported by the same crane to tlie finish-drying 

room alongside. Hero five cages, up to 25 ft high, 

were piled one on tO|) of the other and a tempera¬ 

ture of 25°-30° C. was created by ordinary low- 

pressure steam radiators, bedded into the floor of 

the room itself, so that the heated and water- 

saturated air could escape by an opening in the 

roof, helped by low-pressure suction. In three to 

four weeks the last ilrying was finished, and 
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the stocks came out free from mould or fungus, 

requiring no brushing or touching up. Their 

weight was reduced from about IS lb for the fresh 

stock to about 9 to 8 lb of dried stock. Altogether 

five to six weeks were necessary to make them 

ready for machining 

The debrining and hot-drying chambers could 

take 10,000 stocks, the two finish-drying chambers 

25,000 each This made it possible to hold 00,000 

stocks in process of which 20,000 covered the 

basis for a very clear and reliable costing system, 

so far as the wooden stock.s were concerned, was 

well prepared. 

3. Electrical and Mechanical Instruments {Figs, 

la and b and 8) 

The third example shows a factory (Fig. la) 

making telephones, telegraph and radio equip¬ 

ment, teleprinting apparatus, fire alarms, etc. 

(Fig lb) The telephones wei'e made in mass 

needs of the rifle factory for approximately 45 

days. As new supplies of unseasoned pieces 

could be bought at short notice, no additional 

stores were necessary in the factory Scrap was 

reduced from approximately 15 per cent to 20 per 

cent down to 8 per cent to 10 per cent. 440-450 

stocks per,day were sufficient to meet the maxi¬ 

mum needs of the whole nfle factory, so that a 

desirable reserve for unavoidable interruptions 

was secured. The problems of material planning, 

buying, storing, treating, and transporting, from 

the boat or the railway truck to the machining 

department were solved by integrating all the 

essential details As only a minimum of labour 

and space was used, expenditure on power, steam, 

maintenance, and repairs was moderate and 

overhead charges were therefore resisonable. The 

production quantities, the telegraph and radio 

equipment in large batches, and the other pro¬ 

ducts m small quantities, using standardized 

components and sub assemblies where possible. 

The raw materials in this case were the ordinary 

types of ferrous and non-ferrous metal in sheet 

form and in round, square, and hexagonal bars, 

as well as manufactured items such as metal 

castings, stampings, wires, cables, rubber and 

plastic articles, and wood. The wooden parts, 

such as cabinets, shelves, etc , were of no great 

functional importance • 

Bars, rods, tubes, etc,, were used of sizes of 

between J in. to 3 in diameter strips and sheets of 

0-004 in. to 1 in. thick, stampings and pressings 

were made from bars hot or cold by power 

presses, punches, drawing machines, etc. Swarf 
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and scrap varied between 5 per cent and 30 per of fairly heavy generators and high-frequency 

cent according to design, but in all cases the weight equipment, which the firm produced. 

of the parts was small from the beginning, being The solution of the material transportation 

easily transportable by hand. Weights and .sizes 

were of course further reduced by machining, 

bars being transformed into single pieces by the 

lathes, capstans, and automatics, etc., and the 

same being done to sheets and strips by shearing 

and punching presses. 

Sub-assembly and assembly creates larger and 

heavier units, but they are still well within the 

limits manageable by ordinary means. This is a 

typical case of light production with the exception 

problem is therefore divided into two parts, i.e. 

those affecting— 

(1) Light parts concentrated in a multi-storey- 

building (AT), and (2) heavy parts in a ground- 

floor building (N), (f'lg H(h) and (c)). 

All the large parts, such as castings and stamp¬ 

ings, and heavy bars are machined in the ground- 

floor workshops of the multi storey-building and 

ascend by lifts. Auxiliary materials, especially coal 

for the boiler house and wood for the carpenter’s 
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shop, are unloaded direct from the railway or 

ship to their respective stores without touching 

the workshops. 

The layout consisted of an eight-floored building 

including a basement, which was useful as a raw 

material stores and repair shop, and an attic 

as a storeroom for semi finished and finished 

goods (Fig ><(c)) The factory was well sited and 

each floor received daylight through large windows 

Operations on the light and medium parts com¬ 

menced 111 the basement and the flow of work 

was upwards to the stores in the attic Finisheil 

goods were sent down by lifts and dispatched from 

the ground floor Vertical transport was facilitated 

by fast lifts (/i,, K^) for the light parts, and 

spacious (loft X fi ft) lifts of three-ton loads for 

medium and heavy machines and large apparatus 

A whole capstan or a lathe could hi transported 

from the railway to its working place without 

being dismantled Horizontal transport was 

originally provided by a narrow gauge line (20 in 

gauge) hut this was later replaced by trackless 

electric trucks running at four to five miles per 

hour Numerous roads paths {(!), and passages 

{H) proi ided access to every corner of the factory 

'I'he site of the factory was so chosen that railway 

{('), water way (canal and wharf (if)), mam loail (i>), 

and several streets {E) could be used for the receipt 

and dispatch of raw materials and finished goods 

(Fig *S(«)) Railway (<['). tram line (A’), and streets 

(F) facilitated transport of labour from the neigh¬ 

bouring town and suburbs 

The layout provided for liOOO workmen at full 

capacity Each floor of the eight-floor biiildiiig 

(il/) (including attic) had 47,()(M1 sq ft, providing 

a total of .‘576,000 sq ft plus a separate ground 

floor building {N) of 00,000 sq ft working area 

(Fig 8(ft)) 

To unload or load trains or ships, a travelling 

oxane (/) crossed the yard from the canal to the 

railway tracks 

Only the heavy machines of the ground floor 

{M) and some parts of the sepaiate ground-floor 

building (N) were served by swivelling eranes, 

for handling heavy castings Additional means of 

transport were unnecessary because of the light¬ 

ness of single parts and sub-assemblies Assembly 

lines with conveyors, etc,, were used wherever 

possible, when warranted by large batch produc¬ 

tion (cf. page 271). 

.Sawuig, parting, centring, and other simple 

preparatory operations were usually done near 

the material stores in the basement (Floor 1) and 

the material was transported by fast lifts {K^, K^) 

to the different floors according to the machining 

operations requiied. iSometimes heat-treatment 

was needed between some machining operations. 

Facilities for this were provided on Floor 6 so as 

to disturb the correct “flow” as little as possible 

The finished goods stores in the attic (Floor 8) 

w'cre directly connected with the dispatch liepart- 

ment (O) <m Floor 2 by the lifts [K-y, K^) light or 

heavy according to .size and weight of the products 

The problems of material handling with products 

differing widely in weight, bulk, and. fragility, m 

a multi-storeyed building, are much more comple.x: 

than when a single-floor arrangement is possible 

4 Machine Tool Factory Making Heavy Machines 

(F,g. })) 

The articles manufactured were heavy lathes 

planers, horizontal and vertical boring mills, etc . 

weighing up to 706 tons each Individual parts 

such as bedplates, stands, coluinn.s, tables, etc , 

weighed up to 60 tons jier piece The foundry, the 

heavy machining plant, and the fitting depart¬ 

ment were therefore kejit under one roof, enabling 

the same crane.s to be used to carry the castings 

from the moulds to the fettling department, then 

to the heavy machine tools, and finally to the 

erecting bay For the heavie.st pieces, two 

travelling cranes of 20 to .“lO-ton capacity each, 

were used together. The objection that ilust, 

smoke, and moisture from the foundry might 

jicnetrate the manufacturing departments and 

spoil the plant, was solved by having a vertically 

sliding partition between the fettling department 

and the casting stores which was lowered only in 

the evenings. The cranes were able to pass with 

their loads through the openings beneath the roof 

Pig-iron, coke, coal, wood, and non-ferrous 

materials, etc., usually arrived by river (south side) 

direct to their stores, but sometimes they came by 

railway (north side), from whence they were 

distributed by means of the turntable to their 

respective stores 
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A = Iron stores. .A, = Slewing cranes. 1‘ — Vortical boring mills. 
B = Coal stores. A'l = Core makmg. Q = Fitting di'pai-tiiiont. 
C — Coko stores = Coro drying H - Pitting department of hen\ v inaehin 
D = Oil stores. Core-box shop = Dispatch rarpentw's 
E ~ Cupolas. L — Cleaning. T = Weighing machine 
P ~ t'upolas. M — Castings store. U - Gate porter 
G -- Light foundry. N-^ = Light turnery, F — Boiler house. 

— Heavy foundries Heavy turnery. IFj = OfHces. 
//j = Heavy foundries. = Light planing. IF^ = Olllci-s. 

= Slewing cranes = Heavy planing Z - I..avatory 

a = Timber store d = Steel stor*' </ - Otllce building. 
b -- Brass foundry. e = Forge. h ^ Bicycle stand 
c — Pattern shop and store. / = Cloakroom, baths. j — .Staff lodgings 

Fio. 0 Plan View or Factoby for Heavy Machine Toot..s 

Dispatch of the finished machines, either com¬ 

plete or dismantled into their heavy parts, was 

done either by railway trucks, which could enter 

the erecting bay, or, when the pieces were too 

heavy or bulky for railway transport, they were 

loaded on to ships by the thirty-ton travelling 

cranes. 

The layout of this factory was governed by the 

need for moving a variety of supplies, some light. 

some of medium weight, but mostly heavy and 

bulky, through the factory in a straight flow, 

using a cross-track only for moving parts to a 

parallel bay. 

5. Manufacture of Light and Medium Machine 

Tools (Figs. 10, Ho and b) 

Most of these machines have a heavy bed, stand, 

upright or table, the handling of which requires 
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heavy travelling cranes, while the fairly light 

cast or forged parts can be moved either by one 

or two men, when the weight is below 100 lb, 

or by auxiliary revolving cranes or other suitable 

lifting tackle where they are heavier than 100 lb 

Much of this tackle can be controlled by the 

machine operator. 

For example the main parts of a capstan 

lathe are— 

Bed with feed-gear box and accessories, head- 

stock, turret, cross slide, and aprons for turret and 

cross saddle 

The main building (Fig 10) was made up ol 

SIX bays, each 300 ft long and 40 ft wide. Addi¬ 

tional buildings house the spray-painting shop, 

the heat-treatment section, and the boilers for 

steam heating, and adecpiate space exists lor 

extensions should these be necessary m the future 

Each of the bays in the mam factory building is 

served by a five-ton overhead crane, while the 

spray-pamting shop and heat-treatment depart¬ 

ment. which are housed in the building seen to the 

right, arc served by an overhead crane of three- 

ton capacity Truclts running on roads at each 

end of the mam building provide for transport 

between the vaiious bays 

Mateiial ai living at the factory pas.ses to the 

works road (2.5 ft wide) by way of the weighbridge 

and cheeking office 'Phe heavy castings are passed 

straight into the planing and shde-way grinding 

section which is arranged at one end of the build¬ 

ing, while the light castings and other material 

are driv en along to the farther end of the factory', 

where they are passed into the stores. After the 

initial machining operations have been performed 

on the heavier castings, they are taken to the paint 

shop by factory bogie or narrow-gauge trucks, and 

are returned later for the remaining machining 

processes Castings such as beds, when completely 

machined, are pa.ssed directly into the machine 

assembly bay, while the smaller machined castings, 

such as saddles and headstocks, are sent to the 

unit-fitting and erecting section in the centre of 

the factory. 

The flow of the lighter castings, stampings, and 

other smaller components, is from the stores to 

the unit-fitting and erecting department by way 

of the various machine shops. Various blanks 

cut from bar material, stampings, and small 

castings are, for e.xample, dealt with in the cap¬ 

stan- and turret-lathe section, and are later passed 

to the milling, drilling, or gear-cutting depart¬ 

ments before being sent to the unit-fitting and 

erection department 

The completely machined beds are arranged in 

rows in the machine assembly bay, and here 

Cl 

the various units such as the headstock and the 

turret slide are mounted in position and the 

machines are prepared ready to be moved into 

the inspection and test bay At one end of the 

inspection and test bay is the packing and 

dispatch departments, where tested machines are 

prepared ready for dispatch 

In the unit-fitting and erecting shop, benches 

are arranged across the bay, and between the 

benches are fitted assembly stands for the various 

units such as the headstock, turret rest, and auto¬ 

feed box. The weight of the headstock necessi¬ 

tates special means for handling. The benches 

and stands used in connexion with headstock 

assembly are, therefore, provided with overhead 
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runways, from which the castings are slung when 

they have to be moved. 

The factory is light and airy, and there is no 

suggestion of crowding in any of the various 

departments. Wide gangways are arranged be¬ 

tween the different lines of machines, the gang¬ 

ways being clearly defined by white lines so that 

they may be kept clear of obstructions. 

Fig 1 la shows yet another factory for manu¬ 

facturing multiple spindle automatics, etc It is 

built in rural surroundings, five miles from the 

installed for cleaning the castings before rough- 

macbining and also after the ageing treatment 

In the heavy-machine shop (C), the castings 

pass up one side and down the other, in the 

directions indicated by the arrows. The machines 

are arranged as nearly as possible m the sequence 

in which they are used, so that a steady flow of 

castings through the shop is maintained. Leaving 

the heavy-machine shop, the large castings are 

inspected and passed to the assembly lines (fr). 

where they are required for subsequent operations 

centre of a large town It stands m 100 acres of 

wooded countryside and is dependent on road 

transport only 

The ground floor is taken up with production 

shops, and the first floor is used for the technical 

and commercial offices of the organization. 

With regard to the plant layout of the factory, 

the flow of material is indicated by arrows in 

Fig. 11a 

Heavy material enters at one end of the factory 

at (A), while light material enters at the other 

end {B). Before the heavy castings enter the 

main heavy-machine shop (C), they pass through 

the casting-treatment section. Here rough¬ 

machining is done prior to ageing. The larger 

castings are allowed to age outside the factory, 

but a special ageing furnace (D) is installed for 

the smaller castings. Shot-blasting equipment is 

Materials and parts for the hght-machiiie shop 

(//) enter through the goods received stores and 

steel stores Here power-driven saws aie used for 

cutting bar material into pieces of suitable length 

before passing into the machine shop. Adjoining 

the stores is the heat-treatment department (J), 

through which some materials and parts pass 

before being sent to the machine shop. Parts are 

also sent for heat-treatment during the sequence 

of machining operations, and are returned to the 

machine shop for finishing after cleaning 

The machines in the light-machine shop (Fig 

116) are arranged in accordance with their type, 

thus there are separate sections for automatics, 

milling machines, grinding machines, etc. The 

layout of the machines is such that a continuous 

flow of work in the directions indicated is main¬ 

tained as far as is practicable. With this end in 
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view, the grinding machines are arranged close to 

the inspection department (K), which adjoins the 

assembly shop, while the gear-cutting machines 

are placed close to the grinding machines 

In the assembly shop, the work from the light- 

machme shop goes first to the sub-assembly lines 

(F) As the sub-assemblies are budt up, they are 

passed to the mam assembly lines ((J) for building 

into machines The finished 

machines, after final inspec¬ 

tion, pass through the spray¬ 

painting shop (L) to the 

demonstration and test bays 

(M), and thenee to tlie 

dispatch ilepartment (JV) 

This type of construction 

gives light, airy, workshops 

and it IS a simple matter to 

extenil w hen necessary by 

enlarging one or more of the 

bays, or by adding new side 

bays As all machine tools 

are driven by individual 

motors, they could be re¬ 

arranged quickly, if required 

without disturbing the flow of 

mateiials through the shops 

from stores to dispatch 

6 Motor Cat ITo/Ls (Eif/.s 

12, 13) 

The manufacture of ears 

IS well known as being the first application of 

mass-production jinnciples to the making of a 

very complicated machine comjx).sed of several 

thousands of comiionents These are built up to 

form three main as.semblies viz chassis, engine, 

and body. Both in the manufacture of com¬ 

ponents and m the sub-assemblies and assemblies, 

the huge internal transport .system not only 

governs the layout of the factory, but it also 

determines the speeds of all manufacturing pro¬ 

cesses and forces the men on the various machines 

and on the progressive assembly lines to work to 

definite output cycles. (See page 272.) 

As a fascinating example of detailed planning 

and correct operational sequence and of the com¬ 

plete co-ordination of the efforts of several 

factories in the production of first-class, inter¬ 

changeable, high-quality goods at low price and 

with quick delivery we shall consider the factories 

of Morns Motors, Ltd 

Fig 12 shows the plan and the progress key of 

Moms Motors, Ltd., at Cowley, Oxford, for the 

S h p and 10 h p car. Fig 13 shows the plan of 

the new Courthouse Creen Factory at Coventry. 

At the Cowley Works only a.s.sembly work is 

done It is the main stream, into which flow the 

products manufactured in specialized engineering 

shops of different cities, there to be assembled into 

finisheil motor cars at the rate of .')()(> or more per 

day. The Morris method at Cowley is one of 

flowing as.sembly of interchangeable components 

or sub-assemblies. The production of the parts is 

performeil entirely in other factories, 'fhe works 

at Cowley are only the finishing link in the chain 

of operations through which the car has to go 

There are some 300 different manufacturing 

concerns each specializing in a narrow range of 

products, which together supply the 19,000 com¬ 

ponents of an average car. 

The average number of engines produced in the 
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Courthouse Green Factory (Fig. 13) is in the 

region of 3000 per week. Engine dispatches, 

therefore, are taking place at the rate of approxi¬ 

mately one per minute during working hours. 

These engines are dispatched by road m large 

specially-built vehicles capable of carrying from 

thirty-seven to fifty-four engine and gearbox units 

at a time, the number depending upon the size of 

the units concerned 

Henry Ford himself, the original master mind 

of mass production m the U.S A., declared after 

an inspection of the Morris plant that “they haul 

nothing to learn from the U.S.A on this subject.” 

With so many engineering works each special¬ 

izing in its own range of major parts, a problem 

arises of adapting their various rates of output 

to that of the assembly factory of Cowley There 

must be no bottleneck; therefore great vigilance 

and effort must be used constantly to ensure that 

a shortage of a particular item or items is not going 

to bring the whole complex production machine 

to a standstill. 

To ensure uninterrupted line-assembly of parts 

and sub-assemblies supplied by different factories 

in different parts of the country, a special system 

of inspection testing, and acceptance of incoming 

supplies IS required 

The great factory at Cowley (Fig. 12) comprises 

a series of engineering shops, separated only by 

brick partitions and connected up by conveyors, 

transveyors, travelling bands, belts, chains, and 

cranes Several miles of these conveyors and belts 

ensure the automatic flow of work The coming 

and going of parts is always timed so that they are 

delivered to the works at exactly the right moment. 

The whole is served by a central electric power and 

steam-heating plant 

The assembly plant at Cowley is capable of 

dealing with 150,000 cars per year. 

The layout of the engine factory at Coventry 

(Fig 13) shows three mam sections— 

1. The foundry, which is completely mechan¬ 

ized. 

2. The building which houses the production 

lines for the cylinder blocks and heads, crank¬ 

shafts, and housings, together with the engine- 

assembly department and test bed. 

3. The building in which are the gear-box 

shops with their heat-treatment department, 

together with the other engine component sections. 

The last-mentioned building houses also the 

toolroom, the demonstration shop, and .shops for 

the millwrights, carpenters, electricians, and the 

canteen. 

The foundry was built adjoining the railway, 

so that truck-loads of raw material can be delivered 

close to the point where they are required. 

Pig-iron for the castings is lifted from the railway 

trucks on to deliv-ery lorries by means of auto¬ 

matic cranes and deposited into convenient 

storage bins. The sand for moulding is taken 

from the trucks and deliveied to rotary duel's 

capable of dealing with ten tons of sand per hour 

When dry, the sand is delivered automatically 

to the mam bunkers by a bucket-type conveyor 

Coke and limestone are transferred fiorn tipping 

wagons in the sidings to another bucket conveyor, 

which delivers them direct to the cupola platform, 

small particles of coke being separated en route 

Between the foundry and the machine shops for 

cylinder blocks and cylinder-head castings are to 

be found the rough-eastmg stores in which is 

located the casting pickling plant From the 

pickling shop, the cylinder-block ca.stmg.s are taken 

to the machine shop by pendulum conveyor, 

means being provided for side-tracking the vari¬ 

ous castings automatically as they reach their 

appropriate lines of machines 

Adjoining the cylinder block and overhead- 

valve cylinder-head section, are the lines of mach¬ 

ines for dealing with side-valve heads, manifolds, 

crankshafts, and various small components. The 

valve section conveniently adjoins the cylinder- 

head lines, so that the completed valves may be 

fitted to their appropriate heads and ground-in 

with a minimum of intermediate handling 

Completed cylinder blocks are sent by conveyor 

to the washing and storage department which 

adjoins the stores for the other completed engine 

components. 

Cylinder blocks are taken by a conveyor from 

the stores to the ends of the engine-assembly 

tracks and lowered to the ends of the tracks from 

overhead storage runways as required. The 

other engine components are passed to the engine 

assembly tracks from the finished parts and 
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components stores, while the gear boxes reach the 

assembly lines at the points wliere they are required 

for bolting to the engines. Completely assembled 

engines finally arrive at the test department 

'Phence they pass to the spray-pain ting section 

Here the engines pass through the various booths, 

in which they are spray-painted and dried before 

The writer had to spend a day in Moji harbour, 

Japan, in 1929 while his ship was being coaled, 

and was very surprised to see the work being 

done entirely by hand. It made one think of 

pyramid building 4000 or more year.s ago 

The coal collier was teeming with labourers 

who carried flat willow baskets on their heads. 

being transferred to the engine stores and dis¬ 

patch department 

The third mam section of the factory is employeil 

for the manufacture of gear boxes and for mach¬ 

ining various engine components. The compo¬ 

nents machined here include clutch parts, piston 

casings, and connecting rods As the plan 

indicates, the various machine shops have their 

own raw material stores, while adjoining the gear¬ 

box components machine shops are the heat- 

treatment department and the gear-box assembly 

shop There is a separate store for finished gear 

boxes from which the assembly belts are served. 

7 Iron and Steel Works (Figs. 14, I5a and b) 

Here is a strange personal experience of foreign 

methods of transportation. 

each holding twenty to thirty pounds each In 

the scorching heat, a team of sixty men loaded the 

ship with ISOO tons of coal from a collier in about 

twelve hours, the working teams being changed 

every two hours The man in ciiarge told us 

that the total wages for his team were less than 

half of what it would have cost to have used 

modern loading apparatus, which was, in fact, 

available. 

On the other bank of the harbour one could see, 

not more than half a mile away, the chimneys and 

blast furnaces of the Yawata Works (Pig. 14), the 

largest and most modern steel factory m Japan, 

employing between 18,000 and 20,000 people in 

normal times, and making the fullest use of auto¬ 

matic elevators and conveyors, etc. The procedure 

was to employ “ hands ” by the day and to dismiss 
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them without consideration whenever there was 

insufficient work for them Such a method is not 

tenable in an orderly and well-managed factory 

The instance only proves that when there is 

abundant cheap labour and insufficient regular 

work to avoid unemployment, the weaker partner 

can be grossly exploited. However, the example 

causes one to consider very carefully whether or 

not it IS advisable, from the economic point of 

view, to replace manual labour by automatic 

methods of transport and to install equipment on 

which standing charges (depreciation and inter¬ 

est) alone amount to more than the alternative 

labour cost. On this point, the degree of activity 

of a works is a decisive factor It makes a groat 

difference if an iron and steel works produces, say, 

100,<>00 tons or 300,000 tons per annum. Fig. 

l.'ia illustrates continuous material transport 

through a modern steel mill from the convertor 

to the rolling mills, replacing manual labour by 

machines wherever possible. Also, as a safety 

measure, men are kejit off the dangerous ground 

floor as much as possible, being replaced by men 

sitting high up in the safety of crane cabins, 

steering machines instead of carrying loads and 

working near hot metals 

Table 111 compares the costs before and after 

mechanization and a threefold increase of output 

The costs are in shillings per ton, based on pre-war 
(103.‘i) prices 

The diagram (Fig. \V>b) illustrates clearly the 

ilccisive influence of labour cost in both cases and 
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the effect of the standing charges of the new plant, 

which naturally consumes considerably more 

current and has higher depreciation and mainten¬ 

ance charges than the original hand-operated 

equipment. The cost of transport directly 

affects the price of the material, but the total 

8. Textile Manufacture {Weaving Mill) (Figs. 16a 

and h, 17) 

In many cases, reorganization involves modern¬ 

ization of plant, and especially in such a recon¬ 

struction does the efficiency of a works manager 

become apparent New factories with large 

KK! 17 TllVKHO 1*L\N OF Wewino Mii.l 

lirodiiction costs of the steel were almo.st halved 

by the installation of the expensive new’ plant 

TABLK III 

Influknce of Pi.ant and Quantity on Prime 

Cost 

Ol,l> Fl.ANT I Mill) Pi ant 

financial resources as those of Figs 3 to 15a and b 

are comparativ'ely easy to erect from scratch. 

Figs 16a and h, however, show elov^ation and plan 

of a fifty-year-old textile factory which has been 

converted into a technically well-designed plant 

by erecting bridges, elevators, transport gangways, 

etc , changing the previous irregular and disorgan¬ 

ized methods of transport and manufacturmp 

operations into a steady and well-organized flow 

The diagram (Fig 17) shows the flow of the 

material from the yarn store, where finished and 

tlyed yarns arrive from the yarn mill, through 

the warping, weaving, elyeing, and finishing de 

partments where they are manufactured into 

cloth of different designs, sizes, textures, ant! 

weights. 
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Yarns are woven into textile fabrics, which 

undergo complicated finisliing processes to give 

them the required colours (or mixtures of colours) 

and textures according to the dictates of necessity 

or fashion The technical problem is to design 

a fundamental manufacturing arrangement which 

will provide for a continually changing design of 

cloth to be produced from the same plant 

Yarn and dyestuffs are the direct materials, 

while soap, grease, acids, neutralizing chemicals 

and numerous other supplies form the auxiliary 

materials, which have to be transported to the 

different places of consumption The very light 

units of yam (bobbins) arc made up into fairly 

heavy finished pieces of cloth, but the latter are 

quite manageable by hand. However, the 

warping beams when loaded with cloth, are heavy 

and long, and as the factory (Fig. 16a) was a 

six-storey building it was necessary to have suit¬ 

able lifts, a, of adequate width, to provide vertical 

transport from the yarn store in the attic to the 

dispatch room on the ground floor 

The factory was one of 200 looms, obtaining 

its yam by road transport from a spinning plant 

some miles away. After arrival in the factory 

yard, the cops or bobbins, which were shipped m 

baskets, were taken by fast elevators to the yarn 

store, located on the top floor, and from there 

moved down in the various forms of yarn, twist, 

warp, weft, and cloth, m one uninterrupted process 

to the bottom of the factory where they emerged 

as finished cloth. To accomplish this, a new top 

floor (attic) was added as storeroom for the yam. 

In this textile factory, the writer, as the engineer 

in charge of reconstruction, not being handi¬ 

capped by too profound a knowledge of textile 

details, was given the task of carrying out econ¬ 

omies in yarn material by introducing new 

methods but without disturbing output The 

weaving mill consumed about 30,000 lb of wool a 

week. The wool in its raw state represented 

about 70 per cent of the final costs of the cloth 

(see Table II) and it was therefore of considerable 

importance to protect it from transport damage, 

if economies were to be made. 

The old way of handling the yam in the spinning 

mill was— 

(1) Production of cops by automatic spinning 

machines, self-acting mules, and flyers, removing 

and packing the dofiings into a transport container 

(wooden box, wicker baskets, etc , Fig. 18.d). 

(2) Forwarding to weighing machine, weighing 

the gross weight, deducting the tare—then on to 

yarn store. 

(3) Repacking into .storage shelves by female 

workers 

(4) Repacking again into a transport case, and 

forwarding a certain proportion of the bobbins to 

a damping apparatus to eliminate the curling 

tendency of thread on the warping mill. 

(.'>) Transferring the cops to a steam-resisting 

container and then damping them in the steaming 

box. 

(6) Transferring the steamed cops back to the 

tran.sport containers 

(7) Forwarding all cops to the loom as weft for 

the shuttle or as warp on the warping machine 

The damage which occurred to yarn during all 

this handling was between one-quarter to one-half 

per cent material loss per week according to 

reliable figure.s furni.shed by the accountant. As 

the factory handled 30,000 Ib yarn per week at 

Is. 6d. per pound, this meant that between 

£6 to £12 per week, or up to £600 per annum, 

could be saved if all damage could be eliminated 

This was in fact achieved by designing a con¬ 

tainer in which the yam was transported from 

the spinning machine to the loom or warping 

mill, including the damping operation, without 

touching the cops. This was the solution of a 

technical problem involving the safe handling of 

very light and very delicate material 

The container had to withstand rough usage in 

the factory, i e. be sat on by heavy operators, 

be pushed across the concrete floors, etc., and 

had to resist moisture (damping) without corroding 

and be unaffected by change of temperature 

After some trials a suitable basket was success¬ 

fully made, which has proved itself satisfactory 

in three large textile factories and although the 

equipment of a large factory with such baskets 

required quite an amount of capital, their intro¬ 

duction has paid for itself in less than two years, 

quite apart from the savings due to acceleration 

and simplification of the manual handling and the 

cost control. 
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Fig 18 shows, by actual photographs, the differ¬ 

ence between the old untidy wooden store (A) 

and the neat new baskets (B to F) which replace 

the storage shelves as well as providing means of 

transiMirt 

Especially noteworthy is the simplicity of 

weighing (/>), as it is possible to manufacture the 

baskets to practically the same uniform weight 

with plus or minus one per cent deviation The 

frame is made of welded iron, the walls consisting 

of aluminium wire or galvanized netting, polished 

so as not to leave projections on which the fibre 

might be torn By adjusting the weighing 

machines accordingly, one i.s able to read off 

directly the correct weight without having to 

make the deduction for the constant tare This 

is a great advantage as it saves time and avoids 

errors 

The number of porters is reduced to a minimum 

and the female packers of yarn-cops in the store¬ 

room are completely eliminated One man looks 

after the store containing 60,000 to 80.000 lb of 

yarn, including necessary reserves, building up 

tlie yarn shelves by piling up the baskets as they 

come in The standardized bottom frame of each 

basket fits on to the top recess of the basket 

below (Fig. ISE). Furthermore, the container is 

made so rigid that it can replace the usual station¬ 

ary wooden or steel-shelving in the yarn storeroom 

It eliminates the special storeroom equipment for 

cops, i.e shelves, bins, etc , and permits of a 

permanent visual check on the colour of the 

yarns in stock and the contents of each basket, 

and finally, it provides automatic ventilation of 

the yam from top to bottom, which is the best 

protective measure against damage by moths 

The whole extent of the problem is thus clarifietl 

and solved, minimum handling, greatest care 

of material, and smallest expense for weighing, 

transporting, storing, and packing 

9. Oil Refinery {Fig. 19) 

In the previous eight sections indications have 

been given as to the organization required in the 

mechanical manufacture of various machines, 

textiles, and other products. 

In the concluding section an entirely different 

concept will now be considered In the manu¬ 

facture of petroleum products it is not possible 

to think of the finished substance as so many 

articles requiring individual handling. We are 

concerned in the mam with fluids, and fluids must 

be handled in bulk The refining of crude oil is 

almost wholly the practical application of the two 

fiimlamental problems of chemical engineering, 

the flow of fluids and the transfer of heat This 

I.s shown in diagrammatic form m Fig 19, which 

represents a scheme for the manufacture of a 

range of special products from crude oil 

The crude oil is transported by pipeline or 

ocean-going tanker from the producing field to 

the refining centre, which m this particular case 

IS located in a consumption area Tankers mav 

carry up to 22,000 tons of oil, and normally can 

discharge their cargo at a rate of 10,()(»() tons m 

twenty-four hours The oil is first Hjilit up by 

distillation into a senes of haction.s, whicli 

differ fiom each other in their boiling ranges, a 

lower boiling point normally indicating lower 

molecular weight In Fig 19 the fractions are 

kerosene, gas oil. three distinct lubricating oil 

fractions, and a heavy residuum The lubricating 

oil fractions go by way of intermediate storage to 

the solvent extraction and dowa.xing plant, the ^ 

function of which is to .separate each fraction into 

the three constituent parts of stable component 

(satuiated molecules), unstable component or 

extract (unsaturated molecules), and wax The 

primary product, the stabilized component, passes 

on by way of intermediate storage to the chemical 

treatment .section, where the treatment given 

defiends on the final product required For the 

production of normal lubricants, treatment with 

activated Fuller’s earth at a fairly high tempera¬ 

ture IS usually sufficient (shown m red) In the 

production of white oils and medicinal paraffin 

(blue on illustration) the stabilized component 

from the solvent extraction plant is reacted with 

oleum (fuming sulphonic acid) and all but the 

completely saturated molecules are sulphonated 

and removed. These sulphonated compounds are 

important by-products of the process, and are 

made into emulsifiers, etc , as shown again in 

blue The primary product, which is unaffected 

by oleum, has a final treatment with Fuller’s 

earth and is then packed into containers according 
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to the xise for which it is intended and the destina¬ 
tion to which it is going. 

The control of the quality of the various pro¬ 

ducts to a rigid specification is achieved only by 
the following— 

J Maximum installation of automatic control 

instruments, which reduce any reliance on the 

human element to a minimum 

2 Clontinuous operation, which eliminates vaii- 

ation due to start-up and shut-down jierioils 

3 The intelligent use of intermediate storage, 

which allows a particular plant to run the maxi¬ 

mum time on one product and therefore, under 

one set of conditions 

4 Continuous laboratory control of all products 

at each stage of production 

Add to this, constant research and development 

work in the utilization of bv-imiduets, and as a 

result the crude oil can be transformetl into 

forty-five different useful products, with an 

overall loss of only two to three per cent * 

As distinct from other organizations, .stoiage 

space for products in the course of treatment is 

only available in the form of tanks and \essels, 

for which a company has to lay down a eonsider- 

—able amount of fixed capital The accommodation 
IS therefore limited, but the transporting of pro¬ 

ducts from one storage tank to another by pipeline 

and pumps is considerably cheaper than the 

handling of the products dealt with in the previous 

chapters, such as heavy ingots of steel or copper 

In some cases, the whole organization of an 

industry can depend upon the successful move¬ 

ment and flow of its raw material and semi¬ 

finished stocks and on the manner in which they 

travel from one workshop to another In the case 

of a refinery the pipeline systems are so arranged 

that transfer of oil stocks from any one section of 

the refinery to another can bo effected at a 

moment’s notice by the mere switching on of 

valves and pumps by one operator, and thus the 

movement of thousands of tons of products— 

which is a major operation m the heavy steel 

industries—is a one-man operation in a refinery 

The costing organizations of other industries 

will therefore have very many variables that will 

affect their final production figure, which are 

quite irrelevant to an oil refinery. 

Supplying Material to the Machines 

As already mentioned (page lii), the managerial 

aspect of the material supply problem may be 

analysed on the following lines (sec Table IV)— 

(1) Drawing office design of product, pre¬ 

paration of parts list 

(2) Works production department determina¬ 

tion of material, tyjx*, dimensions, and quality , 

standardization 

(3) Purchasing 

(4) Obtaining supplies 

(5) Receiving, checking (laboratory), preparing 

the invoice 

((5) Storing and i.ssuing. 

(7) Feeding to working places. 

(H) Dispatch of finished product. 

(») Costing as a means of economic control 

The ilesign of the product and preparation of 

paits list, as well as the determination of type, 

dimensions and quality of material is done in the 

drawing office. 'I’lie standardization of materials 

is a natural consequence and is fho basis of 
economic design 

Preparation for buying, as regards dcterniina- 

tion of quality and quantity, is done by the 

works production department (jilanning) in con¬ 

sultation with the buyer and the designer (items 

2 and 3) 

'file selection of the supplier and the decision as 

to ipiantities required is a matter for the purchasing 

ilepaitmcnt, after consultation with the managing 

director where large quantities are involved (3 

and 4) 

Receiving and checking of incoming goods 

accortling to quantity and quality are done by 

the technical control and the stores (5 and 6) 

Storing and issuing of material, against requisi¬ 

tion slips only, are done by the storekeeper, 

using the parts list and the planning department’s 

time-schedule as a means of control, in close 

co-oiieration with the foremen, for the feeding of 

materials to the departmental work-in-progress 

stores or directly to the machine-tools (6 and 7) 

Goods, after passing final inspection, are 

dispatched either directly or indirectly by the 

finished goods stores (8). The effect is that the 

customer and the planning department are 

pushing, while the workshops are pulling to 
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achieve the result of getting the right material 

to the machines at the right time 

The accounts department (9) pays to the 

material supplier (4) the amount on the checked 

invoice (5), and the costing department (9) debits 

external and internal orders and credits the 

stores with the cost of materials listed on the 

receipts and requisition slips, as checked by the 

Associated with the drawing (e g. tailstock 

Fig. 20) but suitably separated from it is the parts 

list (Fig. 21) showing in detail the materials 

required This most important list is prepared by 

specially trained men. 

The parts list is divided into the main sub¬ 

assemblies e g in the case of a lathe—the head- 

stock, carriage, apron, tailstock, and bed, in the 

Kuj 20 Dkskin ok Tailstock 

jiarts list Thus the circle is closed drawing 

office ~{)lannirig department—^purchaser—sup¬ 

plier—stores — laboratory—workshop—costing— 

accountancy The “Circulation (ffiart” (Table 

IV) shows in detail how this is done and how the 

various departments collaborate in the task of 

executing an order 

We will now consider the departments individ¬ 

ually — 

(1) The Drawing Office 

The designer determines from his drawings the 

shop requirements type of raw material (e g 

Ni. Cr steel bar 3-5 per cent Ni of If in diameter), 

its quality and quantity or length. 

case of a motor car—^the chassis, wheels, engine, 

carburettor, radiator, transmission gear, brakes, 

steering, tank, and in the case of a bridge — 

girders, bearings, piers, roadways, etc These 

groups are subdivided according to the assembly 

requirements of the fitting department, for every 

good designer (who gives his work adequate 

thought) puts himself into the position of the 

fitter, who actually has in front of him all the 

separate manufactured parts and/or sub-assem¬ 

blies and must assemble them according to a 

definite plan. Because the assembly viewpoint is 

predominant when making the parts list, one 

finds in it a wide variety of items For instance, 

in the tailstock of a lathe there are : the body 
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made of cast iron, the quill of mild steel, the nut of 

bronze, the spindle of hard steel, the low-stressed 

screws of semi-niild steel In the complete lathe 

there are highly stressed gears and shafts of 

nickel-chrome steel, lower-stressed gears of mild 

steel there are also ball and roller bearings, 

grease wicks, copper tubes, bolts, and other 

purchased items 

(‘2) Tho Work.H Production Department 

iSucIi a designer’s list, although suitable for the 

manufacturing side, is of no use to the material 

buyer wlio, in order that the parts of the tailstoek 

can be manufactured, has first to obtain the 

mateiial not already in .storl or due for supply 

against orders already issued Therefore the 

engineer's parts list must be leaiianged accoi<ling 

to materials e g cast iron, semi-inild steel, alloy 

steel. cop[)er alloys, aluminium alloys, etc , 

owing to the fact that one cannot obtain all these 

different materials from one .source The .supplier 

works according to types, therefore the pur¬ 

chasing list must contain t.v|)e, quantity, and 

quality, as well as raw' and finished weiglibs of 

parts, so that one is able to compare the actual 

deliveiy (gross weight) appro.vimately with the 

details set out by the designer (net weight) 

A numbei of e.ssential points arc added which 

must be considered m preparing buyer lists, so 

that the material can be dealt with in the correct 

way on arrival For instance, in non coirstruction 

and bridge design, or m goods and passenger cars, 

short pieces for difieient fiarts are combineil by 

the purchasing department into long bars or 

girders, and the storekeejiei must be able to 

determine clearly how the ordering took place, so 

that when the bars or sections arrive in the store- 

yards they are not cut up wrongly 

The raw and finished weights vaiy, of coui-se 

according to the type of manufacture The 

amount of material allowance for machining 

depends ujion the type and quality of the raw 

material, it is naturally quite different for 

bright-drawn bars and for black bars of the same 

nominal dimensions 

As the type of material depends on practical 

needs, the best and cheapest way is for a technical 

person in the works production department to 

change the parts list into a buyer’s list, rearranged 

according to types of materials However, it is 

rather difficult to work with “lusts” as such, 

particularly when copies are needed to be kept in 

the workshop, stores, and book-keeping depart¬ 

ments, and there is always the difficulty of insert¬ 

ing forgotten or added parts in the right place on 

the list In any case the parts list has at some 

time to be broken down later into requisition 

slqis for each single part The best solution is 

therefore to write out another set of material 

requisition slips and to fill in the necessary 

dimensions, etc , and to use these for purchasing 

purposes This can simply be arranged by persons 

who design such forms as are used by the company 

The great advantage is that the ordinary parts 

list IS now split up into single slips, which can be 

easily sorted by the purchaser according to kinds 

of materials, quantities, and suppliers, without 

additional clerical work The slips for those parts 

which he may wish to combine into lods, bars, 

sheets, etc (as mentioned above), aie pinned 

together and a note is made on the duplicates 

issued to the storekeeper of the method in which 

they have been combined (.See page 44 ) 

The writing out of requisition slips for the 

withdrawal of material from the stores by the 

workshops can be therefore combined with the 

preparation of the parts list for buying The 

feeding of material to " work-m-progress ” stores 

or to machines is arranged by issuing material 

slips to the foremen according to schedule by the 

works production department 

(3) anti (4) Purchasing and Obtaining Supplies 

The activities of the purchasing department are 

manifold and its manager must possess a good 

technical knowledge to aid him m his commercial 

functions As soon as the purchaser receives a 

copy of a new oriler, he has to follow out the 

following plan— 

(tt) From the modified parts lists, either in the 

form of requisition slips or of are-arranged material 

list, to find out which materials are not available 

in the works, and must therefore be ordered at 

once from outside. Actual stock in the stores 

may have been already allocated for orders in 

hand, additional material required must be 
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ordered at once without prompting by the store¬ 

keeper. (See page 56.) 

(fc) Keep an up-to-date card-index of sources of 

supply 

(r) Prepare and maintain an allocation card- 

index for material still to be purchased. (See 

Table VIII.) 

{d) Maintain a record of incoming material by 

means of delivery cards. 

(c) I.ssue delivery reminders to .suppliers, using 

a datal index system with signals 

(/) Continue to urge the supplier until the 

material arrives in the stores 

(</) Check the invoice and .sanction payment to 

the supplier. 

(5) and (6) Reception and Stores 

(а) Supply of material, its acceptance, inspec¬ 

tion for quality, shortages, returns 

(б) Classification in store, marking, and protec¬ 

tion. 

(c) Issue of material (against requisition .slip 

only) 

(d) Dehv'cry of receipted slip.s to stores account 

for costing. 

The laboratory, where this exists, checks the 

chemical analysis, the material strength and the 

machining index It is an error to believe that 

the carbon content figure of mild steels or their 

Brmell hardnesses are sufficient to indicate their 

machining properties Carburizing steels with 

0-10 to 0-15 per cent carbon are often less 

machinable than ordinary fairly hard steels with 

0 3 to 0'4 per cent carbon and, say, 35 tons/sq 

in ultimate tensile strength Therefore, both 

chemical analysis and physical strength (Brmell 

hardness or tensile strength) together give only 

an approximate idea of the machining properties 

of materials For example, pure eopper is very 

soft and is yet one of the least machinable metals; 

the same is true of stainless austenitic steels, self¬ 

hardening (manganese) steels, and other materials 

which combine low resistance with dulling proper¬ 

ties. (See Machinability Conditions page 125 ) 

Control of quality decreases costs of production 

and distribution, increases output of saleable 

goods, and makes economic mass production 

possible. 

The highest efficiency in the storage of materials, 

tools, and supplies is obtained by providing a 

definite place to store every type of item, by keep¬ 

ing it invariably m its assigned place, and by 

keeping adequate records thereof 

Castings should have the number cast in, 

stampings and forgings should have it pressed 

in. Bars should be stamped on both flat ends 

and coloured over the total length with a resis¬ 

tant adherent colour to avoid mixing during the 

machining proce.sses. 

(7) Issue of Materials to the Workshops 

Issue should be made only against requisition 

slips, which should be .sent from the works 

production department to the foreman and the 

storekeeper only after the production control has 

verified that the material is on hand in the stores 

This information comes from the storekecjier and 

the technical control who automatically ami 

simultaneously inform the purchasing department, 

the works production control, and theaccoimtant's 

department of the receipt of every consignment by 

means of acceptance and invoice slips 

Material Standardization* 

The importance of material staiidardizaliou is 

indicated by the fact that the outlay for materials 

IS the largest single item of cost for the average 

manufacturer. The last American census report 

showed that, for all manufacturing industries, the 

combined co.st of materials, fuels, etc , was about 

55 per cent of the value of output which confirms 

fairly closely the figures shown m fl’able 11 on 

engineering factories of all kinds 

Material standardization is especially necessary 

in order to .systematize the supply function, to 

render production materials readily available, 

and rapidly to train new employees in the com- 

joany’s material requirements. It tends to 

eliminate industrial waste, conserves raw mater¬ 

ials, finished products, and labour, and generally 

helps to increase production and reduce costs 

Material standardization affects every phase of 

design, procurement, and production; the more 

• “Bonofits of Material standardization,” by F Cl. Jenkins, 
Mtchvmxcal Bnpimeertnj-, Vol <54, July, 1942 “Material 
Standardization," by S B Ashkmazy, Me'-kanwal Engmeer- 
tng, April, 1944 
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important gains achieved include a reduction of 

direct and indirect costs, a systematizing of 

business, an increase of the size of batch, and an 

improvement in the quality of the manufactured 

products In the industries to which it has been 

applietl, the systematic standardization of manu¬ 

facturing materials has succeeded in bringing 

about major economies m material, labour and 

administration, and a better control of ojierations 

Material standardization in a particular firm is 

carried out by a material standards engineer or 

department in collaboration with the purchasing, 

engineering, inspection, and stores departments, 

and with the co-operation of the sujipheis This 

organization, through an inventory analysis and 

research, establishes and maintains— 

1 Material standards 

2 Standards book. 

3 Purchase sjiecifications 

1, Material Stamlards A inatcrial standard 

IS defined as that material which, at any given 

time IS the best and most economical quality, 

form, and size for the service required It is 

established by general consent as a. result of 

engineering study combined with experienced 

operation 

The types, grailes, forms, or sizes of materials 

emiiloyetl should be reduced to the fewest number 

consistent with successful operation A standard 

also compiises the establishment of preferred 

dimensions, grades, and tolerances as well as chemi¬ 

cal and physical, and other serviceability factors 

2 /Standards Book The backbone of each 

materials .standardization programme is the 

“Material Standard Book,” It should contain 

complete and up-to-date information on practic¬ 

ally all materials used in the company. For each 

material standardized, a material standard is 

written out, embodying the following information 

(according to requirements), company identifica¬ 

tion name (trade name), colour, and code number, 

approved sources of supply and complete jiurchase 

information; chemical composition, physical, 

mechanical, and electrical properties, notes on 

application, characteristics, fabrication, heat- 

treatment, and corrosion resistance, method of 

specifying the material on drawings, available 

commercial forms and sizes; and dimensional 

tolerances These material standanls should be 

assembled in loose-leaf binders forming the 

standards book and distributed to all senior 

engineers, designers, and draftsmen, and to 

personnel in inspection, purchasing, planning, 

manufacturing, and stores The manuals are 

kept up to date as new standards are added and 

old ones revised by a standards supervisor, who is 

responsible for bringing changes to the attention 

of all holders of standards books 

The .standards department maintains files of 

(lovernment specifications and other recognized 

standards and specifications, commercial cata¬ 

logues, and technical literature It should main¬ 

tain .sample cabinets containing collections of 

materials and surface finishes 

3 Purchase kSpecifications ’^I’he purchase speci¬ 

fication IS a commercial version of the relevant 

section of the Standards Book and is the medium 

useil for e.xpressing a particular material standard 

so that it may be clearly understood by the vendor, 

the buyer, the inspoctoi, and the user The 

specification comprises the name of the material, 

the .symbol of the mateiial, and a statement of 

the use for which it is intended It also contains 

carefully prepared and concise statements in 

measurable terms of chemical analysis, physical 

properties, and ilimensions. as well as methods of 

te.sting and sampling, together with details of 

other qualities such as form, finish, methods of 

maiuifacture, and, where necessary, reference to 

samples 

There are throe mam classes of materials • 

1 Basic raw materials 

2 Materials of secondary importance, but 

required in quantities directly proportional to 

the rate of production of some product or products 

3 Materials required at practically a constant 

rate, irrcs|jectivc of output 

1. Basic raw materials All manufacture re¬ 

quires some materials which are of exceptional 

importance, because they comprise the principal 

elements entering the product, and usually no 

substitutes are permissible The requirements are 

relatively largo and at a rate which closely 

approximates to the rate of manufacture of the 

products of which they form a part For example • 

the steel, cast iron, and bronze used by a machine 
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too] maker. the coal used by the gas or coke 

manufacturer; the ores used by a brass or steel 

mill, the fats anti oils required by manufacturers 

of soap and lubricants, the cotton or wool 

purchases of the textile factory, and the wheat 

required by the miller each in its way illustrates 

the type of materials included in this group. The 

inventory budget for goods of this general tyj)o 

involves two mam considerations 

(fl) Estimating the probable requirements for a 

sea.son's contracts. 

(/}) Timing deliveries to avoid interruption of 

manufacturing operations 

2 Materials of secomlary importance but re¬ 

quired in quantities directly proportional to the 

rate of production of some product or products, 

e g ball bearings, sheet iron for safety covers, 

chains, belts for driving mechanisms, oilers for 

bearings, tubes and pqies, etc The dividing line 

between this group and the one just considered 

may in some respects seem somewhat arbitrary, for 

the difference is one of degree It is an important 

one, however, for the investment in materials of 

this type IS much less This has some bearing upon 

the methods used for planning and controlling 

inventories 

H Materials required at practically a constant 

rate. Waste, wipers, files, abrasives, lubricating 

oils and compounds, building and equipment 

maintenance materials, stationery, and the like 

are examples of this kind of materials 

Use of Standardization in Engineering {See p. 134) 

The complete and accurate information made 

available in the standards book is of great value 

to the designer, planner, buyer, and workshop, 

enabling all to apply the materials more effectively 

With this as a guide, anyone requiring, for ex¬ 

ample, a steel for a certain purpose can readily 

determine the most suitable material by consulting 

the standards book The designer or engineer is 

encouraged to consider what is offered, and if 

necessary to vary his design slightly to permit 

the purchase and utilization of one of the standard 

materials listed. The requisitioner, with the aid 

of ordering data also provided in the standards 

book, simply copies on to the requisition the name 

of the materials, the company’s specification 

number, and the form, size and quality required 

Standardization of this kind eliminates much 

doubt and controversy and reduces the work of 

the draftsman m deciding what material and size 

to use, as his choice is limited to those specified. 

In addition, the establishment of standardiza¬ 

tion simplifies and reduces the cost of instructing 

new employees, for there are fewer vuirieties with 

which to become acquainted and becau.se it is no 

longer necessary to leain by trial and error what 

is in stock and what is standard. 

Further, one can be sure that the graile and 

quality of materials purchaseil ate precisely those 

requireil for the job 

Standardization is one of the principal means 

of getting the re.sults of re.search and development 

into actual use in industry 

Manufactunny 

Standards of achievement are dependent upon 

standards of materials, a.s well as eipiijmient 

methods, and products 

A piogramme of material standardization will 

reduce the total number of tools and of types oi 

cycles of manufacturiny processes requited, and 

this will naturallv' result in higher labour effici¬ 

ency due to increased skill arising out of repetitive 

processes Also, time and materials will be saved 

by using the correct cutting angles appropriate to 

groups of standardized materials (see Table 

XVIIIa) and increased tool life will ensue by 

reducing the material allowance of bars, etc 

With one single .standaril specification instead 

of many, quantity production is possible, thus 

bringing about a reduction in overhead charges, 

particularly those arising from the duplication of 

machinery, the cost of testing, and the rent of 

storage space This all results in increased econ¬ 

omy. When the manufactuier is operating at 

capacity, .simplification will jxirimt the machines 

to turn out products without being handi¬ 

capped by the delays incidental to processing 

small batches of material to suit superfluous 

specifications 

Material Inspection 

Purchasing specifications equip the inspector 

of iTicoming purchased material with definite test 
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criteria by which to determine whether the 

correct quality and quantity of material is being 

received, and on which to reject inferior goods, 

thus avoiding inspection which is either too lax or 

too stringent. Unless definite standards and 

specifications are establislied setting out these 

limits, it is obvious that there can be rm tnfelh- 

gent inspection. Standardization simplifies inspec¬ 

tion of materials and cuts down the cost of this 

work to a minimum, since the inspection follows 
a definite routine. 

Standaril methods of sampling anil te.stmg, 

outlined in the purchase specifications, enable 

both producer and consumer to test the material 

m the same manner and obtain comparative 

results. By providing a workable basis of accept¬ 

ance and rejection there is a consequent reduction 

in the number of disputes with suppliers ov'er 

rejected material 

From the standpoint of reducing manufacturing 

costs, it 18 more important for the buyer to helji 

in developing standardization within his plant 

than it is for him to attempt to esut the unit jirice 

of any article on his list of purchases Care should 

be taken to make all purchases on detailed specifica- 

hons The imjiortance of using the materials 

best suited to the work, uniform in ijiiality, and 

of the least range in variety, is often not sufficiently 

appreciated even by the buyer in the moat 

systematized works 

Where the material reijuircments arc fully 

standardized, a small purchasing force can turn 

out more work then a staff twice its size working 

under the handicajis of non-standardization 

Standaidization of nomenclature simplifies the 

details of purchasing, eliminates superfluous 

effort, and avoids unnecessary ’phone calls or 

correspondence with requisitionei-s It simplifies 

the problem of requisitioning, since standard 

materials need not be described in detail, but may 

be referred to by a recognized name and a generally 

accepted capacity or size designation or number 

Whenever possible, purchasing executives 

should follow the policy of purchasing from two 

or more sellers of a given material. 

Only by the use of standard specifications is it 

possible to bring about a condition of truly com¬ 

petitive bidding and ensure that quotations are 

really comparative this is one of the fundamental 

objects of preparing sjiecifications 

Furthermore, the continual ipiarrel between 

quality and price, which is one of the most diffi¬ 

cult problems of purchasing, is resolved only by 

projjer ami adequate sjiecifications. 

A full, preci.se specification assures the supplier 

that a scientific basis for fair dealing has been 

furnished, and that he is not bidding against some 

other manufacturer supplying an inferior material. 

It IS advisable to combine buying on specifica¬ 

tions with an approved list of manufacturers who 

have proved their ability to furnish uniformly 

good material to the specification and to produce 

the quantity required with efficient service and at 

the right price 

Such an accredited list which should be author¬ 

ized by the management, is most essential in 

resjiect of materials which would reijmre elaborate 

or exiiensive tests, involving complicated testing 

equipment, in order (o dcterimno its suitability for 

its intended purpose In such a case it would be 

most unwise to juirchase from unjiroved vendors 

The Standards Engineer should work closely 

with the purchasing department in compiling 

the list of approved sources of supply When a 

material is standardized, the lists of prospective 

manufacturers are submitted to the purchasing 

department for comment 

Delivery 

it IS evident that with standard raw materials 

there will be greater ease in securing supplies. By 

the use of a comparatively small number of mater¬ 

ials, which can be carried in .stock, a supply is 

always available for fabrication 

Inventory simplification also permits of the 

placing of large orders, which in turn are produc¬ 

tive of better delivery service from the suppliers. 

The use of nationally-recognized standard 

materials reduces costs, because these materials 

can be manufactured in the largest quantities, 

thus bringing about a decreased unit cost and an 

increased uniformity in output. 

Stores 

Reduction in the variety of qualities, forms, 

and sizes of materials employed, enables the 
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sizes of bins to be standardized and their variety 

also reduced. This reduction in the variety of 

materials to be kept in stock, and the siniplilica- 

tion of their manner of storage conduces to quicker 

turnover, and aids still further in reducing inven¬ 

tory Another advantage of standardization is an 

increase in the ability to secure materials in the 

local market Simplification also reduces the 

number of records necessary for stocking materials 

and produces more effective stock control 

Examples of Practical Application of Standardiza¬ 
tion in General Engineering 

A big British works, making special types of 

machine tools and their necessary equipment is 

using— 

9 kinds of mild steel bars from 0 I/O-18 per cent 

to 0 75/0 85 per cent carbon 

4 kinds of nickel-chrome steel bars. 

4 kinds of sjiecial tool steel bars 

(Carbon steel—high-carbon tool steel—special 

tool steel—high-speed steel 18-4-1*.) 

I kind of brass bar 1 kind of grey iron casting 1 kind of steel casting. 1 kind of malleable casting 2 kinds of aluminium castings 1 kind of phosphor bronze casting 1 kind of gun metal casting 1 kind of babbitt metal for bearing lining 

'fills IS a total of twenty-six different kinds of 

metals, which is very moderate, for there are 

many manufacturers who consider it necessary 

at least to have 129 different types of material 

(See page 134. Alloy-steels for Motor-cais.) 

.As the drawing office must allow for the u.se of 

seveial sizes of each of the above- 

TABLE V 
PREFERRED NUHBERS 

mentioned thirteen tj^pes of steels the 

standardization of diameters and their 

tolerances is a matter of vital impor¬ 

tance to ensure the mininuini amount 

of stock being carried 

Preferred Numbers 

A widespread use of the system of 

“Preferred Numbers’’ for the econo¬ 

mic choice of standardized diameters 

squares, and hexagons, etc . is recom- 

menileil 'Pable V .shows the .section 

from 1 to 109 m the list of preferred 

numbers with four different common 

ratios as used in the U S A and on 

the whole of the European continent 

(I S.A Standardization), and might 

well form a basis for all manufac¬ 

turers, steel makers, and users. 

There is not the slightest reason 

why one designer should feel thwarted 

in the exercise of his art if the per¬ 

missible diameters are not stepped 

by in., while another is satisfied 

with steps of ^ in. or ^ in., and for 

the bigger diameters with J in. to 

^ in. A good British example is the 

• 18 per cent VV (Tungsten), 4 per cent Cr 
(Chromium), 1 per cent V (Vanadium) 
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diameters of bolts and nuts for B S F , B S W , 

and B S. P threads, by which the steps are 

in., ^ m , and ^ in for fine threads, A ui., 

Jin,, and in. for standard BSW, and Jin., 

Jin., and Jin. for pipe threads of the .same 

dimension ranges, e g. J in to 2 in diameters As 

the drawing office provides the basis for the work 

of the purchaser, these two departments should 

collaborate to establish the be.st and most econ¬ 

omic design. Often designers need to have their 

attention forcefully ilra^vn to the necessity of 

economy 

The following guide is suggested for the toler¬ 

ances (margins) of bar material wrought, free- 

cutting. and rapid-machinmg steels 

(a) Bright Steel Bars for .Automatic Semi- 

Automatic and T'lirret Lathes (Table VI) — 

TAHLB VI 

Toleranoks op Bright B\ks 

(6) Tolerances tor blue and blaiik bars are not 

specified in the British Standards The American 

Society of Automotive Engineers. New Yoik. 

yjublished on 5th Jan , 194,5, Standards AMS 22!ll 

which aie similar to the British margins, but vai\ 

with the contents of carbon 

Straightness (AMS 2251) 

(«) Cold-finished, heat-treated or iiiachine- 

straightened bars shall be of such .straightness that 

the maximum curvature (depth of arc) shall not 

exceed 0-125 inch in any 5 feet of length, or 

0-025 inch X length in feet for other length. 

(/j) Hot-fimshed bars (unless otherwise ordered) 

shall be of such straightness that the maximum 

curvature (depth of arc) shall not exceed 0-25 inch 

in any 5 feet of length or 0 05 inch X length in 

feet for other length 

The.se fine tolerances are nece.s.sary because of 

the spring collets of the turret lathes and auto¬ 

matics, which are easily damaged if the diameter 

or the thickness of the bar varies by more than 

the permitted tolerance. this is a point which 

mii.st be carefully watched by the technical con¬ 

trol (hirvcd or crooked bars are worse than those 

which are not round or have excessive tolerances , 

they cannot be safely clamped either by collets or 

by oidinarv chucks, although compressed-air 

chucks allow' for larger deviations The British 

.Standard Njiccifications Nos 979 and 971* deal 

with— 

('arbon steels, 

Carbon manganese .steels. 

('arbon manganese silicon steels 

Carbon manganese molybdenum steels 

Carbon mokcl steels 

Carbon chromium steels 

Carbon nickel chromium steels 

Carbon ehromium molybdenum steels 

Carbon nickel chromium molybdenum steels 

Carbon nickel chromium tungsten steels 

Carbon nickel chromium titanium steels 

Carbon chromium vanadium steels 

Carbon chromium silicon steels 

Carbon chromium aluminium steels 

Carbon managane.se nickel chromium steels 

The selection of the type of .steel foi a given 

application should be ba.sed on consuleration of 

the particular condition.s of service to which the 

steel and the component pint into which it is made 

are to be subjected The conditions of service 

involve many varying features Those which 

usually receive first consideration are the nature 

and intensity of stro.ss to which the part is to be 

subjected , the conditions with regard to structural 

iigidity (or alternatively with regards to the 

flexibility oi resilience) , conditions as regards 

abrasion from various causes, including sliding 

contacts, nece.ssitatmg consideration of .surface 

pre.ssure, lubrication anil the relative importance 

of resisting changes of dimensions by wear, 

conditions with regard to shock and other causes 

of accidental or abnormal over-stressing, the 

importance in certain cases of minimizing the 

weight of the particular component, the relation¬ 

ship and importance of the component to the 

complete unit of which it forms a part 

* B S. Sohediile, 070 and 971. 1942 (rf. T \ I' 1 33) 
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Apart from mechanical features, other condi¬ 

tions of service need consideration, such as 

temperature and variations in temperature to 

which the part is to be subjected, the importance 

in special cases of controlling the amount of 

thermal expansion and contraction which such 

changes of temperature involve, and the condi¬ 

tions of exposure of the part to corrosive and/or 

oxidizing influence, and whether the resistance 

to such influence is of fundamental importance for 

the part concerned. Other not less important 

factors in the selection of material for a particular 

part are those which affect the fabrication of that 

part. Such features are, for example, machine- 

ability, forgeability, weldability, response to heat- 

treatment, response to various forming operations 

cold or hot, and response to cleaning, grinding, 

polishing, and other finishing ojierations. 

It IS the duty of the designer to have sufficient 

appreciation of the properties of the various 

materials available to enable him not only to 

select the material most suitable for any particular 

part, but also to arrive at such a disposition, shajie 

and proportioning of the part as to make good 

economic use of the material employed. 

Almost the same margins* of manufacture 

are applied to aluminium alloy bars, extruded 

sections, and forgings for aircraft purposes 

Length Margins 

If pieces are parted singly m the stores by saw¬ 

ing machines, considerable savings can be made 

by partmg with as little allowance in length as 

possible A condition is that the partmg machine 

delivers surfaces which deviate from the plane by 

not more than 0-004 in. on bars up to 6 in dia 

The turner can then work on the basis of the 

following tolerances— 

TABLE VII 

Length Margins 

Inches 1 Inches 
0 04 ! 20 
0 Oft 1 40 
0 08 I 60 
0 12 I Over 00 

• B.S.I Specifications: 2 L.40 and 0 L 1, January, 1940 

For pieces which are case-hardened but must 

remain soft at the ends, a length addition up to 

f in. is necessary to remove the carburized ends. 

Swarf and Stock Removal 

It is important to remember that only part of 

the raw material entering the shop emerges in 

the form of the finished product some is trans¬ 

formed into swarf, and the cjuestion of swarf 

disposal must sometimes be prominent in con¬ 

sidering the arrangement of the shop. However, 

in modern manufacture there is a determined 

trend to reduce the amount of stock removal to 

the utmost minimum The examples already 

discussed (see Figs 3 to 18) illustrate the very 

wide differences prevailing m various industries 

The brass ingot transformed to sheets or strips 

loses by trimming and finishing about (i to 8 per 

cent as scrap The green, unseasoned, wooden 

stock of the rifle is reduced to about 50 jier cent 

of its original weight (not volume) by the [irocess 

of purifying and drying the wood without pro¬ 

ducing any swarf at all; the shape is not changed. 

The telephone and instrument works produce m 

the turning and punching departments from 10 

to 25 per cent swarf Machine tools lose about 

25 per cent by stock removal The weaving mill 

keeps the swarf from yarn to piece goods to 

between 1 to 2 per cent The oil refinery has an 

overall loss of 2 to 3 per cent 

In the ordinary metal machining shops, the 

kind of material used, i e. whether black, blue, 

bright-drawn, or pre-ground, bars, or castings or 

forgings, IS a decisive factor in deterniiiiiiig 

material ami labour costs 

Drop-forgings 

Two drop-forgings for a motor-car (Fig. 22) 

will illustrate how it de^iends on the size of the 

batch as to whether it would pay to use expensive 

finishing dies instead of roughing dies The steel 

cup for the brake drum weighed 76 lb rough- 

stamped and 45 lb fine-stamped. As the weight 

of the finished piece was 29 lb, this meant a 

reduction in swarf removal from 47 lb to 16 lb 

by a change-over to finishing dies. 

The other example shows a rough body of 

26-5 lb, a fine-stamped piece of 13-7 lb, and the 
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finished piece of o-Ii lb The swarf remov'al from 

the rough piece is 21-2 lb, and from the stamped 

part 8-4 lb; the relation is 1 . 2-6 5. Hence, the 

following material allowances are obtainable — 

Rough forging, ($5-o0 per cent 

Rough and second forging, 25-1.5 jier cent 

Eine forging, 12-8 jjer cent 

In a rifle factory, for instance, which produced 

uji to 20(10 rifles per day, the scrap lo.sses weie 

reduced from 11 to 6 per cent by the continuous 

mass production of rifle parts with finishing dies 

f'\ST-IBON l^AKTS 

The stock removal from cast pieces vanes 

betw'cen 30 per cent and 10 per cent m the usual 

moulding process, in the Holley process (Pord), 

where only very large cjuantities come into 

consKleiation. stock removal i.s lediieed to 3 j)er 

cent 

NoN-FERKors Castinus 

111 the case of alummium, elektion and alsii 

brass eastings, which to-day are hugely proiluced 

in metal moulds, the difference between rough 

and finished weights might vary between 0 fier 

cent and I pei cent In ])ressure die-castings the 

diffeience is well under 0'5 per cent, because after 

removal of gates and nseis only a very fine 

Vnin remains to be cleaned off. T’he parts come 

out of the mould finished and interchangeable 

and can be assembled immediately wuth a mini¬ 

mum of preliminary hand fitting (See page 275 ) 

t’lo.se collaboration between jiurchase ilepart- 

ineiit and management is needed to fiiul the most 

economic solution, which depends upon both the 

price of the unit of rough or semi-finished material 

and the savings in costs of labour, tools, and mach¬ 

ines. If stock removal can be kept to a minimum 

and if the swarf can be made to consist entirely of 

uniform, small chips (by using correct chip 

breakers), then it can easily be shovelled away 

and disposed of, thus avoiding the necessity of 

expensive and awkward conveying plant, even m 

factories producing large amounts of scrap It is 

no longer considered praiseworthy to produce 

giant chips of say 1-5 sq m cross section (.see 

Fig. 51) instead of machining a well prepared 

forging with d-]5in X ()-5 in , i e. a relation of 

53 

cross section of chips of about It) 1. and corre- 

spondinglv higher cutting sliced and longer tool 

life. 

Summary 

The advantages of material standardization 1 It confines the range of materials used to a.s 

few kinds as possible, based on functionni require¬ 

ments lather than individual preferences. 

1 n III 

2 It .sets up a uniform system for everybody to 

follow 

.3 It simplifies records kept throughout the 

company as there are fewer types, size.s, etc , to 

be recorded 

4 It permits the specification of materials on 

drawings in such a manner that they can be 

altered without requiring changes in the drawings 
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5. It guides those concerned with specifying, 

requisitioning, purchiising, stocking, and inspect¬ 

ing of materials. 

6. It establishes standards of quality and 

effectiveness of the finished product 

7. It permits the exercise of proper control over 

the quality of materials. 

8. It permits the purchasing of fewer items and 

in greater quantities for maximum economy 

9. It avoids superfluous effort and confusion 

in requisitioning and purchasing materials. 

10. It reduces the amount of capital tied up in 
stocks 11 It simplifies storage 

12 It reduces manufacturing costs 

13 It shortens fabrication time. 
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As the material, unlike labour, cannot speak 

for itself it is essential that a close and accurate 

control be exercised over it so as to ensure that 

the valuation is properly and correctly carried out, 

and that the cost of material consumed is debited 

to the right job This is facilitated when the 

material accounts departments keep their records 

on the double-entry system Not a single piece 

of material is allowed to leave the store without 

its being valued and assigned against a particular 

order In the case of half-finished products, a 

special stock-taking is sometimes necessary to 

arrive at an intermediate valuation 

This IS made clear, theoretically, bv a system 

introducing debit and credit balances (Fig 2:i{a) ), 

where the department receiving material is debited 

and at the same time the department from which 

the material comes is credited, the cycle starting 

with the supplier of the raw material and ending 

with the jnospectivc custoniei The money value 

of the raw material for each article is debited only 

once to the order, i e at the time that the raw 

material enters the workshop foi the first opera¬ 

tion, and whatever other workshops may machine 

the piece subsequently they need no material 

book-keeping as between each other The 

workshop which pei forms the last operation, 

finishing the piece, ileliver.s it to the finished 

goods stores Fach machining operation ihinin- 

ishes the weight of the piece, the difference 

between the weight of raw material and the finish¬ 

ed piece being the amount of stock removal or 

serayi, the value of which has to be credited to 

the order 'fhe scrap-control balances thi- total 

weight of the raw material issued against that of 

the finished pieces It should be between 15 to 

'25 per cent of the gross weight for metal machining 

'Phere are cases in stocktaking where the piodiicts 

have to be valued at intermediate stages, as they 

lie in sub-stores in a half-finished or unassembled 

state A special account must then be made for 

these goods, so as not to interfere with the general 

book-keeping, but which will meet the needs of 

the stocktaking. 

The amount of cash in hand is, of course, 

decreased by the money paid to the supplier, but 

this IS returned when the customer pays for the 

linished article. To balance the inventory 

account, issues of material should be entered at 

the purchase price 

The pricing of material is a special problem 

with which we .shall deal later (See page 58 ) 

The most important function of the purchaser, 

as a part of the material management, is clearly 

explained Each order from a customer reduces 

the amount of material in stock a.s soon as the 

order is acknowledged. The purchaser is able to 

start buying as soon as he receives a copy of the 

acknowledgment 

If the execution of the order requires little or 

no work by the ilrawing office (e.g in the case of 

repetition orders), then the purchaser is able to 

ascertain on the same day, by means of his 

allocation card file (stores ledger card),* what 

materials are mtusimj which arc neetled to complete 

the order (Table VIII). On this chart the cus¬ 

tomer’s order is entered under the column demand¬ 

ed ('’out”) and the new order to the supplier 

umler the column on order (“in”) From these 

two eolumns the buyer can always ascertain 

automatically the hahinrp avriilablc Tdie available 

stock IS diminisheil by the "outs,” and increased 

by a purchasing order, even if the siqiphes are not 

received Should the available balance be nil, 

or if it falls below the "level” (e g 100) at which 

theeareful |)urcha.scrfixe.s his iiiiniimim, then a new 

Older must he placed This happens long before 

the storekeeper has any idea that a new order 

has been received It is fuii<laineiital1y wrong to 

combine the functions of buyer and storekeeper, 

thus allowing the .storekeeper to exeit any 

influence on purcba.se queries other than to laise 

the alarm when the mimmuni effective limits in 

the storeroom are approaclied 

As soon as the buyer knows what is needed, he 

will refei to his files in ortlei to ascertain the right 

siipjihers, ask for ipiotations, compare same, raise 

ortlers, and .send those pa.ssed by the management 

to the supyiliers Then comes the follow-uji, 

checking of incoming materials (fi’om stores 

reports), and instructions for payment. 

In principle, the buyer has nothing to do w'ith 

the factory workshop. 

• The Control and Hartdhng of Material in a General 
Engineering Worke. by J M Newton, ManeheHter Ahso< mtiori 
of Engineers, 28th October, 1938. 
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TABLE VITI 
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.Slow 
moving 

Function of Stores 

The function of the stores, on the other hand, 

IS quite different It receives the quantity of 

material ordered , ascertains with expert (labora¬ 

tory) assistance that it is of prescribed quality; 

sends the report of defects or acknowledgment of 

correct quality, type, and quantity, to the pur¬ 

chasing department; sorts, stores, and issues the 

material, sends the receipted slips to the account’s 

department, and enters receipts and withdrawals 

on bin-cards where such records are considered 

necessary Immediately on receipt of a consign¬ 

ment, the storekeeper should inform the works 

production department (planning department— 

production control), giving details, so that the 

material can be reserved against the correct 

orders in accordance with the instructions of the 

production control. The material can then be 

sent to the workshop at the correct time by 

whatever system of transport is in use 

It is immaterial whether transport is performed 

by a man from the stores (delivery system) or by 

a man sent by the foreman (fetch system) 

The ‘’delivery” system is theoretically more 
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economical because fewer carriers are needed and 

better use is made of stores’ employees , it requires 

careful organization throughout the factory from 

the outset, proper preparation m the stores and 

punctual deliveries of materials to the respective 
shops 

The works production department, when pre¬ 

paring the reipusition slips for “first ojieration,” 

must confirm that the necessary material is in 

stores, and must indicate when it ought to be 

delivered to the respective foremen according to 

the loading bulletin board 'J’lus is a very resjion- 

sible task In a w ell-organized factory, the foreman 

ifoes not ha\'e messengers or porters to collect the 

goods from the stores he relics on the stores 

“delivery” system. This effects a considerable 

saving in personnel Furthermore, it shouM not 

be permissible for the foreman, or even for a 

workman, to waste his time running around to 

the stores repeatedly when material or goods fail 

to airive at the light tunc The object of a mater¬ 

ials supply system, as discussed herein, is to man¬ 

age with as little law material as possible, and 

yet never to experience difficulties owing to lack 

of material 

Material Accountancy 

The final problem is that of coi^titnj (he material 

as the order progresses, and to do this in such a 

way that this most impoitant item should be 

correctly rccorrleii amongst the assets of the 

enterprise 

The first step of the woiks production depart¬ 

ment IS to reproduce the parts list and the 

requisition slips for the raw material Then 

follows the ncces.sary number of wages dockets 

The works production department should never 

put through an order to start work until it knows 

that the material is in the stores for the first 

operating stage It is advisable to raise the 

question of allocation of material-in-store not 

earlier than two days prior to starting work This 

short period of time between inquiry regarding 

stock and the beginning of work helps to prevent 

the storekeeper (who does not know and does 

not need to know the urgency and relative impor¬ 

tance of orders) from issuing the material on other 

orders, such as e g an urgent internal order (for. 

say, new factory plant or equipment). Much 

confusion and disturbance can arise in a works due 

to identical material being reijuired for botli 

customers’ orders and for internal jobs, thus 

giving ri.se to double application for the same 

stock, and this can be largely avoided by making 

the works production department the only author¬ 

ity with the power to issue requisitions and by 

not issuing them too much in advance of actual 

needs 

The works production department should 

route the requisition slips to the stores for work 

to be started in two days and send to the first 

foreman the wages dockets, to which a label is 

attached marked “material in store ” Only those 

slips for which the material is definitely on hand 

can be used by the planner for compiling the 

dc'^partmental loading chaits 

'Phe requisition slips and the first operation 

dockets go either together to the foreman who has 

the material fetched from the store (“fetch” 

system) or they are sejiaiatcd. the lecjuisition slip 

going to the stole and the wages dockets to the 

foreman (“delivery” system) 'file foreman can 

distribute the dockets amongst the operators, as 

he knows that the material is definitely in the 

shop , in fact he himself a.ssigned it to the particu¬ 

lar opeiators that very morning when the stores 

labourer gave him the requisition slips to sign and 

deposited the material itself in the work-in-pro- 

gress <lump near the foreman’s desk or took it 

directly to the machine designated by the foreman 

When the requisition .slip is receipted by the fore¬ 

man it goes back to the store ami from there to 

the coating department where evaluation begins 

This evaluation has two stages— 

1 The control of the slips and their pricing 

(price register) ‘2 Book-keeping, i e crediting the stores and 

debiting the order. 

It is advisable to check that all the slips which 

were made out by the works production depart¬ 

ment have been received, or whether too many or 

too few have been made out A simple visual 

check can be done by comparing and ticking them 

in a copy of the parts list The parts hat is made 

out so that each horizontal line represents one 

piece (See Fig 21 ) 
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The cause of having too many slips might be 

due to an error on the part of the works production 

department or it might be that an additional 

slip has been written out by the foreman for 

additional or different material from that which 

nas specified by the designer. 

If there arc too few slips, it indicates that for 

some unknown reason there was, wrongly, sufficient 

material in the workshop to cover the work. 

After tills preliminary cheek the accounts 

<lepartment works as follows— 1 Prices the slip 

2 Books the withdrawal on stores file cards as 

a record of stock available 

3 Debits the order (material co.st sheet) 

4 Credits the corre.sponding stores (stores 

I e port). 

It is clear that the materials received into 

stores (new supplies, returns, etc ) must bo 

entered up as charges against the stores and that 

receipts, with the equivalent values shown, should 

appear as debits on the stores report 

Type cards and material cost sheets for the 

orders form part of the double-entry system as it 

affects the stores 

In small factories the manual triplicate system 

(see Fig. ’2^a) and (b)) may be used, in which tyjie 

card, store report, and cost sheet are made out at 

the same time in one writing 

Manual book-keeping may, of coui'se, be re¬ 

placed by accounting machines or punched card 

.systems (See Figs 47 and 48.) 

The cost of materials used for the order is 

summarized from the material cost sheets, thus 

providing one of the most important items in the 

calculation of manufacturing cost. 

Finally, the question of methods of pricing has 

to be considered. There are four methods— 

1 First in, first out, or oldest material on hand 

at its original cost 

2 Average method ; averaging total quantity 

and total value of material on hand 

3. Cost or market price, whichever is the lower 

4. Standard prices. 

Of these possibilities the first and fourth are 

most frequently used (1) “Original cost” 

includes purchase price, freight and certain 

administration expenses inside the factory (stores 

expenses, stationery, book-keeping) The “costs” 

are ascertained for each lot. and are used consecu¬ 

tively, thus permitting the price per unit to vary 

continuously 

(2) As the purchase price alters (and it can 

hapjien that several purchase prices are shown on 

the same type card), the average price must be 

computed by dividing total quantity into total 

value at each new purchase In this way the 

material account may be kept as a puie stock 

account as in case (1) the stores being debited or 

credited with the real cost price This procedure 

entails a lot of work, and requires great attention 

and, when invoices from various suppliers are 

being awaited, delays occur in the monthly 

balaiieing of orders as well as accounts 

(3) (’ompanies using this method actually use 

“cost” prices during the year and adjust to 

‘ market” prices at the close of the year. 

(4) Standard prices are somewhat arbitrarily 

fixed They are based on statistics over a rather 

long period during which the works have been 

operating at standard capacity (sec pp. 8,5-88) and 

the fluctuating purchase prices have been carefully 

recorded Here the quality of purchased goods is 

of greater influence than the stores overhead 

exjiensea (See page 77 ) By introducing fixed 

standard prices for costing piirpo.scs, as most large 

factories arc now doing, one becomes independent 

of fluctuating figures from siqiphcrs Pricing and 

balancing can be done without any lo.ss of time 

But as the standard prices will rarely agree with 

the purchase prices really paid, there are inevi¬ 

table discrepancies in the accounts If the stand¬ 

ard prices are higher than the purchase prices, 

there is a jirofit in the stores account, if they are 

lower, there is a loss Under this system the stock 

accounts would not be simple credit accounts but 

mixed accounts of a type which are now chiefly 

avoided If it is desired to combine true price and 

standard price accounts then it is necessary to 

insert a “proceeds” account between the proper 

financial accounts and the stores accounts This 

account takes up temporarily the profits and losses 

of this type of pricing. 

The procedure is the same whether it is a raw 

material store or a store of semi-finished or 

finished goods which is involved. 
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For semi-finished and finished parts, accounts 

should be used which combine the values of raw 

materials, wages and overhead as manufacturing 

cost In introducing standard prices for materials 

and, if necessary, for the stages of operation, they 

should be so fixed that a small profit results, 

then the stores accounts will never show a loss 

However, the introduction of standard prices for 

manufacturing cost of work-in-progress makes it 

necessary to consider very carefully the degree 

of factory activity, because labour and over¬ 

head costs are influenced considerably by the 

kind of maniificture and the size of production 

batches 
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The Labour Problem 

The second element of manufacturing cost is 

the wages portion This wages portion fluctuates 

in the different industries, between 8-5 per cent and 

28 per cent, as is shown m Table II But it must 

not be forgotten that a considerable part of factory 

expenses (overhead) is also wages, such as trans¬ 

port, porters, messengers, janitors, house-carpen¬ 

ters, builders, etc , as well as repairs and inspection 

and so on Finally, much of the cost of incoming 

materials covers wages paid elsewhere In the 

case of raw materials, such as coal and ore, wages 

must be paid not only to miners, but to various 

kinds of non-productive laboui This accounts 

for the importance of the wage problem in various 

industries and the endeavour to reduce labour 

costs by improving equipment and metliods m 

order to remain in the competitive world market 

Monopoly industries arc no excejition, nor are the 

Government’s national and regional services, such 

as post and telegraph, gas, water, electricity, and 

in some countries railways and armament fac¬ 

tories It IS not surprising, therefore, that all 

factory economists devote much attention to 

wages questions, and that the negotiations 

between employers and workers’ unions are 

mainly on wages subjects 

The following aspects of the problem will be 

examined— 

1 The social and psychological side of the 

labour problem. wage systems from the stand¬ 

point of 

(а) the workman, 

(б) the employer, 

2. The economic valuation and control of 

labour. 

3 Labour as the technical basis of the whole 

manufacturing process 

(a) planning, 

(b) ratefixmg, 

(c) tooling and jigging. 

(d) loading, 

(r) manufacturing, 

(/) inspection, 

(g) production control and piogicss, 

(A) statistics and conclusions 

The Social and Psychological Side of 
the Labour Problem 

Wages and salaries constitute the purchasing 

power of most individuals and their I'orrect 

a8se.ssment, therefore, is of great importance to 

all factories. In working on this vital problem it 

IS not simply a question of wage amount, nor of 

whether hourly rates, piece rates, bonus or 

premium wages are paid nor which money 

factor IS used in converting working-minutes into 

cash. It IS much more than this it is a question of 

great delicacy and tremendous psychological 

importance, as the specialist well knows when he 

examines the wages system and introduces 

seemingly unimportant modiflcations from time to 

time. From the great number of existing wages 

.systems it can be seen that the mo.st e.xperienced 

organizers are constantly trying to win the con¬ 

fidence of the working community by alterations 

in the wages system 

Existing wages systems may be divided into 

two main groups— 

(1) payment by time, 

(2) payment by results. 

In both cases the workmen are interested in their 

hourly rates (wages earned) and the employer is 

interested in the total cost of the work produceil 

(labour cost). 

The diagrams (Figs. 24, 25) illustrate the char¬ 

acteristics of the hourly-wages system and the 

piece-wages system. 

The curve of constant hourly wage (Fig. 24) is 

a parallel to the horizontal, e g. a 2s. hourly rate, 

while that of the labour cost per piece is a 

60 
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straight line rising from zero to 16s for a shift of 

eight hours. The more hours a workman needs for 

a particular job, the more expensive is 

his work If he finishes the piece in 

eight hours, it costs I6s , if in five 

hours, 10s , etc There is practically 

alway.s an understanding that a certain 

amount of work is to be performed, 

and workers performing less than this 

minimum are liable to be dismissed 

High timo-rates are paid to men -such 

as highly skilled fitters who work on 

their own responsibility, and also to 

workers engaged on line assembly work, 

the speed of which is regulated by the 

pace of the belt or conveyor (See ]>age 

2To ) Here high time-rates are obvi¬ 

ously coupled with a prcdetei mined 

lesult , without this incentive, workeis 

might not be willing to work at the 

fixed speed desired A guaranteed^ 
hourly rate does not involve a very 

strong incentive for sustained effort, 

piodiicmg good quality work at high 

speed as is desirable in any suecc.ssful 

factory Payment by time (jier hour) 

IS therefore replaced, wherever possible, 

bv a system of payment by results 

An effective incentive can be arranged 

for any work which is capable of being 

nieasiiieil as to quantity, (juahty and 

material economy Job standardiza¬ 

tion, production control, insfiectioii, 

etc , may be u-seil m support of an in¬ 

centive plan Not only must the works 

manager put the emphasis on having 

tlie materials m the right place at the 

right time, and in the right condition, 

but he must also be determined never 

to allow a worker to suffer in wages 

through these fundamental conditions 

of management being imperfectly 

realized Not only should the wage 

incentive be strong when the man is 

working at above target output, it should be 

protected by a guaranteed time-rate for output 
below target This time-rate guarantee might be 

somewhat below average wages, there is no 

incentive when it is too high The most commonly 

used systems will now be explained by diagrams 

Piece fVa^e 

ar Cost Pe p£e ce 
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and formulae, in each of which the following key 

letters are used (Figs. 24 to 29 and Table IX)— 

T = Time allowed. 

t Time taken. 
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T — ^ — Time saved. 

L = Basic wage 

I ^ Hourly earning. 

M — I — L == Bonus, premium, incentive 

K — J^abour cost iier piece 

P — Premium earned 

p -= Premium percentage 

TABLE IX 

A high speed is voluntarily given by the uorker 

oil piece-wages (Kig 2r>) The boUl line parallel 

to the horizontal shows the constant price per 

piece, e g. 20a , the operator may finish it in 

eight hours or m one hour. In the first case, he 

earns ^s's = 2a. fid, an hour, in the second V's -- 

20s an hour. The curve of rates/hoiir is a hyper¬ 

bola , the system is very easily undei'stood by all 

workers. They decide on their wages, even if the 

piece-price is reasonably pre-set by the planning 

department 

With time-wages, the foreman admonishes the 

workman by saying “You are working too .slow¬ 

ly” , with 7iieee-wages he says • “You must earn 

more money ” That is an important psychological 

difference in favour of piece rates 

Even with time-rates individual differences are 

found between workers, such as those engaged 

on particularly difficult or highly skilled work, 

e.g. tool-room workers in an engineering shop, 

bricklayers on furnace building, etc For high-class 

production work, wages higher than the usual 

trade union rates are paid with full trade union 

approval. In numerous trades, special allowances 

are paid where the work has exceptional features, 

e.g. for disagreeable or dirty work (sewer, dyeing, 

hardening), or for dangerous work, such as that 
on scaffolding or chimney building, etc. 

Conversely, in piece-wage systems there isy 

always a close connexion between wages paid and 

time worked, because each operation represents a 

“task.” The basis of the system is that the good 

worker should, with an average effort, bo able to 

earn the average remuneration of his class. The 

wages arc directly related to the output of the 

worker, since he is paid so much per unit one 

piece, ten or one hundred pieces, a dozen, or a 

gross, according to the system adopted. 
ill “task-wages” a time in minutes is fixed in 

which a set piece of work must be performed, 

this is the standard task 'I’lme replaces money, 

and as the time depend.s mainly upon the nature 

of the existing ecjuipmciit, machine, tool, jig, 

gauge and lifting apparatn.s, taking either a skilled 

or a semi-skilled workman as operator, the piece- 

wage on a fixed time basis is pieferable to the 

piece-wage on a inonc.y basis The minutes 

worked must be changed into cash for the pay-roll 

by using nioney-factor.s which dejiend upon sex, 

age. education, knowledge, experience, reliability 

('onsiderable variations m wage rates often 

occur as between different towns and districts, so 

that two similar factories owned by the same 

concern, one sit uateil in a big town and the other 

in a small village, may use the same basic time for 

the .same piece, but pay diffeieiit total jirices 

This IS particularly' obvious in the building 

industry 

.Sliding wage scales, varying according to tlic 

c.).st-of-living mde.x, have been adopted in a great 

variety of imlustiies in order to provide automatic 

a<l]ustment of wages to changes in the cost of 

living, and thus prevent continuous friction 
However, all these objections belong to the social 

side of the labour problem, while the time of 

performance, being a technical matter, remains 

undisturbed 

Therefore the whole technical preparation of 

any job should be based on times, which can be 

ascertained by time and motion studies and stan¬ 

dardized, so as readily to be available for use in 

any given circumstances (.See page 22S,) 

The principle of straight-line piece-work is the 

simplest, since the worker is paid at a flat rate for 

every operation or group of operations performed, 

and the wages received are strictly proportionate 

to his output. 
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In those trades where jobs arc not of a repetitive 

character or where different methods arc adopted 

by firms engaged on similar work, as in the engin¬ 

eering industry, the method of fixing (by mutual 

agreement) piece-work prices for individual jobs 

IS sometimes used. 

“Better a high piece-price than low time-wages” 

IS the slogan, even if the worker's day-rate is 

guaranteed 

Piece-rates are in direct relationship to output, 

therefore they facilitate the work of the book¬ 

keeper in the co.sting department, ami also that of 

budgeting and of preparing reliable tenders 

The two extreme ca.ses of wage payment are — 

(a) Straight time-wages with a constant hourly 

rate per operator and strictly projiortionate 

decline of labour costs from the maximum with 

the slowest worker to the minimum with the fast¬ 

est operatois, and (/>) straight jnece-work with 

c instant laboui I'ost and rapidly increasing laboiii 

rates (hyperbolic euive) (See Figs 24 and 2.'> ) 

'fime-woik inclu<les no other incentive for the 

workei than the moral obligation to w'ork at a 

reasonable pace The reward may be an increa.se 

of his hourly rate m future Piece work, howe\er, 

includes the greatest possible monetary rewaid 

for (jiiick pciforrnance, closely watched, of course, 

bv a rigid inspection system which allows only 

good ipiahty jiieces to yiass 

Between these two extreme cases, .schemes have 

been developed whicti comfiirie payment by tune 

with that by results, using various w'age incentive 

inethod.s Three of these, i.c the jiremiuni 

schemes of Halsey and Weir (Fig 27), and Rowan 

(Fig 20), and the bonus scheme of (fantt (Fig 

28), will now' be examined 

All these premium and bonu.s scheine,s are based 

on the fundamental idea that both the employei 

and the employee arc concerned with the final aim 

of high wages combined with low labour cost, and 

that both must endeavour to help each other to 

reach that aim and thus ensure the permanent 

full employment of the factory by their common 

effort; therefore it is argued that the premium or 

bonus should be divided between them according 

to a reasonable ratio. 

In Fig. 24, showing straight time-wages, the 

premium is P = 0: in Fig. 25, straight piece- 

wages, P = 1, while Halsey (Fig 27) allows 

P -- iL, Weir, P = JL, Rowan (Fig. 26) 

T — t 
P ^ ^ L and Gantt (Fig 28) a bonus of 

li ~ 20 jier cent to 35 per cent, becoming sud¬ 

denly operative when the allowed time for the 

task IS leached 

In the Halsey (1801) and Weir (1897) premium 

schemes, the worker is guaranteed the customary 

hourly rate Then standard tinie.s for each 

ojieration are fixed by a special rate-fixing depart¬ 

ment and in.sertetl on all wages dockets issued to 

the workers A premium amounting to one-third 

(Halsey), or one-half (Weir) of the time saved 

IS paiil if the job is performed in less than the 

standard time. If the workman exceeds the 

.standard time by working too slowly, he receives 

time-wages for all the hours worked by him, for 

these systems are based on guaranteed time-wagci 

To take a practical example Suppose the hour¬ 

ly rate is 2s and that eight hours is the standard 

tune allowed for the particular job—the piemium 

being at the rate of one-third of the value of the 

lime .saved If the man takes eight hours, he 

receives 8 v- 2s — 16s, and no premium, but 

if he does the job in five hours he gets 5 x 2s — 

Ids time-wage -f one-lhird of the three hours 

saved - premium .Mtogether, he 

IS pai<l I2s for his live hours' woik, that is, about 

2.S .5d per hour The labour eo.st is reduced 

from the standard yirice of A', -8x2— Hi!-, 

to K 12h Tlie savings are 4s against the 

premium of 2h , which i.s 2 1, the management 

receiving srds and the worker Jrd of the result 

The Weir .system pays 50/.50, .so we have again 

His standard prices, but divide the saving of 

l<i 10 (is , giving P 3.S premium for th<‘ 

worker and »S' ^ 3s saving to the employer, 

which IS simpler to understami and more attrac¬ 

tive for the worker, but the total labour cost 

increases to iv -= ISs. 

Both for piece-wages (Fig 25) and certain 

premium-wages (Fig 27) the theoretical possibility 

of getting an enormous increase in the hourly 

rate m return for a very high outiiut may induce 

the ambitious, industrious and skilful worker 
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to over-exeit himself. Therefore, J Rowan 

introduced (1898) a system which increased the 

wage incentive much more slowly by bringing the 

rising line of hourly rates closer to the time-wage 

straight line (Fig 26.) The premium in this 

case IS not a fixed fraction of the value of the time 

saved, but is calculated by multiplying the time 

.aved by the v.„.ble factor = 1, 
Time allowed T 

thus the premium is 

t T ~ t 
P — time saved X — — ^-XtxL 

Example T — H hours, t = 5 hours, P ~ 

*2 X 5 X 2s — 38 9d premium 

The Rowan system pays a higher premium 

than the Weir system for times between 100 and 

50 per cent of the allowed time, below 50 per 

cent it becomes unfavourable to the worker. In 

the extreme case, when the time taken (t) becomes 

(theoretically) nil, the variable factor would be 

T — f T 
y = — = 1, or the maximum premium would 

be P -= LX, equal the hourly rate Thus the 

worker can never earn more than the guaranteed 

hourly rate, plus another hourly rate as premium, 

or he can never get double wages Although this 

limit IS not intended to be obvious, the worker 

soon discovers it, without being a mathematician, 

and this is one of the reasons why the Rowan 

system is little used to-day. Besides, it is com¬ 

plicated to understand, and was mostly used in 

factories where accurate time-setting was diffi¬ 

cult to achieve, and where jobbing work of a 

varied character was undertaken. A wall poster 

which the author read in 1902 at Rowan’s said. 

“We never cut a fixed rate ’’ That was indeed 

unnecessary' 

The premium systems, which pay a reward only 

when the operator does the work in less time than 

the time allowed, are giving place to bonus systems 

which permit the payment of considerable bonus 

even before the worker reaches the required 

standard of output 

The Gantt task and bonus plan is a cross 

between time-wages and piece-wages (Fig. 28). 

“Workmen as a whole prefer to sell their time 

rather than their labour, and to perform in that 

time the amount of labour they consider proper 

for the pay received ” (H. K. Gantt ) 

The difference between a premium and a bonus 

IS slight Both are amounts of reward additional 

to guaranteed time-wages, and may increase 

directly m some way proportionate to production, 

or may increase in a variable manner as production 

increases. 

The word “premium” .should, however, always 

be used when the wages saved (time allowed minus 

time taken) are divided between employee and 

employer, and the word “ bonus” when the wages 

saved are all paid to the employee making the 

saving. 

Summary 

Halsey divided the premium in the ratio 12,/ 

one-third of the savings to the employee, two- 

thirds to the employer. Weir distributed it I I, 

i.e. half to each, and Gantt gave a bonus of 

20 to 100 |)er cent additional to the employee’s 

guaranteed hourly wages, as soon as the “task 

time” was achieved based on the worker's effici¬ 

ency. measured by his ability to do the job in 

from 80 to I0<i per cent of the standard time 

Bonus can therefore be given at any point of 

the efficiency scale, and its amount is arbitrarily 

chosen, premium is paid at a fixed share, using 

the standard task time as the starting point of the 

savings. 

Historically, the term bonus was restricted 

to the lump sum given when the task was 

achieved; this cau.sed a sudden step-up in 

earnings (shown in Fig 28), then the earnings for 

work beyond the task continued to incorporate 

this and any other additions or premiums which 

had been agreed upon 

Fig. 29 compares the effect of incentive on 

hourly earnings for each of the five systems 

All modern rate-fixing methods should be based 

on a thorough knowledge of the time during which 

a task can be performed, i e by time-studies of the 

auxiliary operations, calculation of the machining 

operations, assuming tool, speed, feed and quality 

of dimension and surface, and finally on carefully 

prepared statistics of the time “lost” under 

prevailing circumstances. 

The heritage of F. W. Taylor and F B. Gilbreth 

on time and motion study is realized to-day: 
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must be realized before correct task setting in 

minutes can be undertaken , it is the only reliable 

basis for piece-work, premium-work, and bonus- 

work. Unless the employee has not only the full 

confidence, but the daily proof by his piece- 

tlocket that the employer knows what he is order¬ 

ing, he cannot be expected always to perform Ins 

part faithfully towards the common pros^ierity 

of his company 

Adi'anlageji of Hourly Ratcf; are— 

(1) Their simplicity 

(2) The minimum of pay-roll work although 

this is not valid as regards costing, as the latter 

requires more work and greater attention on the 

part of the book-keeper under the hourly-rate 

system 

(.‘i) The greater internal security, with which 

the workmen perform their work beeau.se their 

wages are fixed 

(4) The higher (juality of the work done 

(6) Economy in material eon.sumption 

(6) (5ood treatment of tool and machine 

(7) The fact that the workmen agree with any 

changes in methods, and are even collaborating 

to find them 

Ihmdvantages of Hourly Hales uie - 

(1) The high ])ro(luction cost, caused by low 

output, the Icv^el of efficiency is reduced, because 

generally the slowest man is the iiace-maker 

Low output 18 particularly disadvantageous 

with expensive niachmes 

(2) 'fhe fact that the only criterion for judgment 

of the men is their general efficiency , and improve¬ 

ments in then earnings are a matter for decision 

by the foreman This may not always be quite 

fair to all workers in a dejiartment. 

Advantages of Piece-work' for the Employee are— 

(1) It IS the fairest and most reasonable arrange¬ 

ment, because the employee gets 100 per cent of 

the money he saves Because of the steep increase 

in earnings, the worker gets a higher reward than 

he does with any other system. The pace is 

voluntary, therefore the worker can act indepen¬ 

dently. The upper limit of his earnings depends 

on his own decision, and this fosters ambition 

There must, however, be no rate-cutting. 

(2) Piece-rates arc very easily understood 

(3) If the basic times (standard minutes) are 

not cut. improved technological conditions in¬ 

crease his earnings 

Advantages of Piece-work for the Employer are — 

(1) The relations betw'een employer and em¬ 

ployee are improved, because the worker feels that 

he IS being treated fairly 

(2) Pay-roll and costing, and also budgeting, 

are simplified, because the piece-rates remain 

constant The simplification becomes still more 

evident in the case of group jnecc-work 

(3) The high incentive increases and equalizes 

the volume of output This decreases the percen¬ 

tage of ovcrheail, and therefore the manufacturing 

cost of the piece 

(4) Machine-loading and planning are facili¬ 

tated. 

(5) (’lo.se <‘o-oj>eration of the workers with the 

management is created All workers become 

interested m good management, because they 

need the benefits of correctly planned material 

supply This effect is still more increased by 

group piece-work. 

(6) There is also good co-operation between 

foreman and charge-hand, becau.se it is not so 

neee.ssarv to “push ” 
(7) Progiess cha.sing and the keeping of dehv'ery 

dates are facilitated 

The (lassie Objections ayainst Piece-work are the 

jollowing— 

(1) Very high wages incite late-eutting by tlie 

employer This objection is not caused by any 

defect of piece-work, but is due to a faulty use of 

< he system 

(2) Piece-work incites excessive effort by the 

employee 

(3) Piece-work may cause the workman to mis¬ 

handle an expensive machine and complicated 

tools in order to increase his eai nings 

(4) The authority over the worker is lower It 

is not possible to prescribe the quantity of work , 

therefore expensive machines may, perhaps, not 

be used to their full extent 
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(5) It stimulates an undesirable trend of com¬ 

petition and jealousy among the workers. 

(6) It exposes the efficiency of the workers, 

who often dislike being cheeked by stopwatch and 

time studies 

(7) It IS rather inelastic, because changes in 

methods, machines, and material demand changes 

m the basic times 

(8) Quality is endangered, consequently keen 

inspection is necessary 

(9) The workers do not care much about econo¬ 

mizing material 

(10) If the basic times are decreased, the hosti¬ 

lity of the worker is increased against the intro¬ 

duction of improved methods and new machines 

When the piece minutes, as communicated to 

the workers, form the basis of the times or prices 

allowed, the personal element is eliminated by 

an impartial ratefixing department Tiie same 

applies to the checking of efficiency if the times 

fixed are entered on the piece docket or on a 

parts list Costing is always an effective control 

of the system’s efficiency, operated by comparing 

the time (or price) fixed against the price paid m 

the parts list 

Changes m the times allowed are admissible 

only if the method of production is changed 

The reasonable workman will understand and 

accept this, because it is far from arbitrary rate- 

cutting. 

Group Payment 

Sometimes the nature of a job is such that 

payment by results is possible only if a number of 

workers share collectively in the proceeds Ex¬ 

amples are ■ Assembling parts of a machine, 

loading railway wagons, or ships, dyeing textiles, 

and working m gangs 

For riveting work, for instance, three classes 

of workers are involved ■ Riveters, holders-up, 

and labourers The different classes have differ¬ 

ent basic wage-rates on which they are given 

advance payments pending completion of the 

job. The surplus is finally distributed by forming 

units of the basic rate multiplied by the time 

taken for each workman, totalling the units, 

dividing them into the surplus, and allocating 

to each man his just share. The essential psycho¬ 

logical feature of group payment is to create a 

team spirit which is indispensable for succe.ss. 

There are many such jobs which must be done 

collectively, and it is relatively easy to measure 

the amount of work done by the group as a whole, 

whereas it is often impos.sibIe to say how much has 

been done by any individual worker 

•Similar collective piece-work or bonu.s-work can 

be practised by a department or a whole shop, 

or even by two or three workers only Generally 

the group bonus or premium does not commence 

until a certain minimum amount of work is done, 

but this minimum must not he set too high or the 

incentive will he lost. 

E.xamples are Loading and unloading railway 

goods sheds. cargoe.s of ships, cairiage cleaning, 

work in marshalling yards, and loading of coal. 

A bonus IS paid to workers not only for time¬ 

saving, but al.so in respect of any other saving 

which they may effect in. say, materials or 

maintenance costs over some jiredeterniined 

average figure For instance, locomotive driver.s 

may receive a bonus on saving effected in the 

consumption of coal, and m the time they keep the 

engine in good repair, a bus drivei on sav'ing in 

petrol consumption or tyre maintenance 

A decision has sometimes to be made whcthei 

individual, group, or departmental piece-work is 

to be in.stalled The best results of a pioce-iate 

system are obtained from individual operation, 

owing to the fact that tlie operator works inde¬ 

pendently of others and therefoie can attain the 

highest personal efficiency As soon as several 

ojierators work together, the average of the grouji 

work IS lower than the total of possible individual 

efficiencie.s. Here the case i.s the .same as m .sports 

In team rowing, and generally m all games 

depending on team work (e.g football, handball, 

cricket, hockey), the weakest sets the pace It 

may be eventually that he will play a stronger 

game, stimulated by his comrades, but neverthe- 

le.ss he is a burden to his team Only in individual 

piece-work is the work distributed in the best 

way; waiting for others is eliminated, and mis¬ 

takes can be made good by increased effort. 

If group work is unavoidable, as with line-pro¬ 

duction, then a careful choice of operators must 

be made It is often very difficult to determine 
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the correct group rate , and the correct distribution 

should bo based on figures very carefully compiled 

by technical experts for the particular case. 

The operators on line-production, for instance, 

which often looks very simple, must get used to 

the “cycle” time of a large number of different 

hand or machine operations. Difficulties continu¬ 

ously occur, and, for instance, (Hiarlea Bedaux 

decided that compensation for waiting time 

<!aused through no fault of the ojierators, paid by 

means of a special “process allowance,” was 

useful for showing up any erratic running of the 

conveyor For instance, in a big continental 

rubber factory, the conveyor lines for bicycle 

tyres were found to be inefficient and were success¬ 

fully replaced by full-time individual work 

Let us now consider the characteristics of the 

Bedaux (USA) system for mdivKliial and grouji 

work, and the “Bata” system (Czechoslovakia) 

for co-operative woik, based on departmental 

co-operation 

The basis of the Bedaux system is— 

(1) Very carefully-made tune studies, including 

as a new feature of “rating” . the working sjieed 

of each operator 

(2) The establishment of factors of permissible 

fatigue, and rewarding efforts above the average 

(;i) Allowances for unsatisfactory conditions 

(where these cannot bo remedied) 

(4) A guaranteed and adequate day-rate 

Bedaux associates a ‘■(liHiculty compensation” 

with the unavoidable fatigue rc.sulting from each 

type of occupation, and oven relates working 

speed to what he considers to be the speed of a 

“standard operator ” 

Even in Communist Russia, where the supposed 

“prejudice” of the ruling class is not a factor to 

be reckoned with, there is a slogan “Equal wages 

for eijual work, so therefore, unequal wages for 

unequal work ” Hence the basic principle of 

piece-wages based on efficiency exists in Russia, as 

in all the capitalist countries of the world The 

writer observed in a large tool works in Moscow in 

1936 wage differences of 1 to 5 in several workshops 

(“Stakhanoff” operator) * 

• “Stakhimofif” is tho name of the Kuaeiaii miriei who 
revolutionised tho mining methods, speeding up output ten¬ 
fold. Ho 18 called the “Russian Taylor ” 

Bedaux selects the time results graphically, 

according to frequency tests For instance, 

Fig. 30 shows 14 seconds as the most frequent 

value The speed “rating” of the individual 

worker is something new, although it is easily 

learnt by suitable time-study men. The correct 

choice of “relaxation coefficient” for particular 

time values can be made only after years of 

statistics of the particular branch of industry 

Piece rates are measured in terms of points (“ B ”) 

Thus Bedaux estab¬ 

lishes a value of 

6()B per hour as a 

basis for ordinary 

operators A unit 

of work IB IS there¬ 

fore done in one 

minute. 30B per 

hour corresponds 

to 50 per cent of 

stanilard effort and, 

120B to ilouble per¬ 

formance. Jiedaux 

reckons that the 

e ffi c 1 e n c y of a 

skilled operator is 

about 75 to 80B, i e 30 per cent higher than that 

of the average operator 

One “B” is the output in one minute of a 

man working at a speed that could be peiman- 

ently maintained, similar to tho arrangement of 

the piece-rate .system. Even when tho oyierator 

earns less than 60B, he is credited with BOB. 

It IS c.ssential umler this sy.stem that each opera¬ 

tor’s efficiency is worked out speedily and the 

departmental list is hung up in the shop within 

twenty-four hours for all to .see. On this list, 

all the operators who have earned less than GOB, 

whether deliberately oi not, are marked in red 

Bedaux pays the operator only 75 per cent of the 

bonus, the balance of 25 per cent being divided 

proportionally between inspection, foreman, 

charge-hands, and other helpers 

The relaxation additions are made only by the 

Bedaux management. For this purpose they 

utilize their statistical data compiled over decades, 

over many branches of industry, the additions 

fluctuate between 5 and 200 per cent according to 

Sec No of Observations 

10 1 
11 ft 
12 III! 

12 nil nil 
nn nu un n 

IS nil nn i 
16 nil 
17 nn 
18 II 

19 
20 1 

Fin 30 Fbkqukncy Gmaimi 
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the nature of the work Contingency additions 

are not recognized by Bedaux at all, but “lost 

time” IS specially checked and specially paid. 

Bedaux never overlooks the suitability of any 

work place or method, nor merely compensates 

for “difficulties”, he continually criticizes the 

methods, and if, after his investigation, the 

operator is still unable to make 60 points per hour, 

he divides payment for work into (1) guaranteed 

day-rate, and (2) method addition. As this 

method addition continuously shows up as an 

error of management, and is even deducted from 

the bonus of the foremen, charge-hands, and 

inspectors, every effort is made by operator and 

manager to eliminate it We have here, therefore, 

an attempt to use a valuable psychological 

incentive for the solution of wage problems, and 

a fair way of penalizing only those who directly 

or indirectly cause the reduced efficiency. Because 

the list of efficiencies is openly shown a moral 

incentive is given to reduce method allowances 

and time losses 

The classification of work is done according to— 

(1) Physical requirements of the occupation 

(2) Training, skill and experience of the worker. 

(3) Responsibility and mental efficiency 

(4) Certain risks 

These factors decide the length of training time 

The Bedaux system is expensive, owing to 

laborious timing and the amount of personnel 

needed for making out the daily lists. It has 

repaid itself in large factories where regular 

continuous operations are performed, such as 

rubber tyre manufacture, porcelain, textiles, 

automobiles, etc 

"Bata" Co-operation System {1935) 

The wage system of the big shoe manufacturer, 

Bata, of Zlin (Czechoslovakia), is built up on quite 

a different psychological basis. Bata places 

in the foreground, another main object that is 

“participation of employer and operator in the 

success of the works.” He calls it “Education of 

Concern-Consciousness.” Every employer is, so 

to speak, a shareholder ; if business is good, he 

makes a profit, if it is not, his bonus is decreased 

(profit-sharing) 

Every active member of each department 

participates in his department's success Over 

and above this incentive, about a third of all the 

employees benefit by means of premiums from the 

profits of the whole works 

This system must be considered in relation to 

the character of the rural population of Zlin, 

which IS cut off from the rest of the world, with 

little stimulus to spend money, and needing to 

be educated on the need for saving for the future. 

Participation in factory profits inculcates a desire 

towards economic use of tools and care of machines 

as well as an urge towards clcanhnc,ss and order 

in every shop A budget is made for all internal 

isaue.s, checked by a weekly co.sting (cf. jip 78 and 

7!)), open to a workmen’s committee m the same 

way as that for which wc are striving in well- 

organized factories in this country', but winch un¬ 

fortunately we so seldom find. In the Jiata 

as.sembly shoiis, which are uniformly equipped, a 

sort of collectiv'e piece-rate system exists The 

work is always carried out by a group of assem¬ 

blers at the conveyor line, with about half as 

many machine .stitchers outside the conveyor By 

means of carefully prepared statistics, which are 

easily compiletl in a large number of .similai shops, 

one IS m a position to check each item and its 

variations at each stage, and to utilize these 

figures as an instrument for maintaining a strict 

control on costing and departmental overhead 

The fundamental data on which to build such a 

group system are— 

(1) A certain peak production per <lay, and a 

shop budget 

(2) The ba.sjc hourly-rate j>er opcratoi according 

to difficulties of operation 

(.3) Classification of labour into four groups 

according to sex and age. 

(4) The average wage per group (because the 

basic wages of the operators are diflercnt) 

If the output IS reduced by half, whether 

avoidably or not, is immaterial (e g. through 

decrease in orders), then the earnings of the 

shops are reduced accordingly From the unit 

price per shoe the value of the weekly output is 

obtained. If the total sum of weekly wages is 

compared with the output produced, then the 

wages share as the production unit can be ascer¬ 

tained. This valuation is applied, too, when the 
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production fluctuates considerably A start can 

then be made on sharing the total money earned 

among the operators, according to each worker’s 

group. The works manager and the foremen 

also participate, for a fixed amount of oncost per 

shoe is allowed to them Their participation 

increases when they undercut the agreed costs 

when the shop produces at less than the fixed 

standard price, it shows a profit, and only from 

this profit can the manager and foreman benefit 

As the internal standard prices aie not altered, 

there is an incentive, in spite of continuous 

control of the quality, to undercut the standard 

prices. 1 e to increase the profit in all departments 

The obvious success of the big Bata enterprise 

might well be due to the full co-oiieration of all 

employee.s 

Naturally it will be of great interest for the 

practical engmeei to learn how the wage incentive 

methods have worked in practice, and how' much 

they are used in comparison with payment by 

time 
The writer thiough his own cxpeneiicc as works 

manager and works organizer of more than forty 

years, has found that straight piece-rate working 

gives the best results in every respect, for the 

employee as a wage earner, and for the employer 

both as a manager and as a business man Load¬ 

ing, progress, costing, and tendering are all 

reduced to the clearest and simplest procedure 

But let statistics speak. Table X. shows two 

American analyses of wage incentives as pub¬ 

lished by the National Industries Conference 

Board of New York The statistics show the 

interesting result that in 1928 payment by ordin¬ 

ary time-rates covered 47-2 per cent of the 

1.214 engineering works which supiihed informa¬ 

tion, while by 1940, taking 313 companies, there 

was a decline to 38-3 per cent using time-rates, as 

against 02 jier cent using some tyjie of incentive 

wage scheme. In both cases individual piece-rates 

predominated amongst the incentive methods 

The writer believes that piece-rates will be 

accepted more and more as the result of improve¬ 

ments in time-study technique and .standardiza¬ 

tion of jobs. 

TAUL,K X 

l‘KA(;a’iCAi. Application of Wage Incentives 

(National Iridustnes (Conference Board, New York) 

Individual Fioce-ralos 
Pieco-ratea with (luaraiileea Hoinly Has 
Group Piece-rate 
Taylor Differential Piece-rate 

Indiviiiiial Premium—Halsey 
Individual Premium Rowan 
Premium Conus—Gantt 
Efficiency Bonus—Emerson 
Efficiency Bonus—Parkhmst 
Production Bonus 
Standard Hours 

Group Bonus 
Special Incentive —Bedaux 
Special Incentive—Haynes Manit 
Uncloasified (Premium or Bonus) 

21S..121 
:18,06I 
;io,i«4 

•J,-252 
1.946 

14.1,99:1 

IU».977 

30,613 

20,312 

777.376 376,8113 
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Certain proof of this is already afforded by 

the experience on the continent of Europe, where 

piece-rate working predominates, and where 

premium or bonus systems are only used rarely. 

There is a tendency to introduce standard 

supplementary times based on time study of 

supplementary operations, such as handling, 

then to calculate accurately the machining 

times, and to use both together to give the total 

operating time as a basis, instead of u.smg a 

fluctuating monetary scale depending on living 

conditions and unstable currency. The methodical 

work of the “REFA” (Germany) should be 

mentioned in this connexion 

In the book by Lytic on IVaffe Incentive Methodn* 

more than twenty-five different premium and bonus 

systems are described, and each bears the name of 

its inventor (they are mostly of American origin). 

Fig. 31 (a) compares the total cost per piece on 

seventeen of these systems The total cost 

comprises overhead, material, and wages (cf Table 

11) The overhead remains approximately con¬ 

stant ; it varies very little with increasing output. 

The material expense is directly proportionate to 

the size of the batch and the labour is approxi¬ 

mately so, the bigger the batches, the smaller 

the wages per unit. The diagram (Fig 31 (b)) 

in the upper corner shows the cost of material 

separately and labour and material together, 

the line of profit, e g 38 per cent, intersects 

the overhead line in the critical point, when loss 

begins with decreasing activity 

The horizontal axis of Fig 31 (a) represents the 

daily production expressed as a percentage <if 

“standard,” i e. the worker’s efficiency The 

vertical ordinate gives the total cost per piece 

In this particular in.stance 2s 6d (about half a 

dollar) may be the total permissible cost per piece 

This cannot remain constant for every piece-rate, 

it declines as production increases, but rises if 

output is small. This is in fact what makes low 

production so much more expensive • it is not the 

direct labour cost at piece-rates, for that is con¬ 

stant. We become accustomed to unavoidable con¬ 

ditions, even when they are undesirable, and to pay 

high wages for low production is often unavoidable 

* Wa^e Incentive Methods, by C. W Lytle, Ronald Press, 
New York, 1929. 

Now, if we are paying over the maximum total 

cost per piece constant at 2s Od. line in Fig 

31 (a) owing to inefficient operators, we will 

certainly welcome a strong incentive to which the 

usual response is a reduction in total cost per 

piece to below' this inaxirniim Therefore the 

maximum total cost below the 28 (id line is the 

limit which a factory can pay, and the difference 

between this and the unit selling price is the 

necessary profit margin 

The more slowly the operator works, the higher 

are the wages and the total cost paid per iiiece, 

e g. the 85 j>er cent efficiency line cuts system 1 (i 

(piece-work) and system 17 (Taylor) at 2s 4d , 

and .system 8 (Rowan) at 2s 7ti 

With (iO per cent efficiency the prices vary 

bctw'een 2s 7d and 3s 3d . i e up to 25 per cent 

difference With 115 per cent activity the fluctua¬ 

tion IS between 2s and 2s 5d All curves show a 

similar general trend, and it is pro\'c*d that with 

increased personal efficiency of the workers, and 

increased activity of the factory, an hourly rate 

(10) actually gives a better result than does piece¬ 

work with 33| per cent bonus (14) which means 

that if the average worker would work without 

incentive at a pace 15 per cent faster than that 

fixe<l by the task-time, the total cost of a piece, 

including wage.s, material, and overhead, would 

be at its minimum This would be an ideal state 

of affairs' 

Every wage incentive pioinotes increase in - 

production speed, and endangers the quality of 

work and this can be assured only by an organized ' 

inspection system The work of the inspector has 

therefore a continuous influence on the efliciencv' 

of the operators, and without adequate inspection 

the quality and reputation of the factory will 

suffer. The shop ofierator always responds very 

quickly to the peculiarities and .standard of 

efficiencj' of insjiection The methods and toler¬ 

ances of inspection have therefore a v'cry direct 

bearing on earning potential on the one hand and 

costs on the other, controlling as they do the 

standard of production on which bonus is payable. 

All difficulties will be greatly reduced when 

the employer and employee learn to face their 

common duty towards the carrying out of their 

work. The employer has to provide working 
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facilities and to keep them in suitable condition, 

has to supply the parts to be machined in regular 

uninterrupted sequence, has to teach correct 

operating methods, has to specify clearly the 

correct solution of any problems , has to organize 

an eifective inspection, and has to maintain a 

fair wage system and make prompt payment for 

services performed. 

The worker, on the other hand, has to practise 

expert and economical use of manufacturing 

facilities, and accurate machining of work pieces 

within the prescribed times, and has to provide 

such data as the employer may require concerning 

the time spent on each job, etc 

The inspection methods and equipment must 

be appropriate to the working conditions, and 

payment must be adequate There should then 

be no reason for the worker not giving regularly 

of his best. 

The Economical Valuation and 
Control of Labour 

Ultimately the wages problem is settled, as are 

all the shop problems, in the costing department, 

which must balance debits and credits on the 

basis of double entry book-keeping (see Fig 23(6)). 

The operator is credited weekly for his activity 

in the shop, the total sum of credits (direct 

wages) gives the total efficiency of the department, 

which 18 later u.sed as the mam basis for the 

distribution of overhead expenses, and the same 

sums, subdivided into order numbers, are then 

debited to the orders or the internal (overhead) 

accounts of the works For debiting and crediting 

various departments it is necessary that the wages- 

dockets for each operation (which originate for 

this purpose in the works production office), or 

the time-sheets, or the clock-cards, should go in 

the most economic way through the workshops 

and back to the costing department. No wages 

should be paid out in the factory without a 

voucher, but the number of these vouchers should 

be reduced to a minimum The total sum paid for 

direct wages must be balanced by the total debits 

of all numbered orders. 

Wbat do we need now for starting, following 

through, and valuing the labour output ? The 

starting point is the works production department 

or factory office (Fig. 32 and Tables 1 and IV), 

the heart of the factory management. Here the 

plans are received and the work is carried out from 

raw material to finished product, at the correct 

price and by the due date “Correct price” 

means at piece price or day-work prices as fixed 

by the estimating department, the work having 

been passed by the inspection 

The first step in all cases is an order on the 

stores to issue the material for the first machining 

operation For this purpose the works production 

department writes out the material requisition 

slip. The second step is to give the wages-dockets 

for the first and subsequent stages to the operators 

via the foreman The third step is to receive from 

the operator the finished work (one or more com¬ 

bined operations) and to check the quality; 

the fourth is to send the wagcs-docket, duly signed 

by the inspector, to the pay-roll by way of the 

progress department, the fifth, pay-roll calcula¬ 

tion for paying out weekly amount per operator, 

and the sixth and last step is for the costing 

department to u.se tiie completed wages-docket for 

debiting the order, whether customer's order 

(productive) or repair order (overhead) 

In order to ensure that this close sequence is 

followed the works production department must 

use the parts li.st (see Fig 21) received from the 

drawing office, as the foundation on which to work. 

Dockets are issued by the works production de¬ 

partment for each item, thus forming individual 

orders which can be handed over to the stores 

and to individual operators and transporters in 

such an order as to permit of work being handled 

in its correct sequence As each shop is adv’ised 

of the completion date of operations, a copy of 

the parts list can be used by the progress (due 

date) department, where all the orders are 

summarized and placed in numerical order, and 

dockets issued to the production shoii only when 

materials, tools, and machines are prepared for 

the respective foremen. 

Fig. 32 (1) shows clearly the relationships 

between all documents used in costing, both for 

material control and for wages costing. Fig. 

32 (2) shows the parts list in connexion with 

production, stores, transport, and shipping. Each 

foreman will receive a copy of the parts list. 
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together with the dockets which he has to handle, 

and which he can put into a box (Fig. 32 (4)) as 

the orders are given to him two or three days in 

advance. The total contents of the foreman’s 

box are suitably summarized 

by the progress department 

(Fig 32 (3)) or recorded on a 

distribution or bulletin board 

(Figs. 44 and 45). The depart¬ 

ment looks after the foreman’s 

box, giving him more work or 

cancelling it by withdrawing 

the documents and finally it 

receives from him the dockets 

returned from completed and 

inspected work Every docket 

must go through the progress 

department before going either 

to yiay-roll or co.sting (See 

Fig 32 (3) ) The recording is 

done in the costing department 

by clerks, who, lacking techni¬ 

cal knowledge, are not likely to 

be in a position to falsify their 

figures to the possible advan¬ 

tage of an unscniynilous col¬ 

league in the factory With an 

elficieiit duplicating machine in 

the works production depart¬ 

ment it IS immaterial whether 

the slips are made out in dupli¬ 

cate or multifold, or whether 

they are coloured or white 

The cost of a docket is practi¬ 

cally that of the yiaper only, 

the cost of printing is negligible. 

At the same time it should 

be noted that although modern 

duplicating methods facilitate 

reproduction of slips, every 

slip more than is absolutely 

necessary only makes more work for those in 

the factory who have to fill it in, and for 

those in the office who have to deal with it 

when completed It is essential therefore to 

reduce all paperwork to the absolute minimum. 

There is still something to be added on the sub¬ 

ject of the pay-roll department and the adminis¬ 

tration of wages. In every case the value of the 

task must be fixed, whether in terms of minutes 

or of cash, and the operator must be informed of 

the work expected and the amount to be paid. 

Ratefixing and informing the operator is the work 

of the works production department and of the 

foreman calculation of earnings is the work of 

the pay-roll, and costing (by debiting the orders or 

overhead account) is the work of the book-keeping 

department 

In the ca.se of day-work, it is sufficient to 
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ascertain the hours of attendance by means of a 

clock card The scale may bo minutes, hours, 

the day, or the week. Special allowances are 

generally paid for overtime, night work, holiday 

hours, or dirty work Output according to quality 

and efficiency is not taken into consideration in 

the costing department. 

Where a piece-work system is in use, the most 

important item, apart from type and quantity, 

IS the certification of the quality of the work; 

hours of attendance do not influence the payment, 

because payment is made only for the work passed 

by inspection, and if the piece-rate is based on 

time units, this is done on the basis of hundredths 

of hours or minutes. As piece-rates generally 

carry a guaranteed minimum hourly rate, this 

fact must be taken into consideration. Since the 

cash value of a time unit can differ even with the 

same operator, according to the difficulty of the 

work or to the time at which it is done (overtime, 

night shift, or holiday, etc.), the figure of higher 

value per hour must be shown separately in day¬ 

work as well as in piece-work. The pay-roll depart¬ 

ment has a special file for the different money 

factors for each category of workers. The alloca¬ 

tion to the orders of these differently valued hours 

is necessary only when the calculation of “special ’’ 

hours is not entered under overhead. CJenerally, 

special hours should be an exception, then the 

corresponding amount should be shown under the 

overhead of the department responsible If 

night shifts became the custom, for example in the 

case of newspaper printers, then this is simply 

ordinary payment, but by a different scale In 

the case of repair work it would be advisable to 

book these special hours directly to the order 

number of the job. The calculation of these 

extra piece-wage earnings is made by comparing 

the given time allowed with the time inserted by 

the workman himself. This can usually be done 

only by comparing the time of attendance (from 

the clock card) with the total of the piece-wages 

paid (as debited to the order) 

Many kinds of errors arise here, owing to the 

fact that the operator is able to postpone stamping 

his card “on and off” the job or to give an incor¬ 

rect time at which the job was finished, in spite 

of instructions (theoretical) that a fresh job is to 

be issued only when the previous one has been 

delivered. More often than not, such instructions 

cannot be carried out in practice, as they impede 

the smooth running of the shop, hence most works 

have established piece-wage statistics, which 

make it possible to compare normal earnings with 

extra and peak earnings. In this way, operators 

with unusually high or low earnings may be 

picked out, although it will be impossible to 

obtain in this way any reliable information of 

errors in estimating. 

The routine for wage computation is as follows : 

The attendance of the operator is confirmed from 

his clock card The clock cards serve for a whole 

week, and are used by the operator for clocking-in 

or out Late arrival, early leave, etc , are marked 

in special columns, hence overtime appears auto¬ 

matically on the card Clock cards should more¬ 

over bo used only to register attendance, and not 

for any other purpose. 

The efficiency record is made by summarizing 

wages-dockets, recording each individual operation 

item. With each item the order or oncost number 

is entered, as well as the name of the operator 

The order number is indispensable for the costing 

department According to the type of work done 

there will bo either— 

(1) An operation docket for one operation only, 

or for a combined group of operations, stating 

the minutes allowed, or 

(2) A card or sheet summarizing various kinds 

of work over a iieriod of (a) a day, or (fo) a week. 

The individual operation dockets can be used 

for any type of work, whereas the summary 

sheets are suitable only for repairs and group 

production. If, for instance, the works employs 

1000 operators, and each operator does ten items 

per week, then there would be 10,000 individual 

operation liockets per week, while with weekly 

cards there would be only 1000 Nevertheless, 

the amount of writing and mental work is smaller 

with individual dockets, because copying and 

duplicating, etc , is done mechanically, and 

therefore quickly and cheaply, whilst in the case of 

weekly sheets progress records must be written 

out by hand. The individual dockets can be made 

out in advance by untrained personnel They 

serve as material slips, process instruction dockets, 
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progress tickets, transport and delivery tickets, 

and can be distinguished in various ways, i.e. 

different colours, or thicknesses of paper or card. 

This paperwork may appear frightening though, 

actually, when kept down to the practical mini¬ 

mum, it is a very real aid to simplicity. 

The weekly sheet for hourly-rates can only be 

a wages voucher; in order to record the amounts 

for the different orders the entries have to be 

allocated according to the various account 

numbers. It has a relatively small space for opera¬ 

tion instructions and is thicker than the ordinary 

docket, because it remains in the workshop the 

whole week for operators to handle. 

Only in mass-production, where no special 

instructions need be given (though special prepara¬ 

tion is essential), a very simple weekly card is 

practicable, which resembles the hourly-rate docket 

described above. The main advantage of the in¬ 

dividual weekly docket for each operator is that 

it is not necessary to sort the separate job dockets 

in order to prepare the pay-roll; therefore the work 

of the pay-roll department is facilitated by this pre¬ 

sentation of the whole week’s work of each worker 

in summarized form However, the completion of 

the pay-roll must wait until dockets up to the last 

working hour have been received. The allocation 

of wage cost to each separate order is carried 

out later, after completion of pay-roll The sheet 

should on no account be withdrawn from the worker 

for this purpose during the week, a.s this would 

deprive him of his most important document 

After the operators have been paid, the sorting 

of single piece-rate dockets can begin according 

to order or accounts numbers, and the totals per 

docket can be transferred to the cost sheets. The 

total wages (pay-roll) and the allocation of wages 

to each order (costing) must be reconciled weekly. 

This summarized rough check may raise many 

queries. 

The following mistakes may occur in book¬ 

keeping— 

(1) Wage items not booked, then the operators 

complain. 

(2) Wage items booked to the wrong operator; 

then the operator who is underpaid will complain. 

(3) Wage items wrongly carried forward, or 

wrongly entered. The checker must find the 

mistake by comparing the dockets with the basic 

parts list. 

(4) Wage items booked twice, this again can 

be found by comparing with the parts list 

In some works the operator is credited and the 

order debited simultaneously by the use of carbon 

paper. Experienced clerks are able to make 

500 to 600 double entries per day This principle 

has been earned a stage further and, in addition 

to the ereiiit entry to the operator and the debit 

entry to the order, a summarized credit or depart¬ 

mental report for each shop can also be made at 

the same time. (8ee Fig 23(a) and (A) ) 

With this triplicate system, a clerk is able to 

make 180—200 entries per day From the writer’s 

practical experience it was found that the tripli¬ 

cate system could work only in a small factory. 

In a large works with many operations, too many 

highly trained personnel would be required, and 

the system is not clastic. 

Verification by the accountant can be done 

more quickly by simply extracting and comparing 

.summaries or by the use of accounting machines. 

For instance, the perforated card systems (Holler¬ 

ith, Powers, etc (see page 110)), automatically 

record— 

(1) A creilit to the operator , 

(2) A credit to the department; and 

(3) A debit to the order, 

simply by passing the same perforated verified 

cards through the tabulating machines m any 

order The totals must always agree 

With these machines sorting and tabulating 

take very little time, and results are reliable if 

the cards are checked before use. Whether their 

I>urchaso is worth while depends on the number of 

entries to be made, and the necessity of preparing 

statistical reviews. 

By comparing the totals, the costing depart¬ 

ment IS thus able to confirm that neither too many 

nor too few slips or wages-dockets have been issued 

and used. When the totals coincide, the cycle is 

closed. Operator, order and department have all 

been credited and/or debited by checked double 

entries By this system, conformity of prepara¬ 

tion, administration and control of all produc¬ 

tive work are secured so far as the accounts are 

concerned. 
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proved useful in a great number of different 

branches of industry in the last thirty years, 

including manufacture of machine tools, Diesel 

engines, locomotives, railway vehicles, fittings, 

bicycles, agricultural machines, structural erec¬ 

tions, motor cars, electrical instruments, and 

textile fabrics, as well as in copper and brass mills, 

rifle works, and so on. 

The accounts are divided into three mam 

headings, viz — 

(a) Capital account for “fixed” capital. 

(fc) Overhead or ojierating account for “circu¬ 

lating” capital 

(c) Piece account for capital returned by the 

value of manufactured goods (proceeds) 

On this principle, it is possible to arrange the 

internal administration of a factory in a simple 

and clear way, using the minimum of personnel, 

because these three mam accounts, or groups of 

accounts, can be maintained separately at such 

times as are most convenient 

They must, however, be compiled so that on 

the balancing day, whether monthly or yearly, 

they are ready to be combined without special 

effort. The accountants of the capital account, 

the (iverhead account, and the piece account, work/ 

indiv idually, each delivering his part at the correct' 

time and made up m the correct manner to the 

chief accounts office to combine on the balancing 

day 

A glance at Table 11 (page fl) wilf .show the 

ratio of overhead to wages In one case it reaches 

300 per cent, thus proving the importance of 

works cost in calculating the production cost of 

parts 

The purpose of these accounts is to ascertain 

the overhead percentages, reckoned on productive 

wages or quantity (number of automobiles), or 

weight (tons of coal), etc., as may be convenient. 

Indirect costs, which cannot be charged directly 

to orders, are made chargeable to them in this 

way. 

Overhead is classified under type, time, 

department, and purpose (see Table XI). The 

type costs are accumulated over a certain period, 

say one month, per an established classification, 

based on elements of cost bearers, the total of 

which gives departmental cost. 

The classification of type costs is as follows— 

1. Auxiliary material. 

2 Internal orders 

3 Indirect labour (non-productive wages) 

4 Monthly distribution costs (external services). 

5. Yearly distributable costs (,b of yearly 

amount) 

Tables XIITa and Xllln show an actual appli¬ 

cation for a tool works of 101) workmen. For big 

batches of electric instruments, for line-production 

of watches, motor cars, etc , every lino can easily 

be controlled by this method 

1 Auxiliary Material includes fuel, lubricants, 

cutting oils, chemicals, cleaning material, repair 

material, hand tools and common tools for 

machines, implements, instruments, files, belts, 

electrical material, office appliances, stationery, 

etc The item “auxiliary material” can be 

subdivided as desired, though it is not advisable 

to subdivide it too much. The divisions should 

be clear enough to enable an intelligent clerk to 

classify the details correctly after a week's training. 

2 Internal Order.s Undei' this heading come 

continual orders for upkeep of buildings, machines, 

jigs, fixtures and tools, further small repairs, 

research, removal, erection of new shops, etc. 

“Standing orders” should be avoided because 

they degenerate too often in “dumping places" 

for a variety of expenses 

3 N mi-productive ll'aj/e.s' comjuise those for 

foremen, charge-hands, in.speft()r,s. settci’s, heljwrs 

of all kinds, such as messengers, janitors, night 

watchmen, greasers, cleaners, boys, also waiting 

time, overtime, holidays, and so on 

4 The Monthly C'ost comprises such items as 

are paid direct by the accounts department, viz 

invoices for gas, water, electric supply, freight, 

telegrams, postage, petty cash expenses, fares, 

telephone, catalogues, advertrsing, books, gifts, 

and so on. 

5. YeaHy DMulabI, CW 

consists of salaries, share of profits, bonuses, 

commissions, taxes, travelling expenses, deprecia¬ 

tion, interests on operating capital, insurances 

(against fire, etc.), rent, legal expenses, solicitors, 

patent royalties and licences, employees’ insur¬ 

ances, etc , all of which are usually paid in periods 
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longer than a month and must be divided by 3, 

6, or 2 to get the monthly amount. 

The total of 1 to 5 can be divided into two 

portions. (1) fixed cost, (2) proportionate cost 

(see page 85). 

The type costs are summarized as departmental 

costs. All departments of the whole factory are 

classified into the following main divisions— 

(1) General administration. 

(2) Stores. 

(3) Productive shops. 

(4) Supplementary shops. 

(5) Auxiliaiy shops 

(6) Generals and extras 

(1) General Administration. The following de¬ 

partments are included: management, admin¬ 

istration, sales, purchases, accounting, cashier, 

personnel, postage, telephones, telegrams, pay¬ 

roll, costing, material accounting, drawing office, 

works production department, material control 

and laboratory, telephone equipment, fire alarm, 

janitors and watchmen, employees’ committee, 

welfare, apprenticeship scheme, education, and 

so on 

(2) Stores items comprise: main material 

stores (ferrous and non-ferrous metals), coal, ore, 

electric, plumbing and building materials, paint 

and varnish, leather, wood, patterns, tools, 

stationery, etc , other stores of semi-finished 

and finished goods, standards, sub-assemblies, 

assemblies, machines. 

(3) Production Shops are. forge, foundry, 

and shops engaged on machining such as parting, 

drilling, milling, planing, grinding, or on harden¬ 

ing, painting, fitting, assembling, etc. 

(4) Supplementary Shops are those which are 

'indispensable for the production, but cannot be 

charged direct to the job; such as sand blasting, 

compressed air, water, heating, transport (lorries, 

cranes, elevators), tool room, hardening, pattern 

shop, saddlers, painting, internal repair, sick-bay, 

and so on. 

(5) Auxiliary Shops are those which could be 

dispensed with by using external facilities instead, 

e.g. power station (because we may buy current 

for power and light from a corporation), carpenters, 

canteen, laundry, housing for staff and operatives. 

printing department, fire brigade, and similar 

items. 

(6) Generals and Extras receive all accounts, 

which cannot be allocated to departments 1 to 5 

without difficulty, e g. dwellings for workmen or 

staff members, special festivities, special rewards, 

gratifications, etc. 

The departments must be classified very care¬ 

fully by the management itself. Large concerns 

sometimes have over 200 cost bearers, when 40 

to 50 types of cost would be sufficient. With 50 

types of cost and 20 departments there are 1000 

possible combinations, that is a sufficiently 

detailed classification to suffice for even the most 

difficult cases. Fortunately 1000 separate accounts 

are seldom, if ever, all needed in any one month • 

generally not more than 30 to 50 per cent of them 

are used. (See Table XIITa ) 

Among all factories (about 55) which have been 

organized according to this scheme and whose 

personnel fluctuated between 60 and 6000 em¬ 

ployees, not a single one was found where this 

method was not practicable. In most cases it was 

even possible to reduce the accounting staff by 

10 to 30 per cent 

It 18 an advantage for the management to have 

type costs subdivided thus— 

1 Fixed costa which are not dependent upon 

output 

2. Proportionately-van able costs, which vary 

directly with output 

3 Irregularly-variable costs, which fluctuate 

independently of output and therefore cannot be 

classified under items I or 2 

Under ordinary conditions one considers under 

fixed cost Depreciation, interest on loans, rent, 

salaries, patent royaltie.s, certain taxes, door¬ 

keepers, watchmen, etc 

Under the proportionately-varrahle costs come 

auxiliary material, insurance contributions, power, 

etc. 

Under irregularly-variable costs come internal 

orders such as big repairs, indirect wages, cost of 

heating, lighting, ventilation, also advertising 

cost, etc. The classification will vary, and 

“fixed” costs especially will vary in unusual 

circumstances. Salaries alter with reduction in 

staff. Sometimes depreciation is not considered 
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at all. Yet even under the most difficult circum¬ 

stances a practical solution can always be found. 

Fig. 33 shows how the overhead-account is 

built up, and how additions are transferred to the 

piece-account, while special costs, wages, and 

material values flow directly from the capital- 

account into the piece (or sales) account, either as 

cash or as priced stores material. 

First, individual departmental costs are ascer¬ 

tained (Sheet I, Tables XI and XIIIa) • It is 

quite immaterial whether they concern the cost of 

a general department, e g. book-keeping depart¬ 

ment or a store; a productive shop, e g. planing 

shop, or an auxiliary shop, e g power station 

With a monthly summary of the overhead in 

front of him, the works manager can supervise 

each individual department and is able to budget 

according to circumstances It is important that 

he should be able to discufss each department 

separately with its foreman, and so avoid un¬ 

necessary round-table conferences which too often 

excite ill will and achieve no practical result. 

The function of the operating account does not 

end here , its true purpose is the determination of 

the overhead percentage on. for instance, produc¬ 

tive wages In order to determine this ^lercentage 

a second step is necessary, enabling the overhead 

of the supplementary and the auxiliary depart¬ 

ments to be related on a suitable scale to the 

output of the productive shops, because only the 

productive shops can be recognized as cost- 

bearers If this be done, it is easy to charge the 

products themselves correctly (Sheet I, Table XII 

and Table XTIIb) 

The Establishment of the Overhead 
Account 

The first sheet (Table XI) allocates the type 

costs per department, but theie are always 

general costs which cannot be allocated correctly 

to any single department because several depart¬ 

ments participate in a different percentage, to 

find which would require great care and intel¬ 

ligence and considerable time Further, the 

expenses of some supplementary and auxiliary 

departments have to be allocated to the main 

cost-bearing department before the final percen¬ 

tage of the departmental cost can be found. 

These difficulties require much time and considera¬ 

tion and are the reason why departmental costs are 

not liked and are seldom in actual use. However, 

there is a very simple method to overcome these 

seeming difficulties and to charge all general 

expenses to the right place up to the last penny. 

For this purpose all “extra” costs which cannot 

be allocated directly and immediately to a particu¬ 

lar department, in whole or in part, are gathered 

at the end of the department Sheet I under the 

heading- “Additional Costs”—where they form 

a aeries of fictitious departments. 

For a certain motor-car works these depart¬ 

ments were • toolroom, raw material, pay-roll, 

repair, dwellings for staff members and employees, 

sudden changes in design, publicity, and so on. 

The correct and simple allocation of these 

“ undistributable ” costs to the right cost-bearer is 

attained by building up Sheet II, the distribution 

sheet. Here the former general and unproductive 

departments and stores of Sheet I become types 

of costs (Tables XII and XIIIu, left vertical 

column). On top, the productive departments as 

the single cost-bearers are inserted with their own 

departmental co.st, as already found by Sheet I. 

The last eleven vertical columns contain the 

rectified allocations of the “additional costs” and 

show where they increase the expenses of the 

unproductive departments, as taken from Sheet 

I (Table XTIIa) , e g. column 4.5 • ‘'power station” 

has a total of £142 ISs , which is distributed pro 

rata (based on power consumption as measured 

by meters or by installed h p ) to the consuming 

departments, thus increasing their departmental 

direct costs by a justified addition, which enables 

the complete cost per department to be correctly 

allocated in each case to the last penny, automatic¬ 

ally and without trouble. As the productive 

wages are the chief yardstick for the distribution 

of oncost, we get the departmental percentages 

by dividing the departmental oncost by depart¬ 

mental production wages, thus permitting the 

real price of a piece or product made in a special 

department to be accurately determined; or if 

it was made in several departments, to allocate the 

right overhead addition to the separate productive 

wages in respect of drilling, turning, milling, 

grinding, etc. Several methods exist for the 
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distribution of all factory expenses, the most 

important of which are— 

(1) A percentage on productive wages. 

(2) A percentage on productive wages and 

material. 

(3) A percentage on manufacturing costs 

material plus wages plus factory overhead. 

(4) On basis of expense per productive hour. 

(5) On basis of machine hour and group machine 

or department hour 

(J) Productive Wages Method 

By this method (Table XIHb) the total of 

factory expenses for a given period m a given 

department is compared with the total of produc¬ 

tive wages paid on all jobs during the period of 

record, and in this way a factory expense ratio is 

established. Thus, if the total of factory expenses 

over a given period was in the milling depart¬ 

ment and the total productive wages paid during 

that period was £49 hs , then the foctory exjiensc 

ratio equals 3IT) per cent. In costing, therefore, 

a job on which 10s. was paid as direct labour 

would bear 315 per cent of 10s , i.e £l 11s 6d 

factory expense. 

(2) Productive Wages and Material Method 

This method is similar to the one considered 

above with the exception that it takes the total 

cost of productive labour only, then the material 

cost IS added. The application of this method is 

confined practically to those cases where the 

material forms the greater part of the direct cost 

of the product 

(4) Productive Hour Method 

This method is based on the amount of the 

workman’s time instead of productive, wages. The 

factory expen-ses are distributed according to the 

hours worked instead of the wages the employees 
receive 

(5) Machine-hour Method 

According to this method, the factory expenses 

are distributed so as to show the total cost per 

hour of operating the machine or the department, 

for instance, a hardening department, where the 

distribution of hour.s per piece is impossible. 

Sheet II (Table Xllln) bottom column proves 

that department 31 (assembly), for example, has a 

percentage of 118. whereas department 25 (milling) 

has 315 per cent Table XIV compares the usual 

but faulty calculation using average factory 

percentage against departmental overhead For 

the .sales of spare yiarts of motor cars such a 

wrong average calculation might well prove 

disastrous The “cheap” pieces are sold in 

quantities causing constant losses, while the 

“expensive” pieces are not sold at all, thus 

unduly reducing the efficiency of the respective 

productive department 

TABLK XIV 

Average versus Dkpahtimkntai. Overhead 

Percentages 

Survey of the Oncost of the Single Depart¬ 

ments OF AN Electrical Machinery Fautori 

(1) Departmental, correct 

(2) Average wrong and detiirnental 

(3) Manufacturing Costs 

In this case the factory expenses are divided 

up into departmental (workshop) overhead and 

overhead for administration and sales The idea 

is that workshop overhead refer to wages, while 

administration and sales belong to the complete 

product Table XIIIb shows how the three items 

of overhead are found and distributed (I) 

average wages overhead; 226 per cent, (2) 

administration overhead, 25-3 per cent: (3) sales 

overhead, 26-4 per cent. The additional work of 

the accountant is very small, but the results are 

evident. 

T.lght Tiimrry 
UlR-plano-mllUT (1) , 
ItlK Horaoiital-borliiK Mill(I) 
IliR PunchInR and IlrawinR i 
Small PunchinR, Draw lug. i 

Forming ; 

A rmatun:-» inding 
Smithy 
Fitting of Arc Lights I 
Fitting of Swlt< h-gcars 
Fitting of RcBlBtances 
Ke|ialr-ahop 
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This factory got regular orders from the whole 

neighbourhood which over-occupied the heavy 

turnery (1), the piano-miller (3), and the horizontal- 

borer (4) for months, because the tenders made 

with 60 per cent average instead of the correct 

figure of 200 per cent and 400 per cent were 

amazingly cheap; while departments 7 to 12 

got no external orders at all, because 60 per cent 

oncost made the estimates too high with the 

exception of the repair shop. 

Generally speaking, the summary of depart¬ 

mental costs shows the complete disposition of 

each department. The departmental percentages 

show the economy of the individual workshop as 

well as of the factory. The question is often 

discussed as to whether it is necessary to establish 

individual departmental overhead, or whether 

it IS sufficient to use an average percentage for the 
whole factory. Only if all products pass through 

all departments and are handled m them in a 

uniform way. is an average percentage justifiable 

in all other cases (anil the.se ai’c the great majority) 

separate percentages arc essential. Two factors 

are important , i c — 

1 The amount of work done and the e.\|iense 

to be charged to each department 

2 The technical use and irnjiortance of depart¬ 

mental ov’erhead 

From the departmental summary (see Table 

XIIlu) a characteristic inclined curve can be 
jilotted for each department (Fig 34), which 

sepaiates aulotnatically the fi.xcd and proportionate 

costs, intersecting the ordinate through zero and 

thus determining the level of fixed overhead 

'^riie departmental summary is therefore the be.st 

and simplest means of inducing the works manager 

and foreman to economize by budgeting the 

various type costs 

The total of the tyjies of co.st jier department 

gives the departmental cost and with the aid ol 

a simple table, suitably compiled, one can grant 

a bonus to the foremen and the works manager, 

which can be invaluable as an effective incentive 

to reasonable economy. 

A second way of reducing the overhead and 

establishing a sound budgetary basis without 

granting a special bonus, is to make a sy.stematic 

monthly check For this purpose it is necessary 

for the figures of the type cost sheet I (see Table 

XIIIa) to be statistically elaborated over si.x to 

twelve months, so that one is certain to have reli¬ 

able data for each cost-bearer. From this we 

obtain a definite relation between the degree of 

activity and the percentage of overhead in each 

respective department—it may be rising or falling 

—and this can be used to build up a correct budget 

corresponding to the activity of the works This 

basis may be used to determine an incentive for 

OVEIIHEAII 

the respon-sible executives, to find the causes of 
irregularities and to analyse and eliminate them 

Fig S.'S .shows the budgeting line for the intaglio 

printing ilepartmcnt of a big newspaper and book 

publushing company and the results obtained for 

two subsequent yeais compared with the (bold) 

budget line To assist the manager, the data of 

the diagram were also set out in tabular form, one 

column showing the assumed prodiictn e wages in 

shillings, and the other the total jiermissible 

amounts of budgeted overhead. This budgetary 

table did not show single types of cost separately, 

such as auxiliary wages and material, internal 

orders, etc , but gave the manager a fixed maxi¬ 

mum sum for the month—of course, based on the 

detailed figures of departmental overhead—not to 

be exceeded in total but which could be varied in 

its composition. He therefore had freedom to vary 

individual accounts, but was limited to the total 

budgeted expenditure That was reasonable, for 

he knew best the weak sjiots of his realm. An 

important point was that he was not allowed 

to raise the productive wages without special 
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consent by the management, because raising the satisfactory budget for seasonal occupations and 

wages would have changed the percentage of for changing degrees of activity. When labour 

overhead in his favour. is reduced, only that part of overhead which is 

The individual dots 1 to 12 correspond to the proportionate to labour declines, while fixed 

i'lo 35 Diaokam of an Intaolio Printing Df.partmknt of a Newsfapkh (ton thi. IJ Months 
(I TO 12) or Tavo Si BSEQttENT Years) 

actual monthly expense figure for the two years overhead remains static (See Fig. 3.').) It is, 

1930 and 1931. 1930 results appeared too high therefore, necessary to explain in some detail the 

and were reduced by well-based budgeting Then nature of fixed, proportionate, decreasing, and pro- 

in 1931 this capable works manager was able to gresaive costs and the part they bear in (1) total 

reduce them still further. cost (Fig. 36) and (2) cost per manufactured unit 

0 0-5 10 0-5 1 0 0-5 10 0-5 7 
Utilization Utilization Utilization Utilization 

Overhead of Enterprise Overhead of Production Unit 
Kioh 36/37. Overhead of Enterprise Depending on Degree of Utiuzation (a) Standing (’osts; 

(6) Proportional. Costs, (<■) Kaddino. (rf) Progressive Costs Related to (1) Enterprise, 
(2) Prodi^ction Unit 

This example shows that budgeting of overhead (Fig- 37), depending upon the degree of activity 

and its control can be carried through m every or utilization. 

department of the factory, and it acts as a very The above-mentioned “fixed” or “standing” 

effective means of educating the foremen in costs are clearly shown in the yearly distribution 

economic thinking. It is more difficult to make a account (see Table XIIIa, item V). Materials 
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and wages are the principal “proportionate” 

manufacturing costs in a steady manufacturing 

plant, but there are also certain costs of auxiliary 

materials and continuous internal orders, certain 

monthly expenses such as gas, water, current, etc., 

which increase or decrease in projiortion to produc¬ 

tive activity. Most items of overhead decrea.se 

proportionately with increased activity, especially 

when they relate to plant and equipment, because 

The character of the curves is changed funda¬ 

mentally when overhead is related to the cost 

of the production unit. The fixed cost per unit 

decreases with increasing output while “pro¬ 

portionate” costs become constant per unit 
(Fig 37). 

“Falling” and “progressive” costs arrange 

themselves differently according to the law of their 

increa.se and decrease It is particularly difficult 

the production of power, and utilisation of trans¬ 

port vehicles and equipment and of manufacturing 

plant, become more efficient and cost proportion¬ 

ately le.s.s, hence the percentage of overhead 

charges declines as production increases 

With increasing output most of the overhead 

charges decrease considerably per production unit 

These are shown as “standing and falling” 

in Figs 36 and 37 Only a small part of the 

overhead expenses increases more than propor¬ 

tionately with increased activity (i.e. those 

shown as “progressive” and these mostly under 

special conditions only, which are generally 

abnormal), e.g power consumption may be in¬ 

creased by night shift or overtime working of a 

few big machines, thus needing the power station 

and perhaps the whole transmission line, or by 

overloading the transport plant costly emergency 

transport might become necessary 

to comprehend these distinctions m the abstract 

and it is almost impossible to grasp the figures 

numerically. graphical solution, Fig 34, 

however, illustrates the po.ssibility of satisfactory 

analysis, and at the same time facilitates perma¬ 

nent control if the departments achieve their work 

according to the stipulated budgets Fig 38 

shows the dependency of the overhead on the 

degree of productive activity in a goods-car 

factory, taking into consideration an unavoidable 

(in this case) heavy variation of the monthly 

output and the variable overhead belonging to 

it Fig 39 shows similar results for two machine- 

tool factories, one of which employed between 50 

and 125 workers and the other between 100 and 

350 men. These are variations from 40 to 100 

per cent and 28 to 100 per cent activity respec¬ 

tively. reckoning the higher figure as 100 per 

cent in each case In the top right-hand corner of 
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Fig 39(a) the departmental costs are plotted decreasing portion of the fixed cost as shown by 

against the activity for one to two years. The the hyperbola plotted over the zero line Prac- 

diagrams at the left below (Fig. 39(6) ), present tical experience has shown that the limits of 

them in the form of departmental cost per unit as activity sometimes fluctuate between 20 and 100 

total and subdivided sums with "proportionate"’ per cent, e g. in the case of agricultural machines, 

expenses horizontal and "fixed" or "standing” Operating below 20 per cent activity is not profit- 

Kio 39 Overhead Diagrams or Two Maouink Tool Factobiks 
Small Favtoby Large Factory 

expenses in the form of a hyperbola above the able and, on economic considerations alone, it 

zero line. would be advisable to close down the factory if 

In all cases which have been investigated by the activity dropped below 20 per cent 

the writer, the total of the increasing, decreasing. When making quotations this knowledge is of 

and proportionate cost has had the approximate great importance, because it allows the manage- 

shape of an inclined straight line (top right-hand ment to take into consideration not only the 

comer), rising with increased activity, hence the existing degree of activity but also the future 

possibility of separating fixed cost from propor- increase, in case orders are received In preparing 

tional cost by prolonging the inclined top line of the tender the question of decreasing overhead 

the total cost to cut the vertical ordinate (at can be taken into consideration and a lower 

£3000 in the figure). It is therefore admis- tender issued. This procedure is therefore of 

sible to represent the proportionate cost by a importance and is perhaps the simplest practical 

constant addition running parallel to the X-axis and effective solution of a very difficult question. 

(Fig. 39(6), zero line) and to combine it with a Even in planning to combine several factories. 
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where a certain amount of new plant (increase of 

fixed cost) IS unavoidable, the hyperbolic curve 

(see Fig. 38, dotted line) shows whether the 

planned fusion will be economic or not in that the 

expected greater activity may bring about reduced 

fixed overhead The future degree of activity 

(probably increased) might be compared with the 

present state The management may supervise 

the expenses of the workshop and the competitive 
power of the whole factory with the.se three 

summaries— 

1 Departmental overhead review 

2. Overhead percentages (key figures) 

3 Operating characteristic 

It mu.st be emphasized that the overhead 

percentages and the works characteiistics are 

based on the departmental overhead review 

which IS, therefore, the basis He who iloes not 

possess these three basic surveys mu.st not be 

astonished if all the advantages of technical 

efficiency and rationalization are ab.sorbed by 

the expenses arising therefrom The ideal solu¬ 

tion would be to organize the actual work of a 

well-ecpiipped factory so that the cost of produc¬ 

tion figures is available as soon as or very shortly 

after completion of each order 

It 18 always ilifficult to adapt the overhead 

expenses to the varying degrees of production 

activity, because the actual overhead percentage 

figure for any month (.see Sheet 1) is seldom avail¬ 

able before the l/ith or 2()th of the month follow¬ 

ing Jakewise, when a big order is finished at the 

beginning of a month, it mu.st be decided whether 

to charge it with the low overhead of the previous 

month of high activity or with the high percentage 

of the current month of low activity. It is advis¬ 

able, therefore, to leave an average overhead per¬ 

centage figure unchanged for at least six months, 

but to check it each month—the cost of the 

clerical work would not be high—and then to 

decide after a certain period, in the light of the 

trends thus revealed, if and when the percentage 

figure should be increased or decreased 

Simultaneous costing is only possible in works 

of a fairly constant degree of activity or with 

large quantity production over fairly long periods. 

However, the flexibility of the overhead control 

system described above is effective in applying 

the effects of fluctuations of productive effort 

quickly and easily Furthermore, it is so simple 

and cheap that one intelligent book-keeper, male 

or female, can complete the monthly depart¬ 

mental review for 600 to 800 workmen, while 

two intelligent girls can deal with 1.500 to 1800 

workers if the accounting methods are correctly 

applied The chief accountant himself, with, 

say% two confidential clerks, need spend only 

about two days jier month working out the actual 

overhead percentages (see Sheet II) 

The overhead characteristics should be checked 

every three to six months to ascertain the bonus, 

if any, for the works manager (where such is 

payable) for reducing the budget It is not usually 

necessary to make a complete costing of each 

repetition order, but it is advisable to check such 

operations as deviate from the estimated wage 

figure and those materials where the quantities 

consumed differ from those given in the parts 

li,sts This requires little clerical work However, a 

method should be established to provide, if re¬ 

quired by the management, an exact costing on 

any product or on any important internal order 

(such as a big repair job) 

Table XV and Fig -40 show for a motor-car 

factory how the essential figures on material, 

wages, and overhead, completed by a reasonable 

margin of profit, are used to determine the critical 

TABT.F, XV 

Effects of Quantity PRoni^'ED on Costs 

rtr , f Pir 
(Viit *■ font 

MciU'rlal ' HaiiiL material coat per car, 
per one r«r (iH .(()« 0^ dim but rndvicocl pererntage in 
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point of the whole works when the activity varies 
with the seasons 

The factory made 140 complete eight-cylinder 

cars per month—engine, chassis, and body—with 

a maximum labour force of 1600 workers 

The management tried to adapt the manufac¬ 

turing cost (depending upon the degree of activity) 

Fig 40 Cost Diagram of a Motor Car Factorv 
Showing that the Profit Degreases to 2% at 

4.'> Cars OtrTPGT per Month 

to the sales in such a way that a fluctuation of 

between 45 and 140 completed cars should leave a 

minimum profit varying from about 2 per cent 
for 45 cars to 10 per cent for 140 cars. To ensure 

that the factory was operating at a profit, the 

critical point was carefully watched and the total 

overhead expenses were adapted to the needs of 
sales. 

The book-keeper supplied each week a report of 

the departmental fluctuations m material and 

labour costs, as well as the departmental overhead 

figure monthly. The value per unit of overhead 

cost showed a considerable increase as productive 

activity declined as a result of seasonal drop in 

trade (See Table XV and Fig. 40 ) 

When the quantity produced fell to 45 the cash 

value of wages increased from £45 to £54, the 

percentage of manufacturing cost remaining 

about the .same (IJ per cent) the overhead per 

car was naturally increa.sed, here from £09 to £126 

per cat, while the total overhead of the factory 

(not jx'r car unit) was considerably diminished 

The efficient works manager succeeded in adapting 

the total factory overhead fairly well to the de¬ 

crease in output from 140 to 45 cars per month. 

1 e a drop in the proportion of 5 1 Material 

c<ist jier car remains, of course, the same Regard¬ 

ing wages, the reduction from six to two cars per 

day required a certain compensation by making 

pieces for stock, to which was linked the indispen- 

.sable manufacture of spare parts I’hc reduction 

of the total amount of overhead (see diagram) 

which remains constant when oiitjiut is below 45 

cars |ier month is explained by keeping the fixed 

portion of overhead as small as po.ssiblc Build- 

ing.s and equipment already hail a low deprecia¬ 

tion rate and interests, power consumption, 

heljiers. transporters, auxiliary materials, small 

tools, and internal orders were all reduced to the 

minimum permissible By diminishing the net 

profit from 10 to 1-8 per cent during the period of 

depressions one can see from the diagram and the 

table that with an output of 45 (eight-cylinder) 

cars per month the factory was able to continue 

its work with a small profit after paying its actual 

manufacturing cost 

With such a diagram it is possible to ascertain 

the critical point of production and to be able to 

decide whether to carry on or to close down before 

the losses become disastrous 

The works overhead accounts thus become the 

measure of each department’s expenditure, be¬ 

cause the output of each workshop—represented 

by the direct wages shown on its own pay-roll—■ 
is compared with its cost as recorded in the works 
accounts Further, each movement of material 

(receipt into or issue from stores, etc.) can be 
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balancecl by the expenditure on wages, rent 

(proportion for storerooms), crane service, power 

consiimjition, and other details 

The works manager can control, continually, 

and automatically, every month, the work and 

the expenditure of each department, and the 

monthly statement compels him to consider 

whether or not they are justified Tf there is any 

disparity—for which he must know the reason- 

the mistakes can be found at once and adjusted 

In tins way the works overhead account becomes 

not only a true mirror of the monthly activities 

in the workshop but also an indispensable and 

infallible measurement and, therefore, a tool, 

which remains continually sharji, made by the 

proce.ss of calculation adapted to the activity of 

the works 

Those who are accustomed to work with a well- 

designed departmental overhead system will 

confirm that no better and quicker source of 

infoimation is obtainable than the works account¬ 

ant's figuics which are piodiiccd usually about the 

loth to 2()th of the following month The rise 

or fall of these figures is a much better criterion 

than the finest personal jiulgment of any woiks 

manager 

The best works manager is he whose monthly 

departmental cost curves fall continuously whilst 

output remains steady When this can be 

achieved he may be sure he is using the plant in 

the most economic way Furthermore the intel¬ 

ligent engineer who constantly follows up the 

figures from the overhead accounts will be 

forced automatically to look into the inferior and 

weak places of his works, nor will he cease his 

efforts till they are eliminated, 'fhe whole econ¬ 

omy of the technical processes in the workshop 

must be surveyed on the basis of the factory costs 

The work accounts, arriving automatically on 

his desk each month, act as a strong and continual 

stimulus towards improved efficiency 

A complete knowledge of factory costs, together 

with a systematic production and progress control, 

provides the means of effective utilization of 

machines and labour and enables “chasing” of 

delayed delivery dates to be eliminated, thus 

av^oiding unnecessary running about and intcr- 

deijartmental memo-writing This system or 

pre.sentation of departmental expenses makes the 

works accounts invaluable to all responsible 

e.xccutives from the foreman ujiwards 

It seems a small difference and yet it is a 

fundamental one in its effect on the whole works, 

and is especially revolutionizing on the mental 

attitude of the works foremen, who can easily 

read and understand the departmental factory 

costs if they arc rightly made up The supervision 

of the works expen-ses in their most essential 

form with a minimum of figures, auxiliary mater¬ 

ials, auxiliary wages, internal orders, external 

invoices, monthly and yearly distribution costs, 

etc (see Tables XIHa and XHIb), makes the 

overhead account a sharp and highly effective 

instrument in the hands of the work.s manager 

who IS responsible for the production and its 

economic success 



CHAPTER V 

Shop Management and Production Control* 

The organization of production has two aspects. 

(1) The preparation of a plan 

(2) The control of men and equipment to 

achieve this plan. 

When a machine is designed, then it must be 

built. Manufacture consists of making designs 

work. If planning and operation control are well 

co-ordinated we get the best results with the 

minimum of cost. 

The final object of all organization is the smooth 

and efifective co-ordination of effort. It is useless 

to assign duties to foremen and then to trust in 

their devotion to carry them out. If there is a 

need for co-ordination (which no one would deny) 

then proper machinery must be provided to look 

after that need Thus every function in every 

organization should be laid down precisely in 

writing, including both the duties involved and 

their relationships with other functions 

Most engineering industries are operated on the 

functional principle, where the superior is held 

responsible for all work of a particular kind 

within a department, as in the case of a chief 

engmeer, purchasing manager, or accountant. It 

may be noted that there is a most impor¬ 

tant distinction between administration and 

management. 

Administration is concerned with the deter¬ 

mination of policy and the final control of 

the executive; it is essentially legislative in 

character. 

Management is concerned with giving effect to 

policy within the limits determined by administra¬ 

tion ; it is essentially executive in character 

Execution postulates continuous application 

Supervision of operation involves the manifesta¬ 

tion of two diverse degrees of responsibility, i.e. 

(I) supervision exercised by the superior, and (II) 

the amount of responsibility for results left to the 

subordinates 

Taking the production activities in their logical 

order there are eight fundamental factors— 

(1) The general management of manufacturing. 

(2) The objects of manufacture 

(3) The methods of manufacture 

(4) The provision of buildings and equipment 

necessary to carry out the manufacturing methods 

decided upon 

(5) The provision of the main and secondary 

materials necessary for the manufacture of the 

product 

(6) The storing of materials until they are 

required for use 

(7) The provision and replacement of the 

necessary working personnel, staff members 

and employees 

(8) The economic control by costing and records. 

The practical details affecting these activities 

are— 

(1) Planning of manufacture— 

(а) Operation schedules 

(б) Ratefixing 

(c) Machine loading. 

(d) Routing materials and products from 

process to process 

(e) Issue of instructions to workers. 

(/) Following up of orders in process by 

production control 

(2) Internal transport, conveying mateiials or 

* Sources of information on Production Control— 
(1) T/ie Oan« Chari, by W. Clark, New York. 
(2) “ Production Control,” by R Appleby, I.,ondon. Inatitu- 

lion of ProductiOTi Kngtrteers’ Journal, May, 194,'t 
(3) Production Control in the Small Partory, B S. 1100, 

Part 2, 1944 
(4) Application of Production Control, B 8 1100, Part 3, 

1945. 
(6) Production Control, by J Ayres and H F Webb 

(Simms Motor Units, London), Adrema Ltd., London 
(6) Production Control, by Addressogrnph - Multigraph, 

London. 
(7) Protluction Control (Ticketoyraph Method), by Inter¬ 

national Time Recorder Co , London. 
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work-in-process to the points at which they are 

needed. 

(3) Inspection of operations to ensure quality. 

(4) Stores for semi-finished or finished goods 

(5) Packing and dispatch 

(6) External transport 

(7) Maintenance of buildings and equipment 

These activities are all essential, irrespective of 

the size of the undertaking Even in the smallest 

factor y they have to be done by someone at some 

time 

Of the three main headings production, sales, 

and finance, we are dealing here with production 

only. The connexion between production, fin¬ 

ance. and sales is through costing and the account¬ 

ing departments by methods which will be laid 

down by the financial controller in close collabora¬ 

tion with the works director as the responsible 

engineer. 

Tt will be the duty of the financial controller to 

see that the production manager obtains promptly 

such figures and records as he requnes to do hi.s 

job properly, 

If full preparations have been made for manu¬ 

facture of a particular product or range of pro¬ 

ducts the foremost and continuous duty of the 

manager is planning production control, i e to 

lay out a schedule according to the facilities and 

labour available and to ensure that the scheme 

is fulfilled according to plan as regards time, 

quantity and quality 

Planning 

Planning is done in the factory office or the 

works production department (W P 1> ) and begins 

as soon as the design of the article is complete, 

i.e. when the assembly and detail drawings are 

checked and the parts list is made out 

The planner commences to make a schedule of 

operations, allocating them to certain machine- 

tools, decides if jigs, tools and gauges are neces.sary 

and to what extent (see Figs. 41a and b), and 

delivers the sheets thus prepared to the rate- 

fixers, who complete the documents by inserting 

the working times either from their experience 

of similar pieces or from existing standard data 

supplemented by time studies for special cases 

For quantity production and difficult new 

operations even motion studies may be advan¬ 

tageous (See page 228.) 

Production Control 

In view of their detailed knowledge of processes, 

machines, tools, and working times for the various 

jobs, the production control, which is the execu¬ 

tive section for performing the preparatory work 

of the planning ilepartment, can plan the loading 

of machine groups, and in some cases even of 

individual machines, according to the capacity 

of the department It can also initiate routing 

and processing. An indispensable condition for 

the maintenance of delivery promises is that the 

necessary material is at the right place in the right 

condition at the right time Production control, 

as with any control, becomes operative as soon 

as all preparations for the job are finished, both 

in the office (preparation of parts lists, requisition 

slips, wages dockets, operation schedules, etc ) 

and in the factory (provision of materials, 

machines, tools, jigs, test gear. etc.). The pro¬ 

duction controller has the difficult and onerous 

task of trying to carry his plans through all their 

stages This is a very different type of work from 

that of the inspector, who examines the specimen 

after each operation, or when it is finished. The 

inspector passes the good pieces, he returns some 

for rectification and .sciaps the bad ones, but he is 

not involved in the making of parts His advice 

IS, of course, very valuable for finding the best 

schedule of operations. The production controller 

IS the works manager’s right-hand man and has 

the task of eliminating all difficulties which may 

occur, with a view to securing that delivery prom¬ 

ises are kept, that all machines are occupied to 

the highest degree of capacity, and that no 

workman stands idle because materials or tools 

or labour is missing It is imiiortant that all 

functions of the W P.D should be clearly defined. 

It IS evident that full co-operation must prevail 

between the technicians (designer, process planner, 

ratefixer, toolmaker, etc.) and the production 

controller who is responsible for the successful 

completion of the work. 

According to the writer’s experience, the most 

effective way to achieve this end is to separate the 

following aspects of the task. 
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(1) Preparation of work (planning), 

(2) Management and production control, 

(3) Manufacture, 

(4) Costing, 

and to combine the control of material issue, 

processing, and costing into one integral system. 

(See Fig. 21 ) 

The completed documents, i e. requisition slips 

receipted by the storekeeper and wages-dockets 

passed by the inspector, are used as the basis of 

the progress records kept by the production control 

and these are evaluated by the costing section, 

1 e. the material prices and wages paid are both 

checked against the parts list 

(1) Preparation of Work 

This deals with— 

(o) Sales or contract programme 

(6) Approval of sample or design for manufac¬ 

ture, or modification of existing drawings. 

(c) Parts lists of materials, schedules of pro¬ 

cesses and specifications 

(d) Jigs, tools and test-gear design and manu¬ 

facture. 

(e) Ratefixing and time study. 

(/) Stock control making available the neces¬ 

sary quantity and correct quality of material and 

components according to plan 

(2) Management and Production Control— 

(a) Establishment of manufacture. 

(b) Routing and processing. 

(c) Following-up the progress to due date, 

eliminating deviations from plan. 

(d) Work-in-progress stores. 

(e) Stores of finished goods. 

(/) Dispatch. 

(3) Manufacture— 

(а) Feeding of material to the working places. 

(б) Machining of parts 

(c) Fitting of sub-assemblies and final assembly 

(d) Final test. 

(e) Inspection of items b, c, and d. 

(4) Coating. {Seepage 113.) 

(a) Passing wages dockets without delay from 

the progress control to the pay-roll and instructing 

foremen and storekeeper to dispatch the receipted 

requisition slips to costing. 

(6) Comparison of estimates and pre-set rates 

with records of actual payments. 

The work of the production control, being 

executive, is to ensure that the planning of the 

administration (or legislature) is earned out as 

fully as possible The controller's duty is to 

prevent machine tools or labour standing idle for 

any reason whatsoever, e g lack of material, 

tools, help, power, light, etc. 

The task of maintaining uninterrupted manu¬ 

facture is often further complicated by frequent 

and unexpecteii developments Any factory, 

which has more than one product, has to overcome 

the difficulties of change-over without suffering 

drop in output. The inability in such cases of 

keeping promised delivery dates is mostly due to 

inadequate preparation One of the mam duties 

of production control is to see that such prepara¬ 

tions are made and thus to avoid overlapping of 

efforts by other executives on the same problems 

PRiSPAKATrON 

After the orders are typed out. they are checked 

with the material control slips, two to six days 

m advance of shop requirements Material is 

reserved and slips are stamped and returned to 

the production control, where they are filed with 

the corresponding part orders ready for release to 

the proper workshop The material is then 

definitely known to be on hand when the shop 

orders are issued to the production release booth 

On the proper scheduled day, the order is released, 

and requisition slip and tag are sent to the stores, 

who issue the material to the accumulation areas 

with the tags and return the receipted slip to the 

production control (release booth) Now the job 

remains in the hands of the progress section, until 

finally accepted by the inspection as a finished 

part. The course of its path is indicated on the 

label, which should be used for no other major 

purpose and certainly never for costing purposes 

Each job operation or assignment docket must 

show the order number, part name, part number, 

kind of material and specification, size to be cut, 

operation number, department number, where 

work is to be performed, kind of tool or tool 
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number required for each oj>eration. Each booth 

has its incoming receiving area. Hand truckeis 

deposit the stiJlages with the material in the area 

and hand the shop paper to the dispatch clerk, 

obtaining his initials on their dispatch ticket, this 

being their receipt showing that material was 

moved correctly and the proper shop paper de¬ 

livered. The receiving clerk may either dispatch 

the material to a station or, if no space is available, 

may place the material in a work dump When 

the work called for by operation planning is 

ready m his area, he forwards the material and 

papers to the next booth and returns to the tool 

store the tools u.sed on the previous operation 

PI.ANT Layout 

To permit of a successful dispatch system care¬ 

ful consideration of plant layout is essential 

'I'hc arrangement and placing of machinery, 

work benches, ovens and the like ought to provide 

for routing work through the workshops, so that 

it will flow from one station to another without 

retracing its tracks (See Figs 1 to 10 ) Every 

work station has its designating number whether 

a machine, furnace or a bench It is necessary to 

have provision for a “working” and “next” 

job at every station 

As all work-in-process cannot be stored at a 

work station, work dump,s for accumulation of 

material between operations should be provuled, 

they are as es.scntial to good plant layout as in 

machine placement For inspection and control 

in the manufacturing depaitrnents they are vital 

Each accumulation area should be identified by a 

clearly visible number and letter , di.spatchers will 

then know by the label exactly where every job 

is to be located for the next stage 

The last operation having been performed, the 

jiarts are cleared through the inspection depart¬ 

ment and receive the specified finish, such as 

painting. 

Interdepartmental Transport 

Internal transport as well as intermediate 

stockrooms are also vital functions under the 

jurisdiction of the production control. The 

transport department is charged with the respon¬ 

sibility for movement of all material or parts 

between departments, and the care and operation 

of all handling equipment, including hand trucks, 

power trucks, containers, stillages, stacking pans, 

flat trucks, and specially built equipment (See 

Figs 4c and 6 ) The central dispatch station 

(usually the mam storeroom) is the clearing centre 

for delivery, where all transporters receive orders 

and are sent out on their various missions 
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tool factory of 200 to 250 workers but based on 
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(2) stores control. (3) machining departments. 
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(4) inspection, (5) intermediate stores of finished 

parts, (6) assembly 

The co-operation between drawing office, fac¬ 

tory office (W.P D ), stores, workers, transporters, 

foremen, progress, and costing is self-explanatory 

Such lists in book form give rise to the same 

objection as do ledgers, i.e they do not possess 

the elasticity of slips, dockets, etc , as deriv'ed 

from tlie more rigid list, but the lists are very 

valuable for the final control, for verifying that 

all dockets have been used, that the correct 

number were issued, and that all pieces left the 

stores, pas.sed the inspection and reached the 

assembly and the costing department 

Capacity of Departments 

The capacity of the factory should be known 

m terms of labour and equipment The methods 

herein described ensure that this information is 

available. 

Figs 41a and b show a section of a layout show¬ 

ing how this was achieved m a factory manufac¬ 

turing snap gauges and other measuring 

instruments m large batches The plan follows 

closely the system given above, and has been m 

use since 1930 

In old factories, particularly those which are 

no longer engaged on the work for which they were 

built, the task is much more difficult, but it can 

always be solved if the problem is entrusted to a 

person possessing the requisite experience, (See 

Fig 16a and b.) Such reorganization is, however, a 

highly-specialized task, calling for qualities, know¬ 

ledge, and experience quite different from those 

needed for the normal successful running of a 

factory already being operated on a well-estab¬ 

lished basis. 

Production must be so co-ordinated that the 

maximum output is obtained from all productive 

resources, such as material, equipment, and 

labour. In order to achieve this aim, the manage¬ 

ment must have specific information relating to 

these factors, the four main aspects of which have 

already been described. Production control 

includes the exertion of planned pressure, ever 

seeking to overcome all resistance in the form of 

difficulties connected with materials, equipment, 

and labour 

Typical examples known to the author are 

factories for making crucibles and rifles and also 

for oil refining. (>See Figs. 5, 19, and 49.) 

The mam duty of production control is the 

minimization of— 

(1) Hold-ups by lack of materials, tool, help, 

etc. (leading to items (2) and (3)). 

(2) Wasting of workers’ time 

(3) Idling time of machines 

(4) Time spent by the foremen on clerical, 

planning, and chasing work of all kinds 

Paperwork should be reduced to an ab.solute 

minimum . this can be attained if the indispensable 

clerical work is duplicated or printed by any of 

the well-known methods as above mentioned, 

and if the receipted requisition slips and passed 

wages dockets are recognized as the principal 

documents on their way from the stores through 

progress to costing and from the inspector through 

progress to the pay-roll In most cases a visual 

comparison of the completed parts list with 

mate^rial prices and wages will provide an adequate 

check It IS im})ortant that the wages documents 

shall not be retained more than one day in the 

progress section of the production control, where 

they arc checked by an intelligent girl cleik 

(See Fig 4.-1 ) 

Aftsessnifint of Capacity 

To measure jierformance and efficiency m the 

shops the effective capacity of (n) rnachmes, 

and (6) labour must be known There may be a 

great difference between eight machine-hours and 

the output of eight man-hours with the same 

machine during the ordinary eight-hours shift, 

because age, skill, training, etc., may enable the 

skilled worker to produce, say, treble the output 

on an ordinary centre lathe as compared with 

that of a aemi-.skilled girl, whereas the same girl, 

well trained, may surpass the craftsman by her 

patience and perseverance in operating a good 

capstan lathe 

In the case of the mental work done in the 

drawing office and other engineering departments, 

it is very difficult to estimate or to measure the 

time needed to design a tool, or to prepare a draw¬ 

ing, or to form even an approximate idea of the 

amount of preparatory work required to be done 
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in connexion with an inquiry, order, contract, 

and 80 on, before any work can be done in the 

factory. An average figure would be of little 

value. This is the great difference between the 

staff work done in the office and the well-defined 

labour of the workshop, where all working condi¬ 

tions are well known, e g material, dimension, 

tolerance, finish, machine, tool, test gear, speed, 

feed, depth, average times for auxiliary operations, 

etc All these details are checked so often that 

work can be measured in fractions of minutes as 

a basis for piece-wages Those who plead for 

hourly or yearly rates in the workshop without a 

well-designed bonus or premium system for keep¬ 

ing the pre-set time properly established by 

measurement, neglect the retarding factor of 

boredom from which repetition work would 

suffer, if some adequate stimulus to keep to the 

pre-set time were lacking 

The jig and tool design office can overload the 

toolroom, unless some effective method exists of 

measuring the amount of toolroom work created 

by each tool drawing The chief of the drawing 

office can only estimate the time for a jig or tool 

from his own experience and try to obtain com¬ 

pletion accordingly, but ho will soon be able to 

distinguish the quick, intelligent draughtsman 

from the slow, dull one However, a slow but 

intelligent designer is always preferable to a 

quick draughtsman , each belongs to a totally 

different mental category from the other The 

only means the chief has at his di.sposal to stimu¬ 

late the zeal of his staff is the prosi>ect of a future 

raise of salary 

A fully mechanized power-driven as,sembly 

line IS geared to minutes or .seconds (see Fig 151) 

At the point where the works production depart¬ 

ment releases operation planning, the production 

control as its executive assumes responsibility for 

obtaining material from stores, movement of 

material throughout manufacture and assembly, 

movement of tools, supply of all blank forma 

and records of work-in-process, finished parts 

and assemblies, the control of all sub-stores, 

and interdepartmental transport. In other words, 

all parts are the property and responsibility of 

the works production department, which assigns 

them for fabrication or assembly, and this respon¬ 

sibility continues to operate until delivery is made 

to the customer. 

Schedule 

A sufficiently detailed schedule is most impor¬ 

tant, covering not only the parts manufactured 

111 the factory, but also those items bought from 

sub-contractors or suppliers, or even from the 

final customer for assembly in the completed 

pnxluct 

The works jiroduction department is responsible 

for the preparation of such a schedule. The 

schedule must include the requirements of final 

as,scmbly. .sub-assembly, and component manu¬ 

facture, and must take into account the working 

times involved at each stage For instance, in 

making a lathe, the headstock, tailstock, carriage, 

tool post, apron, and gear box are all major 

assemblies which arc finished separately, sometimes 

in sjiecial departments, while the bed is being 

levellcil, .so that the main as.sembly of this machine 

tool and sub-assembly of its major parts is yiroceed- 

ing simultaneously, according to a proper plan 

Every .single item miust be available at the right 

time and at the place where the work is to be 

performed on it 

Order Release 

The dates that the respective yiarts are required 

having been determined, the order is divided into 

release batches so as to meet schedule require¬ 

ments (see page 252), special consideration being 

given to the question of the most economic size of 

batch for manufacture 

The scheilules of detail parts which have been 

compiled from specification cards and which show 

the number of days prior to final delivery when 

each lot of parts must be started, are then co¬ 

ordinated with the release schedule and the shop 

orders are written out 

The complete shop order is reproduced by a 

suitable process direct from the master specifica¬ 

tion prepared by the planning department 

(Shop orders for each detailed part are printed and 

grouped into packets for all operations The 

printed forms include’ progress card, material 

requisitions, material label, wages-dockets, final 

inspection report, tool voucher and so on. 
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The printing department facilitates the work 

of the clerical preparation for the regular manu¬ 

facture of a repetition article When the blank 

forms are released from the release booth (see Figs. 

32 and 43) the progress card is detached, and the 

packet remains in the production control file until 

the parts reach the finished goods stores. When 

that time arrives the tag is detached from the 

material and returned to the office, officially closing 

the order. The progress card is then cleared from 

the active file, date-stamped, and forwarded 

to the cost accounting department, where it 

meets the requisition slip and all passed wages- 

docketa, thus closing the circle of indispensable 

paperwork. 

The quantity of satisfactory parts accepted by 

the inspection department is checked, e.g on a 

copy of the parts list. 

To avoid the very disturbing replacement of 

scrapped parts during running production it is 

recommended that the batch quantity should bo 

increased by an amount which corresponds to the 

usual scrap percentage as shown by careful 

statistics. For instance, 110 pieces might be 

ordered to give a batch of 100, leaving 10 per cent 

scrap allowance, then it is immaterial if 110 or 

100 finally reach the assembly bay. If all 110 

pieces pass,'then 10 are stored as spare parts or 

available stock, and the next new order can be 

reduced accordingly. 

Fig 42 illustrates a planning and production 

schedule for the manufacture of locomotives 

The type is the British engine with outside 

cylinders and piston valves. Ten of these ma¬ 

chines were made simultaneously. The differently 

cross-hatched columns refer always to the same 

combination of details, so that it is easy to follow 

up the manufacturing process from the date of 

receipt of order to the dispatch of the finished 

machines. The longest time is consumed by the 

preparation of drawings and parts list (including 

design), i e nine months. Production is com¬ 

menced at the beginning of the second month; 

production, layout and ratefixing take nine 

months in all, and the ordering and delivery of 

material a total of seven months. Design and 

manufacture of patterns, jigs, and tools begin at 

the end of the second month and end with the 

eighth month. All the times shown on the 

schedule run concurrently. 

The first parts to be completed are the castings 

for the heavy boiler fittings and accessories, 

beginning in the last part of the ninth month. 

The .schedule is divided into the following main 

parts— 

1 Manufacture of castings 

2 Manufacture of forgings. 

3. Manufacture of fabricated parts. 

4 Machining of most important parts. 

5 Fittings. 

6. Sub-assemblies 

7. Boiler plating and other sheeting work. 

S. As.semblies 

At the end of the twelfth month ten machines 

are practically finished and the first machine is 

ready for painting. After fourteen and three- 

quarter months the tenth machine is finished, 

then follow the trial trips and finally the dispatch, 

one engine after the other 

The shaded portions of the diagram refer to the 

time required for the details of one locomotive 

only The total manufacturing period is controlled 

by the requirement of one locomotive per week, 

the staff being adjusted accorcbngly to give this 

output The non-shaded parts of each block 

indicate when the last unit of each batch or sub- 

assembly IS finished, so that the manufacturing 

period begins in the middle of the tenth month 

for the first engine and is finished approximately 

by the end of the fourteenth month. The produc¬ 

tion control must direct the output of the work¬ 

shop so that sub-assemblies and assemblies are 

never disturbed by missing parts 

Loading and Progress 

There are many useful systems of controlling 

shop loading For small shops of 50 to 150 

workers with medium-sized quantities of, say, 

small tools of limited types, the production mana¬ 

ger himself or his assistant can manage the -whole 

loading plan with a well-arranged pocket book, 

spending about two hours every day in the 

workshop, checking actual production against 

target figures, writing the results in his book, and 

smoothing out disturbing variations. Much 

better, and suited to any workshop, is the use of 
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the “Gantt” charts (Fig. 43). The writer has 

used them successfully in small and medium 

factories employing from HO to 800 workers 

and manufacturing batches from upwards of 

five pieces. In order to attempt to predict 

future performance it is necessary to use more 

elaborate statistics, both by the production 

executive can foresee future happenings with 

considerable accuracy 

Gantt charts embody only straight lines, 

which do not cross each other ; all records move 

from left to right; therefore they are easy to 

draw and easy to read by the average foreman. 

Loading and progress charts must show the 

Gantt Control 

Fia 43 Loading a Machine Sh<»p o* Heavy Machines 

controller and by the foremen, whose co-operation 

is, of course, essential in any method of shop 

loading. The record or chart should compare 

results with the target, it must keep the executive 

advised as to the progress made in the execution 

of his plan, and if the progress is not satisfactory, 

it must tell him the reason why 

The plan is the basis by which the mana¬ 

ger works. It shows him what figures will 

be satisfactory and these are recorded on his 

chart 

All causes tending to influence the success or 

failure of the plan must be clearly shown, with 

details of their estimated effect, so that the 

passing of time m an obvious manner and thereby 

help to reduce idleness and waste of time The 

vertical line of the chart represents both an amount 

of time and an amount of work to be done in that 

time. Equal divisions of space on a single hori¬ 

zontal line represent at the same time— 

1. Equal divisions of time. 

2. Varying amounts of work scheduled (light 

line) 

3. Varying amounts of work done (heavy line). 

The chart indicates • on top, the month, date, 

day, left, machine tool, firm, inventory number, 

below, jiercentage per day in light lines, cumula¬ 

tive effect in heavy lines. Each space represents 
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a fifth or 20 per cent of the day’s work Instead 

of writing reports and figures the lines are drawn 

on the progress department’s charts or on those 

of the foremen, when the wages-dockets, signed by 

the inspector as to number of pieces accepted, 

are received before being sent to the pay-roll. 

The chart shows the relationship of the schedule 

to time, the work done each day in relation both 

to time and to schedule, and finally the cumulative 

work done and its relation to time and schedule 

In general use there arc charts of 11 in. x 17 in , 

which have proved satisfactory for records of 

day.s, weeks, and months up to a complete year 

The spaces can be arianged to meet individual 

needs, le days, weeks, months, or percentages, 

they can be drawn on ordinary paper, can!, or on 

tracing paper for duplication The horizontal lines 

should correspond to double typewriter spacing. 

Tlio chart (Fig. 43) shows a sheet ruled for a 

record covering two weeks of six days each 'Phis 

layout chart wa.s drawn in a dejiartmcnt eepupped 

with large machine tools On such machines only 

one job can be done at a time On the first ma¬ 

chine No. 556, part No 1191 -CE was to have been 

finished by Tuesday noon, according to the fore¬ 

man's estimate, but harl actiiall^’^ been completed 

on Monday and another order begun (No 61427). 

That job wa.s also finished ahead of estimate and 

the third order was begun on Thursday afternoon 

instead of Friday When the chait was chcokeil 

(V) on Wednesday, the 16th, the work was just on 

schedule. 

On the second machine (No 361), the work was 

already three days behind scheilule when it was 

carried over from a previous sheet At that time, 

order No. X6S42 was scheduled to be begun on 

Thursday morning and completed Monday after¬ 

noon, but it was nece.ssary to run-in a repair job, 

a ling for a motor, so that four hours had to be 

allowed for the delay (indicated by crossed lines) 

before No X6842 could be begun When the chart 

was checked (V), on Wednesday night, the 16th, 

the work on this machine was four hours behind 

schedule. 
For industrial production, three general classes 

of charts arc in use— 
(1) Labour and machine record charts (produc¬ 

tion control). 

(2) Layout and load charts (production control). 

(3) Progress charts (production control and 

foreman). 

Ijohmir and Machine Record Charts provide a 

means of showing the relationship between what 

is done and what could bo done by a worker or a 

machine. The machine record chart shows when 

a machine is not being used and the reason why. 

The labour record chart shows whether or not a 

man makes proper use of his working hours, and 

if not, it indicates the reason why. 

The gap between actual and possible accom¬ 

plishment IS idleness. The reasons indicate what 

steps must be taken m order to avoid it 

The Ijayout Chari presents a means of planning 

work and equipment some time in advance in 

order to get work done m its order of importance 

The Ijoad ('harl of a machine shop must 

.show— 

(1) The machine hours available 

(2) The machine hours reserved for programme 

(3) The hours actually used 

First of all we must analyse our products. 

The most .suitable type of machines for each 

operation is known from the time of their last 

manufacture Setting and machining times can 

be obtained from existing job cards or must be 

estimated Then for each machine and machine 

grpuj) we can produce a diagram .showing the 

three characteristic columns 

It may bo mteiestmg to learn that the average 

engineering works utilizes between 60 and 70 per 

cent of its total machine hours capacity and that 

only in very rare cases of regular quantity 

production is a percentage of up to 80 per cent 

obtained 

The Ptoyress Chari is the means of getting work 

done by showing a comparison of the actual 

achievement with the target ami the reasons for 

failure to meet requirements “ Legends” should 

be embodied in charts the first two or three times 

they are issued 

The charts ought to be sent only to persons 

having the authority to act on them. If the 

machines have been waiting to be set-up the fore¬ 

man must plan the work of his setters more care¬ 

fully, and if necessary train more setters. If 

machines are idle for “repairs,” steps must be 
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taken to get the repairs completed. If the trouble 

IS “lack of material,’’ the storekeeper or the buyer 

must take action 

As much of the idleness of machines appears to 

be due to causes over which the foreman lias no 

control, the superintendent, or the production 

manager, or the works manager, must take such 

action as is needed. Lack of labourers and opera¬ 

tors, lack of tools, of power, and of orders belong 

to this category. 

A similar chart can be made to show whether 

or not a man does a day’s work and, if not, the 

reason why. The stamped clock card shows each 

workman’s eight hours per day, but is no proof of 

his actual efficiency. 

This system of illustrating machine-loading by 

clear charts makes it possible to group orders and 

to allocate them over the available machines in a 

carefully planned manner. When a machine 

breaks down, it is easy to transfer its work to 

other machines without disturbing the proper 

sequence of work When it is desirable to rush 

a certain order through ahead of other work, the 

use of a layout chart makes it possible to do so 

with maximum speed, because the chart clearly 

indicates not only the time required to do the 

rush order but also the time needed to get the 

other work out of the way Furthermore, any 

interference with work already in 

o|jeration is detected at once 

A more detailed kind of visual 

production control for medium and 

large factories is the control board 

(Figs 44 and 4.')), which is a fairly 

large piece of apparatus requiring 

more personnel If care has been 

taken to ensure adequate shop 

capacity to meet the orders, and 

provided that the workshop is cor¬ 

rectly balanced, thus eliminating 

bottlenecks, the control should 

have no difficulty m keeping the 

shop-loading running smoothly, 

while putting jobs through m the 

correct order of priority The pro¬ 

gress control knows the batch route 

for each part number m each batch 

It IS good policy to have the pro¬ 

gress chaser on the spot in the 

shop near the control board, be¬ 

cause the personal contact of the 

controller with the progressing work 

can never be satisfactorily replaced 

by even the most elaborate systems 

or by mas,ses of jiaperwork How¬ 

ever, the filling-in of su|>erfluous forms by foremen 

should be either avoided completely or reduced 

to the absolute minimum The (iantt charts 

represent such a minimum, and the boards 

(Figs 44 and 4.3) eliminate all clerical work by 

foremen or their shop executives 

All effective management records must give a 

reasonable forecast of the future position To 

make decisions which affect the future, one must 

know when those events take place or the rate 

at which the work is done; the relation of facts 

to time must be clear 

The simple board (Fig. 44) made in each depart¬ 

ment gives a complete list of assembly numbers 
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and parts required for a given period The board 

is divided vertically into days, and quantities are 

posted from agreed wages-dockets for each day. 

The left vertical column of the table contains the 

105 

If it is necessary to distribute orders for several 

weeks or months it is possible to provide two 

cardboard strips for each machine, the upper 

strip 18 used for the current month and the lower 

numbers of the work benches or machine.s In 

the horizontal direction a time division according 

to working days per month is provided , the day 

period may be subdivided into houns if necessary 

On top of the table a slide is moved with a vertical 

strip of iron or wood (P), which is advanced 

every day or half-day until the end of the months. 

For every workplace of the department a horizon¬ 

tal cardboard strip is fastened across the table, 

behind which all wages-dockets can be placed. 

one for the next month. The wages-dockets* 

must be arranged in such a manner that the des¬ 

cription of the order is on the bottom left-hand 

corner and the order number in the upjier right- 

hand corner. Below the order number is the name 

• Kcprocluction of the wages-dockets should bo done Vjy 
quick, reliable machines, such as those supplied by Adtlresso- 
graph, Multigraph , Arlrema, International Time Recorder, 
Ticketograph, etc. This is essential because worker, foreman, 
production control, and costing must all have dockets with 
identical data, clearly printed and quickly reproduced. 
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of the department, and also the running number 

of the wages-docket, and particularly (the most 

important item) the time allowed for the job. 

On top of the wages-docket the time allowed is 

marked by a horizontal line, the length of which 

corresponds to the time scale of the distribution 

table. For example • if the scale is 1 hour = 0-2 in., 

then the line on the wages-docket would cover 

a distance of 2 in. from the left corner for a 

work which may take ten hours. If the time 

allowed is so long that there is not room to 

represent it on the wages-docket (say a 36-hour 

job and a scale of 10 hours = 2 m.) then the 

works production department must state how 

many full lengths of wages-dockets must be 

counted and the remainder is shown as a line. 

Take, for example, a job requiring three wages- 

dockets and a time allowed of six hours. then the 

last docket has to be marked with the time of 

SIX hours and the delivery date shown According 

to the delivery dates, period of delay (if any), 

or other information sent to the foreman by 

the production control, the foreman arranges 

the wages-dockets behind the strip of that 

machine or bench on which the work ought to 

be performed 

The following points must be taken into con¬ 

sideration. The sections provided for each day 

must be equal in length In arranging the wages- 

dockets the foreman has to take care that there 

IS a certain freedom of movement, especially for 

inserting rush orders. It may suffice to have a 

tolerance of half a day for each week of full 

occupation of the respective workplace. Further 

allowance must be made for distinguishing ordin¬ 

ary days of eight hours from Saturdays with 

five hours. The possibility must not be forgotten 

that there may in some sections be two or three 

shifts per day, m this case the wages-dockets are 

not put side by side, but one above or behind the 

other so that the bulletin board shows at a glance 

that special measures must be taken. The 

arrangement of all wages-dockets according to 

schedule shows which work has still to be done 

and how long the machine or bench will be occu¬ 

pied. The position of the vertical strip shows 

which work is in arrears, represented by all those 

wages-dockets which are on the left side of the 

vertical line With this arrangement all clerical 

work by the workshop executives is eliminated, 

and the serious disadvantage is avoided of an 

unforeseen change of dates requiring alterations 

to delivery dates for other orders in progress. 

With this board only the wages-dockets have 

to be rearranged 

Some of the above-mentioned systems print 

duplicate wages-dockets, and n.se them directly on 

the distribution board (see Fig. 4.')). As many 

orders may be in arrears, because materials are 

missing, the respective cards on the board may be 

marked, e g. by coloured riders The use of a 

threefold pocket made of sheet iron allows the 

work laid out for a machine to be separated thn.s— 

(1) At work 

(2) Ready for machining 

(3) In preparation (mateiial. tools, etc . still 

missing) 

All the.se devices arc useful, as far as they 

serve the purpose, to visualize the result of 

progress from preparation of work up to costing. 

The production controller now ha.s the means of 

obtaining a loading review for the whole works by 

combining the information shown on the individual 

departmental drstribiition board.s The summary 

board can be made on the same basis as the 

departmental boards This requires personal 

attention by the production controller him.self 

The daily control of the various departments, 

with the aid of the charted information, gives the 

necessary jiersonal contact with all responsible 

executives thi.s can never be satisfactorily 

replaced by reports written by the foremen or 

their assistants fSuch reports are often of dubious 

value and require much time which should not 

be taken up by clerical work Moreover, they 

still require comprehensive treatment by the 

production control 

Every day receipted requisition slips and agreed 

wages-dockets return to the control booth, where 

they are checked on the control board (production 

control) and sent without delay to the costing 

department. This is the correct basis for integral 

accounting Here they are collected until the last 

operation per piece is finished and the total of 

wages payments or material prices is checked 

with the corresponding parts list. If there is no 
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deviation from the pre-set rate it suffices to tick 

the item. This saves considerable tune and 

clerical work 

The parts finished in any workshop are moved 

to the dispatch section. The foreman, or his 

clerk, may then either dispatch the material to 

the next station or, if no room is available there, 

he may place the material in a finished work dump 

for movement later. In small works the label is 

sufficient to show the movement, m bigger works 

a dispatch ticket is filled in, which identifies the 

part. 



CHAPTER VI 

Administration by Economic Control 

The first six the basic factors of organization 

(see page 4) are determined by tlie type of 

product and the size of batches to be manufac¬ 

tured It IS obvious that types of plant and 

equipment (general or specialized) differ as widely 

as does a crucible from a copper bar, or a rifle from 

a machine tool, etc. However, the economic 

control of production of any of these diverse 

products (by costing) is in essence the same, 

therefore, the methods of integral accountancy, 

adapted as necessary to meet individual needs 

can be applied to any of them by an intelligent 

accountant, without requiring a thorough know¬ 

ledge of the different technical details 

The clerical work of costing is, as already 

mentioned, always based on the recording of the 

three items (1) material. (2) labour, and (.3) 

overhead, and because overhead consists again, 

to a considerable extent, of material (indirect) and 

labour (indirect) (.see page 77) the flow of .slips 

and dockets through the works always ends in the 

costing department, passing via control boards, 

or booths or parts lists (production control) after 

the last accepted operation Indirect material 

and wages, which represent a considerable part of 

departmental overhead, can be collected weekly, 

sorted according to type and department, and 

entered on the collecting sheets for each de¬ 

partment with only four totalled entries per 

month 

If it 18 desired to know the total cost of a big 

internal order, for instance the reconditioning of 

a big planing machine or the repair of the Diesel 

engine belonging to the firm’s own power station, 

such jobs may get a special internal order number 

(general standing repair orders should be avoided, 

they are too often misused and allowed to become 

dumping grounds for miscellaneous expenses), 

material and wages are debited as a monthly 

total, perhaps during the three months of repair 

work, sorted out at the end of each month, 

collected in a sjiccial envelope, and adiled separ¬ 

ately when the order is finislied The routine 

wmrk of departmental overhead accounting must 

not therefore be disturbed by big internal orders, 

particularly m view of the facility with which 

their individual co.sts can be extracted with any 

desired accuracy and speed, and under the close 

control of the manager 

Fundamental Practical Solution of the 
Problem 

There are three different solutions of the problem 

of keejnng costing integral with production— 

(1) By manual book-keeping 

(2) By semi- or full-automatic accounting 

inachiries 

(3) By a suitable combination of .solution I 

and 2 

The correct solution must be suited to indi¬ 

vidual requirenients Small batches and uniform 

production in a small factoiy can be handled 

by manual book-keeping 

Big batches or mass production witli a wide 

variety of jiroducts requiring simultaneously a 

number of quick and reliable statistical reviews, 

based on reliable accounts, would call for an 

automatic punched-card system 

Medium-sized factories requiring the ordinary 

handling of wages, materials, overhead and 

costing, with all their numerous ramifications, 

would need modern accounting machines. 

But in all three cases the fundamental bases are 

the verified documents, issued by the planning 

department for— 

(1) Direct material—requisition slip 

(2) Direct labour—wages-dockets or job cards. 

(3) Overhead • 

(o) indirect material—requisition slip. 

(b) indirect labour—job card nr wages-docket. 
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(4) Accountancy control—invoices, approved 

allocation and so on. 

In all three cases the accountant follows the 

same routine, e g. for material and labour, as 

given below— 

Material— 

(a) Debit the order from the priced requisition 

slip (ilirect or indirect material) 

(h) Credit the stores material account 

(r) Credit the material account of the individual 

item. 

Labour— 

(«) Debit the order with the amount of wages 

paid 

(b) Credit the ilepartment with the total 

wages. 

(r) (Vedit the worker with his wages earned for 

the order 

Overhead again contains material and labour, 

as well as purchased goods, cash, and other items 

recjuinng the same treatment 

(1) Manual Book-keeping 

See Fig 23 (o) and (h). page 54 To write out 

three forms in one operation, two sheets of ordin¬ 

ary carbon paper can be used or the Rinz triplicate 

plate, which uses one sheet of double-faced carbon 

paper Using the latter method there would be 

(1) the stores report on transparent, paper, 

firmly clamped in the fi.\turc, together with the 

double-faced carbon paper. (2) the order sheet, 

for showing the material i.ssues per order no 

aligned on top. and (3) the type card for showing 

material issue and receipt per type underneath 

The entries are made simultaneously in triplicate, 

clean and orderly, giving at one writing an iden¬ 

tical entry for each of the three different pur¬ 

poses, and, of course, each entry on the last free 

line of each form 

The threefold recording of labour expenses is 

done in a similar way, i e the debit to the order 

number and the credits to the worker and to his 

department (Fig 46). In this way an auto¬ 

matic and self-checking control system is estah- 

lished over the costing of wages and materials, 

providing the essential information required in all 

well-organized factories. The principle of the 

double entry, i.e. that nothing is to be debited 

without being credited at the same time and to 

the right account, has been fully achieved. 

The necessity for a final adjustment is super- 

fiuous, because coincidence is secured from the first 

by the procedure itself 

Tins system is useful for up to 200 triple entries 

per book-keeper per day It requires very accur¬ 

ately-spaced horizontal lines on the printed forms 

Kio 4« I’niNCiiT.r. of Tiui«lu.atf Book h.i.Ki-iNi. 

which become, in fact, a kind of precision tool. 

'I’his kind of three-fold booking is correct in theory 

but IS very rigid and is not always adaptable 

to the changing requirements of, for instance, 

the pay-roll office. It is not necessary, nor even 

advisable, to cost up each order in detail, particu¬ 

larly repetition orders (see Parts List, Fig. 21) and 

the triplicate system demands this to be done with 

every single wages-docket, including those con¬ 

taining only one ojieration Too much time and 

work has to be spent to achieve this, and separate 

entries and their careful checking afterwards will 

lead to a cheaper and quicker result, secured by 

systematic reconciliation of the totals with a 

moderate use of accounting machines. 

(2) Punched-card System 

Punched cards, as supplied by Powers or 

Hollerith (see Fig. 47), are well-known instru¬ 

ments for ail purposes of accountancy and statis¬ 

tics. They fulfil the requirements of material 
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labour, and production control excellently, be¬ 

cause the same verified punched card, containing 

in the case of material, for example, the order 

number, the type code number, the stores number, 

the weight, quantity and dimensions, etc , can be 

sorted m very short time (24,000 sortings per 

column per hour or about 5000 of four columns, as, 

say, for material to code No. “2345”) and then 

tabulated, i.e rewritten by automatic printing; 

thus giving the theoretical results not only of a 

threefold but of a multifold controlled entry, 

fully and in much less time. Of course, the 

volume of bookings must justify the outlay of 

equipment 

It is difficult to lay down any hard and fast 

rule regarding the minimum number of bookings 

per month necessary to make punched card 

machines an economic proposition Everything 

depends on whether the machines are used for 

only one section of the accounting work or whether 

they are used for pay-roll, material, costing, 

general accounting, and statistics However, 

there exist to-day commercial firms which provide 

a punched-card statistical service for small 

factories, thus distributing the cost of their 

expensive machinery over a number of users (see 

page 109). 

The chart (Fig. 47) indicates a system of mater¬ 

ial and labour control in broadest outline The 

method portrayed is being followed, m its basic 

principles, by many users, but the individual 

applications differ in detail according to the special 

conditions obtaining within each organization 

The system is especially applicable in the case of 

factories where the greater part of the manufac¬ 

ture is of a repetitive nature and where, as a 

consequence, standard material requisitions and 

operation lists can be established for the manu¬ 

facture of batches of the various goods produced. 

Material (A) 

From these lists standards sets of cards ((7) are 

punched and filed (A). In the case of materials, 

the data punched into the cards for each order 

would always include such constant information 

as material code number, storeroom account 

number and abbreviated description of material 

quantity. The cards would also have spaces to 

accommodate such variable details as works 

order number, unit value and total value, etc. 

Labour (B) 

In the case of labour or job cards, the punched 

information would include such constant details 

as part number, operation number, batch number, 

abbreviated description of operation, quantity 

required, and time allowed each. Provision 

would also have to be made for accommodating 

works order number, machine number, clock 

number, hourly rate, total time, quantity accepted, 

quantity scrap, total wages, etc. 

As manufacturing orders are placed on the 

factory, the appropriate standard sets of material 

costs (6’) and labour costs (D) are extracted from 

the files {A and B) and, by means of a reproducing 

punch {E), are mechanically puriclied into the 

new set of cards, together with the works order 

number which is included automatically in the 

punching The verification of all cards (F) by a 

conscientious clerk is essential Thc.se new cards 

are what is known as diial purpose cards {C and 

D), in other words, the information which is 

punched into them is also written on them, and 

the interpreting of the punched information in 

this manner can be done in a variety of ways 

Mechanically it can be jierformed by an “Inter¬ 

preter,” a machine which automatically translates 

the punched holes into typed characters which 

are printed on the face of the card, or it can be 

done by duplicating equipment or addre.ssing 

machines. Alternatively the information can be 

written on the cards by hand 

Thus interpreted, these cards not only can be 

rapidly tabulated to provide advice notes to 

stores, etc., but can themselves be used as actual 

material requisitions or job cards 

After the cards have been prepared in this 

manner, they are sent to the planning and progress 

department, where they are filed in an “uncom¬ 

menced orders” file (J) until the department 

decides that operations are to commence The 

appropriate cards are then extracted from the 

file and sent to their respective destinations with 

appropriate covering instructions. 

Note that by sorting ((?) and tabulating (H) 

the “uncommenced orders” file, one can obtain 
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particulars of materials and machine hours 

required for uncommencod orders for the purpose 

of ascertaining loading. 

The material requisition cards are sent to the 

stores (K), together with a suitable job label 

The storekeeper then gets together and issues the 

various materials and having indicated on the 

materials requisition cards all the required infor¬ 

mation, signatures, etc , sends them to the costs 

office (M) where all necessary extensions are made 

(i.e quantity of materials x unit price ^ total 

value), and entered on them, and this information 

is thereupon punched into the cards. 

The material requisition cards are now complete¬ 

ly punched and can be sorted and tabulated to 

give quantities and value of materials issued from 

stores, materials costs jjer job, department, etc 

Like the material requisition cards, the labour 

cards (B) are not issued by the planning and 

progress department (J) until the actual work is 

planned to commence, when they are duly passed 

to the shop foreman (L) After the work is com¬ 

pleted, the necessary information is entered on the 

card (time on, time off, quantity scrap, etc.), 

which IS then transmitted to the costs office (M) 

Provision is made for issuing “waiting for work” 

tickets as and when necessary The costs office 

then calculate and enter on the cards the time 

taken, wages, bonus, etc , and these details are 

thereupon punched into them, thu.s completing 

the punched information they are to contain 

The cards can now be sorted (O) and tabulated 

(//) to provide important production records (D) 

and costing records (P) such as— 

Output and production hours per machine, 

operator, department, etc 

Efficiency of operators, machines and depart¬ 

ment. 

Idle time per man, machine, etc 

Scrap analysis by operator, machine, cause, etc 

Bonus earnings per employee. 

Direct labour cost per job, department. 

Indirect labour cost per machine, department, 

etc. 

It will be seen that this system is simple to 

operate and for a great volume of work involves 

the minimum of skilled or unskilled labour. It 

places the control of production where it should be 

—in the planning and progress department— 

and it enables vital production information to be 

available on an almost hour-to-hour basis. 

Moreover, by the adoption of suitable card forms, 

the equipment can also be used for the preparation 

of the pay-roll, for materials and purchase control, 

and for the provision of much information vital 

to efficient factory management. 

(3) Use of Accounting Machines for the Mechaniza¬ 
tion of the Wages, Stores and Costing Records of 
Medium-sized Engineering Firms 

With accounting machines (Fig. 4S) both the 

original material requisition and the job card or 

piece docket must be transferred by the mental 

attention and digital skill of the operator to the 

keys of the machine Therefore, a tally roll is 

indispensable and cross-checking of totals to check 

the insertions for correctness, the resulhs can 

then compete both with the triplicate entries and 

the verified punched card. The chart (Fig 48) 

illustrates the general principles on which these 

tasks can usually be mechanized on efficient and 

economical lines However, the great applica- 

tional flexibility of the modern accounting machine 

makes it possible for any desired modifications to 

be made and, in practice, considerable variations 

do take place to meet individual requirements 

W ages 

It is presumed that time clocks are in use At 

the end of the pay week clock cards (A) are totalled 

for hours worked and all necessary closing informa¬ 

tion entered in order to compute the gross pay. 

Piece-work earnings may be computed from piece 

tickets (R) or, according to circumstances, from 

tlata recorded on the backs of the clock cards {C). 

Alternatively, the latter may be utilized for 

.such purposes as recording bonus earnings 

Various means have been devised to ascertain 

income-tax deductions (or refunds) under the 

Pay as You Earn scheme, and in the chart it is 

assumed that the computation is made on the clock 

card, so that after this and other deductions have 

been made and net pay computed, they have be¬ 

come a complete medium for the preparation on 

the accounting machines of— 

D Wages sheet. 
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and agreeing the total so obtained with that 

provided by the machine, proof is obtained that 

all the computations on the clock carils and 

entries on the wages records are correct. 

As previously mentioned, the layout of the 

forms would be decided by individual require¬ 

ments, but a typical wages sheet might consist of 

the following column.s— 

1 Name 

2 Clock-card number 

3 Details of standard deductions and total 

thereof 

4 Hourly rate 

.*» Hours worked. 

ti Cross pay foi week, possiblv broken down 

into the various elements such as day-work, 

piece-work, overtime, bonus, etc 

7 Total gross }>ay to date 

5 Income tax due to date 

S) Income tax for current week. 

10 Standard dciluctions 

I I Other deiluctions 

12 N(*t pay 

Multi-register model.s, inoie comjirehen.sivi' than 

that illustrated in the chait would provide 

automatic totals of all columns on the wages 

sheet 

Employee's eainmgs and income-tax record 

cards cover only .such columns as are required 

Columns I to 4 would be pie-entered, generally 

by .some form of addressing machine, which can 

also be used for pre-entering constant information 

on pay envelopes and for many othei purpo.ses 

('oslin<j 

Lahoi'k 

('lock cards, piece-work tickets, or other forms, 

as the case may be, are then sorted into job or 

order number sequence All items for the first 

account affected are listed on the tally roll ((?) 

and after the last item a sub total i.s thrown out 

automatically by the machine This figure is 

automatically rejteated on the cost account (H) 
hy the machine, which then goes on to compute 

and print the new cumulative balances to date of 

labour cost and total cost before finally throwing 

out a proof figure on the tally roll, alongside the 

original figure, for visual proof of correct entry 

line by line 

On completion of the postings to all accounts 

affected, the machine proviiles an automatic 

total. By comparison of this figure with a pre¬ 

determined total proof IS obtained that all items 

hav'e been included, all entries made accurately, 

and previous balances picked up correctly 

Matkkial.s 

In this case the posting medium would probably 

consist of stores requisitions (d), and after pricing, 

extending and sorting in order of accounts, a 

similar procedure is adopted The machine aiito- 

maticallv computes and prints the new cumulative 

balances to date of materia! co.st and total cost 

on each account, any alteied requirement having 

been catereil for by the special automatic column 

feature of the machine Similar proof of accuracy 

IS obtained 

Stores 

Is.Sl'ES 

Stores requisitions are sorted into stock order 

and jiassed to the accounting machine which in 

one sinqile opeiation posts the respective issues 

to the stock account (A!) automatically cominites 

and prints the new (leduced) balance in stock 

((piantity and oi value), and provides an auto¬ 

matic audit sheet (L) of all work donc> daily, 

weekly or nionthl_\. as desiied thus permitting 

complete control of accuiacv 

Ovkhueaii 

It IS imniaterial whether these are determined 

(1) A departmental percentage, to add to the 

share of productive wages, per department , or 

(2) A ixTcentage of aggregate cost, on comple- 

t ion of the job 

In both cases the overhead consists of— 

(a) Material, 

(b) Wages, 

(r) dash, and 

(d) Other fixed standard cost.s, of the kiml 

generally called non-productive (see page 78) 
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These are therefore dealt with in the same way 

as the productive cost but, if desired, provision 

can be made for separate posting with a separate 

cumulative balance to date 

Reck I rrs 

Using goods received notes, inspection notes, 

vendor's invoices, or other suitable documents (not 

illustrated), the procedure is similar except that 

in this case the machine automatically computes 

and prints the increased balance now available 

The necessary change in set up of machine is 

again obtained automatically. .Similar proof of 

accuracy is provitled. 

Application of Integral Accounting to 
Typical Factories 

Let us now illustrate how typical factories have 

made use of the systems described, commencing 

with a small and simple factory making cru¬ 

cibles, to show at a glance the inseparable con¬ 

nexion which exists between manufacture and 

costing 

If integral accountancy can be achieved by the 

manual book-keeping in a 

small factoi y. there is no 

doubt that the more diflh- 

cult problems in big fac¬ 

tories can be solved by 

the proper use of suitable 

joiinting machines 

Crucible Factory 

The factory (Fig 49 (u)) 

produced crucibles for melt¬ 

ing all kinds of valuable 

ferrous and non-ferrous 

allo\'s, as well as flipping 

vessels, brazing pans, re¬ 

fractory tubes, f'tc (Fig 

49(6)) About 1(H) workmen 

were occupicfl manufactur¬ 

ing these simple products 

from a limited range of 

ingredients, using certain 

standardized preparatory 

processes The manufac¬ 

ture involved no assembly 

or fitting operations, and 

the items were generally 

made in rather big batches 

and were sometimes ma.ss- 

produced. Layout, build¬ 

ings, and equipment were 

baseil on over 50 years' 

experience from an old, 

small, crucible department 

of a big brass foundry and 

rolling mill (Fig. 3), which 

had been transformed into 

CRUCIBLE WORKS 

UNITY OF TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE Si ECONOMIC CONTROL 

Fio 49 The Factory as a Eivino Beino 
Unity of Technical Performance and Economic Control shown at the Simple Proceiig of Crucibles 
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an independent factory, to guarantee a quick 

and cheap supply of crucibles 

The crucibles, etc., were made in different size.s 

and of different material composition, but the 

constituents of the various mixtures were gener¬ 

ally composed of gravel, graphite, and clay 

About HO workers were on piece-work The 

others were paid at hourly rates, using weekly 

wages .sheets , these included helpers, transjiorters, 

messengers, etc 

The processes were largely standardized On 

an average, the HO ptece-u'orkrrs did two different 

jobs per day, thus requiring about 200 entries 

{ler day (2 X HO =- 100, plus 40 at houilv 

rates, — 200) As this number could be done 

with one book-keejx'r by the Iriphrale hnrui- 

irntinff the use of this system was justified 

In this case the men on hourly rates generally 

had only two to four entries per week on their 

wages sheets and many of these entries belonged 

to the overhead account The overheail account¬ 

ant was therefore also available for general 

assistance The material entries weie still less 

than 200 per day, sometimes less than half of that 

The whole problem was therefore adequately 

solved bv using the triplicate cost recording 

system foi wages, material, and ovcrhearl. and 

employing minimum of clerical jjer-sonncl 

Fig 49 (r) shows the mtiniate connexion 

between actual production ami its economic 

control T’he outer black circle show’s how the 

raw materials—gravel, graphite clay, etc 

arrive by tram and are transported by con¬ 

veyor bands to the bunkers 

Only the c-lay needs a special juejiaration It 

IS transported to its bunker, pa.s.sing drying 

frames, crushing mill, diying-druin. and ball-mill, 

and IS finally transformed into a clay flour 

Every bunker e.xit is controlled by an automatic 

weighing machine which weighs material lasiied. 

books the weight on a tally-band, and prints a 

copy-slip for each withdrawal T’his machine 

transports (T) the prescribevl components of the 

mixture to the kneading machines after the 

necessary moisture has been added from the 

water tank. The kneaded plastic ina.ss is now 

transported to the “sump” by lorries where it 

remains two to three weeks to become “ripe.” 

'fhen the mixture is sent to the press-cutting 

machine which .squeezes it out to the shape of a 

cylinder of standard diameter, the length of which 

depends on the size of the various crucibles. The 

raw material is then sent either to a special 

lathe, where the crucibles are shajied singly by 

using templates, or to the hydraulic press, where 

the crucibles are made m big batcfies or in quan¬ 

tity production Suitable transport cars carry 

the very fragile shaped products to a pre-drying 

oven From there the jire-dned ves.sels are taken 

by an elevator to a continuous chamber-furnace 

where the final y itrifying is done at high tempera¬ 

ture The ciucible.s are transported by conveyor 

to the finished goods .storeroom, from whence they 

arc dispatchetl by tram 

In this factory the actual operations aie 

accompanied daily from stage to stage by their 

monetary valuation a.s calculated by the book¬ 

keeper The increasing direct expenditure corres¬ 

ponds to increasing wages plus the known value 

of the weighed material 'I’lns is illustrated by 

the shaileil inner circle The iiianufactui tng 

cost consists of material plus additional cost of 

freight plus preparation of clay (before the clay 

bunker), (ransport (?') from one department to 

the next, jiroduction wages, and departmental 

overhead (jiower, steam, water, rent, depreciation 

of machines, .salaries or wages of foremen, inspec¬ 

tors, messengers, cleaners, etc ) Finally the 

exi>enses of the finished goods store and a percen¬ 

tage for scrap, inevitable with these fragile 

articles, have to be added and the co.sting formula 

IS complete 

It was .stateil above that this crucible factory 

was established after more than fifty years of 

hard experience, gained in dark, old and badly- 

equipped workshops, with financial results more 

or less dependent on guessw-ork But the crucibles 

were indisjiensable “tools” m the bra.ss foundry, 

they had to be made, as auxiliary products, and 

the whole expense was calculated as an over¬ 

head of the c.xistmg bra.ss, bronze, and copper 

rolling null and foundry employing up to 3000 

workmen 

The new factory was established with the help 

of competent technical guidance for erecting and 

equipping the plant, the object being to learn by 
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proper administration the actual manufacturing 

cost, and thus to sell the surplus production, 

using the proceeds to offset against the expenses 

of the mam works. An experienced production 

engineer was entrusted with the layout of the 

works, 1 e the provision of plant, erection of 

suitably designed and equipped buildings (in 

close co-operation with an experienced factory 

architect), and the designing of special machines 

and means of transport, in short, with the 

complete creation of an efficiently working unit 

with administration and integral accountancy 

established in accordance with the leading law— 

The work of the .shop and the plant a.s a totality 

cannot be better organized than by arranging both 

in such a way that they furnish the whole costing 

.simultaneously ivith the manufacturing operations 

The costing (or recording of costs paid) must be 

created as a by-product of the mechanical activity 

Acknowledging this rule, the costing assumes an 

importance which is not always realized Thus 

the manager is forced by circumstance to make 

claims on the accountant which are not easily 

achieved. 

His first demand is that the costing be finished 

(1) punctually, (2) correctly, and (6) automatically 

with the finished products. This requires that 

the manufacturing process be arranged suitably, 

without detour, and without interruptions 

“Suitably" means with the best equipment, 

machine tools, tools, jigs, etc 

“Without detour" means in correctly arranged 

workshops with shortest routes, using suitable 

means of transport 

“Without interruption” demands perfect pre- 

production arrangements, planning, ratefixing, 

material supply, and absolute readiness of mach¬ 

ines and workmen leading to a natural production 

control 

In short, we demand unity between manage¬ 

ment, manufacturing, production, and costing 

This enumeration proves that there must be 

no separate technical and commercial depart¬ 

ments, but instead a uniform organism, since 

management and manufacture are technical, 

costing is commercial, while material determina¬ 

tion, purchasing, and controlling are partly 

technical, partly commercial. The technical 

control IS insufficient unless it is accompanied by 

the commercial one 

Fig 49 (c) shows that in the present example 

the technical part, i e equipment and buildings. 

IS fairly simple I’he same applies to the manu¬ 

facturing process, for the products, i e crucibles, 

brazing pans, and refractory tubes, etc., vary 

considerably in shape and size (Fig 49 (&)), but 

little in the mixture and composition of their 

constituents 

The cost of the material in each bunkei is 

calculated from the purchase price a.s delivered, 

plus cost of transport from lorry to bunker, plus 

cost of dr>ing the clay 'riieri the subsequent 

proceduie is simple 'fhe production manager has 

only to keep an eye on the correct mixture of the 

material from bunker to the sump, to the template 

tinning luachme oi the hydraulic press, and to the 

drying furnaces He is only designing, mixing, 

manufacturing, costing is not generalh liis 

concern. 

The commercial manager, however. pro\ ides 

the money, buys the raw material, pa\ s the salai les 

of .staff and employees and the other factors' 

exjienses (overhead), finds the manufacturing 

cost for the finished goods, and .sells them His 

concern is how his money is converted into goods 

how goods become invoices for clients, liow the 

invoices become credit at the bank, and how tlie 

credit IS again converted into cash He is com¬ 

pletely sati.sficd if the balance shows a reasonable 

profit Design and rnaniifacttire are not Ins 

province However, in this small .simple factori 

the technical and the commercial director was 

one person There w'as thus a minimum of 

managerial staff The managing director himself 

must always succeed in uniting the jiliysieal 

movements of labour, material, and machinery 

with its clerical reflexion The commercial staff 

purcha.sor, accountant, and book-keeper, must 

help, otherwise the undertaking will become a 

failure whether the manager is an engineer, a 

designer and manufacturer, or a merchant 

interested mainly m buying and selling 

The diagram (Fig 49 (c)) represents a jierfect 

solution, as viewed from the outside The 

technical arrangements of the outer circle (black) 

are good and make succe.ss inevitable The 
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administrative arrangements of the inner circle 

(shaded) are equally good 

1'he costing could be done daily but it was 

controlled weekly, checking deviations by visual 

comparison of requisition slips, and wages-dockets 

with the specification card of each product 

(See Parts List, Fig 21 ) The salesmen could 

then be informed at once if a decrease of selling 

prices was possible so as to beat competition 

Temporary deferments of costing and incorrect 

distribution of material or labour to the orders 

were taken into account weekly 

We have, therefore, found that correct costing 

IS the measure of the efficiency of any organiza¬ 

tion. v erifying and supporting the experience and 

technical judgment of the capable works manager 

'I'he two laws which we develop from the simple 

example of the ciucible factory are - 

(1) 'flic law of the technical management of 

the order (manufacturing) 

(2) The law of its economic adininistiation 

(costing) 

Law (2) contains the measuie for law (I) and 

at the same time embraces the major aim of 

running the factory with profit, this being based 

not merely on the elements of scientific manage¬ 

ment, but also on every asjiect of its technical 

performance and administration It will be 

evident that this provides the whole key to the 

raison d’etre of the factorv. envisaging not only 

eveiy single operation, but also at the same time, 

the whole gamut of operations, practical, technical 

and commercial 

It IS e.ssential that all jiarts of the inulertaking 

Hie eijiially strong, permitting of no bottlenei'ks 

and ensuring full occupation by correct loading 

It IS uneconomic to attach importance to one 

special function Each department is best fitted 

to perform a certain selected activity, as iletei- 

mmed by the management just as in the case of 

the human body the brain controls ev'ery organ, 

and each organ is intended for the performance of 

one sjiecific function The eye, ear, hand or foot 

never perform any function other than that for 

which Nature has created them In the same way 

the parts or organs of a factory as created by men 

ought to be made and u.sed for their single specific 

functions only. The blind man tries to “see with 

his hands,” the deaf man to “hear with his eyes,” 

but only because one of his organs is disturbed 

or prevented from doing the function for which it 

was made But these organs communicate the 

smallest disturbance to the brain in a sharp and 

energetic way and demand immediate relief 

Think of a dust gram m the eye ' 

The works manager, tob, mu.st have an indi¬ 

cating mechanism which works automatically 

If a disturbance occurs he must get the necessary 

information from all his organs at once and by 

one unquestionable indication, so that his imme¬ 

diate interv'ention is possible The shop should 

run like clockwork without serious troubles 

This automatically indicating central organ can 

only be a correctly designed integral costing 

system It has been compared to a mirror, but a 

mirror is a passive instrument, which is useful 

only if you look into it It might better be com¬ 

pared with a .shadow, which is thrown by the object 

and IS inseparable from it. which exists always 

but must be caught up m such a way that it does 

not give a distorted silhouette 'Phe silhouette 

must be characteristic, it must return the mam 

features of the original, appiopriate and in the 

most condensed form 'Phen we can make this 

clerical relle.xion of physical movement a real 

tool which replaces the ‘‘passive and tardy judge 

of the past by an active leader of the present and a 

siifieiior guide for the future ” Thus vital costing 

becomes a work of art, which is produced at the 

.same time as the work, correctly, reliably, and 

self-chcckmg, with the cheajiest apparatus 

The many sheets of paper and forms of control, 

which are establi.shed m many modern workshops 

according fo a ‘ system” may be compared to 

single jiointers (Fig 50 («)) which must be checked 

individually bccau.se they do not have that 

connexion among themselves which exists in a 

clock and which is necessary in an integrated 

mechanism 

Even a complete stoppage of such a single 

pointer doe.s not alter the course of the under¬ 

taking because it is not integral with the organiza¬ 

tion, but IS only loosely attached Of course, 

the management of such a works is driving the 

clock centrally, but the rigid connexion between 

the various dials is replaced by the more or less 
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arbitrary reports of the statisticians These have 

not the same convincing effect as the double-entry 

control of the accountant 

All special indicators and dials should be com¬ 

bined in one single common dial, which should 

show output figures, just as a clock shows hours, 

minutes, and seconds, i.e by a fixed interconnexion 

Decentralized Statistics 
Control and Balance 

between the various details of its mechanism, 

and should be ilriven by the leader as the main¬ 

spring (Fig .jO (fe)) The breakage of one single gear 

tooth then causes the whole clock to go wrong, 

which IS felt and shown by the continual compari¬ 

son of the physical position and its clerical record, 

while the stoppage of an essential part stops the 

whole mechanism. 

Organisms or machines created by man must 

be clear and simple in their operation. Undue bias 

in one direction causes distortion Too much 

“system” causes unrest and at the same time 

needs too much personnel and paperwork. 

Only the real organizer succeeds in combining 

the highc.st economy with the best technical 

performance Such a person will find in every 

case the natural solution of the various problems 

of shop organization 

Examples 

With the exception of the crucible factory, all 

the factories mentioneil (see page 14) used either 

the piinehetl card accounting or an adequate 

combination of accounting machines, as may be 

.seen below — 

1 Brass, bronze and co[)j)er 

products 

2 Machine tools of medium size. 

but with about .'iOOO work¬ 

men 
.3 Big steel works 

4 Machine tools small and 

mcduim-size moderate 

number of workmen 

.-) Rifies 

<) Motor-car works 

7 Electrical instruments 

8 (’loth manufacture 

9 Oil refinery 

(1) Ih-n.ss, Bronze, and Cupper Mi 

'I’he brass, bronze, and coppei mill emplo\od 

3009 jieople with an output of I ton jier head jier 

month, or 30,000 tons per year The mill was 

making plates, sheets, stiips, bars of difterent 

section (hexagon, round, square, etc ), wires of all 

diameters, tubes extruded profiles, stampings, 

pres.sings, etc The finished products were of a 

wide range of dimensions, and of material composi¬ 

tions (See Kig .t ) There were de-oxidized and 

tough-pitch coppers, bras.ses from .5'2 to 78 

per cent copper content alloyed with zinc, tin, 

aluminium, and iron, some aluminium alloys, 

copper-plated steel sheets for bullets, and brass 

cartridges for small ammunition In short, this 

factory had a vast programme typical of non- 

ferrous rolling mills The operators on the ma¬ 

chines worked on between one to three different 

orders per day thus nece.ssitatmg up to 40,000 

wages entries per week for the 2.'50() productive 

operators 

i’linched- 

card 

Accounting 

Accounting 

Machines 
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Similar problems were caused by the purchase 

of the different materials If we consider only 

the three basic materials -copper, tin, and zinc— 

we have to bear in mind that their prices vary 

considerably, sometimes from week to week, and 

that therefore the imrchasing managei must 

watch the external markets very carefully, and 

must select just the right moment for buying in 

order to catch a low juice level 

It was consequently of the greatest impoitance 

that the purchasing tlepartment be given a clear 

review, if jiossible (taily, of the materials necessary 

for future orders to enable the buying jirogramine 

to be maintained Accurate statistics on material 

movements by weight and \alue were required 

daily 

Here was a need for the best automatic aeeount- 

ing machines which could also be iiseil lor general 

statistical jiuijioseH In this ease the punclu'd- 

card system was selected It reduced the stall 

for wages, mateiinls, overhead, and stati.stics 

from -to to about ir>, ,sei\'ing the jiiinching, 

controlling, sorting, and tabulating machines all 

records being based on the use of the punched and 

\enfiod dual caul (see Fig 47) In particular the 

.stathstieal data coneeiiimg mateiials tor puicha.se 

and sales, were deliveied from the tabulating 

niachmes very reliably, (juickly and cheaply 

Anv required statistics coiihl be eomjiileil merely 

by soitmg the cards, this being done automatically 

by the machine and in very shoit time 

(2) Machine Tooh 

A big machine-tool factorv' occujrying about 

4000 workers and manufactuimg capstan and 

combination turret lathes, automatic screw ma¬ 

chines, and vertical milling machines, in big 

batches also used the jamched-card system 

(.‘1) The Sleet IForLs- 

With more than 6000 workers this works had 

about the .same enormous variety of jiroducts as 

had the brass and copper mill ami therefoie also 

used the punched-card system 

Between the two extremes, triplicate hand¬ 

writing and the use of mechanically punched 

cards, we have the systems used by the bulk of 

medium-size factories Examples are— 

(4) Two medium machine-tool factories with 

200 and 4.50 workers 

(.5) The rifle factory with 1200 w’orkers 

(H) The engine works of a motor-car factory 

with about 4000 men 

(7) The factory producing tclejihones, wireless, 

and switchboard apparatus of all kinds, with 

2.500 men 

(8) The cloth manufacturer with HOO ojieiators 

(9) The oil refinery with .500 men 

(4) The two medium-size machine-tool factories 

used accounting machines with some handwriting 

for the control of their fairly big jirogiamme 

(.5) Kijle Factory 

This factory was making 400 rifles per day in 

two shifts of eleven hoiiis It w as a small factoi y 

for this kiml of work, there are fuctones making 

up to 60(M) rifles jier day The rifle is a complicated 

and accurate piece of niechanism It has about 

fifty to sixty-fiv'c diflercnt jiarts according to the 

design, say a Mauser or an Enfiekl i iflc The most 

iliflicult pait IS the body w'hich reipiiics more than 

100 operations .Altogether there are about 900 

operations on the whole instrument including the 

wooden stock Most operations were made on 

single-purpose machines, equiiijied with special 

Jigs and tools The operators (mostly female) 

were doing the same movements all dav long 

clamping and unclamjmig the finished piece, jiut- 

tiiig it on the counting board for finished pieces 

on the light-hand side of the machine and taking 

another partly finushed piece from another count¬ 

ing board on the left-hand side of her machine 

The counting boards were square wooden fix¬ 

tures. with a certain number of holes or openings, 

e g 10, 20, .50 or 100, varying according to the 

size and weight of the eomjjonents for which they 

were intended. There were as many counting 

boards as necessary to keep the factory in full 

production at 400 rifles jier day and to facilitate 

the control of the quantity of insjiected jiieces 

when changing the shift. An interv al of one hour 

between the two shifts was sufficient to rest the 

machines, to complete the inspection of quantity 

and quality and to put down on the operator’s 

piece slip the number of inspected and accepted 
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parts The floor inspectors were at work all day 

long They did not insjicct every o|)eration but 

only the “danger spots” which were carefully 

laid out and reduced to a minimum In such a 

quantity production the batch number is kept 

constant The o{ieration is always the same for 

the same person and is done on the same familiar 

single-purpose machine 

Consequently the “loading” of all machine 

tools was well planned, and production control 

was done by the daily report of the piece dockets 

signed by the inspector. Together with the scrap 

report, showing which parts could be repaired and 

which must really be scrapped, there was a perfect 

production control which was practically auto¬ 

matic and rigidly controlled by the output of 4(M) 

checked rifles ^ler day Allowance was made for 

the replacement of excess scrap at the end of the 

week by increasing or decreasing the order fiom 

the usual 412 (3 per cent scrap allowance) to a 

higher or lower figure as necessary 

'I’his was an unusually simple works to admin¬ 

ister m spite of the complicated nature of the 

product. There were always big batches of the 

same quantity and ty|ie of part for each machine, 

controlled by the daily output of finished parts 

and the number of complete rifles assembled and 

accepted A permanent running order for rifle.s 

was m uninterrupted production and the piece 

dockets showed the same time per piece for slightly 

varying quantities, requiring a minimum of 

writing and permitting eontrol by weekly rejxirts 

containing major deviations 

Because all departments deliver their products 

for the sub-as.sembly or first assembly with slight 

unavoidable dimensional variation, a certain 

amount of fitting was necessary on many parts, 

1 e selective assembly The work of all depart¬ 

ments had, of course, to be balanced so that 400 

complete rifles could be tested every day. 

No bottleneck was possible Home parts were 

hardened, some of them were browned by a 

chemical process, and the seat of the sight was 

soft-.soldered to the barrel. The whole manufac¬ 

turing process was not a simple one, yet it had to 

run like clockwork because the products were 

required for immediate use by the Forces who 

could not accept delay nor go to a competitor 

But the problem of administration and manage¬ 

ment was, in this case, jiarticularly simple It 

was simpler than in the crucible factory, for 

instance, where the main products varied in 

shape, size, and mixture of constituents Simple 

accounting machines in this ca.se jierformed the 

whole of the weekly costing. 

(H) Motar Cars 

Motor cars, both engines and a.ssembly repre¬ 

sent typical ma,ss production, which maintains the 

same uninterrupted flow for months at a time 

It IS generally sufficient to issue a lunning order 

for sev'eral months' output, say iqi to .50.0tK» 

engines, but to watch weekly deviations up or 

down by compaiing the actual weight of materials 

u.sed with the parts list and actual wages paid with 

the fixcil rates allowed, output being controlled 

in batches of between and 3o00 engines 

Such a quantity-onler may be stopped any day 

if circumstances require it, without interfering 

with the supply of correct information bv the 

costing office 

In a continental car factory the batch quan¬ 

tities per part or sub-as.sembly or a,ssembly are 

taken and prieeil with the average earnings per 

department, because the single piece-prices vary 

according to the variable bonus of different 

workers Suitable accounting machines solve 

the costing problem in this case 

(7) Telephone, Telegraph, W'l.rele'ts, and Swttrh- 

board Apimiaha^ 

These components of motor cars, aeroplanes, 

and submarines are complicated items the design 

of which suffers frequent mollification to-day 

owing to the rapid technical development in this 

field, but the designer tries to use as many stan¬ 

dardized units as possible if e.ssential changes 

are made, all tooling and jigging must, of course, 

be changed too, whereas the same machine tools 

remain in use with the changed jigs 

In the factory in question the costing was done 

in the following way— 

The planning department furnished the specifi¬ 

cation charts which were ba.sed on long experience 

of similar parts. The ratefixer knew by exper¬ 

ience and statistics how many parts could be 
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punched, drawn, turned, drilled, nulled, etc , in a 

certain time He also knew, by time stmlies, 

the time permissible in minutes for fitting the 

sub-assemblies, so that a good ba.sis was available 

for planning and loading Most of the work was 

ilono on piece-rates, quoted in minutes 

The total sum paid to the workers as gross 

wages must coincide with the total sum allocated 

to the orders each week This is the accountant’s 

balance, but before the wages were paid there was 

a visual control of the piece dockets signed by the 

inspector against the ratefixer's assembly parts 

list The comparison of the price paid |K*r the 

dockets had to coincide with the price alloweil on 

the ratefi.\er’s parts list This is a fairly heavy 

task, therefore it was done only once x^r month for 

all important products, using accounting machines 

{H) Tv utile irorX’,s' 

These were mixing their cotton and wool in 

different quantities, ipialitics, and colours, aeeoiil- 

ing to fluctuating ijublie taste Here the designer 

needed special skill, exxienence. and acumen in 

order to meet the demands of the individualistic 

market with the smallest possible number of 

mixtures Remembei the report of the British 

committee of lf>44 on tlie competition of American 

standardized clotli made on automatic looms as 

against the Lancashire hand looms individually 

oxicrated, and fulfilling special demands Quality 

was the same, though the price of the Aineiican 

Iirodiict was much lowei 

The buyers of wool and cotton (which is exxien- 

sive and mainly bought from outside), and the 

sales staff must work together to guarantee the 

success of the business The manufacturing 

Xirocess of weaving (see Kig. 17) was invariably 

flyer, mule, iingspin, warping, weaving, dying, 

dressing, and finishing machines—the same for 

any quality of cloth 'I'herefore, the recording by 

the book-keexicr of the internal jjrime cost on the 

system of hourly rates x>lus a bonus was selected 

and proved satisfactory Manual book-keexnng 

plus a moderate addition of accounting machines 

was sufficient to solve the jiroblems of costing in 

this factory 

(h) Oil Hvjinety 

The activities of an oil refinery reiiresent 

automatically controlled high-standard xn’oductioii 

on specifications according to 

tested chemical xiroces-ses The ciude oil is the 

only direct material and this is yjrocessed chemi¬ 

cally by contact with various solvents, extractois, 

anil bleachers which do not remain in the finished 

product but are removod dining the x^rocess after 

having completed their desired effects. Economic 

control IS based on nutornaticallv written records, 

using accounting machines and handwriting, 

provnling automatic comxiaiison with predeter¬ 

mined standards The control of stocks, produc¬ 

tion. etc , IS balanceil ilaily by automatic systems 

and lunning co.sts aie compared with xuedeter- 

mined standard costs 
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CHAPTER VII 

Machinability 

Mt’CH HAS been w ritten and said about the word 

‘Machinability” and about its vaiiation in 

meaning according to the typo of machining ojicra- 

tions involved The American practice intends to 

cover by machinability at least three different 

material properties * (1) the true machinability, 

le the ease with which a chip may be remov'cd, 

(2) the temlcncy of the material to wear the tool, 

which IS called ” Abrasiv'eness” , (3) the ease with 

which a good finish may be obtameil, “Finish- 

ability ' We propose to consider each property 

separately in selecting the material for a given 

operation, and to evaluate the ratings in accord¬ 

ance with tlieir importance m each particular case 

Machinability as a Reciprocal Effect of 
Material and Tool; and its Measurement 

For our purpo.se we will define the tiue inachin- 

ability of a mateiial as its conduct, while being 

cut with a .standard cross-section of chip using a 

standardized kind and shape of cutting tool, 

whn-li must leniam sliarp during its action 

Therefore tiue machinability liepends on the 

resistance wliich the correctly shaped sharp cutting 

edge of the tool encounters m penetrating the 

material (Since the load which is applied is 

referred to as a force, machinability should be 

measured as a force (specific force per sq in ) in 

pounds independent of other cutting conditions 

particularly cutting speed, cro.ss-.section of chip, 

material of tool This independence has been 

proved by many investigators 'I'he surface 

finish is irrelevant for rough-turning (machining 

tests) and generally obtained by some subsequent 

giHiding method 

As tlic measured tangential cutting force (7’) 

IS the power component of the main cutting force 

(F) (Fig fiTn), it can be used directly to calculate 

tlie cub in. pei hoi-.se power and minute as basis 

* 7'Aysjc.s of Metal CiiltniQ, H Krnst, Cincinnati, pp 31, 32 

of comparison This kind of macbinability of 

materials (cutting resistance) is the only variable 

of the machining test, and has nothing to do with 

tool life, since the tool must be kept sharp always 

ilurmg the short machining test 

Tool Life 

Tool life, however, depends on the economic 

cutting speed, the cro.ss-scction of chip, the dulling 

pro])erties (abrasiveness) of the material, the 

dimensional accuracy and the surface quality 

required from the specimen It is generally 

measured by the cutting speed which allows an 

hour's tool life (I'go) between grindings 

Macbining metals by cutting covers the great 

majority of workshop processes, i e turning, 

drilling, boring, reaming, threati-ciitting, planing, 

shaping, milling, gear-cutting, grinding, honing, 

lapping, super-finishing The problems which are 

dealt with m this book, are restricted to the 

ordinary methods of metal cutting However, 

it IS not overlooked that whenever “chipless 

forming” can be used instead, i e in the different 

processes of forging, punching, pressing, drawing, 

coining, powder metallurgy, etc . they usually 

beat the chip-producing machine tools for mass- 

production w’ork, both economically and m 

keeping a very high degree of accuracy up to full 

interchangeability, e g tin cans and their tight 

fitting lids. 

The proiiuction engineer wants to use machine 

tools and cutting tools which will last a long time 

without perceptible wear At the same time the 

labour spent to hnish a specimen is to be as cheap 

as possible To fulfil these conditions, the material 

of the parts must be sufficiently strong but easily 

machinable. 

The tyjie (e g steel) and quality (e g tons per 

sq in tensile strength, elongation, etc ) of material 

is determined only by the designer The old 
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saying that “manufacturing commences at the 

designing board’’ obtains here its strongest and 

most evident confirmation 

The designer will always endeavour to create 

a component which maintains its shape a long 

time without deformation arising by tension, 

compression, bending, torsion, or collapse, while 

being exposed to the highest stress it is likely to 

bear in actual use. Furthermore, the part must 

not undergo any change of geometrical shape 

(flat surface, cylinder, taper, ball, etc ) by mole¬ 

cules being rubbed off in consequence of wear. 

The choice of the right material as to (a) 

resistance to stress and, {b) resistance to wear, is 

one of the most important tasks of the designer 

He makes the main spindle of a lathe of cai^ur- 

izing steel, because it will lie bent, pressed, pulled, 

and generally submitted to distorting forces and 

must be resistant m every respect He has its 

jourrial surfaces case-hard^ed and ground in 

order that they may keep their cylindrical dr 

conical shape for a long period without wear 

The spindle bearing is made of high-quality bronze, 

the lower stress resistance of which is compen¬ 

sated for by the stiffness of the housing, and 

because its qualities against wear are very favour¬ 

able If the main bearing of the machine tool is 

well made, the whole machine will produce good 

work 

Typical examples of the fact that resistance to 

stress and to wear are the decisive factors for 

different designs, are the soft piston of light 

metal with cast-iron expanding rings m the hard 

cast-iron or heat-treated steel liner of the auto¬ 

mobile cylinder , the hardened gears of the head- 

stock of a high-speed lathe made of nickel chrome 

.steel, the hardened steel balls or rollers in the 

hardened races of anti friction bearings, and so 

on The production engineer has to execute what 

the designer dictates, and he will do so as long as 

the growing difficulties of machinability do not 

militate against output. 

Let us now consider the question of admissible 

abrasion in connexion with the hardness of the 

material, and with its resistance in general; the 

importance of the point being demonstrated by 

the simple observation of {a) hardened cutting 

tools which are worn out in a few hours by 

machining steel, (h) the cast-iron slide ways of 

machine tools, which become inaccurate and make 

accurate manufacturing impossible, though only 

after some years of use 

Of all the materials which have to bo machined, 

iron and steel are still by far the most important, 

so that in most ca.ses the requirements for machin¬ 

ing these materials must receive first consideration 

when .selecting machines and tools 

The cutting action creates heat at the working 

tip of the tool Temperatures of chips vary from 

3(Kf°C’. for turning ferrous metals with high-speed 

steel tools up to 1600° (! (burning steel chips in 

spite of copious water supply) in the case of grind¬ 

ing The.se temperatures are created by shearing, 

compressing and cuiling or burning the chip from 

the piece and by friction between the flowing chip 

anil tool surface At the moment of shearing 

the piece, tool edge and chip element must obviously 

all have the same high tenijierature The cleaner 

the tool surface and the better the cutting 

action, the lower the temperature, therefore we 

must try to avoid building-up of the tool edge, 

which IS always detrimental as it clogs the sharp 

edge and spoils the cutting action and the surface 

quality When using cemented carbides and high 

cutting speeds the temperature at the tool nose 

rises very quickly to between 400° to 700° C (red 

hot) Such a heat would soften ordinary high-speed 

steel tools (18-4-1), whii'h cannot stand moie than 

about 300°(.’, and might deteiiorate the surface 

of the work-piece. For example, by grinding 

thin-hardened or ca.se-hardeiied surfaces hair 

cracks are sometime.s produced (gear-grinding) 

when the abrasive is clogged The removal of the 

hot chip from the moving piece is always quick 

(cutting speed), but the contact with the .station¬ 

ary tool IS never interrupted Heat and dry- 

frictioii combined crater the tool and eventually 

cause collapse of the cutting edge, therefore the 

speed must be increased to the permissible maxi¬ 

mum The superiority of cemented carbide 

tipped tools over high-speed tools is founded on 

this fact For this reason the question of lubri¬ 

cant-coolants for high-speed tools is of considerable 

importance if the unfavourable influence of these 

high temperatures caused by friction is to be 

reduced to a minimum, but the effect of such 
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coolants on cemented carbides in the zone of 

350° to 900° C. IS not yet fully clarified. Cemented 

carbides easily withstand higher temperatures up 

to 900° C , hence the application of a suitable 

coolant must be made very amply and carefully 

before the cut commences, or the hard and brittle 

tool will crack by the belated supply oi coolants 

Unless the supiily of coolant is certain, it is prefer¬ 

able to cut dry with carbides. More than 90 }ier 

cent of the heat produced is carried away by the 

flowing chips. 

The niachinability of standard steels and 

especially of alloy steels exerts a great influence 

upon the production economy in all workshops 

In general, as the physical pro|x»rtics of material.s 

are increased continuously in ordei to make more 

resistant components, so the difficulty of machin¬ 

ing those components increases, because the ma- 

chmability of the material becomes poorei A 

considerable impiovemcnt in production efficiency 

would be acliieved if constructional steels were 

prodiiceil which could be easily machined (ma- 

chinability) and which nevertheless had chemical 

constituents and physical projicrties which would 

withstand working conditions (tensile sfrength, 

stress and wear) present in many parts of auto¬ 

mobiles. aeroplanes, machine tools, etc 

Nowadays, designers are frccpiently compelled 

to design comjionents in which weight-reduction 

IS an important factor, eg for the aeroplane 

engine To facilitate the jirofluction of these 

components, materials are eontimially being 

developed with improved physical projiertics, 

such as higher tensile strength (120 tons per s<j in ) 

resistance to fatigue, etc So far as alloy steels 

are concerned these physical improvements are 

usually accompanied by a considerable wonsening 

in niachinability, so that production cost (stress on 

machine tools, power consumption, wear of tools, 

etc.) becomes so high that it creates serious limita¬ 

tions to the economic manufacture of the parts of 

such high class engines It is further desirable 

that producers and users of these superior steels 

should co-operate to restrict the number of differ¬ 

ent specifications of such materials as much as 

possible Such a restriction would lead to greater 

uniformity of composition and physical jiroperties 

of steels supplied at different times and in different 

places, and would also reduce the cost of produc¬ 

tion Another aim of such standardization should 

be to select steels which have the required 

physical properties combined with a machining 

factor within the economic limits of production 

It IS encouraging to note that in America and in 

Great Britain in recent years steels of high 

jiliysical properties have been made which seem 

much easier and therefore cheaper to machine than 

the .steels of similar physical propeities which have 

hitherlo been commonly iiseii (free-cutting steels) 

The American Standards Association together 

with the Society of Automobile Engineers stan¬ 

dardized about 290 kinds of steel, and in 1939 

published a manual* giving feeds, speed.s, etc . 

for the machining of these materials under various 

conditions These data should be modernized 

to-day because the present tools allow higher 

cutting speeds combined with longer tool life 

The increasingly exacting reipnrements of tlie 

designer must be recognized, nevertheless the 

difficulties of quantity fuoduction of .steel by the 

the steel maker ami of components by the manu¬ 

facturer must also be considered In most cases 

.some reduction in the number of specifications 

might be effected by eliminating unnecessary over¬ 

lapping, although the steel maker needs some toler¬ 

ances to facilitate both manufacturing and sales 

It is desirable to know the speeds for a tool 

life of eight-hours (shift — T.isq , see page 142) 

under various conditions of cutting, because by 

working at this lower speed it is possible to arrange 

for the replacement of tools and the grinding 

without interruption during working shifts These 

economic cutting sjx'cds for hard and tough 

materials arc also the basis for accurate ratefixmg 

as applied to heavily stressed parts 

Deep roughing cuts, as those shown in Eig .51 

where the chip area was T.5 sq in (1^ in deeyi by 

0-85 in. feed), are undesirable Such a heavy 

chip taken from steel of 18 to 20 tons sq in tensile 

strength (1.50 tons pressure) required at a speed of 

15 ft;min a drive of about 150 h p This chip was 

actually produced on a giant vertical boring mill. 

Although such chips are possible, the modern 

* Manual on Cuttin-/ Mtlal'i (Sinrjle-po,7if L<Uhr Tooln). 
published by the ..\ineiican Society of Mwhanical Knginocrs, 
Now York, 1939 
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trend is to reduce the material allowance for 

machining (Fig o'i) to the absolute minimum, so 

that the chip depths are as small as possible 

Where deep cuts have to be taken it is desirable 

to adjust the feed in order to give a “depth to 

feed’" ratio of between 4 1 and lb 1 Such 

thin, flat chips bend easily, the friction on the 

tool face, causing heat, is reduced, thus requiring 

smaller power consumption and ensuring increased 

tool life It IS important that the designer shouhl 

Kui "il t'HU*. l .V IN KHIO mm' (Ij" i>i-nn 
0 80' i-hi-u) 

arrange for castings and stampings to have the 

minimum machining allowances (see Fig 22) 

Some parts, such as the mam shaft of a steam tur¬ 

bine or a Diesel engine, may have large steps which 

call for heavy roughing cuts in the machining pro¬ 

cess, but this must be the exception and not the 

rule 
The three demands on modern tools are (1) 

high sliced, (2) long life, (.‘I) accuracy and good 

quality of surface All three mean economy for 
the user Achievement of these three conditions 

dejiends not only upon the tool but also on the 

cutting resistance of the material to be machined, 

its tensile strength, hardness and toughness, and 

its wearing projierties Increase in resistance of 

the material is finally reflected back on to the 

machine tool, which must be designed for greater 

power and speed and made more rigid The 

surface finish is generally produced by grinding 

operations, (See page 221 ) 

Attempts to speed up old machines to exploit 

high-speed tools must be made carefully as many 

breakdowns are probable and these may outweigh 

the benefit It is necessary to balance all rotating 

parts dynamically if they turn at more than 

2000 r p m . especially the mam spindle together 

with the parts fitted thereto. (See Fig lO.'i ) 

v^lllth ' « h il, I'l, 
IMuht II l> 1,, Ik 

‘i!"n“V m" '<i" 2^'!," .i;;;' i u" 

Fm MaIHININC. Xl.LUWANChS 

The cutting s(ieed depends on the endurance of 

the tools against continual wear by abrasion. 

That IS the criterion for the whole machine shop. 

Output IS always dependent on the influence of 

hard and soft constructional materials on the wear 

of tools 

In this connexion life tests of tools are of real 
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importance as their results can be translated 

directly into shop practice 

The endurance of the tool must be considered 

in the ratefixing department m the fixing of 

correct cutting speeds The operator can work 

directly at the prescribed cutting speed only if 

the machine tool has a cutting-speed indicator, or 

indirectly if the number of revolutions (n) is made 

plain by a table (see later, Table XLIl) fixed 

12 X n 
to the machines, ealcidatcd from n -= '— in 

■jid 

connexion with the gear drive (a = jieripheral 

s|>eed in feet per minute, d — external or internal 

diameter of piece m inches) The speeds m r p m 

of this Table must correspond to tho.se on the plate 

of th(' machine It must be stateil that this is 

only to be taken literally for the standard qualities 

of materials, for the cutting edge can be worn by 

other influences than those of cutting forces 

(’arbide crystals in soft steel or crystals of chrome, i 

manganese, etc , cause considerable abrasion, * 

while \ety soft mateiial such as pure copper,! 

dulls the tool with a small cutting force Yet e\cn | 

for soft cojiper the rule is valid the better the 

shape of the tool, the smallei the cutting force. 

for a rapid increase of the cutting force signifies 

the end of tool by excessive wear 
The economic tool life differs greatly fromthe tool 

life determined by the wearing out of the cutter 

The economic tool life of a given tool is the number 

of hours it can continue to be used for the manu¬ 

facture of a ceitain number of pieces at mininium 

cost, '^riie.se expenses arc conifiosed of (1) cost of 

making the tool, (2) cost of setting up the tool, 

i'i) |K>wer consumption, (+) depreciation of the 

machine (see Kig til) 

The total of these expenses will differ according 

to the management of the shop, the equipment 

of machines, slia[>e of tools, nature of the tool- 

making depaitment, etc These are very compli¬ 

cated economic questions, which should be con- 

sideretl by the planning department in addition to 

the piirelv machining items. (See page 1 + 1. 

'Pool Life ) 

Material Being Machined 

What has been saal of the tool also applies to 

the material to be cut It is necessary to know 

its resistance against cutting, otherwise it is 

imiiossible to give the light cutting speed The 

T.VBOK \vi 

Brineui, Hari)NEs.s ami f'uTTiNo Speed 

PUVSKAI, PiKll 

Biinell 

Typp :104 (stnink-ss stfol) \nnpnl«-<l 

111 (.I llFM 
pel gi ind > 

SH (24 hrs ) 

(’-1(122 leactod 
('-1019 (low-earbon ii 

steel) plain 

SAK 52100 
(steel tubing) 

SAK 52100 
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Rnncll tests and tlie carbon content are simple 

to deriv'e and are often used to give an idea of the 

maeliinability of mild, semi-hard, and hard steels. 

The Brinell (Rockwell, Vickers) impression can 

usually be made on a very small part of the sur¬ 

face. and where it does not affect the appearance 

The chemical analysis can be made with chi|js or 

with a small part of the bar or spectroscopically 

It IS a far spread error to identify the Brinell 

hardness or the tensile strength derived from 

Brinell hardness (about 4-5- 1) with the machin- 

ability of materials. There are some investigators, 

who believe that machining tests are unnecessary 

m the workshop, because all information required 

could be done with the Brinell hardness as well 

Table XVI contains tests with new tyjies of 

special steels.* A sintered carbide tool was used, 

• Paper read in JVeiv York on 2n<l llecembot. 1U4<I. on 
' Correlation of tho Machining Properties of Several Hepio 
sentatives of Stwl, with the Mechanics of Cutting,” by K 
Merchant and N Zlatin, Cincinnati Milling Machine Co 

the side rake angle was -j-lO" l''he data proved 

that of the eight types of steel investigated— 

(1) Type 304, with low Brinell hardness of 139, 

allowed less speed (70-90 f.p.m.) than the harder 

typo 303 With B.H 11)2, allowing 100-130 f p m. 

(2) That the two steels, A-8tJ40 with approxi¬ 

mately tho same B.H. (187 and 191), required 

20 per cent difference m the cutting speeds, a 

difference which is still accentuated because the 

hours of tool life for the softer material were 

double as long as those with the harder material 

(3) That SAE .'*2100 cold-drawn, much used 

for ball-bearing races, with B H. 235, which 

was considerably liarder than SAE .52100, 

cold-drawn and annealed with B H 190. allowed 

again a higher speed of 95 against 85 f p m 

Only for the steels C-l()22 and ('-1019. the 

B.H. corresponded to the speed variations 

Particularly interesting data on chrome-nickel 

alloy steels are compiled in Table XVIIa. 

TABLE XVIIA 

Brinell Hardness—Types op Tool—Machinino Index—Rklvtivk Tool 1„ii<e— 

Metal Removino Factor 

Machining Iiulcx 
Tangential Force 
lb per 0 IMII sq in 

Helal ■ Tool 
lale tor a Chip 

Aron of 
0 (XW2 Hq in 

('lifting SiiolmI 
f p m 

SAE 461.5 
SAE 2512 
S.AE 231.) 

SAE 3130 I.)5 
SAE 3130 — ' 2 
SAE 3240 1H2 

ated SAE 3240 J 
a SAE 5130 143 

SAE 5130 , ~ \ -2 
, SAE 51.50 ; 177 i 
' SAE 5150 I — I 2 
j SAE 6130 I 156 1 
j SAE 6130 1—2 

SAE 6150 i 168 i 
I SAE 6150 j — , 2 

Research Department, Berlin, 1933 

1-57 
1 44 
1 43 
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They contain ten American and four (lerman according to the constant slope of the cliaracter- 

chrome-nickel steels, mostly used for motor cars istic lines (Fig. 53). Table XVIIa shows in the 

and aeroplanes. The cross-section of chijis used lower part that all Brinell hardnesses of the 

were about 0 003 sq in , 0-006, 0 009 and 0-0125 annealed materials are between 25 to 35 per cent 

sq in. (2—4—6-8 mm'-*) The Table giv^es the lower than those of the normalized pieces of the 

iach^*^mc.tric 

Brinell hardness, the heat-treatment, the shape 

of too], the machining index in pounds per 0 001 

sq in. (specific cutting force), and the measured 

cutting speed for a tool life of 60 minutes But 

the tangential back and feed forces were measured 

with a chip of 0-0062 sq in. only. The machining 

index was derived by measuring the total tangen¬ 
tial force by a three-component dynamometer 

extrapolating from 0-006 sq in. to 0-001 sq in. 

same analysis, but the measured cutting speed for 

*’60 (tool life) remained about the same for both 

cases, because the machining indices vary only 

little from 2 to 8 per cent. These life tests were 

particularly made (m 1934) as check tests, 

published already in 1928* and made on the 

same materials but using partly another shape 

• Stahl and Krsen, IltiS, G Si litesinger ( • Machmability of 
Construction Steols for Motor Cars.”) 
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of tool These two shapes, tool !S with 2(F 

side rake against tool B with 12° caused consider¬ 

ably different machining indices which proved the 

necessity to standardize the shape of the tool 

according to the material (8ee Fig 55 and 

Table XVIITa ) 

In Fig 14 the cutting speed is plotted both 

against the Bnnell hardness and the machining 

cutting tool was made of 5 per cent cobalt + 

(18-4-1) high-speed steel, its hardness was b(l to 

62 Rockwell (• These misleading results based on 

the w'rong use of Brinell hardness for cutting 

projierties are particularly annoying for the rate- 

fixer and the workshop in setting and using the 

correct cutting speed to get a reasonable tool life. 

We have learned in recent decades that neither 

(Ornplw plotti.l from 'I.ililr lllii ) 

index The Bnnell diagram is clearly divided in 

three groups- (1) for six soft-carbunzing, not 

heat-treated alloy steels, (2) for six different 

soft-annealed American alloy steels, (3) for tlie 

same six American steels, but normalized and 

for two normalized hard German steels. The 

machming-index diagram shows a clear straight 

line for all twenty investigated steels The Brinell 

hardness diagram visualizes the striking difference 

between Brinell hardness and machining index as 

basis Obviously the tool life is allocated from 

50 ft/min for the hard material SAE 3312 up to 

180 ft/min for the soft steel EN 15 to the machin¬ 

ing index and not to Bnnell hardness. The 

the chemical analysis nor the physical properties 

of the material to be machined siiflice as data 

from which to draw reliable conclusions on its 

machinabihty But it is certain that the ]>ro- 

gressive use of standardized types of steels and 

ferrous castings and of all non-ferrous materials 

(such as copper, aluminium, and magnesium 

alloys) and the consi.stent reduction of the number 

of available types by the steel, copper, brass, 

aluminium and elektron mills and foundries will 

create an increasing command over the prelimi¬ 

nary processes, particularly of the heat-treatment, 

with the aim of securing for each material uniform 

machining conditions. The machining index will 
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then need to be determined only once for any new 

material. 

B S I. Standards Nos 1, 2, 11, l.>, 21, 28, 32, 

etc , (J5 to 82, etc , 970, and 971 still contain about 

170 different typos of steels alone for general 

engineering, electricity, shipbuilding, aeroplanes, 

etc As mentioned above, the Manual of the 

American Society of Mechanical Encjineers even 

mentions 290 types of steels However, there 

IS a tendencv to stamlardize, i e to reduce 

the numbers of types and, therefore to gi\c 

a chance to the production engineer who has 

to machine them to define the most economic y 

procedure by selecting the best shape and 

kind of tools foi machining 

As it IS not possible to ailapt the tool K. 

angles even approximately to the best work¬ 

ing conditions of, say, 170 different types, an 

average selection must be improviseil to sol\e 

an almost desperate problem 

Table XVIIn shows how on the Continent 

the motor-car industry and the steel mills by 

their close co-opcration leduced a range of 

sixty different quality alloy steels (Ni and 

Ni-Cr), used in the highest stre.ssed parts of 

the engine and driving gear, to one of 11 to 

their mutual ailvantage 'fhis made it 

the sjxjcific machining problem correctly, but it 

should not be left in the hands of the foreman 

alone, as he cannot possibly be expected to follow 

the rapid development of tools and materials 

Fig aiy gives the proposed nomenclature for the 

cutting angles of single-point tools, much used in 

(Jreat Britain 

(Considering the fact that about sixteen (nine 

Section XX Perp to 
Cutting eV 

5 Side Included An/He 
y Side Rake Angle ° 
0 Bake (or top rake) Angle 
cr Front Clearance AngJe, 

(nose clearance angle) 
K Plan Approach Angle 
£ Plan Included Angle 
A Plan Trail Angle^ 

ViewYY ParalleC^ 
to Side Cutting Edg< 

of Npse 
&I.Secondary 

Clearance Angles. 

Interference of 
f. I Soft Shank and 
°3 hp in Grinding 

possible to make niachmability and *AnglesYandQare mFuU Devekwjnent They are named 
1,1 / X } Positive Rake Angles, iFSIoping IS beloyv the C 

tool life tests in the reasonable time of 2 Negate 

1 \ years * liesides these eleven alloy- 

steels, a factory making the complete 

cat (engine, chassis, body) might need, perhaps, a 

hiindrerl different materials 

Table WIMa gives a review of eight dillerent 

Nvell-proven combinations of tool angles ami 

shapes, as applied to large general groups of the 

principal materials ordinarily used in a factory, 

ferrous and non-ferrous, and enumerated in the 

Rake Angles, jf Sloping is below the Centre Line (UsualShape) 
Rake Angle, if Sloping is above the Centre L me (New Development) 

normal, seven sfiecial) different tool shapes aie 

nece.s.sary (see 'J'able XXVI) for at least four groups 

of material (No.s 2 to .T of Table XVITTa), we 

already have 4 x 9 — 3(i (eventually 4 x 19 — 04) 

ilifferent tools, which must be at the personal 

disposal of a skilled turner at his lathe , he cannot 

borrow the ordinary tools from the toolroom for 
.second column of the Table As the limits for 

the grouping are very wide it is quite natural 

that for special cases, c g for a shipyard, which has 

also to use many anti-corrosive metals (eg 

.stainle.s.s .steels, Tobin bronze, etc ), additional oi 

sub.stitute tool contours must be inserted to .solve 

* (l) SUM und Niren, I'lJS, Noh IO-U. pp I -13, tl 
Sc'hk'Hinnor, " Miic-hintiliilitv of r<mxtriii turn Stools ol Aiito- 
inohiles” {Heal boitboi keit doi Konsli iiktionstnhio im .\iito 
rnobilbau) (2) Aidiir f d KiwnlnillrnurDrii. Kobnmry, x. 
1934, No S, Pillions 

every job "The dividends of the factory are 

sitting at the e<lge of the cutting tools,” is an 

unalterable truth, just as much as. ‘ (live us 

the tools, and w’c will finish the job ” 

As most worksliops pos.se.ss old, more moflern, 

and quite modern machine tools the prescriptions 

for the use of high-speed (IH-^4-1), su|>er- 

liigh-speed (cobalt-tungsten l()-lS-5-l-5), stellite 

80/100, and cemented carbide-tipped tools (see 

Table XX) must be adapted to the different 
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tlie Brinell hardness number is not so, especially 

in the ease of all cast materials. It is. of course, 

easy to make Brinell tests and very difficult, if 

not impossible, to make tensile test bars of a 

particular piece of material All production 

re.search engineers are looking for a factor which 

similar to the tensile resistance of a material, 

characterizes its resistance to the cutting action 

of tools 

Resistance is measured as a foice In calcula¬ 

tions on beams, girdei's, stands, etc the foice of 

lesistance to rupture is generally combined with 

a safety factor of about 1 1(», becau.se the beam 

should not be destroyed or even distorted It 

seems plausible to try to find a machining factor 

which represents the resistance of material against 

separation by leal cutting action. The cutting pio- 

cedure is complex (there are nineteen vaiiables), 

but we must try to see the problem as a whole, and 

not be deterred by the comjilexity of its details ♦ 
When we take a lathe, we have as a formula 

for the power of the motor driving the machine 

where P hor.se power (h p ) 

F — cutting force (lb) 

r : cutting speefl (feet/niin) 

“ constant factor — HS.OOU (lb feet/ 

min) 

K — total efficiency of machine tool 

(idle -t- loail influence on the driv'- 

ing gear). 

Abrasivene.ss requires a special test, but one 

which can be connected with the Tester (Fig 50) 

• “IJetormirmt ion of Mac hmability,” Tool L>Je noil 
Maihine. Toot—Maohmery, London, 3vcl and loth Ootohei. 
1(146 " How to Mousiire Machmability,” American Machinml, 
New York, ilst November, 1946 

Because the radial (Ji) and axial (F) compo¬ 

nents of the main cutting force (P) (Fig 57a) do 

not perceptibly affect the horse-power, as they 

produce only additional friction in the slideways, 

it is peimi.ssible for our purpose to replace the 

resultant force (P) by the tangential force T which 

simplifies measurement by enabling the usual com¬ 

plicated and e.xpensive .‘1-component dynamo¬ 

meter to be replaced by the simple and robust 

.single-cornponent instrument (see Fig 56), which 

works without chatter anrl vibration The three- 

component instrument is, however, neces.sary for 

tool re.search to investigate the influence of the tool 

angles separately 'I’o secure a fi.xed basis of com¬ 

parison, the eight standardized shajies of cutting 

tools used for finding tJie machining index must 

be kept identical for the eight basic classes of 

inateiial, as per Table XVII14 

The regrindmg of the standard test tool must 

therefore he performed hv using simple hand- 

operated flxtuies which giiaiantee identical angles 

and contours without having to check them by a 

tool protractor (Kig 57h) However, a cheek test 

from time to time is advisable to piovent mistakes 

by careless grinding 

If we assume the eflicieiicy fai-tor foi an average 

well-maintained and normally loaded inachiiu> 

KiC) r>7b Tool-am!!,!-, Pkotiiactoii 

tool (motor include<I) about five years old, to bo 

E ^ 0-67, we have C x E 33,000 x 0-67 = 

22,000 and the simplified formula becomes. 

P ^ f ^ ^ lb ft/min 
22,000 

The total tangential cutting force divided by 
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the cross-sectional area of chip is the specific 

pressure in pounds per sq inch If the chip area 

IS standardized for these machining tests to 0 0(11 

sq in., we read instead of l(K)(t Ib/sq in directly 

the index in pounds on the dial To avoid non- 

permissible residue the ratio of depth to feed 

should be not less than 4 I A section of ^ in 

depth X fl'i in feed, or, more accurately, 0-()6jJo 

in X 0 0156 in , meets both requirements, that of 

the area — 0 001 sq m , and that of the ratio 4 I * 

I’he graphs (see Fig 53) show that the indices 

decrease with increasing chip area, 0-001 sq in 

gives the largest indices, but the slojie for larger 

areas can be ignored for this kiiul of defining true 

machinability on the basis of the standardizeil 

unit of chij) area, using standardized tools 

Now. using t he same or a stronger testing insti ii- 

ment for heavier chips, a s|xied should be chosen 

for the tool to be tested w'hich will allow of a tool 

life of 60 minutes — This speofl depends both 

upon the material of the cutting tool and the 

material of the specimen to be machined, but 

6000 
-o 

~ r 
E - 

dxf^'oomCNW 
- - cum P 

24CN1 
“ 0 0093 CNm 

0009 cnir 

-S 
_o0( 093 Cjl 

woo 

f ft-Jt o“ ~^00 

-1 

162 SU4SJO ns/Te, 
1 (M 

Kile 

-trs 
0 001SS SM 45 Tons/Tenstle(^^7S. 

so K 0 ^ 200^ _ 300 400 SO 
Feel Per Min. 

IS 30 40 60 76 90 W6 120 ISO 
Metres Per Mm 

Speed 

Ki(i '>S N'o iNH-i'iNfr OK <'i I’l'iso SpiiKn os 
T^noi ntial Fiiik'k Within 60 to .50(1 k p m 

* O W BoMlon pioposc's foi 7W Lif, Tr^lx. Puprr N'o H4 practU'al limits (fl'om 30 f p 111 to 500 f p 111 ) the 
.Jivniiiii V, l'J44 (1) i in tiv O 020 m foc-il ((> I). (2) ,■« in ' , , r m 
I,V ooloiii lPP<l <18 1). (3) 1 in bv 0050111 fpi-ii (.5 I) spccd fiw.s not ajfcci the tangential force T (Fig 58) 

T5IILE XVII 

Tensile 
.StreiiKtli Brinell 
tons j>er Hardness 

sc, 111 

Maetiinin,; 
liicles 

rc‘liited to 
O 001 sc, in 

Ki.i’omms MU' o I'l • 
l-'Kfcr PKii Mini 

Tool. Li 

IIikIi spc>e<l Super 
Steel HikIi Speed 

<18-4 1) I0%('c. 1 <IH .5 1 5) C'lirbides 

1 Steel <sercw stock) 
2 Steel 
.3 Steel (semi-liard) 
4 I Steel <hard) 
.5 Steel (east stc'cl) 

I 1 Bronze 

12 Siluinm 
13 Aluinitiiiim <extr ) 

400-000 
2.50 400 
220 27.5 

35-60 150 200 

4.5 55 200 230 300 40 00 
58 70 2.50 310 430 30 40 

60-80 
.50 70 

2.5 30 ' 13.5 1«0 2.52 
14 16 170 1»0 14.5 

SO 100 150 300 
85 120 ISO 300 

lOO 140 
70 lOO 

1.50 280 
120 170 

400 800 
300 500 

16 20 70 HO 
12 20 30 70 

1.50-200 500 SOU 
2.50^00 7.50-1500 

14 Elcktrcm 14 20 40 60 400 600 

StroiiRth I Mtu-lunHbility | Tool Life 

for different Miiterials and Tools 

1400 2500 
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As the machining index (I) refers to the machined 

material only, a type of tool should bo used which 

IS uniform as to material, contour, cutting angles, 

and quality of grinding, and is insensible within 

wide limits against the cutting heat, e g. cemented 

carbide-tipped tools (with honed cutting edges) 

The basis is now defined All variables are 

eliminated but one. i.e the resistance of the 

Fto SI aPKKDOMETfc,!! DtRECTI.V ON ToOI, 
(Haslor-Hern) 

material against machining by turning — its 

machining index (including abrasiveness) 

Table XVIIIb shows for fourteen ferrous and 

non-ferrous materials used m ordinary workshops 

tensile strength in tons sq in calculated from an 

average Brinell hardness by dividing B.H. by 

4-5, the machining index for the standard cross- 

section of 0-001 sq in. It is proposed to use an 

average figure so as to provide a single reliable 

machining index for use by the ratefixer and the 

workshop and thus to prevent confusion The 

ratings of cutting speeds are given for high-speed 

(18-5-1-6), Cobalt high-speed 5 to 10 per cent Co 

+ (18-4-1), and cemented carbides, for Vgf^ as 

basis for tool fife. 

The “ feed-and-speed ” man (see page 232) 

should have a speedometer* (Fig. .59) in his pocket 

to enable him to chock at once the speed of any 

rotating part or tool. The cutting forces can only 

be measured by a correctly designed strong 

tool dynamometer, some tests are published in 

fable XIX 

They prove in the case of a lathe and a shaper, 

that index I remained practically constant for 

very uniform annealed material with only ±2 to 

.3 per cent variation in spite of changing the cro.ss- 

sectioii of chip from 0-035 in. X 0-076 in. — 

0-0027 .sq in to O 035 in X 0-307 in -= 0-0107 sq 

in , while the tangential force increased from 

660 lb to 2520 lb and the speed varied between 

64 and 85 f p.m (Fig 53) Hundreds of tests have 

been made for roughing cuts which have confirmed 

this result Only such a figure can be chosen as 

an “Index” for practical use, as will remain 

fairly constant under varying working conditions 

As tangential force {T) times cutting speed (F) 

represents the power consumption of the machine 

tool, 1 e. 7’ X r h p , a wattmeter for A (' 

current or an ammeter for D (’ current shows the 

power consumption of the machine directly and 

convincingly as a check test and a red mark on 

the dial should indicate the iiermissible maximum 

A lathe and capstan department of thirty-five 

machines was equipped with simple ammeters 

(D.C ) and has worked sati.sfactonly for years, 

the e.xpen.ses for damage of machines due to 

overloailing being reduced to a minimum, and 

at the same time the operators’ bonus consider¬ 

ably increased The advantages of using a prac¬ 

tical and simple dynamometer and a current 

consumption meter both by the user of machine 

tools and by the steel mills are fully proved as a 

method of confirming that the material used has 

the prescribed strength and is at the same time 
easily machinable 

Cast-iron 

From the standpoint of machinability cast-iron 

is simpler to control than the many variations of 

steel, because there are generally only one or two 

grades in use in the same shop. The iron casting 

arrives m the shop m a shape which is practically 

• “Practical Research of a Dockyard (Wilton Fyjnoit- 
Rottordam)” by G. Schlesinger, Pror. of Inut. of Mech. Kngs , 
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ready for use and after having the skin taken off 

from some surfaces, and sensitive castings being 

seasoned, there will seldom be any additional 

heat-treatment, refining, or hardening required. 

In most cases one intentionally avoids any 

additional heating of castings, so as to prevent 

the formation of new strains (warping) which 

might disturb the state of rest of the cast piece 

It is, therefore, understandable why up to 

now research on cutting metals deals mostly with 

steel. The majority of machine parts which are 

highly stressed by tension, bending, buckling, or 

torsion, are nearly always made of steel and 

machined all over. Consider the development of 

highly-stressed gears Cast-iron has been supe^-^ 

seded, m spite of its good running qualities, by , 

steel gears made of hardened and ground nickel- ' 

chrome steel, which allows of much smaller 

TABl.K xix 

Machining Index Lathe Tests (a), Shapeh-Tbsts (b) (made by C Schlesingkr, 193.') to 1937 

IN BrUSSKI.S with SciIlESS-WADETCHS-kSlEMENS-DYNAMOMETER) 

(a) Lathe 

Number 
of Test 

/ 
j Constant 

d 
Keed Depth of f .Area of Chip 

T 
Tangent Kc 

1' 
ree ] Peripheral Speed 1 

/ 
Index 

m sq in lb ! f p m i 1000 Ib/sq 

1 (1 03.- 0 07(i 0 0027 660 72 241 
0 03,• 0 07« (» 0027 64.5 64 230 
0 03,- 0 114 1 0 0041 1002 245 
0 03,- 0 117 0 0041 73 245 
0 03.' 0 l.->8 1370 244 
0 03.' 0 108 1470 04 2.50 

7 0 ()3.‘ 0 180 0 0068 16.50 72 240 
0 03.- 0 207 0 OOO.-i 2250 74 236 

!) 0 03,- 0 20.') 0 0005 22.50 66 236 
1(1 0 03. 0 307 ' 0 01(t7 2520 6.5 1 237 

Average 241 _L 3% 

(ll) SlIAPER 

Number of 
'I'est 

Nurnlier 
of Strokes 

Length ot 
St roke 

V 
(Mean) 
Cutting 

(d V /) 
Depth Feeil 

(.Approx ) 

1 Chip 
Soetioii 
sq in 

7' 
Tangent 

lb 

/ 
Index 

1000 
Ih/sq ir 

1 12 21 65 33 
(H 373 232 

3 0 08 0 04 0 0031 242 
4 0 12 0 04 0 0047 1145 244 

0 1.58 0 04 0 0063 1 540 
1 0 1.58 0 05 0 0075 1800 240 

7 ! O 1.58 0 06 0 0003 22.50 238 
1 0 1.58 0 08 0 0125 3020 

<1 ' 0 195 X 0 08 0 015.) 3770 241 
]() 1 0 235 X 0 08 0 0186 4480 ; 238 

Average 241 L 2",, 
Marhinability testa on steel of 32 tons/sq m tensile strength were made on — 

(a) Lathe with constant feed (/) and variable depth (rl), koi>ping the cutting speed (c) fairly constant 
(between (14 and 85 f p m.) 

(b) a crank shaper with constant maximum speed (ti) (calculated from 12 strokes per min, the crank 
motion and the length of stroke) and variable chip section (d X /) 

The Inst column of each 'fable contams for the lathe and shaper the machining index / 
T 

d X / 
IS very constant 2 to 3 per cent) for all cross section of chips used 
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dimensions and has a much longer life. The 

successful elforts of foundrymen in the past 

twenty years have been mainly to create high- 

quality cast-iron (Meehanite process), to increase 

its resistance against tension and bending, to 

decrease weight by diminishing the thickness of 

the walls, and above all to combine a sufficient 

hardness and resistance to abrasion with easy 

machinability. 

Flat surfaces of castings can be easily checked 

for machinability by clamping the tester (Fig. 56) 

into the tool post of a shaper or planer, thus 

avoiding the necessity of casting small test bars 

with the casting, the structure of which differs 

always, sometimes considerably, from the main 

piece. Porous spots or hard inclusions may make 

Brinell tests very doubtful. 

The excellent qualities of cast-iron slideways on 

machine tool beds have not been replaced until 

recently by the occasional introduction of hard¬ 

ened and ground steel slides, and the secure 

fastening of these on to the bed casting has led 

to new difficulties. 

The composition of cast-iron should be such 

that its resistance and hardness allow easy 

machining and, while hardness is here of some 

importance, high Brinell hardness (H — 200 ±1''’ 

per cent) can be combined with good machin¬ 

ability. Chilled and flame-hardened cast-iron 

slideways must be finished by grinding, the same as 

all hardened steel parts. 

Sufficient data on the machining index found 

for existing materials as ordinary steel, alloy 

steels, cast-iron, and steel castings are not yet 

available. A systematic investigation of the “true 

machinability’’ is still in its infancy. Therefore in 

the following chapters on cutting tools, the tensile 

strength is given in tons per sq in. for steel, and 

the Brinell hardness for cast-iron. It must be 

hoped that in the course of the next few years all 

important machining data will be elaborated. 



CHAPTER VIII 

Tool Life and Coolants 

Tool Life 

With reoakd to roughing cuts, tool life depends 
on— 

1. Machinability of the material. 
2. Shape and material of tool. 
3. Cutting speed. 
4. Cross-section of chip. 
/>. Coolant (dry-cutting included). 
Tf it is the tool material which is under con¬ 

sideration, then all other items (1, 3, 4, 5) and the 
shape (cutting angles) of the tool (2) should be 
kept constant. Tool-life tests concern cither a 
change of the cutting angles or the tool material, 
but there should be only one variable in each test. 

'fhc cutting edges of the tool are finally iles- 
troyed by— 

(a) The mechanical effort of the cutting action 
(friction). 

(A) The heat created by severing the chip. 
(r) The dulling effect of some constituents of 

the material to be cut (abrasiv^cness). 
For the commonly used materials, items (a) and 

(/>) are decisive. Item (r) arises mainly in excep¬ 
tional cases and must be dealt with separately. 
The influence of the so-called work-hardening 
effect of the cutting action itself is, for all common 
steels and alloy steels, steel and malleable castings, 
grey-iron castings, and red and white alloys, 
always included in the machining index as a 
matter of course. It is, in the majority of cases, 
irrelevant, as pi’oved by thousands of tests 
made on all kinds of steels turning test bars 
from 14 in. diameter down to 4 in. In all cases 
observed, the material became between 1 and 10 
per cent softer (Brinell and tensile te.st8) when 
approaching the core, so that the resistance to 
cutting decreased considerably. This fact must be 
taken into consideration when drawing conclusions 
from the results. 

Regarding tool life, for finishing tests with very 

small cross-sectional areas of chip, e.g. for steel 
0-002 in. X 0-004 in. — 0-000008 sq in. (= 0-005 
mm^) or for aluminium castings, 0-001 in. x 
0-0025 in. = 0-0000025 sq in., another unit of 
measurement must be chosen, which should be 
the area of surface finished with a predetermined 
quality of surface. Here the dulling effect on the 
tool edges is best measured by surface analysers. 
(See page 216.) 

(Cutting speeds and tool angles are interdepen¬ 
dent, and the best angles and speeds for a given 
material can be specified only when the machin¬ 
ability of that material is known. This can be 
obtained by multiplying the cutting speed 
(feet per min) by the cro.ss-section of chip (sq in.) 
by 12 to give the volume of material removed in 
cub in. per min. This can easily be calculated. If 
the cross-section is standardized as proposed above, 
the tool life depends directly on the cutting speed 
and the tool life in minutes can be plotted against 
speed (Fig. 60). This has been done during the 
past forty years. F. W. Taylor in 1902, chose that 
speed which dulled the tool in 20 min. Most 
.subsequent .serious investigators have chosen 
60 min tool life and some have made check tests 
with 400 min or a “shift life,” deducting a reason¬ 
able figure of about 20 per cent from 480 min (an 
8 hours gro.ss shift) to give the actual cutting time 
per shift after taking into consideration the usual 
stoppages. 

The results of such tests are condensed in Fig. 60 
in cartesian co-ordinates. They were made with 
high-speed steels [18(IF) — 4(Cr)— l(Va)]. The 
speed line Vg^ cuts the different alloy-diagrams at 
the corresponding permissible cutting speeds for 
one hour and the asymptotic lines (dash and dot— 
marked a and 6) at the speeds for a shift and 
longer. The speeds v^gg were at that time for a 
cross-section of chip, 0-32 in. x 0-04 in. = 8 mm‘^, 
for the hard material VCN 35 (see Table XVI) 

141 
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Cutting Speed &, V400 

Fig. 60. Tool Life Depending on Cutting Speed (Dkv-tool 18 4 1) 

about 28 ft/min V(a) and for soft material (D) 

with cross-section = 0-16 in. x 0-04 in. = 4 mm* 
about 80 f.p.m. (tangent (b) ). 

These tool-life diagrams contain the five 
essential characteristics— 

1. Material machined. 
2. Material of tool (18-4-1). 
3. Cross-section of chip. 
4. Permissible cutting speed. 
6. Resulting tool life, both for and 
They are basic machinability tests of direct 

practical use to the workshop. 
A graph (Fig. 61) had been developed to com¬ 

bine the conditions of economic life; however, it 

applies only to the special case and most works 
managers prefer to have a definite figure repre¬ 
senting the cutting speed and the time in hours 
per grind or the number of finished pieces per 
grind as a criterion understood- by everybody. 

The total cost T to produce a certain volume of 
chips consists of— 

(1) Part A = Wages for operator + overhead 
expense of turning department. 

(2) Part B = Cost of regrinding tool + cost of 
tool itself. 

(1) A = X 8 X 1.(1 -f-JS) 
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Vo= chip volume in in.® or cm® produced in 
eight hours or 400 min (1 shift). 

L — hourly rate of operator in s./hour. 
B = overhead percentage of turnery. 
10,000 cm® = 610 m.® 

(2) B X S 

n — number of tool regrinds per 610 in.® = 
10,000 cm® chip volume. 

S — cost of regrinding and resetting the tool each 
time — material -f wages -j- overhead of 
the toolroom. 

Part B is very high for short tool life, i.e. less 
than .'iO min, whilst it decreases very much with 
long tool life. 

Part A has a minimum at about 90 min, at 
which point it is only slowly increasing. 

It is a rather complicated task to calculate the 
economic tool life, but it is a simple measure and 
takes little time and trouble to take short machin- 
ability tests. Every workshop should therefore 
reserve a little of the time of an existing lathe of 
about 5 to 10 h.p., allowing a speed range of 
between 20 and 1000 revs, per min and using tools 
of standard shape to carry out the following tests— 

(1) To check the machinability index of mater¬ 
ials. 

(2) To take from an approved table the approx¬ 
imate speed for Vf^Q. 

(3) To verify that the 60 minutes test is carried 
out without dulling the tool. 

(4) To reduce the hourly sfieed (w^q) between 
20 per cent and 60 percent tocovereitherthewhole 
shift (V400) or less for, say, 2 to 4 hours’ tool life. 

(6) To test whether the tool would stand the 
whole shift with on practical workshop use 
and to keep careful records of the results (rate- 
fixing department). 

As these practical tests seldom take more than 
half a day for a new material, it is quicker and 
very reliable and convincing for the ratefixer and 
foreman to make these tests once and finally for 
all new materials which an-ive, than to use a long 
and uncertain formula composed of the six to 
eight conditions (see page 154), particularly when 
the calculations would still have to be verified 
by such tests in the case of all doubtful materials. 

The cutting speed is definitely the most impor¬ 

tant factor for the ratefixer to know. He knows 
the cutting angles and tool materials which ought 
to be standardized in his works, and if he knows 
the machining index of the materials his computa¬ 
tions will correspond with the actual work which 
is subsequently performed in the workshop. 
Furthermore, when the workman and foreman 

attempt to carry out the work at prescribed feeds, 
speeds, etc., soundly computed from reliable 
evidence, they will find that they can do so with¬ 
out trouble and that the work is within the capa¬ 
city of the machine tool. (See Tables XX and 
XXVI.) 

The life of a tool with the usual positive rake 
angles increases rapidly as cutting speed is 
decreased within the practical working range (see 
Fig. 60 (a), but the output is decreased also. 

The Most Efficient Method of Removing Metal 

In rough-machining operations the maximum 
volume of chips ought to be removed per minute 
for minimum cost consistent with good work¬ 
manship. This can be done only with the best 
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combination of tool contour, depth of cut, feed, cut¬ 
ting speed, long tool life and rigid tool support. 

Tool contour is usually a compromise between 
a shape that will permit maximum cutting speed 
at a given cross-sectional area of chip and the 
shape that prevents excessive chatter. A tool 
with a nose radius of at least 0 06 in. to 0-l{> in., 
for deep cuts, a plan angle of approach of about 
75° (Fig. 62a) and not less than 45° and side and 

Fio. iNFi.nKNC'E OK AwiiOACH Anole 
ON Chatteb 

back rakes according to Table XVI Ha, is an 
efficient tool that can be used without serious 
chatter. 

Fig. 626 shows some examples of correctly 
supported tipped tools. For ideal conditions (N) 

overhang (D) should be less than three-quarters 
of height (H) of the shank. If that is impossible 
sfiecial projections to support the tool should be 
used. Bi shows the tool supported on the front. 
In the case the tool is held by a special pro¬ 
jection at the bottom, whereas Bt shows that the 
tool is supported at the side and front. 

Depth of Cut 

It is good practice to use the maximum depth 
of cut that is permissible by the stiffness of work, 
the rigidity of the machine tool and the power 
available. Increase in depth of cut affects the 
maximum cutting speed but little, if the motor is 

strong enough, but reduces the specific pressure 
and machinability index (see Fig. 57); therefore 
the total cutting pressure does not increase in 
direct proportion to the depth of cut. 

Present-day casting and forging practice leaves a 
relatively small amount of stock removal; and 
cuts deeper than 0*15 in. to 0-25 in. are seldom 
necessary. For most work it should be possible 
to finish a surface with one roughing cut and one 

SrppoKTs 

to two finishing cuts. 'I’he material allowance 
on forgings frequently depends on the batch to 
be machined (see Fig, 22). whether from roughing 
or finishing dies. 

Economic Feed 

The cutting efficiency of a given tool and for a 
given tool life, measured in cubic inches removed 
per minute, increases with the feed, other factors 
remaining con.stant. Feeds below 0-03<) in. per 
rev. should be avoided for roughing cuts. 

There is a limit for the size of chip which may 
be cut from a given piece without causing excessive 
deformation of the work. Deformation results 
from the pressure (tangential force mainly) 
created between tool and work by the chip action 
or the heat produced by its removal. Chatter is 
less likely to occur, however, with heavy cuts at the 
proper speed than with lighter cuts at high speed. 

Materials Cut 

As already mentioned, most workshop perform¬ 
ance consists of cutting steel or cast-iron. Many 
steels in common use differ not only in carbon 
contents but also in the j>ercentages of nickel, 
chromium, vanadium, molybdenum, lead, man¬ 
ganese, silicon, phosphorus, and sulphur which 
they contain. These steels also differ widely in 
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their heat treatment and therefore in their physical 
characteristics. 

Cast-iron ranges from soft alloys, used where 
hardness and strength figures are of little im¬ 
portance, e.g. foundation plates of steam turbines, 
Diesel engines, radial drills, etc., to high-grade 
irons used in the manufacture of quality ma¬ 
chinery such as machine tool beds, columns, 
uprights, cylinders of internal combustion engines, 
etc. 

Table XX covers the cutting speeds of ferrous 
and lion-ferrous metals for a modern workshop 
equipped with fairly strong and fast machine tools 
using high-speed steels (HS) and super-high-speed 
steels (SHS) and stellites 80 and particularly 
cemented carbide-tipped tools (Tu-Carb) for 
roughing (about 0-006 sq. in. area) and ordinary 
finishing cuts and for cast-iron. The tool life is 
supposed to be at least three hours, up to eight 
hours. 

All Tables of tool speed are based on stilf. well- 
supported workpieces. In the case of lathe work 
between centres or unsupported chucked length 
of more than 12 x the diameter, the tool action 
tends to cause chatter and makes necessary the 
use of lighter cuts. 

The tangential forces for roughing-cuts are 
considerable and deflect the [)iece. Table XXI, 
shown on page 148, gives an idea of the tan¬ 
gential forces on a lathe for three different 
materials and cross-sections. 

Power Available 

In using cemented carbides it is important that 
the machine should never be allowed to stall 
owing to an excessive power consumption arising 
through an increase in the cutting speed, otherwise 
the tools are destroyed. The permissible limit 
should be watched. The consequences to the 
machine tool and tool itself will be discussed in 
the chapter on “Effective Use of Machine Tools*’ 
(see page 192). 

Coolants 
Cutting Fluids 

Cutting fluids correctly selected, have a great 
influence on the tool life and the quality of the 
finished piece, especially in cutting steels of all 
kinds. But just as when grinding the tool edges 

ready for use, the coolant must be supplied con¬ 
stantly; any interruption endangers the tool. 
The inconvenience of coolants must be overcome 
by the correct design of the machine tool and the 
supply (without splashing) and good drainage of 
the coolant. The best example is the grinding 
machine; it produces the finest surface with the 
highest cutting speeds (3000 to 6000 f.p.m.) and 
has a good efficiency of emery wear against swarf 
produced (I : 30, see page 186). Nobody thinks of 
grinding dry because of the unavoidable heat. It 
may be that tools with negative rake angles will 
soon reach the limit of high speed and then correct 
coolants will be indispensable. (See pp. 152 and 
181.) 

Every cutting action causes considerable heat 
by shearing the chips from the basic material 
and by simultaneous friction to remove the 
parted, bent, and curled chip from the top of the 
tool. The correct adaptation of the tool contour 
to the material to be cut reduces the power con¬ 
sumption, improves the tool life, increases the 
output and produces a smoother surface from the 
roughing operation and a more accurate and finer 
surface when finishing. 

The modern trend is to reduce or even to avoid 
the detrimental “built-up” edge by the four 
available means, i.e.— 

(1) Highest possible cutting speed. 
(2) Well-chosen coolant. 
(3) Hard tool material. 
(4) Honed cutting surfaces and edges. 
The favourable effect of very high speeds, 

combined with negative rake angles for rotating 
tools, e.g. milling-cutters, is discussed in Chapter 
IX but it requires a very strong motor, very 
rigidly built machines, and very small clearances 
in all bearings and slideways and therefore a 
reconstruction of the machine tools, as desirable 
aim of the future. 

The well-chosen coolant, however, can be used 
at once with the existing plant, applying a few 
changes to transform a “dry” machine into a 
cooled one. A good coolant must have the 
properties necessary— 

(1) To cool tool, specimen, and chips. 
(2) To reduce the friction or adhesion between 

shorn chips and tool surface. 
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TABLE XXI 

Tangential Forces (lb.) of Heavy Roughing 

Cuts on a Lathe 

Naturally, the maximum speed should be used, 

which can be sustained on the same specimen by 

the different types of tools necessary. There are 

various theories of cutting fluid action, but none 

is convincing, for no theory can be correct unless 

it can be used to bring about practical success 

in ordinary machining work. When the “built- 

up” edge* is eliminated, we have the right 

combination of— 

(1) Tool sharpness (honed edges) 

(2) Correct rake angles. 

(3) Optimum cuttmg speed. 

(4) Well-dimensioned cross-section of chip 

(thin feed). 

(6) Minimum adhesion between the relatively 

moving surfaces of chip and tool. 

The attainment of this result can be confirmed 

by proving that the minimum cutting forces and 

power were at work, measuring them by, say, a 

cutting tool dynamometer and a wattmeter, 

and that the quality of surface produced was 

acceptable, as measured by a reliable surface- 

analyser. 

• (1) Chip Formation, Friction, and Finish, by H Smot 
and M. E. Merchant, American Society for Metals, New York, 
1940 (2) “Neue Untersuchungen zur Schnitt-Theone iind 
Bearbeitbarkeit ” (New Investigations of the Theory of 
Cutting and Machmability), by F. Schwerd, Stahl und ktsen, 
1931, pp. 481—491. (3) Uber die SpanbiXdung bei der Metall- 
bearbeitung (Chip Formation in Cuttmg Metals), by A. Raupp. 
1937, Thesis, Techn. University in Hanover. (4) “Final 
Operations,” by Q. Schlesinger, Aircraft Production, 1946, 
June-July. 

A good cutting fluid is characterized by— 

A. Chemical Properties 

(1) No skin troubles for operators 

(2) No bad smell. 

(3) No deterioration in stores 

(4) No corrosion and rust of machine, work, 

tools. 

B Cooling Abilities 

(1) CJood heat absorption 

(2) Low viscosity. 

(3) Reduction of adhesion 

The fulfilment of the four chemical conditions, 

tlespite their negative nature, is the essential 

natural foundation of all cutting oils, but the 

positive effects of the coolant are concentrated m 

its heat absorption and viscosity 

Take the much-used lard oil as an example 

Lard oil becomes rancid and develops disagreeable 

odours in use. Rancidity thickens the oil, result¬ 

ing in gumming and choking of feed pipes. 

Bacterial growth in rancid oil may cause skin 

disease It congeals in cold weather. As heat 

has a tendency to thicken it, it cannot be used in 

high-speed work Its cost is high. It should, 

therefore, be replaced by a more suitable coolant 

whenever possible. 

Heat Absorption and Viscosity 

Both high specific heat and low viscosity 

improve the cooling action. The specific heat of a 

liquid is its ability to absorb heat 

Pure water has a very high specific heat, it 

cools very intensely, and as it has a very low 

viscosity and no clinging consistency, it flows 

easily to the spot to be cooled It is the cheapest 

coolant, but it causes rust and corrosion, vaporizes 

by great heat, and congeals in cold weather. 

Cutting emulsions having a high specific heat 

and low viscosity are ideal coolants, avoiding rust 

and corrosion, but they do not reduce the friction 

between chip and tool. 

Low-viscosity mineral oils are the next best 

coolants, decreasing in their cooling ability with 

increase in viscosity. Compound of mineral oils 

with animal and vegetable oils may have an in¬ 

direct effect through reduction of adhesion 

between chip and tool surface. 
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Reduction of Adhesion 

To secure a good finish and a long tool-life 

the wear on the lip surface of the tool must be 

reduced. Approved means employed for increas¬ 

ing this property are— 

(1) Sulphur. 

(2) Chlorine. 

(3) Animal or vegetable compounds. 

The practical results secured by sulphurizing 

or chlorination of fats are extraordinary. The 

method by which these results are achieved, i.e 

whether by chemical reactivity, the greater load¬ 

carrying capacity, increased metal-wetting proper¬ 

ties, greater oihness, or a combination of several 

factors, need not be analysed here 

Numerous shop tests made on automatic 

screwing machines, capstan lathes, and milling 

machines,* which the writer has observed, have 

shown that the addition of sulphur has incieased 

the tool life between 30 to 50 per cent 

To shear the cliip from the material and then 

to tear it off from the piece obviously requires 

close contact between tool and piece, whether the 

tool edge be clean or whether the chip removal be 

by the hard ‘ built-up” edge pressed to the tool 

lif) and therefore performed much less efficiently 

than with a clean tool (Fig 02r). 

I'here is no advance gap or vacuum formed for 

the cutting fluid to occupy, it is not conceivable 

that a vacuum can cxi.st even for a split-.second 

in the middle of the atmosphere m a red-hot 

chamber of 300° to 000° (’., one side of which 

must be open The problem is— 

(1) To keep the tool and the work cool by 

copious coolant, flooding the always red-hot 

point of action, carrying off by the chips as much 

as possible of the heat that is generated 

(2) Make the tool's task easier by reducing 

friction or adhesion between the contacting 

surfaces 

It IS possible to cut some metals dry because 

of an inherently low tendency to adhesion, 

brass and cast-iron being typical examples, but 

m general practice the lower the cutting speed and 

the deeper the cut, the greater the need for a 

cutting fluid that will reduce friction 
• “Die Bearbeitbarkeit der KonstruktionntalUe im Auto- 

mobilbau” (The Machinability of Construction Steels in the 
Motor-car Industry), by G. Schleaini^r, Stahl nml Kitten, 1928 

fl’he usual conditions are— 

(1) Low speed, shallow cut, therefore little 

need for coolant. 

(2) Low speed, heavy cut; great need for 

reducing friction, particularly if material is 

tough. 

(3) High speed, shallow cut, great need for 

cooling properties and still greater need for 

reducing adhesion, i.e. built-up edge, which 

destroys good finish 

(4) High speed, heavy cut, great need for both 

cooling and reducing friction 

Klfi (\it DkTRIMBNTAI. KFFKrT OF Bi'11.T-1 p Kdok 
Cl.hAN CVTTINO Torn. Si RFAC’E 

The cuttins' speed exerts an overwhelming 

influence, bC^rose it decides the length of tool-life, 

which is the fundamental factor of all production 

methods 'fhe life of a tool used for rough 

turning obviously differs from that of one used on 

finishing operations In roughing, a tool may be 

used until its cutting edge is so damaged that it 

refuses to cut (.see Fig 036). For finishing opera¬ 

tions, one can consider the tool to have failed 

when either the nose of the tool, which in this 

case does the whole work, is .so worn that there is 

an appreciable loss in depth of cut (dimensional 

deviation), or when by tool wear or particles 

adhering to the tool the quality of the surface is 

not acceptable 

To obtain the best results in the use of cutting 

fluids it IS necessary that a copious stream be 

directed so that it flows over the piece, the chips 
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and the tool, because the hot point of contact 

between the cutter and the work cannot be 

reached. 

Ideal conditions exist for grinding operations. 

Nobody tries to grind dry. The steel chips are 

burnt in the midst of the coolant to FeO (or FeO^, 

or FeaOg) with temperatures between 1600“ to 

1800° C. The cut is extremely shallow (0-0005 in ) 

and very wide (i in. to 4 in.) but distributed over 

(DKVEtOPWENT OP CLEARANCE LaNDS) 

When the chip tank is full the machine is shut 

down, the coolant is allowed to drain through for 

some minutes, and the chip tank is then replaced 

by an empty one. This arrangement is easy and 

quick to clean, and not only saves much space 

but also reduces considerably the amount of 

coolant necessary to perform the work on such 

machines 

The use of the hand oil-can and hand brush, 

and the makeshift water pots, should be restricted 

to low-speed work. The best means of application 

Fia 63b. Tool Wear op Cutting Edge 
(Cemented Carbide-tipped Tool) 

a great many cutting edges of positive and nega¬ 

tive rake angles. The vitrified porous grinding 

wheel is filled with coolant, which is in continuous 

contact with tool and piece, and is centrifuged at 

4000 to 7000 feet/min peripheral speed, and at the 

same time the piece and the rotating tool work 

in a stream of soluble oil (1 . 40 to 1 : 80 emul¬ 

sion), tangentially directed, which washes away 

the swarf and keeps its temperature constant by 

the circulation of the purified coolant. 

Dimensional accuracy and surface quality 

again depend on the correct choice of abrasive, 

on keeping it sharp by timely dressing, and on the 

coolant and its adequate dilution. 

With lathes, capstans, etc., the use of special 

coolant tanks to promote good housekeeping has 

made cleaner departments and more economic 

machine operation. There is usually a small 

chip container tank in the main tank. The chip 

container is screened at the bottom so that, as 

the shavings and the coolant flow into it, the 

chips are arrested and the coolant passes through. 

for all conditions is the circulating system, which 

supplies a large volume of fluid at low velocity 

over the tool and over the point of contact between 

cutter and work. Splashing of the cutting fluid 

should be avoided as it impairs cooling and is 

wasteful. By proper arrangement of.tank and 

guards the cutting fluids can be kept off the floor 

and the amount required over a period of time 

reduced to a minimum. 

A rotary gear pump is less likely to jam than 

a centrifugal or vane type pump. A plunger type 

pump is considered less desirable because of 
pulsation 

Means of separating fluid from chips and 

abrasive contamination are— 

(1) By strainers 

(2) By settling, for example, flowing the mix¬ 

ture over dams or weirs. 

(3) By filtration. 

(4) By centrifugal separators. 

(5) By magnetic extraction of ferrous chips. 

Lathes, capstans, drilling and milling machines 
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mainly use strainers because the chips are heavy; 

grinding machines require careful combinations 

of items (1) and (2), and sometimes for the separa¬ 

tion of fine suspended steel chips the magnetic 

extraction method (6) must be added 

An effective separation of the fluid from the 

chips requires first, filtration by weight difference 

and then, a powerful centrifuging m a special 

plant. 
As for cooling effect and price the soluble oils 

are superior. Soluble oil of the best type possesses 

the following qualities— 

(1) It emulsifies readily with all waters. 

(2) It forms a stable emulsion 

(3) It does not turn rancid. 

(4) It is not injurious to men, machine, or work. 

(5) It prevents rusting of work and machines. 

(6) It does not form gum on the machines 

(7) It is economic by meeting requirements 

with relatively low concentrations. 

(8) It gives good tool life. 

Soluble oils of proper quality can be used in 

complicated machines, such as screw machines, 

automatic turret lathes, etc , without detrimental 

results on machine bearings, spindles, slideways, 

and gears 

The mixture proportions to be used are not 

sufficiently definite to permit of hard rules and 

must usually be worked out by actual trial and 

experience in each individual situation. The 

degree of solubility in water is perhaps the most 

important factor for determining both the most 

economic and most effective utilization of a 

cutting oil. The limiting value is a mixture so 

weak (1 80) as just to prevent rusting of the work 

or the machine. 

Steel IS the least troublesome of the metals 

likely to become rusted Malleable and annealed 

cast-iron are the most sensitive metals in this 

respect. 

For most roughing operations by turning, 

drilling, and milling, cooling i.s the prime requisite 

For grinding, both cooling action and surface 

finish are required. 

For thread-grinding and gear-grinding, aqueous 

emulsions cannot be used satisfactorily, because of 

their tendency to form minute surface cracks due 

to too rapid cooling of the metal, particularly on 

hardened surfaces (Grinding oils for this purpose 

must be of proper viscosity and give maximum 

efficiency together with good chip-settling char¬ 

acteristics. Speed, type of steel, and amount of 

material to be removed, must all be taken into 

consideration in the choice of the particular oil 

to use for the best results. 

Honing operations, where true cutting action is 

performed, require a light mineral oil as a coolant 

and to wash loose chips and abrasive away from 

the work 

Lapping requires an oil in which the loose 

abrasive can mix and be circulated. The lapping 

mixture depends upon the metal being lapped 

and the severity of the operation. 

Metal-working fluids should be selected primar¬ 

ily for the work they will do, they are not costly 

m themselves but they can increase the costs of 

production considerably if poorly chosen or 

improperly handled and controlled. 

The workshop should have some practical 

recommendation (Table XXII), but it is almost 

impossible to give more than a rough review of the 

two main factors— 

(1) machining operations, 

(2) material to be cut, 

which are decisive for the choice of the coolant. 

It must be remembered that there are many 

other imjxirtant considerations apart from the 

“machining index,’’ based on the machining of 

some .selected standard soft material. These 

include speed, depth of cut and feed, size and 

shajx) of specimens, contour of tool, tool life, 

chip formation, and surface finish. 

It is no real help to the production engineer 

to propose a “machining index,” based on a 

particular kind of steel, e.g AISI-B 1112,* 

without stating the exact reference conditions 

(speed, depth, feed, shape of tool, tool life, etc , 

and the heat-treatment of the steel) For example, 

drilling deep holes in soft steel of 110 Brinell is 

much more difficult than in hard chrome-nickel 

steel of 330 Brinell, which requires quite another 

shape of drill and a coolant which reduces adhesion 

HO that the chips can escape from the bottom of the 

drilled hole to the face of the piece without 

• Culling, Oriruiing, and Forming Fluids, Standard Oil Co , 
Chicago. 11143 
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causing a built-up edge. Still worse are the work¬ 

ing conditions for drilling deep holes in soft non- 

ferrous metals. (See page 164.) Therefore any 

reference for machinability in the ordinary sense 

and to Brinell hardness was dropped in Table 

_____ 
OOL LIFE 

80 Ft/mm 

ND 

Material. 

- J 
Ni 3 5% 

txs = 0O22,'xO15-' j 

96 Ft/mm 

\ll2Ft/min] 

Oalloni of Lubricant Per Min 

Fio fl4a iNH-CKNCia of Cooi.ant and 
CtTTTlNO SfKED on ToOL LiFK 

XXII which gives only a loo.se indication which 

kind of coolant might be used for a certain opera¬ 

tion on different kinds of material. The best 

fluid dilution must be found separately for each 

A senes of cutting tests were made to determine 

the general effect of coolants (Fig 64) The 

material machined was V(’N 35 (see Table XVIIb), 

which 18 very hard (335 Brinell) heat-treated 

material, the depth of cut was 0-15 in. and the 

feed per rev. 0-022 in (4 mm X 0-55 mm) The 

super-high-speed (10Co-l8-5-l) tool was used (1) 

dry with a cutting speed of 112 ft/min , giving a 

tool life of only a few seconds, (2) with a speed 

reduced to 96 ft/min when the tool life rose to 

3 min; and (3) with a speed reduced further to 

80 ft/mm when the tool life rose to 6 min. Emul¬ 

sion was then applied at the rate of 0-25 gal/min 

and the tool life for the three speeds mentioned 

above rose to 2 min, 10 min, and 30 min respec¬ 

tively. When the coolant supply was increased to 

2-5 gal/min, there were further increases of tool 

life to 4 min, 17 min, and 43 min respectively. 

Finally, with a coolant supply of 5 gal/min, the 

tool lasted 4^ min, 18 min, and 50 min. The 

graphs show that further increases in coolant 

supply did not have any marked effect upon tool 

life, for with a cutting speed of 80 ft/min the tool 

life, using gal of coolant per minute, was 53 

min, and that using 10 gal of coolant per minute 

was 54 min. These tests show conclusively that 

coolant should be used for all roughing cuts and 

that the quantity of fluid should increase with the 

size of chip. It does not appear economic to use 

less than 5 gal/min for roughing cuts and it would 

seem advisable to use not more than 10 gal/min 

even if very heavy cuts are made 

It 18 desirable to protect small diameter speci¬ 

mens from deformation and tool points from 

softening by the use of ample coolants, but it is 

essential that the coolant flow shall commence 

before the cutting action begins When a cemented 

carbide tool commences cutting at, say 200 ft/min, 

the tool tip is red hot in a few seconds and, if it 

then comes into contact with cold-cutting fluids, 

cracking will occur. 

A similar series of tests were made m 1944 by 

O. W. Boston (Fig. 646)* in turning cylindrical 

test bars. Again tool life in minutes is plotted 

against cutting speed m f p.m. as the decisive 

factor for the workshop. The formula expressing 

the relation between cutting speed and tool life 

between grindings for a given tool, material, feed, 

and depth of cut, is VT’^ — C, in which V is 

Fio 646 Toot, Life and Cuttino Speed 
OF Non-sinteked Tools (O. W. Boston) 

the cutting speed in ft/min, T is the tool life or 

duration of cut between grindings in minutes, 

C IS a constant depending on the conditions and 

* Tool-hfe Tests, by O W Boston The American Society 
of Mechamcal Engineers, Now York, proposed standards of 
tool-life tests for evaluating the machinability of single-point 
tools, cutting fluids, or materials cut Contributed by the 
Special Research Committee on Cutting of Metals 
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equals the cutting speed for a tool life of 1 min, 

and n is the slope of the straight line on log-log 

paper. If three or more turning tests were run 

on a metal in which all factors were kept constant 

except the cutting speed V, a definite value of 

tool life T would be obtained for each cutting 

speed, as indicated by points p, q, and r, on the 

lowest curve in Fig. 646 These and more points 

plotted on cartesian co-ordinates would produce 

a hyperbolic curve. On log paper they produce a 

straight line. When T ~ I, then C = (m 

ft/min for a one-minute tool life) F,® (the 

cutting speed in ft/min for a ten-mmute tool life) 

as read from the curve, is 34'2, Foo is 26-8, and 

Tjs (the tool life for the cutting speed of 25 f.p.m.) 

is 92 min. 

As the cross-section of chip depends upon the 

required material removal rate, and as the chip 

size is reduced to a minimum m modern manufac- 

tuFing, the tool life should be measured not against 

the volume or weight of swarf produced, but 

against the output of satisfactory finished work- 

pieces per tool grind. (See Fig 62 ) The units 

of cub in./min or cub in./h.p. and hour may be 

useful to the machine designer for research 

comparisons, but they are meaningless to the 

workshop executives, foremen, operators, and 

inspectors. 

It is generally believed that a relatively long 

interval between grinds is desirable. This false 

behef causes tools to be used which perform 

unsatisfactory work at the end of their cutting 

period 

Minimum machining cost for economic tool hfe 

depends on— 

(1) The time required to change and grind the 

tool 

(2) The coat per grind of the tool material. 

(3) The wages of the operator of the machine 

tool 

(4) The wages of the tool setter 

(5) The wages of the tool grinder 

(6) The indirect rates chargeable against the 

machine operator, setter and tool grinder 

(7) The indirect rates chargeable against the 

machine tool and the tool-grinding machine. 

(8) The number of machines operated by a 

single worker. (See Fig 01.) 



CHAPTER IX 

Cutting Tools 

The cutting tools, to which this chapter is 

restricted, are— 

A Single-point tools 

Lathe and planer tools 

Ji Multiple-point fools 

1 Twist drills, taps, and reamers 

2 Mdimg cutters 

Abrasives. 

Single-point Tools 
'J'he single-point tools were detailed in the 

foregoing chapters as being fundamental The 

same contour as for single-point tools is employed 

for the inserted blades of the multiple-point cutting 

tools, and their cutting action is very similar, the 

abrasives, of course, form a special class Fig 

5.') shows that six angles arc necessary to deter¬ 

mine the shape of a single-point tool, i.e. two 

rake angles (y and 6), two relief angles (« and a), 

and two plan (contour) angles {k and A). further¬ 

more the railius of nose (i?) must be correctly 

ground If the brazed tip is of cemented carbide 

the soft material of the shank must clear the hard 

tip in grinding it, therefore relief angles (dj, dg, dg) 

must be ground beforehand to avoid the grinding 

wheel removing hard and soft material simulta¬ 

neously, this being detrimental to the abrasive 

The same thing applies to the grinding of the 

correct radius and clearance of the nose of the tip, 

this being particularly essential for finishing cuts, 

as these are done entirely by the nose of the tool. 

Freehand grinding of the nose produces tool 

contours which are irregular and which usually 

have insufficient clearance. 

As the correct shape and practical use of single- 

point tools is defined in detail (see page 133), 

it will be sufficient here to give speed Tables 

XXIII and XXIV of the latest practice with 

stellite 80 and cemented carbide-tipped tools 

The carbides have different grades for roughing 

and finishing and for different materials, informa¬ 

tion on which is obtainable from the suppliers. 

Because the figures vary considerably according 

to the physical properties, heat-treatment, and 

chemical analysis of the materials to be machined, 

the tables are intended only as a guide. Such 

factors as condition of machine, rigidity of work- 

piece m chuck, etc , must be taken into account 

an<l these factors may affect the performance of 

the tool. 

Table XXV shows the conversion factors 

(see the A S.M.E Handbook) between high-speed 

tools stellite, and cemented carbides 

Types of Single-point Tools 

(1) Solid Single-point Tools. The point and the 

shank is in one solid piece of tool steel, formed— 

(а) by roughly forging the point on the shank 

and by subsequent grinding, or 

(б) by grinding the point on a piece of bar 

forming the shank 

Solid tools are restricted to the ordinary high¬ 

speed (18-4-1) tools and sometimes to stellite 

In rare cases solid cemented carbides are used as 

tool bits, e.g. in boring bars. 

(2) Butt-welded Single-point Tools, made by 

fabrication; the point is of a suitable alloy steel 

butt-welded to a shank of a different quality 

material. 

This method is used for high-speed and super- 

high-speed steels. 

(3) Tipped Single-point Tools, made by “tip¬ 

ping,” that is brazing or welding a suitable 

cutting alloy-steel tip of super-high-speed stellite 

or cemented carbide into a seat formed on the 

point end of the shank. The shank should be 

considerably stronger than that of a solid or 
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TABLE XXIII TABLE XXIV 

Modern Recommendations for Speeds of 

Cemented Carbide-tipped Tools for Rigid 

High-speed Machine Tools 

Roughing Finishing 
Materiai, j Speed in 

ft/min 

Steel i 
Free-cutting steel 600-900 800-1200 
Up to 60 tons/sq in tensile— i 

Black bar, rough stampings, j 
forgings 200-600 700-900 

Clean material, free from scale 
and blowholes . . . I 600-800 800-1200 

Over 50 tons/sq in tensile— ' 
Black bar, rough stampings. 

forgings .... 200-350 400-750 
Clean material, free from scale 

and blowholes 400-600 600-1000 
Cast-steel— 

30-46 tons/sq in tensile 200-300 600-800 
46-66 tons/sq m. tensile 160-260 300-.600 

High-speed steel, annealed 100-260 260-100 
Manganese steel, 12% 10-20 2.5-50 
Nickel-chrome steel, 65-90 tons— 

Black bars, stampings, forgings 120-250 260-400 
Clean metal . 250-450 350-600 

Non-corroding steel 75-150 200-350 
Stainless steel— 

Forgmgs 60-100 100-200 
Bar 150-.300 260-350 

Cast-iron and Whought Iron 
Cast-iron— 

200 Brinell .... 180-300 360-500 
200-400 Brmell 120-260 260-360 

Chilled iron .... 15-25 20-40 
Malleable iron 160-260 360-460 
Wrought iron 300-400 400-700 

Non-ferrous Metals 
Atummium 1000-2000 1000-3000 
Aluminium alloys 600-1000 760-1000 
Duralumin 600-800 760-1000 
Silicon aluminium 400-600 600-760 
Brass, soft 700-1000 760-1200 
Brass, hard 400-600 600-800 
Bronze 400-600 600-800 
Gunmetal . 400-600 400-800 
Aluminium bronze 300-600 400-700 
Manganese bronze 300-600 400-700 
Copper 500-800 760-1200 
Cupro nickel 350-600 400-700 
Zinc-base alloys 400-600 600-1000 

Non-metaxaic Materiai-s 
Glass 60-90 80-100 
Granite 16-30 16-40 
Marble 80-120 100-160 
Plastic materials 400-800 800-1000 
Potcelain 20-30 30-60 
Rubber, hard 600-1000 800-1500 

It will be found that these figures vary according to 
individual conditions, but they are higher than those 

of the present ordinary practice (see Table XX) 

Machining with Stellite Grade 80 

Sfubo Feed Depth of Cut 
Material 

Rough finish Rcugli Finish Rough Finish 

Cast-Iron (below 200 
Brliu II) ll 

rt In In in in 

Cast-iron (above 200 
Brinell) 100 .50 0 (140 i 0 020 0 ^75 0 o:u 

Brass and phosphor- 
12.) 180 0 040 0 020 0 25 0 031 

Aluminium allo>s 400 HOO 0 050 j 0 020 0 25 1 0 031 

Steel (below 50 tons 
tensile) 150 220 .! ..0,,. 0 375 , 0 011 

steel (above 50 ton* 
tensile) 100 150 0 030 , 0 0.-, 0 ,7.-, : 0 031 

Steel (above 7.5 tons 
tensile) 60 00 0 020 ' 0 010 1 0 375 1 0 031 

Steel castings 100 150 0 0.10 : 0 015 0 375 OUJl 

table XXV 

Conversion Factors of American Society 

OF Mechanical Engineers 

Changes of Tool Life bv Changing the 
Tool Material 

K (Efficiency 
Fft( toi) Basis 

High-speed Steel 
18-4-1 (»>,o' n.0 iJ,„ — 1 hr life 

18-4-1 -t- 5% (cobalt) 
18-4-1 + 12% (cobalt) 

1 (.7 
1 12 

Stellite 
No 80 3 0 

'Tungsten OarbiHe 
On steel 2 9 
,, cast-iron 4 (Ml 

Tantalum Carbide 4 00 

The factor K indicates relative tool life, eg if a high¬ 
speed tool has a life of one hour (1 00) the stellite tool 
has a life of three hours, and the carbides of between 
2 9 and four hours 

butt-welded high-speed steel tool for the follow¬ 

ing reasons—• 

(1) The cutting of the recess to receive the tip 

weakens the shank. 

(2) The cutting temperatures are higher, when 

cutting dry 
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(3) The cutting pressures are greater, since the 

top rakes are generally less on account of the 

design of the tool 

(4) Vibrations and deflections, caused by too 

weak a shank, must be kept at a minimum 

The contours of the single-point tools are often 

standardized as shown in the Table XXVI. they 

have straight, bent, off-set (right and left), 

swan-necked, raised, parting, threading, profiling, 

and other shapes 

The maintenance of standardized cutting angles 

is best done by a rigid template gauge (Fig 65) 

which contains all necessary rake, shape, and 

clearance angles. Such a gauge is cheap so that 

every tool-grinder or setter can have one at his 

work-place so as to ensure that the same angles 

are employed all over the workshop 

For checking purposes the cutting tool pro¬ 

tractor (see Fig 56) with two independent pointers 

is u.seful, it enables the rake angle and the 

clearance angle to be read from one setting. A 

very good scheme is to develop a set of grinding 

fixtures for hand-grinding, which guarantee iden¬ 

tical cutting angles for the standardized values 

of Table XVIIIa, so that the template need only 

be used to confirm that the angles produced by 

the fixtures are correct 

Rulk.s for the Handhino ok Cemented 

Caruide-ttpped Toons 

(1) No irregularity of feed is permissible The 

ordinary rack and pinion drives usually have some 

play, therefore screw and nut feed mechanisms 

are preferable, particularly for finishing cats. 

(2) There must be no end movement or upward 

lift in the main spindle bearings. 

(3) The tool must be firmly supported as near 

to the cutting edge as is conveniently possible 

(4) There must be no chatter or vibration in 

either the machine itself or the shape of the piece 

being machined. 

(5) The driving belt or motor must provide 

sufficient power without any slipping of the belt 

or clutch. The least stoppage of the work-piece 

suffices to break the brittle cemented carbide- 

tipped tool. 

The cutting surface of the tool must be kept 

clean Avoid the built-up edge, which is always 

“tearing” and a good result should be obtained. 

In cutting steel, high speed and good adhesive 

lubricants are the two best remedies against rough 

surface finish. From 300 up to 3000 f.p m. the 

built-up edge generally disappears even on tough 

chromium-nickel steel with 3-5 per cent Ni and 

60 to 75 tons/sq in tensile strength (for case- 

hardening purposes). 

There is an old Krupp-patent D R P No. 

523504/1031, which states that at over 600 m/mm 

ANGLE GAUGE 

Fia 6S 

(2000 ft/min), the structure of the chip is mainly 

changed to a flow-type and that with the same 

type of tool the specific cutting power is con¬ 

siderably reduced. (See Negative Rake Angles, 

pp. 177 and 181.) 

High Speed 

There is a continuous trend toward improved 

machining methods, which in all cases have the 

effect of increasing production by increasing the 

cutting speeds, at the same time improving the 

surface quality of work and the tool life. This is 

illustrated by the development between 1902 and 

1940 of Taylor-White high-speed tools with 8 per 

cent tungsten; 1910-1912, of cobalt-alloy steels 

and stellite; and 1923-1940 of cemented carbide- 

tipped tools with tantalum and titanium. With 

this increase of the cutting speed of tools has 

come a general increase in the working pace of 

all manufacturing processes. 



TABLi; XXVI 

Table of Order for a Small Shop of 20 Lathes to Change from HS Steels to 

Tungsten Carbides mthere Useful 
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For the high-speed and super-high-speed tools 

made with iron (Fe) as a basis, the positive rake- 

angles with average cutting speeds proved best 

because they were well adapted to the usual 

peripheral speeds of journals and the normal 

design of machine-tool bearings. 

For the alloy tools and particularly the hard 

metals which contain very little or no iron at all, 

such as stellite and cemented carbides, the fact 

that they have no elast.,city and are therefore 

brittle, forced an increase in cutting speed and 

the use of negative rakes (since 1928, see Fig 

89) so as to secure compression strain at the 

tool edge and a decrease in the cross-sectional 

area of chip, i.e. the cutting pressure, to the 

necessary minimum according to the available 

motor drive. 

Tn order to secure the essential small depth of 

cut it 18 necessary to produce forgings, stampings, 

and castings leaving the smallest amount of 

material for removal This is also a good feature 

as regards material economy, but depends, of 

course, upon the shape of the piece, thus again 

emphasizing the saying that “manufacturing 

commences on the drawing board.” 

If the shoulders of the mam shaft of a steam 

turbine, a Diesel engine, or electric generator, 

have big differences of diameter, the redundant 

material must be removed, either with a very 

heavy cut and slow speed using a high-speed 

steel tool, or with several rather shallow cuts and 

high-cutting speed using a hard-metal tipped tool. 

A comparison will show which is the best solution 

economically. From the standpoint of the user 

of existing machine tools, the power drive avail¬ 

able will always decide. 

Take as an example a 12 in. diameter steel 

shaft of 40 tons/sq m tensile strength, for a large 

combustion engine which is to be reduced at one 

end to 8'5 m. dia by 24 in long This can be done 

(1) With a solid high-speed steel tool in one cut, 

1-75 in deep and 0-4 in feed, taking a 0-7 sq in 

cross-section with a single cut, a cutting speed of 

18 f.p.m., and needing the full motor capacity of 

about 70 h p. of a heavy-engine lathe, the num¬ 

ber of revs /min were 6, the cutting time for the 

24 in. length would be 10 min plus 1-6 min to 

withdraw and return the tool, i e. 11-6 min total 

time (2) With a cemented carbide-tipped tool 

by four cuts of 0-44 in deep and 0-1 in feed, taking 

a chip section of 0-044 sq in., but increasing the 

speed to 200 f p.m., this would again need about 

70 h.p with 63 r.p.m and 6-3 in. feed per minute, 

or 3-8 minutes per run, i e. 4 runs = 15 min, 

plus 4 returns plus adjustments at, say, 8 mm, 

gives a total of 23 mm, or twice as long as with the 

“old-fashioned” tool, and with considerably 

more work and careful attention. 

In this case the ordinary high-speed steel tool 

IS economically superior to the cemented carbide- 

tipped tool, m many other cases the cemented 

carbides or stellite 80 and 100 are preferable. It is 

the task of the planning department to select the 

most suitable tools, and of the foreman to see that 

they are correctly applied according to Table XXVI 

Negative Rake Angles If the machine tool 

has not only a powerful drive but also very high 

speeds, and the piece does not require much 

material removal, then the best working method is 

to use cemented carbide-tipped tools but ground 

with negative rake angles * 

Chip thickness is not quite the same as feed 

However, if the depth of cut is at least 4 x feed 

and the feed is small, say 0-04 in (—1 mm), the 

calculation of speed and chip volume may be 

based on the feed without substantial error 

(residue of material) As the cross-section of chip 

remains the same, if calculating feed X depth 

(= thickness) or length of tool engagement, the 

power basis remains the same and the residue for 

small feeds is negligible (See page 128 ) 

As regards size of the tool shank for big sections, 

it IS recommended that tlie height should be twice 

the width, eg. H in. X | in , 1 in x J in , but 

m. X 1 in and 1 in. X | in are also obtain¬ 

able and much used because they give a broader 

support to a carbide tip. 

Rake and Relief There seems to be little 

necessity for making any considerable variation 

in rake and relief for similar materials, therefore 

the range of useful roughing tool shapes for iron 

and steel might be reduced to three contours 

(Nos. 2, 3, 4). (See Table XVIIIa.) While cutting 

• (1) BearbeUbarkeU und Werkutacttenauamttzung (Machm- 
abihty and Kxploitation of Workshops), by O Schlesinger, 
Z.V D.I , 1928 (2) “ Cutting with Carbides,” Machine-Tool 
Hemew (Alfred Herbert, Coventry), pp 51 -.’>6, May-June, 194.'5. 
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pressure decreases with increased positive rake, 

cutting speed is not, in general, greatly affected 

by such changes. The chip is removed with less 

energy by the tool having the greater rake, but 

the greater positive rake weakens the tool edge 

and failure occurs sooner than it would with 

a smaller rake. This is important, hence, the 

introduction of negative rake angles for the 

brittle carbide tips, which are weakened by pro¬ 

gressive cratering when used with positive rake 

angles. 

Effect of Tool Set-ups on the Rate of Metal 

Removal. Tools should be clamped in the tool-post 

so as to have support as close as possible to a point 

directly under the active cutting edge. Excessive 

overhang will cause chatter and necessitate an 

appreciable reduction in speed or feed or both. 

(See Fig. 026.) 

Work should be clamped in a machine tool so 

that the maximum rate of production is possible. 

Work should be supported as close as possible to 

the cutting edge (by a following rest) to prevent 

the springing of the part under the prcvssure of the 

tool. If accurate surfaces are to be produced, 

work should not be supported on rough surfaces. 

This IS particularly true when machining castings 

Clamping strains tend to distort the work, while 

the release of casting strains by removal of a 

portion of the skin tends to cause a permanent 

deformation of the casting. When accurate 

surfaces must be machined on rough parts, they 

should first be set up as rigidly as possible for 

the roughing cuts but avoiding warping. Then 

the clamps should be loosened to release the clamp¬ 

ing strains, and should be clamped no tighter 

than is necessary to hold it firmly against the 

finishing cut It may then be finished with fair 

assurance that deformations caused by the release 

of casting strains will be eliminated and that no 

new deformations will he introduced by strains 

set up by the method of clamping It is advisable 

to let castings rest after roughing and do the 

finishing some days later. For very accurate 

parts artificial seasoning of castings is the quick¬ 

est, safest, and cheajiest method For instance, 

the very sensitive stands and beds of jig borers of 

the best makes are heated in a special chamber for 

about si.x to eight hours up to C , soaked for 

another four hours, then slowly cooled down at 

about C. fier hour under thermostatic control. 

required to remove any further movement from 

the castings, this being indispensable for the last¬ 

ing accuracy of such machines 

Chip Breakers. Straight chips and chips of 

large radius helix made by cemented carbide- 

tipped tools are difficult to handle and dangerous 

to the operator. A chip which curls into a tight 

spiral, breaking up into short sections against the 

unfinished surface of the work, is much to be 

preferred This is particularly true when soft but 

very tough materials, such as some of the low- 

carbon alloy steels or monel metals, are being 

machined. The best chip breakers are ground 

directly into the face of the tool, fulfilling the 

following conditions (Fig. 66)— 

1 Contour of chip control groove must be 

made so as easily to deflect the steel chip into a 

coil of small diameter The groove contour con¬ 

sists of a flat, blending into a radius. The flat is 

diamond-ground at an angle a corresponding to 

the top side rake or slope best suited for the steel 

to be cut 

The width of the groove IF (flat 4- radius) 

determines the diameter of the coiled chip. This 

groove width is affected by the feed per revolution 

and the type of steel being cut. 

The radius R effectively deflects the chip into 

a coil. This radius varies chiefly with the feed per 

revolution. Usually, for best results the following 

radii are recommended: up to 0-010 in. feed, 

in. radius ; from 0 010 in to 0-030 in. 

feed, ^ in. radius; from 0-030 in. to 0-050 in. 
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feed, J in radius; above 0-050 m. feed, ^ in 

radius. 

The depth of groove D must be sufficient to 

deflect the chip into a coil. Usually a 0-015 in. 

depth IS sufficient for feeds up to 0-010 in , 0-025 in 

depth for feeds up to 0-030 in , and 0-04 in to 

0-05 in. depth for feeds above 0-030 in. It is 

recommended that D should not be allowed to 

exceed 0-06 in depth. 

2. Generally the chip control groove should not 

be parallel to the cutting edge. The top view of 

the chip control groove should be in the shape of a 

flat triangle, the radiused side of the groove form¬ 

ing an angle to the cutting edge The amount 

of this angle determines the direction of chip 

flow This type of groove usually throws the 

coiled chip in the direction shown in Fig 66. 

When chips are directed as shown, the chip does 

not injure the cutting edge, nor can the chip 

gouge out the shank directly under the tip. This 

type of groove usually directs the coiled chip into 

the unmachmcd part of the work, and this action 

breaks up the chip into coils of short manageable 

length. 

3. Once the end contour and top shape of the 

groove have been determined they must be 

duplicated exactly to maintain efficient operation 

This cannot be done by freehand grinding The 

chip control groove should be reproduced on a 

universal tool-grinder, producing a straight {xy) 

and not a curved back, which is ground by the 

cylindrical external surface of the abrasive 

When the chip-breaker groove is ground “all in 

one” a double bending of the chip coil is caused, 

which IS detrimental to the chip-breaker back and 

to the tool surface. 

Grinding of Tools 

Individual grinding of tools on floor or bench 

stands by the machinist cannot be recommended, 

because it seldom produces correct angles or 

contours. If the most suitable tool angles are 

selected and standardized the adjustable pro¬ 

tractor should be replaced by suitable fixtures to 

guarantee correct grinding results and by simple 

templates (see Fig. 65) to check the correct angles 

and contours. 

The best practice in tool-grinding requires 

the use of a semi-automatic tool-grinder with all 

grinding centralized in the toolroom and done 

correctly and in a fraction of the time by a trained 

operator. Then tools are always available at 

the machines from stock, ready ground to the 

angles and shapes best suited for maximum 

production Cutting speeds and feeds can be 

specified by the ratefixer with the certainty that 

they can be achieved, and production rates and 

costs are under control (see Table XX). 

Wet-grinding is recommended and should be 

carried out with extreme care. Coolant must be 

supplied copiously and constantly by a pump and 

not by a pot If dry-grinding is unavoidable, 

the operator must make perfectly sure that the 

tip does not become too hot, and above all he must 

avoid cooling it suddenly with water. This is 

the most frequent cause of cracks, which will 

immediately lead to a breakdown of the tool. A 

water-pot should not be allowed near the dry 

tool-grinder. 

Ordinary emery grinding-wheels with peripheral 

speeds of from 4000 to 6000 ft/min are used for 

wet-grinding high-speed and cobalt-tungsten tools. 

To grind cemented carbide-tipped tools two opera¬ 

tions are generally used, i e. (1) roughing with 

a carborundum wheel, and (2) finishing with a 

diamond-impregnated wheel. 

For roughing the tip a soft carborundum wheel 

(green crystolon) is generally used either dry or 

with copious water. Final finishing should be 

effected with diamond-impregnated wheels, using 

a straight oil as lubricant No other method but 

diamond honing* will produce a perfect cutting 

edge. Diamond-grinding of the cutting edge is 

absolutely essential for finishing tools. Diamond 

wheels are made in a variety of cup and disc 

wheel shajies, with different diamond concentra¬ 

tions and bonds, either of a bakelite or a metallic 

base such as steel or copper Peripheral sjieeds of 

between 3600 and 5500 ft/min are employed 

Care should be taken to avoid the soft shank 

material being removed by the sensitive carbor¬ 

undum wheel. A secondary angle of relief (^j^, 6^, 

^3, (see Fig 55) for the shank should therefore 

* Honing a method using n fine-gram bonded abrasive, 
whereas for lapping a loose abrasive is used As tools are 
always finished with bonded discs or sticks, the correct 
denotation “honing” ought to be used for this final operation 
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be provided, using an ordinary emery wheel on a 

tool-grinder as a preliminary operation. 

To minimize the risk of chipping, the tool should 

be ground from the tip to the body of the tool, 

the front and side faces being ground first and the 

top lastly Only moderate pressures should be 

used in grinding. The application of undue 

Fiu B7 ONts-FACET Diamond Tooe with 
Blended Cornebs 

force results in rapid wheel wear with the possible 

cracking and chipping of the cutting edge of the 

tool. Hand-grinding is therefore recommended 

but with the use of rest and angle fixtures 

As mentioned above the shank should be con¬ 

siderably stronger than that of a solid or butt- 

welded high-speed steel tool 

Rockwll-hardnesa of tools Well-hardened high¬ 

speed steel and cobalt-tungsten tools ought to 

show a hardness of about 62 to 65 on the Rockwell 

C-scale and tungsten carbide tips about 85 to 92 

Fio 68. Diamond Boring-hab 

Rockwell C Cobalt-tungsten tools reach maxi¬ 

mum hardness only by reheating at least once, 

between 560° and 620° C , and in some cases twice. 

A means of measuring tool hardness with the 

Vickers or Rockwell hardness tester is an excellent 

investment and education for any toolroom, and 
it always pays. 

It is remarkable how correct ratefixing, leaving 

a good bonus for the intelligent and skilful 

operator, reduces the number of tools destroyed. 

Tool destruction means a stoppage of the machine 

and therefore loss of time, and the operator finds 

out very soon that his earnings are dependent 

on sharp cutting edges and high-speed tools. 

However, the worker must have full confidence 

in the uniform reliability of the tools supplied 

by the toolroom. 

Diamond Tools* 

The single-point diamond tool has been used 

for more than forty years for machining non- 

ferrous metals and alloys such as copper, brass, 

bronze, white metals, aluminium, duralumin, 

elektron, siliimin, .silver, gold, platinum, as well as 

vulcanite, ebonite, and various synthetic products 

For steel and cast-iron the working conditions 

must be exceptionally good for diamond tools to 

be used to advantage 

Only fine finishing work can be earned out with 

diamond tools, and feeds may be between 0-00()()4 

to 6 004 in /rev. and the cutting depth not more 

than 0 008 to O 03 in Both depend upon the 

cutting re.si8tance of the material to be machined 

The surface speed ought to be not less than 

600 ft/min On large diameters, i e copper 

shp-rings, commutators, etc , speeds over 10,000 

ft/min have been employed 

The life of the diamond tool may be between 

100 and 500 working hours if the machine is very 

rigid and speed, feed, and depth of cut are correctly 

selected and the tool is well treated Whether 

diamond tools can be economically employed, 

however, can be decided only on the facts of each 

particular case, their closest competitor being the 

cemented-carbide tool with well-honed cutting 

edges 

Aircraft and motor-car manufacturers especially 

have used diamonds with great success for 

external and internal manufacturing purposes. 

For the ordinary diamond-tipped boring tool 

the B.S.I. edited a standard specification, B.S. 

1120-1943. The external tool gives excellent sur¬ 

faces, especially if it has one facet with blended 

comers (Fig. 67). A surface finish of 1 to 4 ^-in. 

• D. F. Galloway and G. Schlesmger Journal of 1 P E., 
August, 1944, No. 9. I^ondon. 
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average can be guaranteed for months on alumin¬ 

ium alloys. There must be a micrometer adjust¬ 

ment (Fig. 6S and 69) to adjust the facet almost 

parallel to the axis of the piece and also to the 

correct inclination ♦ 

Good working conditions are 

1 (\)ld-set rigid iliamond tool 

2 Micrometer means of adjustment 

3 Easily readable graduated dials, indicating 

the extent of adjustment (O-OOOOri in to 0 (H)0.5 in ) 

4 Means for securely retaining the diamond 

tool when performing heavy cutting operations. 

T). Provision for the ready removal and replace¬ 

ment of the diamond tool without disturbing 

the adjustment 

6, A very rigid maehmc tool 

7 Very rigid tool-holder and secure clamping 

in the tool-post 

Every trace of vibration must bo avoided 

Working tolerances of 0-00008 in may be main¬ 

tained with a very fine surface finish surpassing 

that of a fine-grinding action The biiilt-in 

micrometer adjustment of the cutting facet reads 

directly to 0 0001 in (0 0025 mm) 

unskilled labour the point of the drill should be 
accurately shaped in the toolroom by a very 

skilled operator. 

No tool IS so difficult to grind without the proper 

equipment and therefore hand-grinding should be 

eliminated since it is never uniform even 

though it seems quicker. A comparison 

of results produced by properly ground 

drills with those ground in a haphazard 

manner often reveals a tremendous loss 

of efficiency Tool life measured by the 

number of holes per sharp drill may 

differ in the ratio 10 • 1 merely by re- 

grinding the point with suitable relief 

There are four conditions for a perfect 

working drill, lack of any one of which 

will result in imperfect holes and high 

drilling expense. They are (a) equal 

length of the cutting lips, (6) correct 

and equal angle of the cutting lips, 

(c) correct clearance behind the cutting edges, 

(d) correct thickness of the web or chisel point. 

(Fig 70.) 

(a) If the tool hps are not exactly of the same 

length {A == B) the drill will produce oversize 

holes and bad internal surfaces One lip does all 

the cutting, frequent sharpening is necessary, 

(<•) Siiitablp rpllpf, 
(d) PoHltion or chlspl p 

Multiple-point Tools 

1. Twist Drills 

The most commonly used tool with two edges 

cutting simultaneously is the twist drill. Because 

the drilling machine is usually operated by 

* P. Grodzmski: Diamond Tooln, N.A G. Press, Ltd , 1944, 
London. 

and the drilling machine is eccentrically loaded 

These deficiencies result in high drill costs, since 

much metal is wasted during the frequent 

sharpening. 

(6) The angles (ax = of the cutting lips 

must be exactly the same for each hp. These 

angles must be adapted to suit different materials . 
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they vary from 30° for rubber to 180° for wood 

(Fig. 71). 

(c) Clearance is the relief (/3) behind the cutting 

edges. Without clearance the drill will not cut 

and with too much clearance the drill will dig 

in and break. The clearance should increase 

gradually from the periphery to the centre of 

the drill. The clearance usually accepted as 

standard is ^ = 8° at the periphery for hard 

materials, up to 13° for soft materials. The 

clearance increases towards the centre to such 

an extent that the angle of the web intersection 

on the lips will be 130° to 135° to the cutting 

edge. 

(d) The chisel edge is the edge at the end of 

the web formed by the intersection of the 

flanks. The chisel edge angle is determined by 

the point angle and the relief near the chisel 

edge ; it is generally 45° to the axis. 

The web is a metal column which separates 

the flutes. It runs the entire length of the 

drill between the flutes. This web is the sup¬ 

porting section of the drill, the backbone of the 

drill in fact. 

If the web is too thick, excessive power by 

increased thrust is required in drilling; if too 

thin the point is weakened so that it cannot 

withstand the thrust of drilling and the drill will 

fail. Since the web increases usually in thickness 

as the shank is approached and as this central 

web does no cutting, it is important that the point 

is thm to reduce the thickness of web. For all 

tough materials the thinning of the chisel point is 

necessary, i.e. for steel, while for most cast 

materials, such as cast-iron, brass, and aluminium 

castings, etc , which are brittle, thinning is not 

necessary. In general the thickness of web at 

the point should be about one-eighth of the thick¬ 

ness of the drill. Drills with a cylindrical web are 

also manufactured. 

There are two steps in the sharpening of the 

drill; (1) to grind the cutting edge which develops 

the angle and clearance correctly, (2) to thin the 

point by a drill grinder having fixtures for holding 

the drill properly. The inclination of the helical 

flute and smooth surfaces of the grooves are 

essential for a quick removal of the chips, elimi¬ 

nating clogging or the forming of a built-up edge 

behind the cutting edges Figs. 72 (a) and (6) 

show helix angles between 12° for brass and 45° for 

elektron. The correct inclination of the helix is 

essential for drilling deep holes. 

An example may illustrate how the right shape 

of the tool point, helix, and relief, decreased the 

Fio 72a 

cutting time from 5 sec to 1-8 sec for drilling deep 

holes of small diameter, e.g. 0-2 in. dia X 2 in. 

deep in elektron. Instead of using the usual 

twist drill of 24° helix and 120° point angle 
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external edges; excessive thrust breaks the drill, 

even if the tool is drilling soft elektron. Fig. 

Fi« 726 SPE<'iAT.t,Y Dksiuneu Dkii.1. for Deep Holes in Klektron 

(Fig. 72 (a) ) a special drill of 4.'5° helix and 80° 

point (Fig. 72 (b) ) was used, which allowed the 

drilling of 3000 holes for one 

grind, whilst the drill of ordinary 

shape only produced 200 holes 

per grind and resulted in many 

broken drills at the end of the 

day. 

Most workshops use the .same 

twist drill shape for cast-iron, 

mild stteel, hard steel, brass, and 

light metals, which is not at all 

economic. It is advisable to have 

at least three different clearance 

angles even for the same flute 

and point inclination for (1) .steel, 

between 8° for hard and 12° for 

tough grades , (2) cast-iron, about 

10° to 12°, and (3) non-ferrous 

metals, about 12° to 15°, and 

to have all tlrills ground by 

the same operator in a central 

grinding department Coolant 

should always be used for drilling any material. 

Correct cutting angles diminish thrust and 

torque in drilling Excessive torque dulls the 

726 shows how the more suitable drill with 46° 

helix and 80° point angles reduced the dangerous 

increasing thrust from the breaking point of 

TABLE XXVII 

Speed.s axu Feeds of High-speed Steel Dkills fob Different Kinds of Materials 

1 Steel of , a.r, Stepl I OF 40-.50 tons STF.-. , IF 50-00 TONS Steel of 60-75 ton! 

nia of Drill 
Ten.silk ' Pensile 1 Tensile Tensile 

m Speed Feeil ' SlHNsl ' Feed Speed Feed ' KpAAH 1 Feed 
1 ft;min 1 m /rev 1 ft/min in /rev ft/mm 1 m /rev 1 ft/min in /rev 

0 08-0 20 60 8tl 0 004 60-80 0 004 50 «(> ' il.lii-> 30-45 1 0 002 
0 21-0 40 0 008 0 008 1 I 0 004 0 004 
041-070 1)0 110 0 010 1 0 010 0 008 40-60 
0 71-1 00 ; 0 012 80-100 0 012 1 60-70 1 0 012 1 50 65 0 008 
1 01-2 00 1 80 100 0 016 80 0 016 1 50-60 0014 1 45-,5.5 0 012 

Dia Drill 

C’AST-IKON, 8 10 TONS 
Ten.sile 

Speed Feed 
ft/min I in (rev 

Cast-iron, 12-20 tons 
Tensile 

Speed ' Feed 
ft mm I in /rev 

Brass (soft) Brass 

Speed ! Feed 
ft/min I in./rev 

Speed Feed 
rt/min m./rev 

0 08-0 20 
0 21-0 40 
0-41-0 70 
0-71-1 00 
1 01-2 00 

80-100 
100-130 
80-100 

65 
65 

0 004 
0 008 
0 014 
0 025 
0 040 

40-60 

.■>0-65 

45^ 

0 004 
0 006 
0 008 
0 012 
0 016 

0 004 
0-008 S 150 
0 016 I 
0 025 I 

0 002 
O 004 
0-008 
0 012 

= 600 
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247 lb (12° helix) to a uniform load of 55 lb (45° 

helix), whilst the torque remained about 27 in./lb. 

in all three cases even at the bottom of the 2 in 

deep hole, where the torque is naturally increased 

by the friction of chips against cutting edges and 

walls of flutes. 

Table XXVII gives suitable speeds and feeds 

for drills of different diameters made of ordinary 

high-speed steel, when used on different kinds of 

steel, cast-iron, and brass. 

Table XXVIII gives the feed thrust and the 

torques for different diameters, materials and 

feeds in inches per revolution 

TABLE xxviir 

Drilling Thrusts and Torques for 

Different Diameters, Feeds, and Materials 

If cobalt tungsten super-high-speed drills are 

used, speeds should be increased 25 to 30 per cent 

but feeds kept as specified. 

2. Threading Tools: Taps and Dies 

When machining internal and external threads 

which call for the use of taps and dies, accuracy 

of shape is demanded within fine tolerances, 

together with smoothly finished surfaces. In 

most cases it is not possible for reasons of economy 

to jierform a second operation to finish a thread 

made by a tap or die. 
Fig 73 shows a standard tap and indicates the 

various terms used. The feed is given by the 

pitch of the thread. The shape of the thread 

(B S W , U.S S., S I , etc.) is fixed and determines 

the depth of cut, the only variable is the cutting 

speed (Table XXIX) Cutting angles must be 

TABLE XXIX 

Materials and (Cutting Speeds for Tapping 

adapted to the material being threaded (p 170) 

but this adaptability is much more limited than 

with ordinary single- or multi-point cutting tools. 
With a tap or die all the work is done in one single 

pass as the tool contains all the necessary dimen¬ 

sions. Indeed, the whole work of the tap or die 

is done by the chamfer (or taper lead) at the front 

and the first or second threads following this 

chamfer, these threads being in effect the finishing 

part of the tool. Because the feed is controlled 

by the pitch of the thread and the section of the 

chip by its profile, the stress on the cutting edges 

of the chamfer can only be regulated by varying 

the length of this chamfer or by changing the 

cutting speed. Another method of reducing the 

tool stress is by distributing the work between 

two, three or more taps m a set. 

The Selection of the Correct Type of Tap 

It is usual for reasons of economy to finish a 

thread, where possible, m one operation. This 

being so, the chamfer (taper lead) on the tap should 
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be made long enough to ensure a good distribution 

of the cutting forces. The machine nut tap or 

tapper tap embodies this feature. The possibility 

of using this tap is limited by the fact that the run¬ 

out of the thread is often limited, as in blind holes, 

and is therefore smaller than the chamfer on the 

tap. 

As stated above, the load ought to be well 

distributed. The work done in one turn of the 

tap produces one finished thread. With a long 

chamfer, each cutting 

edge IS lightly loaded and 

the tap will have longer 

life In most cases it is 

necessary to shorten the 

chamfer. The machine 

nut tap with the short¬ 
ened chamfer becomes 

the so-called machine 

tap Its usefulness 

limited by the machina- 

bility of the material and 

it may be necessary to 

subdivide the operation 

between a sot of taps 

For through holes, taps 

with longer chamfers can 

be used than for blind 

holes. Consequently, the 

subdivision into two taps is often sufficient, while 

for blind holes three or more taps may be neces¬ 

sary The bottom tap should have only one 

thread chamfered Thus, for ordinary machine 

taps wc have the following divisions— 

1. Nut taps for short through holes, the lengths 

of which are not greater than those of standard 

nuts. 

2. Machine taps for long through holes in a 

material which is easily cut, or where a long 

run-out is not permissible 

3 Set of two taps for through holes especially 

for materials difficult to machine 

4 Set of three or more taps for materials difficult 

to machine or for holes with short run-out. 

Ground Thread Taps 

By grinding all essential parts of the taps on 

their own centres after hardening, ground taps 

are accurately made straight and concentric. 

They have correctly shaped flutes to give the best 

cutting action, and power consumption is reduced. 

In addition, the largest possible chip chamber is 

obtained without weakening the tap to any 

appreciable extent 

The British Standard Institution has published 

in B S. No 949 (temixirary issue) of April, 1941, 

new tolerances for the diameters, pitches, and 

angles of screwing taps. 

73 Nomenclatuhe (ir Standard Tap 

The tolerances allowed on the cumulative 

pitch errors of taps are based on a length of thread 

of 1 in. The tolerances for the four grades of 

taps are— 
Over a l-»n. Lenylh 

(hound thieadR, (Imdo 1 0.0003 in 
,. „ „ 2 0 0000 in 

Cut threads. Grade 1 . . 0 0015 m. 
., 2 0 0030 m 

Toleranceji The B S I Standards for B.S W , 

B.S.F and BS.P. bolts and nuts distinguish 

between close, medium, and free fits and give the 

tolerances to which the work-pieces must be 

finished But in the latest preliminary issue, 

tolerance tables are given for the manufacturing 

accuracy of the taps themselves It seems to be 

more practical (see also the American Standards 

for taps) to distinguish the taps by their method 

of manufacture, i.e. whether cut or ground 

because the accuracy of the tap has a decisive 
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effect upon the quality of the fit (close, medium, 

or free) 

For high-class work (e.g aircraft and aero 

engines), where a bolt which becomes loose may 

be a source of danger, close fits are used, while 

medium fits suffice for ordinary good machinery. 

The three grades of tolerance correspond to 

the following definitions— 

Close Fit. This includes screw-thread woi-k 

requiring a fine snug fit. It is only obtainable 

by the use of the highest quality screwing tools, 

supported by a very efficient system of gauging 

and inspection This grade of fit is recommended 

only for special work, where refined accuracy of 

pitch and thread form are particularly required 

Medium Fit. This includes the better grade of 

interchangeable screw-thread work 

Free Fit. This includes the great bulk of screw- 

thread work of ordinary quality. 

An accurate tap must possess the following 

features— 
1 The tap must be straight and concentric 

2. The shape of the flutes must be correct and 

suitable for the material being cut. 

3. The following important dimensions must be 

accurate • (a) effective diameter, (6) pitch, (c) 

angle of thread, and (d) flank angle in relation to 

tap axis. 

4. Correct cutting angles. 

5 The material of the tap must be of high- 

quality steel properly treated throughout manu¬ 

facture up to the final grinding. 

The high-speed steel used should have usually 

the following analysis— 

Numbers of Flutes. The number of flutes is not 

standardized, it being usual to find one, two, 

three, five, six, or eight flutes. Single-flute taps 

are sometimes used for aluminium. A two-fluted 

tap is only used for soft material and short holes, 

the cutting action being similar to that of a twist 

drill. Two cutting edges are sufficient for soft 

material and will stand up to the tapping of 

thousands of work-pieces. The two flutes provide 

maximum chip space. Three-fluted taps are said 

to cut more easily and with fewer shocks than those 

with four flutes, because three flutes give a good 

balance between number of cutting edges and chip 

clearance. The four-fluted tap, however, has 

better guidance on the chamfer Moreover, and 

this is an important point, it can be measured 

more easily using ordinary micrometers or gauges. 

Correctly ground three-flute taps have fewer edges, 

and consequently friction is reduced. 

Materials to be Machined 

The selection of an appropriate cutting sfieed, 

cutting angles, and chamfer relief depend on the 

material For taps to cut semi-hard, hard, and 

tough steels up to 50 tons/sq in a definite chamfer 

relief should be carefully ground * 

Materials may be divided into the following 

groups— 

1. Steels up to 50 tons/sq in 

2. Tough and hard materials chrome steels, 

Ni-Cr and nickel steels, stainless steels and tool 

steels. 

3 Cast-iron 

4 Brass and bronze 

5 Light metals. 

6. Plastic and resins. 

Group 1 . Steels from 25 to 50 tomjsq in. I’hreads 

in these materials can easily be cut. Through- 

holes from I in up can be tapped by machine taps 

or single taps. It is advisable to give them a 

shaving chamfer to remove the chips more easily. 

The chips are continuous, remain together, and 

are pushed out m the direction of the cut in front 

of the tool point. If it is possible, the thread 

ought to have a sufficient run-out. If the run-out 

IS too short, several taps of a set must be used. 

The designer should note that for blind holes a 

run-out or recess of double pitch at least in. is 

necessary. Taps with spiral flutes (the direction 

of the helix depends on whether the bore is bhnd 

or through) facilitate the removal of the chips 

in such cases. The angle of rake is 5° to 10°, the 

cutting speed approximately 50 ft/min. 

Ample coolant and lubrication with good cutting 

• “Taps Their Correct Design and Efficient Use,” by 
O. Sohleeinger, Machinery, London. July. 1941. 
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oils are required. (See Table XXIII ) The 

machine tap for these steels ought to be made of 

high-speed steel with ground flanks. Mild steels 

below 35 tons/sq in. are generally very tough; 

they require cutting angles and tools similar to 

those m Group No. 2 (tough-hard material). 

Group 2 .• Tough-hard Maferials. The cutting 

speed IS 3 to 12 ft/min, with ample coolant 

Cutting angle 5° to 10° 

Group 3 .• Cast-iron For ordinary cast-iron 

(140 to 160 Brinell hardness), the same taps are 

used as for ordinary steel. For through holes, 

machine taps of high-syieed steel should be used 

or a single tap For harder cast-iron (180 to 220 

Brinell hardness) use the same taps as for rough 

hard material The cutting angle is 0° to 5°. 

Cut dry, or use tallow or a good cutting oil 

Group 4 Brass or Bronze give the least diffi¬ 

culties m tapping The thread is generally cut in 

one operation, using a machine tap or a single tap. 

Gun-nose taps are very suitable Cutting sjieed 

about 80 ft/min, cutting angle 0° to 5°, which can 

be increased to 10" to 15°, if a gun-nose tap is 

used. Ample coolant with cutting oils is necessary. 

Group 5 • Lnght Metals frequently cause diffi¬ 

culties in tapping The alloys vary considerably 

and consequently great differences in inachinabil- 

ity are found. The aluminium manganese alloys 

are tough. They clog easily and give long curls, 

and for this reason the flutes of the tap must be 

very wide in order to give ample chip space. 

Small taps have generally two flutes, otherwise 

three-fluted taps are used A front rake angle of 

15° to 20° IS suitable A machine tap. however, 

must not be used for holes where the tap has to 

be reversed The magnesium alloys give short 

broken chips, and their removal is not difficult, 

but they dull the cutting edges considerably as 

do the aluminium silicon alloys. The cutting 

speed should be about 150 ft/min Some alloys 

ought to be tapped without lubricant, e.g. electron. 

With others the coolant increases the quality of 

the finished thread. Fine threads below 0-03 in. 

pitch ought not to be used at all on these materials. 

Because great accuracy is usually required with 

light metals, ground taps are mostly used. The 

threads can be finished with one single tap and to 

enable this to be done it is advisable to have a 

long run-out. A gun-nose tap with six threads 

chamfer is quite suitable. 

Group 6 Plastics and Pressed Materials, e.g. 

vulcanite, fibre, bakelite, etc., can be cut with the 

same tools as those for light metals. The chips 

are generally coherent. The phenol resins behave 

in a similar way to cast-iron, being brittle and 

giving short chips The taps should have cutting 

angles from 0° to 5°. Pressed 

materials dull the cutting 

edges considerably. They 

should be cut dry to avoid 

spoiling the material, with 

cutting speeds of about 100 

ft/min. The threads can be 

finished with machine nut taps 

or single taps 

Owing to the wearing quali¬ 

ties of these materials the 

relief should be kept to a 

minimum, say 0 0 to 0 0005 in 

per land The cutting angle 

must be at a maximum and 

the tap kept sharp 

Chucking the Tap 

It is of importance to secure 

the accurate axial position of 

the tap with regard to the 

machine spindle and to direct 

the chamfer truly in line with 

the axis of the hole to be 

tapped A correct chucking 

device secures not only the correct position of 

the tap but lengthens its life and produces good 

threads, avoiding any tendency to “reamer” the 

first part of the nut. 

The lengthwise self-adjusting, but rigidly cen¬ 

tred, chuck shown in Fig. 74 consists of two main 

parts which are adjustable, lengthwise relative to 

one another. An external sleeve (1) with taper 

shank is used to clamp the chuck in the machine. 

The sleeve (2) has an internal taper to take an 

intermediate chuck (3) for the tap (4). To equalize 

inaccurate alignment of the tool and the bore, the 

design permits a small floating movement of the 

sleeve (2) about the ring (5). Further, the design 

allows considerable axial movement of the parts 

Kio 74 Tap-chuck, 
Lhniithwisk 8ki.f- 

Rioiduv I'kntukd 
(а) Starting position 
(б) Spring ronipresspcl 
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cuts with a lead screw to control. Concerning (1), 

the non-cutting portion forms a hardened nut so 

that the pitch is controlled by its guiding action. 

Milling Cutterm* 

This tool, with its multi pie-cutting edges, is 

amongst the most difficult in the shop Correct 

Krri 7(1 Fi.vwukkl ahovi' ik<i ('i'ri'Kit 

milling IS dependent on the fulfilment of the 

following conditions 

1 Milled surfaces must be accurate within the 

prescribed limits according to dimen.sion and form 

2 '^rhe surface finish must be smooth and 

unifoi 111 

.‘i The working tune ought to be as short as 

possible (maxiiiuini feed and adequate speed) 

-f 'L'lie cutter should nevertheless have the 

longest possible life 

5 No chatter, or vibration, or irregular feeding, 

IS permissible. 
(i Power consumption niu.st be the minimum. 

Some of those conditions are incompatible 

with each other, therefore we must skillfully .seek 

the best compromise 

The two mam classes of milling operations are— 

(1) Face Milling, in which the finished surface 

IS mainly parallel to the face of the cutter. 

(2) Peripheral Milling (including slab and form 

milling), in which the finished surface is mainly 

parallel to the periphery of the cutter 

• Milling Cullers, B S. No. 122, 1938. 

Face Milling versus Plain Milling. Wher¬ 

ever possible, face mills or straddle mills should 

always be used in preference to plain mills, because 

they operate with reduced cutting pressure. This 

permits the use of increased feeds and results in 

longer cutter life. A plain null involves problems 

in design and manufacture, since it is difficult, for 

instance, to maintain a uniform rake angle with 

cemented carbide-tipped cutters because of tbe 

cutter width These problems do not exist when 

considering the face mill or the straddle mill. 

The facing cutter can be fastened very rigidly 

on the front of the spindle, and there is usually 

sufficient space to use a flywheel or to make the 

body of the facing cutter sufficiently heavy so that 

it performs the function of a flywheel (Fig 76) 

For peripheral milling an arbor is used, which 

IS fastened to the spindle by a taper, while the 

cutter is held by the cylindrical part of the arbor 

and driven by keys (Fig 77) The three kinds of 

taper are shown in Fig 78 The adapter allows 

for the compari.son (anti quick change, if neces.sary) 

of (1) Brown and Sharpe Taper 1 24 (central, 

but abandoned), (2) Morse Taper 1 2l> (medium, 

Fig 77 

I Simill DlaiiirUr, Slimlo Axlnl Ki \ Torqiii' -I- Ik-iidmn 

"2 Ijirgr DIaniotrr, T»<i Pair's of Radial Drl\liiK l>i.«3 Pure Toniiic 
Moiiiriit (>r Inrrtla ./. ^ I .54S lii (.’> tlnips ./,) 

sometimes in use), and (3)* Standardized Modern 

American and British Taper 1 • 34 (external). All 

improvements by higher speeds, cemented carbide- 

tipped tools, negative rake, etc., are frustrated by 

the rather weak central part of the cylindrical 

arbor which carries and drives the nulling cutter. 

* N M T B .4. ^ National Machine Tool Builder's Aasocia- 
tion (U S.A.) 
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To adjust the cylindrical cutter in its position to 

work-piece and table, distance rings are necessary 

(Fig. 79). These rings or bushings must have a 

close running internal fit on the arbor, and the end 

faces must be perfectly parallel to each other and 

perpendicular to the axis of the arbor. Any 

deviation from parallel deflects the arbor by tight¬ 

ening the nut which is pressing the rings against 

the shoulder of the arbor and the surfaces of the 

milling cutter. This tightening effect is particu¬ 

larly important. The last ring is knurled and has 

Fio 79 Milling Arbob with Distance Rings 

a big internal radius or chamfer to clear the fillet 

of the arbor against the shoulder. It is a task for 

the future to standardize the diameters D, d, and 

Dy and the heights {h) of the rings corresponding 

to the lengths w and L The diameter of the 

bronze bushing (Z)i) should be as big as possible 

to allow the arbor to pass, instead of supporting 

the arbor by a small pivot at the outer end behind 

the nut, the latter is still frequently used. 



and the translatory motion of the work-piece 

combine to produce a chip whose cross-section 

varies from instant to instant as the direction of 

motion of a tooth changes with respect to direc¬ 

tion of motion of the work-piece Chip thickness 

is a maximum at the instant that these motions 

are perpendicular to each other, and substantially 

zero when they are parallel. 

Surface Generated in Milling. In peripheral 

milling, two distinct methods are used (Fig. 80). 

same direction as the feed. The chip thickness 

is a maximum at the beginning of the cut, and a 

minimum at the end (Fig 80 (6)). Down-milling 

requires a special driving gear for the table 

eliminating backlash. 

Chip Formation. Up-milling and down-milling 

produce surfaces of different character, the reason 

lying in the process of chip formation. 

In up-milling, the portion of the finished surface 

which IS produced by a tooth is formed at the 
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beginning of its contact with the work-piece, 

when the chip thickness is small Hence, the 

built-up edge itself is small, and the resultant 

surface is generally smooth, if the machine is rigid. 

In down-milling, an element of the finished 

surface is produced at the end of the tooth 

(a) 2 BIO TEETH 

in the main spindle are greatly improved in the 

American Standard (A S.M.E ) type of spindle 

nose (Fig 82), accepted by the B S.I. Specifica¬ 

tion No 739-1937. The three fundamental 

requirements of milling arbors are well separated. 

They are (1) centring. (2) clamping, and (3) 

(b) GROUND TRUE 

engagement with the work. With a ductile 

material such as a low-carbon steel, where the built- 

up edge is large, the latter persists to the extreme 

end of the chip, the escape of fragments likewise 

persists, and sometimes produces a tom finish. 

It depends on the shape of the work-piece and 

the kind of clamping, which method is best 

used (Fig. 81). The great majority of existing 

machines are designed for up-milling. 

The drive of the milling arbor and its fastening 

driving. Centring is done by the short rear 

cylinder and by the steep taper, which does not 

seize. Clamping is done by an internal rod and 

thread, and driving is effected by two dogs 

situated at the largest diameter of the flange 

(pure torque) It is unfortunate that this marked 

improvement of the cutter drive is restricted to 

the cylindrical parts within the spindle nose, 

and does not include the exterior cylindrical part 

of the arbor, its diameter and especially the driving 
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method for the cutter itself. The transfer of the 

torque to the milling cutter is still as unsatis¬ 

factory as it was at the time of the invention of the 

milling machine (1878), due to the small diameter 

of the arbor weakened by a single key groove 

The load-carrying part of the milling arbor still 

remains weak, and it is this weak part which 

determines the work done by the machine, both 

regarding quantity of chips and quality of surface 
If a strong milling machine is noisy and refuses to 

perform a reasonable deep and wide cut with a 

well-ground cutter, it is always the fault of the 

weak milling arbor 

The drive to the cylindrical cutter is eHected 

either by one standardized axial key or by two 

radial driving dogs (See Fig 77 ) The cutter 

arbor, which is often quite long, is .supported by 

the overhanging arm of the machine Three 

forces act upon the cutter during the milling 

process (Fig 83) in three mutually perpendicular 

directions—horizontal H, vertical V, and axial A 

Other factors, which must be noted, are width 

and depth of cut, circumferential .speed of cutter, 

angle of helix, number of teeth, the kind of mater¬ 

ial being machined, and particulai-s of any coolant 

or lubricant (sec Table XXII) used In Fig 83 

IS shown the positive angle of rake (y), which is 

the angle between the radius of the cutter and 

the breast of the tooth The four diagrams //, 

F, A, T'l show the relation between power and 

depth of cut, power, and feed of table, vibration 

(Vt), and also the influence of speed and of the use 

of coolant, in this case emulsion From Fig 84 

it is clear that the forces involveil may be very 

great (3 to 5 tons). Both examples refer to 

gangs of eight cutters (with inserted blades up to 

8 in. diameter on the same arbor of 1J m diameter, 

all cutting at the same time, but with small feeds 

of about 2 in and 2| m /mm. In spite of this 

low feed the gam both in time and interchange- 

ability of components is extraordinary and quite 

sufficient to offset the cost of such expensive tools 

Fig 85 shows the effect of the action of the 

milling cutter on the arbor itself for a given 

cutter, diameter 4 in . 8 teeth. 50° angle of helix. 

Alfred Herbert, Coreiitri/ 
KlO 84 (lANO CUTTEll FOR I-ATHE HpAOSTOCJi 

(Loweh Hai.f) 

4 in wide, cutting at 33 r p m . 0-2 in. deep, on 

steel 35 tons/sq in. tensile strength. The diagrams 

show the influence of different angles of rake (y) 

on the power consumed for different feeds C, and 

also the relation between feed and angle of rake 

A third diagram shows the relation of torque to 

feed under given cutting conditions. The two 

diagrams at the bottom of Fig 85 show the deflec¬ 

tions caused by forces from 100 lb up to 4 tons 

on arbors having three different diameters. 

IJt in , I in , and in , and two lengths, 10 in 

and 10 in From this information wo conclude 

TABLE XXX 

Influence of Cutter Drive to the Power-input of a Milling Machine 
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that it IS desirable to have the largest diameter of 

arbor possible and the shortest length. This 

requires a large hole in the cutter, which in turn 

sometimes requires a larger diameter of cutter 

It IS well known that for economic milling the 

smallest diameter of cutter is most desirable, so 

eight to ten teeth, but the diameters of the arbors 

are 1 in. and 2f in. respectively, and the method 

of driving was changed from the axial drive with 

one key, which gives an eccentric torque and a 

single bending force, to the concentric double¬ 

sided drive (see Fig. 77), which eliminates single- 

that we are faced with the problem of deciding 

the optimum diameter of arbor to give sufficient 

rigidity and at the same time economic cutting. 

When these optimum values corresponding to 

various cutter diameters have been decided, stan¬ 

dardization should follow. 

The influence of the method of driving the 

cutter upon the rate of metal removal is shown in 

Table XXX. The cutters a and b differ from 

seven to eight teeth, and the cutters b and c from 

bending forces. The gam in metal removal is 

clearly shown by the fact that with a 4-h.p. 

machine the feed on cast-iron was increased from 

m /min to 7^ m /min, which represents a 

65 per cent increase, and with a 3-h.p. milling 

machine the feed on Ni-Cr steel was increased 

from 3-5 in. to 6'G in./min, which represents a 

gain of 90 per cent. Thus it is clear that by 

replacing an incorrect cutter drive by a cor¬ 

rect cutter drive the output is almost doubled. 
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Furthermore, the surfaces obtained with correct 

cutter drives are much smoother than those 

obtained with incorrect cutter drives. This 

improvement is largely due to the fact that with 

correct cutter drives the oscillating action of the 

cutter teeth by twisting and relieving the arbor is 

practically eliminated, and that the action of the 

drive is located at a greater radius, so that chatter 

is reduced and the cutting action is smooth and 

practically vibrationless. 

A flywheel on a spindle head can be considered 

as only smoothing out the spindle oscillations 

without influencing the pulsation of the weak 

arbor itself. The flywheel is therefore very 

effective for facing cutters on the spindle head 

correctly fastened and driven, but much less 

effective for slab-milling with a cutter on the 

middle of an arbor Before the angles for milling 

cutters can be satisfactorily standardized, this 

problem of cutter drives must be solved and a uni¬ 

form practice adopted In Table XXXI hik 

TABLE XXXI 

Shape of High-speed Steel Cutters with 

Positive Rake and Speeds Between 

40 TO HO it/min 

3 Steel castings ami steel of 6' 12“ 
35-50 tons/sq in , soft I 

i brass i 

5 Tough and soft bron.«e, 0“ I 15-20" 
very soft steel | 

6 White and light metals 6“ | 25—30° 

classes of material are given together with their 

clearance angles a and top-rake angles y I*' 
practice, the correct angles can be obtained in 

the case of built-up cutters only with inserted 

blades, when each blade can be treated as a single¬ 

point cutting tool (Fig. 86) In such cases top- 

rake, aide-rake, and clearance can be adapted to 

suit the material being machined. In addition it 

IS possible, if desired, to replace high-speed blades 

by cemented carbide-tipped blades, which permit 

a considerable increase in speed, which incidentally 

18 accompanied by a decrease in cutting forces. 

KlO 80 NoMENOL.ATl.JlK OF MlKT.ING Cl.TTER 

Naturally the motor of the machine must be strong 

enough to permit of the increase of speed. 50 h.p. 

for the drive and 5 h.p for the feed of ordinary 

milling machines form an attractive target for 

the next ten years 

We know that force X speed -= power. This 

is valid for the milling machine, too, so that by 

doubling the speed we must decrease the force 

for the same size of motor to half its original 

value, but also diminish the deflection of the arbor 

and produce a very good smooth-milled surface. 

Great care must be taken to avoid vibration at 

high speed, and this involves accurate balancing 

and accurate location of every single groove and 

blade; the flywheel is no full remedy against an 
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unbalanced cutter The required accuracy is, 

hnwev'er, well within the economic limits of 

production, and yields its due reward in increased 

output 

Fig. 87 shows graphs which combine power 
consumption with— 

A. Depths (a) from ^ in to | in. with constant 

feed of 2 in /min 

i S 
Depth of Cut a 

Facing Cutter Dia d- 4“ Material Steel of 3S Tons/sa in. 
, AB^ Width 6-4' Cutting Speed v‘6S Feet/min 

^u"J^i%Meh v.r 

Millino Cuttek , Kelation Between Powek 
AND Depth and Power and Feed, and 

Power and Coolant 

u rp«<l llRiiig various llib 

B Feeds (r) up to 20 in /min and depths from 

0 05 in. to J in. 

C. Feeds up to 8 in /min and three different 

speeds 40-65-100 f.p m., with constant depth of 

a == ^ in. and width 6 = 4 in 

D The influence of emulsion, rape-seed oil, and 

neat cutting oil. 

Speeds and Feeds of Milling Cutters. Cutters 

are made of carbon-steel, high-speed steel, and 

such hard materials as stellite, or with cemented 

carbide tips. Carbon-steel, one of the oldest 

cutting-tool materials, is still used on many 

light milling operations High-speed steel serves 

for a great many medium- and heavy-duty jobs. 

Stellite 18 particularly good for medium- and 

heavy-duty work, especially of an interrupted 

nature and on cast material. Carbide-tipped 

cutters are used under similar conditions and are 

suitable for many high-speed jobs 

The <le.sign as well as the material of the cutter 

influences the speed and feed Helical teeth have 

a shearing cut which allows them to cut more 

freely and with less chatter than straight teeth 

Also, the fewer teeth there are in contact with the 

work at any time, the less will be the pressure on 

the cutter, hence coarse-tooth cutters operate 

under less stress than fine-tooth cutters They 

have the added advantage of more space between 

teeth for chip removal 

The nature of the cut is important, since heavy 

cuts must be run slower than light ones , and deep 

slots, in which heat accumulates rapidly, must be 

cut slower than shallow ones Roughing cuts are 

usually performed with slower speeds and heavier 

feeds than finishing cuts 

The ordinary milling cutter, made of high-.^peed 

.steel working with average speeds and feeds 

(see Table XXXIl), generates a great deal of heat. 

This heat mu.st be earned away or the work will 

be distorted and the tool edge ruined Therefore 

the work and tool should be flooded with some 

sort of cutting fluid or coolant This will also 

prevent undue friction, improve the finish, flush 

away the chips, prevent corrosion, and [lerinit 

faster cutting speeds 

‘Suggested coolants for various materials are 

given in the coolant Table (see page 152). The 

chief precautions needed in the use of cutting 

fluids concern ca.st-iron and magnesium Because 

of the abra.sive action of wet cast-iron chips, this 

material is always milled dry As magnesium 

chips and water make an inflammable mixture, 

only straight cutting oils should be used in milling 

this metal. 

The following precautions should be observed 

when using cemented carbide-tipped cutters— 

1 Never disengage spindle while feed is engaged. 

2. Always have the cutter rotating before feed¬ 

ing the work up to the cutter. 
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3 When using machines with rapid traverse 

make certain that the rapid traverse is out and 

the regular feed is in, before the work contacts the 

rotating cutter 

4 When stopping the machine, first throw out 

the feed and then immediately disengage the 

spindle clutch. 

5. Never allow the cutter to idle in the cut, as 

the rubbing of the cutting edges against the work 

has a lapping effect on the cutting edges which 

dulls the cutter 

6 Keep the cutter rotating when returning the 

table to starting position after a roughing cut 

7 After a finish cut, the work should be re¬ 

moved before returning the table 

When face-milhng on a universal knee-type of 

milling machine, the table must be .set at zero 

position The table should travel normal to the 

centre line of the cutter spindle, or be set to travel 

slightly pa.st at an angle equivalent to ()’<)92 in 

to IHin (I 9000), so that the trailing portion 

of the cuttei will not spoil the work by making 

criss-cross marks When face-milling on a 

plain-type milling machine of either the horizontal 

knee or the vertical type, the angular relation of the 

inilhng-machine spindle to the direction of table 

travel is such that the trailing portion oi a cutter 

which IS properly ground will not spoil the finish 

on the work 'Phis also applies to the manufac¬ 

turing and planer-type of milling machine 

The ideal type of cemented carbide cutter set-up 

is one where either the cutter is automatically 

moved to clear the work or the work moved to 

clear the cutter on the return stroke 

Chip Rptfioral All cutters must be designed to 

give the chips unrestricted flow from the cut, 

otherwise they will develop added heat and 

become troublesome This may become a real 

problem and should be given careful considera¬ 

tion when deciding upon the proper number of 

teeth m the cutter Always provide ample chip 

space 

If proper consideration has been given to chip 

space, and the chips are inclined to “build-up” 

or stick to the cutting edge, there is always a 

danger that they will ruin the cutting edge when 

they hit the work again. It is suggested that a 

strong air-blast be directed against the cut, to 

remove the chips as they form Chips have been 

removed from face-mill cuts by directing an air- 

blast through the machine spindle and the centre 

of the cutter at pressure as high as 150 Ib/sq in. 

The flying chips which result from the high- 

s))eed milling of steel with cemented carbide- 

tipped cutters can become a danger to the operators 

m the vicinity of the milling machine where the 

work IS being done These can be easily controlled 

if simple chip guards are installed on the machine 

in question. 

Cutter Grinding The surface condition of any 

machined surface depends to a large extent upon 

the accuracy with which the cutting tool for 

machining the work has been ground. For this 

reason, it is essential that the proper technique 

both foi grinding cemented carbide-tipped cutters 

and solnl high-speed steel cutters is followed if 

the maximum results are to be obtained The 

relief, clearance, and concave angles should be 

ground to clear specifications, for all iletails 

Use <)0- to 80-grit sihcon-carbide wheels for 

rough-grinding both the carbide and steel Use 

180- to 220-grit diamond wheels to finish-grind the 

carbide tip only, to produce a smooth and keen 

cutting edge 

All multi-tooth cutters should be ground on 

a tool- and cutter-grinder which is equipped with 

a suitable rigid fixture The grinding machine 

must be kept in first-class condition with a free 

but close running spindle, tight gibs, and straight 

and true ways Either the cup-wheel or straight- 

wheel method of grinding is satisfactory 

Gutter run-out should always be checked befoie 

using any multi-tooth cutter. For best results it 

should be kept within the value shown in Table 

XXXII. When inspecting run-out on outside 

diameter no consecutive tooth should have a 

variation greater than one-half of the total 

run-out 

Acconling to this Table a good cutter or gang 

of cutters mounted on the arbor of the machine 

ought not to be more than 0 001 in = 0-025 min 

out of round for 8 in diameter; this eccentricity 

should be distributed to all teeth. The surfaces 

produced are rough and torn if, for example, two 

teeth are “thick,” having a run-out of 0-003 in. as 

shown in Fig. 83 
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TABLE XXXII 

Cutter Run-out for Multi-tooth 

Cutters 

Pkrmissiblu Run-out 

Diameter 
Roughing Cuts | Finishing Cuts 

Face j 0 D. and j 
Chamfer | 

in 

Face j 0 D. and 
Chamfer 

Up to 1-2 
12 to 16 
Over 16 

0 001 
0 0016 
0 002 

0 002 
0 003 
0 004 

1 0 0005 
I 0 0007.6 
1 OOOI 

0 0015 
0 002 
0 0025 

The permissible working accuracy of flatness of 

good surfaces is 0-015 mm per 300 mm = 0-0006 

in./ft. Oscillographic investigation of milling cut¬ 

ters before and after re-grinding (Fig. 83) proved 

that the cutter supplied had two “big” teeth 

which could be rectified by re-grinding (right). 

After re-gnnding all teeth to less than 0-001 in. 

eccentricity on the arbor the surfaces became 

smooth, accurate, and free from chatter marks 

The undulation per tooth which is very clearly 

shown in the oscillograms on the left has been 

rendered uniform in the graphs on the right. 

The testing apparatus allowed for the simul¬ 

taneous measurement of the forces: H = hori¬ 

zontal, V = vertical, A — axial, Vi = vibration 

of the table surface, P = total power. 

Rules for Operators 

Use the smallest cutter that will do the job. 

Time may be wasted in waiting for large cutters 

to run through the work. 

Change cutters when they become dull. The 

finish may be spoiled, production time wasted, 

and the cutter damaged by running it dull. 

Use arbors that are as short in length and as 

large in diameter as practicable. The more rigid 

the set-up the better. 

Do not remove shell end mills or face mills 

from their arbors when they need grinding. It 

is impossible to remount them just as they were. 

Direct the coolant to the point where the cutter 

enters the work, so that it will be carried by the 

teeth up to the cutting point. 

There are indications, however, that the best 

cutter life is obtained when milling steel dry, 

because the chips are thin and the major portion 

of the heat flows into them until they seem to 

approach a plastic state. In this condition they 

seem to wear the cutting edge less than when they 

are chilled by a coolant. 

Rigidity an Important Factor in Milling Opera¬ 

tions. The fundamental idea to be kept in mind, 

at all times when considering any milling operation 

is rigidity. This applies not only to the machine 

but also to the method of clamping the work. 

The Machine Machines should be used 

which are appropriate to the 30b and which are 

rigid enough to withstand all the forces and shocks 

incidental to the operation. The life and accuracy 

of the milling machine can be prolonged, the 

quality of the work can be improved, cost £>er 

finished piece can be lowered, and shut down 

periods of the machine reduced, if these suggestions 

are followed— 

1 All backlash in the feed screw should always 

be kept at a minimum. Machines with reliable 

backlash eliminators should be used. 

2. Table gibs should be adjusted to give the 

table a snug sliding fit 

3. End-play in the machine spindle should be 

kept at an absolute minimum 

4 Because of the higher speeds and increased 

feed rates used with cemented carbide-tipped 

cutters, lubrication should be checked to make 

certain that it is both adequate and' properly 

applied. 

.5. Periodic machine inspections mean smooth, 

accurate, milled surfaces. Machine ways wear at 

their most commonly-used sections, thereby 

causing play at those parts only, leading to chatter 

on cuts longer than usual 

6. The knee and saddle should be securely 

locked before starting a cut. 

7. When the tapered hole in the machine spindle 

is used to centralize a milling cutter, it should be 

cleaned in order to ensure a uniform metal-to- 

metal fit for the full length of the shank. 

Fixture for Holding Work The general 

nature of the work and the proper clamping of it 

have a direct bearing on the success or failure 

of any milling operation. (See Fig. 84.) The 
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increased feed rates which are now possible with 

cemented carbide-tipped cutters reduce the cutting 

time to such an extent that the time occupied by 

loading and unloading assumes a major impor¬ 

tance. In other words the material handling time 

becomes more of a problem than the milling time. 

The only way to correct this situation is to use 

fixtures with very heavy wall sections and to 

actuate them rapidly by either air or oil pressure. 

The best arrangement is to use an automatic- 

cycle type of milling machine which has a fixture 

or fixtures which can be unloaded and loaded by 

the operator during actual cutting time (See 

Figs 128 and 129.) 

Negative Rake Milling.* Milling is a process 

involving an interrupted cutting action. The 

application of cemented carbide-tipped blades to 
this class of work was formerly very limited 

because the shock of the blade against the surface 

of the piece of metal to be machined, unavoidable 

with an interrupted milling action, very quickly 

destroyed the cutting edges of tools with normal 

positive rakes when using the average fairly 

high cutting speeds. 

Recent development in the design of milling 

cutters using negative rakes both for radial and 

axial cutting angles, instead of the conventional 

types employing angles of po.sitive rake, open 

up ways of considerable advance Furthermore, 

harder grades of carbide have been develojied to 

decrease cratering on the cutting face and wear 

on the tool clearance face 

Fig HH (a) and (b) compare positive and nega- 

• For further mformation on negative rake milling, the 
reader is referred to • “ High-speed Milling with Negative 
Kske Jungles,” by Hans Ernst, Mechanical Engineering, May, 
11144 Cemented Carbide-tipped Milling Ckitters,” by Fre<l 
VV Eiicht, Mechanical Engineering, .lime, 1945 Radial 
Rake Angles in Face Milling,” by J B Armitage and A O. 
Sehmidt, Mechanical Engineering, .lime, .liily, August, 1945 
• An Analysis of the Milling Process,” by M E Martelotti. 
Mechanical Engineering, Doc , 1940, and May, 1945 "Carbide 
Milling of Steel,” by A W Meyer and F R Archibald, 
Mechanical Engineering, Oct, 1945 “Determining Tool 
Forces in High-speed Milling by Thermoanalysis,” by A O 
Schmidt, Mechanical Engineering, .July, 1944 “Grinding of 
Cemented Carbide Milling Cutters,” by Hans Ernst and Max 
Kronenberg, Mechanical Engineering, April, 1937. “An 
Introduction to High-speed Milling,” by Paul Diibosclard, 
Mechanical Engineering, Dec , 1943 “Milling Cast-iron with 
Carbides,” by Michael Field and W E Bullock, Mechanical 
Engineering, Oct , 1945 “Negative Rake Milling,” by H 
Eckersley (A. C. Wickman), Journal of the Inetilution of 
Production Engineers, Nov , 1945 

tive radial and axial rake angles. For the ordinary 

cutting speeds up to .8.50 f.p m the cutting forces 

(F) for all tools with positive rake angles are 

considerably smaller (real cutting action) than 

with negative rake angles (sweeping action), 

but cemented carbides are brittle, and the stress 

and strain on carbide tips with positive rakes 

tend to wear, crater, and finally chip the delicate 

sharp cutting edges By changing their form to 

negative rake, their resistance to impact is enor¬ 

mously strengthened To diminish the rising 

power consumption caused by the new shape, 

the peripheral speed must be increased to 

such an extent tliat the inertia of the tool 

hitting the surface of the part overcomes the 

resistance of the material so quickly that the chip 

is made red-hot in split seconds, loses its cold 

resistance, is transformed to a plastic state, and 

IS removed instantaneously from the part to be 

cut and from the surface of the tool 

As investigations into the heat balance of 

ordinary metal-cuttmg have shown that more than 

90-9.5 per cent of the heat is earned away with the 

chips, while the remainder is distributed between 

tool and work-piece , it is important to remove the 

hot chips at once and not to risk re-hardening 

them by coolants The higher the speed ^nd the 

greater the sweeping action of the few teeth actu¬ 

ally engaged on intermittent cutting at any one 

time (4 to 10 depending on the diameter) the more 
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favourable is the use of cemented carbide tips. 

Because the shape of the negative blade counter¬ 

acts the tendency to form a built-up edge, the 

cutting edge itself is always clean and therefore 

giving its most efficient service. 

Tests were carried out as far back as 1928 

(Fig. 89) with single-point cemented carbide- 

tipped tools for lathes, using a suitable combina¬ 

tion of positive and negative cutting angles.* 

The tool had a negative back-rake angle of —15° 

and a positive side-rake angle -+-5° turning steel 
of 45 to 50 tons/sq in. tensile strength, Brinell 190. 

The cross-section of chip was O-IO X 0*04 sq in. 

(4x1 mm®), the cutting speed about 350 f.p.m., 

the— 
Tangential force = 1850 lb 

kShank force = 750 lb 

Feed force = 320 lb 

Machining index = 290 lb/0-001 sq in. 

Power consumed — 25 h.p. 

The life of the tool was only 38-3 min. 

A reduction of speed to 200 f.p.m. increased the 

tool life to more than two hours. 

Milling machines need the following conditions 

to be satisfied if they are to produce vibration-free 

* “German Practice with Tungsten Carbide Tools (Widia 
1928),” O. Schlesinger, American Machinist, August, 1929, 
p. 37 Zerepanung und Werkatoff (Machining Material), E. 
Broedner, 1934, VDI—Publishers, Berlin, p. 131-133 
Negative Hake Catting (3rd Edition), Booklet by Alfred 
Herbert, Coventry, 1948 

work, thus increasing the tool-life and producing 

smooth surfaces, with negative rake tools— 

(1) A powerful machine. 

(2) A rigid machine. 

(3) A heavy cutter body acting as a flywheel or 

the provision of an external flywheel. 

(4) Well-supiiorted work-pieces. 

(5) Robust clamping devices. 

(6) Heavy feeds per tooth, between 0 008 in. 

to 0 020 in. 

The planning department should easily be able 

to decide from the cutting conditions which of the 

existing milling machines is suitable for the job. 

The speeds for negative rakes must be very 

high to get an acceptable result The power 

consumption is therefore increased, even if only 

one tooth (fly-cutter) is cutting, and it is doubled 

when two are working as is preferable for keeping 

the main spindle in balance The bearings should 

be well adjusted radially, and the axial slip ought 

to be a minimum. 

Kearney and Trecker, Milwawkee, recommend a 

combination of a negative primary radial rake of 

— 12° with a -)- 15° or -f- 3(1° positive secondary 

radial rake for speeds up to 1200 f p m. so a.s to 

reduce power consumption. 

Recommended cutting speeds for face-milling 

with cemented carbide-tipped cutters of negative 

rake are given in Table X X X111. 

TABUK xxxiii 

Material Strength 
tons/sq in 

('lilting Feed per 
Speed Tooth and 

(Roughing) Rev 
ft/min I in 

1 __ _ 
Mild steel 
Mild steel 
>Senji-hard steel 

Hard steel 

Clroy eaet-iion 
Dense cast-iron 

30 
35 
40 

800 
750 
700 

50 

70 

5.50 
500 
400 

15 to 20 250 
20 to 30 200 

0 008 

0 020 

0 002 
to 

0 01.5 

For the same maximum speeds of 530, 1400, 

and 1500 f.p.m., and the same cutting forces of 

380, 210, 150 1b, both positive and negative rake 

naturally require the same power, ie 9-2, 12-2, 
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and 10-2 h.p. As all research engineers confirm 

that the tool life of the milling cutter with nega¬ 

tive rake is much longer than that with positive 

rake, and that the surface finish is at the same 

time superior, the future development of /ace 

milling with hard cemented carbide-tipped blades 

will probably be in the use of negative rakes. 

However, a quick and satisfactory solution of the 

problem must depend solely on the initiative of 

the machine-tool builders 

clamping in use. The design of many present-day 

milling machines is not yet adapted to the extra¬ 

ordinary increase of cutting speed possible, and 

therefore of power required, by negative-rake 

cutters nor to the changed effect of the cutting 

forces on the main spindle and its bearings. 

H. Ernst of Cincinnati Milling Machine Co. 

gave some elucidating graphs which compared the 

power and forces of positive and negative rakes 

under the same working conditions The graphs 

TABLE XXXIV 

(derived from H Ernst’s Tests) 

Negative 
Rake 
ft/min 

Positive 
Rake 
li p 

Negative 
Rake 
h p 

Eckersley recommends a main-drive motor of 

r>0 h.p. and a feed and rapid traverse motor of 

5 h p. for a satisfactory milling machine, suitable 

for milling ferrous metals He gives as an example 

the milling of S.A.E. 4640 forgings on an existing 

Kearney and Trecker machine, diameter of cutter 

8 in., 10 teeth, cutting 0-15 in. depth, 5-5 m 

width, feed 2fl-25 in./min, speed 429 ft/min, 0-0142 

in. chip-load/tooth. The piece was 52 in. long, 

the cutter performed 13 passes. The machine 

consumed 28-94 h.p. and made 42-9 cu in. of 

metal per pass, removed 558 cu in. in total, and 

had a specific output of 0-85 cu in./h p./min. 

As this method of working is now in the course 

of development it is not possible to give fixed rates, 

either for the best cutting speed or the permissible 

maximum feed per tooth. The best combination 

depends largely upon (1) the rigidity and power of 

the machine tool; (2) the shape and material 

of the piece to be milled, and (3) the kind of 

13—(B4oa) 

confirm that the cutting speed between 100 and 

1500f p.m has no influence on the cutting force 

with positive rakes, whereas this force decreases 

considerably for negative rakes. 

Table XXXIV compares speed, forces for posi¬ 

tive and negative rakes, and power consumption, 

for three feeds per tooth, using a single tool, but 

not taking the tool life into consideration. With 

increasing speed the cutting force for negative 

rake is relatively decreased, while that for 

positive rake remains about the same, but de¬ 

creasing also for very high speeds. 

For the future the production engineer should 

follow these rules— 

1. Do not tool up all milling machines at once 

with carbides 

2. Change from positive to negative rake angles 

only if the machine has • 

(a) a wide speed range of at least twelve 

steps; e g. for ferrous metals from 34 to 1200 
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r.p.in., for non-ferrous metals from 235 to 

3000 r.p.m. (speed figures should be “pre¬ 

ferred numbers”), 

(b) a fine feed range of about twelve steps 

from 1 in. to 40 in. for ferrous and 4 in to 

160 in. for non-ferrous metals, or feeds of 

from 0-002 in. to 0-080 in. per tooth. 

3. Use only very rigid machines with a strong 

motor of at least 12 h.p. up to 50 h p. 

4, Tram the grinding-room personnel in the 

proper technique of grinding carbides, according 

to exact schedules for negative and/or positive 

rakes More cutters will have to be ground per 

day, because the rate of production is so much 

faster than that of high-speed cutters. 

The fulfilment of this programme for the ordi¬ 

nary milling department might require years; it 

means replacing about 90 per cent of the existing 

milling machines and cutters. 

Abrasives 

The Grinding Process 

Dimensional accuracy and high surface finish 

are produced in the great majority of cases on 

external, internal, and surface grinding machines 

If the pieces are of hardened steel or chilled or 

flame hardened cast-iron there is no other way of 

machining them, but even for soft pieces the 

grinding machine surpasses all other finishing 

processes, not only for accuracy and finish but also 

for economy. 

A most important point is the convenience of 

operation of the grinding machine. From the 

manual point of view its advantages are the 

automatic action as soon as depth, feed, and length 

are adjusted, and the high degree of automatic 

sizing and operation, so that all the operator has 

to do is to insert the work, to watch, and to remove 

it when finished. The factors which govern 

production are; the grmding wheel, its speed, 

grade, diameter and width, cross-feed, the table 

travel, speed of work-piece, the material removed, 

and the coolant. 

(1) Wheel Speed. The average wheel speed is 

about 5000 ft/min for external grinding with a 

variation of between 4000 and 6000 ft/min, 

but on work of large diameter, which may be 

equal or even greater than the grinding wheel 

itself, lower speeds of 3000 to 4000 ft/min are 

advisable. 

The highest wheel speed is used on external 

grinding of small diameters; lower speeds on 

large diameters, and lower still on surface grinding 

with a cylindrical wheel. For surface grinding 

with cup or segmental wheel and finally for 

internal grinding, the speed is still further 

decreased 

Wheel speed is limited by danger of bursting, 

otherwise it depends on area of contact. All 

reliable suppliers of wheels test them with a 

considerably higher speed to eliminate the burst¬ 

ing danger, and some mark the test speed on the 

label 

(2) The Grade of Wheel The grade depends 

upon the bond of the wheel and on the type of 

work for which it is needed It must be selected 

with i-egard to the work speed only Generally, 

.soft grades are used for hard material and hard 

grades for soft material It is difficult to make 

useful recommendations unless the detailed work¬ 

ing conditions are known. Modern grinding 

wheels, however, possess the property of covering 

a large range of work without necessitating a 

change of grades. Table XXXV {A) and {B) give 

a general guide, but if by practical use a grmding 

wheel has been found suitable for a particular 

work a careful record should be kept of grade and 

grit of the selected wheel as a guide for subsequent 

work of a similar nature 

(3) Cross-feed The cross-feed to the grinding 

wheel should operate at each reversal of the table, 

that is at the end of each stroke, and not at one 

end of stroke only. This is necessary to distri¬ 

bute the work over the whole width of the grinding 

wheel. Using a traverse of about two-thirds of 

the width of the wheel per revolution of work, 

at about 50 to 70 ft/min surface speed, as much 

cross-speed should be given as the work, the 

grinding wheel, and the power drive will stand. 

Useful cross-feeds are from 0-0002 in to 0-0015 in. 

on the work diameter at each reversal of the 

table. 

(4) Table Travel. The oscillating movement of 

either the rotating work-piece with the table or 

the rotating abrasive with its carriage is directly 
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table: XXXV 

Speeds of Work-pieces and Wheels 

(Example: Norton Specifications) 

SPKKbS o .P WOKK-PlECEl i. Extebnal (J KINUINO 

1 
Material of Work-piece I Kind of AhiaHive 

and DeHiKnation (Iiain Size Kind of Bond j 

Pkriphekai. Speed of 
Work, f p m 

Hoii^hinii- 1 FinishinK 

Aluminium Cryatolon 37 4« j J or K 1 Vitrified 60 70 

HrauH ami unit bronze CVy^tolon 37 3« or 4« 
i“•L': . ! 60 70 

Cast-iron Crystolon 37 3« or 4(1 1 J or K 1 Vit 60 70 

A\loy steels heat-treateil Alundum 1 4(5 or 50 j L or M j V»t 5 j 7.5-80 j 70-75 

Soft M steel, 0 2 0 5 C Alundum 1 40 or 50 M oi N 1 Vit 6BK .50-60 70-80 

Hardened steel, 0 2-0 .') C AUinduin 3H ! 50 or 60 j K or L j Vit SHE j 75-80 65-76 

(4) Whool speeds 5000 to 0500 S F P M 

SpBEUS op W<mK-PIE<'ES, InTEHNAI, C>KINU(N<3 

Material ol Work-piece Kind of Abrasive j tbai n Size Cade I Kind of Bond j 
j anil Stnirtnra 

Peripheral Speed 
of Work f p in 

Aliimmiiiin 1 Crystolon 37 46 Ol 50 1 K i 7 110-140 

Brass and soft bronze Ciystolon 37 36 or 46 i K or L 1 7 110-140 

r,«t..r,„i Crystolon 37 36 or 46 Jor K 1 110-140 

Alloy stools heat'troatod 1 Alundum 4(1 or 60 K or L 1 5BE 120-160 

Soft M Steel, 0 2-0 .5 C Alundum 46 or 60 1 K, L, or M i>BE 100-1.50 

Hardened steel, 0 i-0 5 C Alundum 38 
1 

or 60 i 5BE 100-140 

(U) Whool speeds vary Irorn 200<» to 550<1 S K P M 

connected with the width of the grinding wheel. 

The modern trend is to use wide wheels with a 

width of approximately one-tenth to one-eighth 

of the diameter The traverse per revolution of 

work ought to be at least one-half and preferably 

two-thirds of the width of the wheel. This has a 

direct influence on the output and the table 

travel must maintain this ratio on wide wheels. 

If the traverse per revolution of the work is more 

than half of the width of the wheel, then the wheel 

will preserve a flat face Modern grinding machines 

are built with table speeds of 16 ft/min ami over, 

in combination with wide grinding wheels 

The main factor leading to increased production 

on external cylindrical grinders is the combina¬ 

tion of wide wheels with fast table speeds, because 

the machine which possesses these advantages is 

the most efficient tool. 

Fig. 90 shows, by way of example, graphs for 

steel and cast-iron ground on a heavy machine 

with 32-h,p. input, for different speeds, cross-feeds 

up to 0-0056 in. and work travel. 
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An examination of the three graphs in Fig. 90 

shows: {!) F = cutting force in lb, (2) P (gross) — 

total horse-power of machine, (3) P (net) = horse¬ 

power for the cutting action only, {4) S = volume 

of iron swarf in cu in. per hour, (5) W = wear of 

abrasive wheel in cu m. (emery). All wheels were 

of 20 in. dia. x 2 in. width. 

The relation S: W gives the cutting efficiency 

of the grinding wheel measured in xxiunds of 

swarf per pound of emery. Fig. 90 shows these 

that for 1 lb of emery 20 lb swarf were produced. 

This IS a good result. 

Fig. 90 (6) shows another very good wheel 

acting on steel of 35 to 40 tons/sq in., 0-3 to 0’35 

per cent C, constant speed of 6500 ft/m in, constant 

cross-travel 0-68 in per rev. Maximum results 

for 0-0056 in depth, force F = 68 lb ; P gross = 

18 h p , P net =13 h.p.; swarf S = 100 cu in.; 

wear of wheel W — 28 cu in. Relation of S W = 

100 28 = 3-6 lb swarf per 1 lb emery 

CrossFeed Unit •O-OOOfTn 
(a) (b) (O 

Fio 90. Invkstioatiox op the Acpion of Grindino Whef.ls on (ft) Cast Iron, (6) and (c) Steei. or 
36 TO 40 Tons p s i 

F - Cutting Force OonBiiiiiptiu Abrasive 

five characteristic measurements for ordmary 

cast-iron and mild steel ground with vitrified 

emery wheels, using a ceramic bond well selected 

for the purpose by the supplier himself who knew 

the working conditions well. 

In Fig. 90 (a) the speed for all cross-sections of 

chip (constant travel x varying depth) was 4900 

ft/min. The cross-travel of the table was also con¬ 

stant, at 0-92 in. per rev. The maximum force 

value was at 0-0056 in. depth (maximum), F = 

1231b; the gross horse-power P gross = 23 h.p.; 

the net horse-power P net = 17-5 h.p.; the vol¬ 

ume of swarf (iron) S = 158 cu in.; the wear of 

the emery wheel (disintegration) IF = 8 cu in.; so 

Fig. 90 (c) shows the same steel material ground 

with a wheel that was too hard. The speed had to 

be reduced to 4600 ft but the cross-travel was in¬ 

creased to 0-9 in. per rev Compare the results with 

Fig. 90 (a), a good wheel for cast-iron with about 

the same speed and cross-travel; and with Fig. 90(6) 

for steel with higher speed and smaller travel. The 

maximum values are; force F = 130 1b; power 

P gross = 24 h.p.; P net = 18 h.p., steel swarf 

S = 68 cu in., emery wear W = 56 cu in.; for 

1 lb emery only 1-2 lb of swarf, which means a 

quick disintegration of the badly-selected emery 

wheel. 

A depth of 0-0056 in. is far too much for ordinary 
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use, but a comparison for the usual maximum 

of 0-0015 in. depth can easily be derived from the 

diagrams. The tests were made with a heavy 

cylindrical grinder driven by four separate 

motors so as to throw the heaviest possible stress 

on the wheel with the intention of disintegrating 

the wheel by big cross-feeds— 

(1) A motor of 26 h p for the abrasive. 

(2) A motor of 5 h p for the work-piece. 
(3) A motor of 5 h p for the feed. 

(4) A motor of 2 h p for the water pump, 

i e a total of 38 h.p. 

The pump could supply from 7 to .50 gal/min. 

The worn emery wheel revolved even after the 

heaviest stress and wear 

(5) Speed of Work-piece. It makes little differ¬ 

ence to the finish obtained whether the speed of 

the work-piece is 30 or 60 ft/mm, except that low 

speeds limit the table travel and consequently 

the output. For external cylindrical grinding 

an average surface speed of 60 ft/min can be 

recommended as a basis. Lower work-speeds, 

keeping the same table traver.se, means a wider 

area of contact but reduced chip thickne.ss. If 

for the same table traverse and constant in-feed 

the work-speed is increased, it means a narrower 

area of contact but a thicker chip. In both cases 

heat is generated, which must be distributed as 

quickly as possible, keeping the area of contact 
small and the chip thin by a correct combination 

of high work-speed and adequate table travel, 

aided by an ample supply of coolant. The limiting 

factors to a high work-speed are vibrations of the 

machine and chatter on the work which are detri¬ 

mental to the abrasive and more difficult to control 

on heavy work than on light work The speed 

of work-piece must then be reduced 

(6) Material Removed Table XXXVI gives 

the ordinary amount left on for external grinding 

of different diameters and length When work has 

to be finished m a soft state, coarse limits can be 

allowed for the preparation by fairly rough turn¬ 

ing, leaving approximately 0-015 in. to 0-03 in. 

The grinding machine will remove the surplus 

metal quicker than the turning tool could. 

The amount for internal grinding varies with 

the class of work, but is generally about 0-008 in. 

to 0-015 in. per diameter. 

(7) Coolant Because the heat created by the 

grinding proce.ss is very high, an ample supply of 

coolant is necessary. An investigation of swarf 

proved that more than 90 per cent of the steel 

chips consist of iron-oxide (burnt steel). This 

corresponds to a temperature of about 1600° to 

1800° C. generated in water. The grinding wheel 

IS a remarkable tool Its manufacturing process, 

e g by vitrifying a ceramic bond with the emery 

or carborundum grit, produces a porous tool which 

is soaked with water. This coolant is centrifuged 

by the high speed of 5000 ft and permanently 

pressed against the grinding spot from within, and 

at the same time at least five to ten gallons 

of coolant per minute are flooded over the work- 

piece and the grinding wheel from outside. This 

forms an ideal cooling arrangement, which does 

not exist for any other machining method. The 

coolant is generally a watery emulsion, diluted 

from 1 to .50 for finishing and 1 to 80 for roughing 

cuts 1 to 80 18 the limit to prevent rusting for 

machine and parts . 1 to 50 is sufficiently adherent 

to give a good surface without glazing the abrasive. 

The volume of lubricant for a wheel of 16 in. 

diameter x 2 in width should be between 5 to 

10 gallons per minute, on larger wheels of 32 in. 

diameter x 3 in. to 4 in. width or more, 20 to 50 

gallons should be used. 

TABLE XXXVI 

Material Removal of External Cylinders 

Grinding inch per Diameter 
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(8) Grindiiig Time The output cannot be cal¬ 

culated for grinding operations on the usual basis 

of cutting speeds and feed, etc. The Churchill 

Machine Tool Co., Manchester, developed a 

method (Table XXXVII) to find external and 

internal grinding times, based on the fact that a 

grinding wheel has under normal working condi¬ 

tions a certain capacity for the removal of material 

according to the area ground. This takes into 

consideration the fact that the finish-grinding of a 

given diameter and length is an operation starting 

at zero, rising quickly to a point at which the maxi¬ 

mum cutting capacity of the wheel is demanded, 

a.nd then falling gradually to the finished size 

The time in which the final operations can be done 

depends on the fineness of the limits demanded 

for the finished diameter. 

TABLE XXXVII 

Table of Constants (Churchill Machine 

Tool Co ) 

Minimum 
Diameter 
of Work 

Size or Wheel 

Diameter Width ] 

Constant 

2 0 
I 5 
1 O 

3 0 
2 0 
1-.5 
I 0 

26 

20 

1 4 
1 8 
2 2 

2 2 2 
.3 0 

„ 3 7 
6 0 

1 3 0 
„ 3 8 

4 5 
.. 6 3 

The formula is: Time — C X D x L, where 

D = diameter of work in inches, L = length in 

feet, C = a, constant factor found by experience. 

The grinding time is found in minutes for the 

removal of 0-03 in. = ^ in. from the diameter 

and finishing to commercial limits. 

For the removal of 0-015 in. = in. in dia¬ 

meter, allow two-thirds of the time obtained from 

the Table. For work below 1 in. diameter the 

grinding time tends to increase • extra time should 

also be allowed for special limits. 

(9) Selection of Grinding Wheels* Decisive 

factors in the correct choice of an abrasive are: 

(1) the cutting power, (2) the tool life. The 

selection is always based on the kind of work to 

be done, its material, its dimensional accuracy, 

and its surface finish. The selection of grade and 

grain is based on the area of surface in contact 

between the wheel and the work to be ground. 

The greater the area of contact the softer or 

coarser must be the wheel The smaller or 

narrower the contact the harder and finer the 

wheels arc required. In ordinary grinding practice 

and on the same material the hardest wheels are 

used for external cylindrical grinding (see graphs 

of Fig 9<i), a softer grade for plane surface grinding 

with a cylinder wheel, a still softer grade for 

internal grinding, and the softest grade of all for 

surface grinding with a cup wheel. All wheels 

should be dressed true with a diamond when 

truing the wheel some continental manufacturers 

use a much lower speed (not more than 1000 ft/mm) 

than for grinding together with a very slow 

traverse, and using an ample supply of water, so as 

to save diamonds 

The design of the grinding machine of whatever 

type or size should provide a big range of speeds 

for the work rotation and the table traverse, 

for the grinding wheel two speeds are generally 

sufficient, covering about 6000 ft/min for the full 

diameter of wheel when new and 3500 ft/inin for 

the diameter of the wheel when worn down to its 

minimum. For the rotation of the work-piece 

modern machines often use the Ward-Leonard in¬ 

finitely variable electric drive, whilst the trav-ersing 

mechanism is often hydraulically driven Both 

can be varied independently of each other 

The drawback of the Ward-Leonard drive is 

that four rotating mechanisms, i e driving motor, 

generator, exciter, and work-head motor all have 

to be carefully balanced as well as three commuta¬ 

tors. The latest development therefore is to use 

A.C. commutator variable speed motors or other 

drives, such as mercury-arc or similar rectifiers, 

* (1) Facta about Onndtng Wheels, Niirton Grinding Wheel 
Co , Ltd , Welwyn Garden City, Herts, Hngland. (2) Guide 
to Orindxng-wheel Selection, The Carborundum Co., Ltd., 
Trafford Park, Manchester 
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in conjunction with U.C. motors (electronic 

control). 

(10) Steadies. It is fundamental that the design 

of the grinding machine and its workmanship 

should prevent vibration from any cause '^Fhe 

work-pieces, whether they be large or small in 

diameter must, therefore, be supported by the 

intelligent use of as many steadies as possible 

Further, the abrasive wheel itself must, if possible, 

be dynamically balanced, therefore all modern 

machines provide adjustable balance weights in 

special balance collets of the wheel Static 

3 Thread grinding. 4. Centreless grinding. 

5. Surface grinding. 

1 For external and internal grinding the neces¬ 

sary data are already given. 

2 Plunge cut or form grinding is distinct from 

the standard process of applying a cross-feed to 

the grinding wheel at each reversal of the table 

in that it leaves the table stationary and feeds 

the shaped wheel directly on to the work (Fig. 

91). For this process the full width of a wide 

wheel IS used, therefore additional horse-power is 

required proportional to the width of the wheel. 

Very careful wheel-truing is required and extra 

diamond tool cost is incurred. Plunge-cut 

grinding depends on an exceptional rigidity of the 

machine It is very quick and economic for big 

batches and mass-production work 

INRUSH Dressing* is the process of using hard¬ 

ened high-speed steel rolls to form or dress 

grinding wheels to a wide variety of shapes, 

which in turn can be transferred to the work- 

part with plunge cuts (Fig. 92 («) and (b)) 

The same form that is to be crushed into the 

wheel is ground into a hardened-steel roll of 

approximately three inches in diameter by the use 

The ShrJfwM Corporatum, Uaptim, Ohm 
Fig. 92 <'’kvsher Toot.s 

Gaahotl crusher roll (6) The < rusher roll (a) is umhI in dressing a Brindlim wheel (li In face) to Knud 
the Rtis turbine Idiute r<H»t (riKht) U’od tolerance <»f grooves is -h 0 0CM)1 In to 0 000 In 

balancing of soaked wheels is difficult, .since 

water tends to run to one side. The wheels are 

therefore frequently allowed to run the water off 

after initial truing and before final rebalancing 

(11) Kinds of Grinding 1. External and 

internal cylindrical grinding. 2. Plunge cuts. 

of a micro-form grinder. The profile is reproduced 

directly from a drawing. A pantograph positions 

a microscope to guide the operator in feeding the 

• (1) “Cnwh Dressing of Grinding Wheels,” by Carl J. 
Linxweiler, The Sheffielcl Corporation, Dayton, Ohio, Steel, 
March, 194.5. (2) T’he Mitltiple-nbbed Wheel Crueher, Coventry 
Gauge & Tool Co , Ltd 
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grinding wheel into the steel roll to an accuracy 

of 0 0003 in. 

Original crusher rolls for threaded parts are 

produced on a precision thread and form grinder 

by using a single-point wheel. 

The wheels of surface grinders can be crushed- 

dressed, too (Fig. 92 (fc)), the example shows a 

gas turbine blade root with 0 0001 in. tolerance. 

The actual crushing operation is remarkable 

for its ease and simplicity. The roll is lowered 

until it makes contact with the grinding wheel, 

both roll and wheel thus far being at rest. The 

grinding wheel is then rotated slowly under a 

stream of oil coolant, while the crusher roll is 

gradually forced into the wheel to the full depth 

of the form. The pressure required is relatively 

light, because at this slow rotating speed the wheel 

acts like a friable object rather than like the hard, 

abrasive body which it becomes when run at high 

speed. At the most, this crushing operation 

requires only a few minutes. 

It should be mentioned that only wheels with 

a vitrified bond can be crush-dressed. Grit 

selection depends, of course, upon the material to 

be ground and the finish required. Wheels of 

120 and up to 220 grit are those most frequently 
used. 

Crush dressing and diamond dressing are not 

competitive. Each method has its advantages in 

form-dressing grinding wheels, and rarely do the 

applications overlap. 

3. Thread grinding. Threads can be ground into 

the solid after the stock is hardened, eliminating 

the ill-effects of distortion or surface decarburiza- 

tion from heat-treating. This is especially de¬ 

sirable in the case of tubes and other thin- 

walled components. Critical thread elements are 

accurately produced and held concentric with 

other ground diameters and threaded sections. 

Threads can be ground most quickly by plunge 

grinding with a crush-dressed multi-nbbed wheel 

on the precision thread and form grinder, this 

is four to five times quicker than thread cutting on 

a lathe. 

Plunge grinding of threads produces a full- 

threaded section equal to the width of a crush- 

dressed multi-nbbed wheel in one quick opera¬ 

tion of less than two revolutions of the work 

(Fig. 92 (a) and (b)). 

Plunge grinding takes much less time than 

required with thread bobbing, is more accurate, 

and tooling costs are considerably lower. 

The wheel is fed to full depth in one-third to 

one-half revolution of the work, and only one 

additional revolution is required to complete the 

threaded part. Sections of threads up to IJ in 

m length can be quickly produced by plunge 
grinding. 

Exceptional uniformity of thread angle, lead, 

and pitch diameter is commercially possible with 

the precision thread and form grinder, especially 

designed for plunge grinding Thick first and last 

threads are eliminated. Plunge grinding produces 

commercial work of high-class accuracy 

4 Centreless Grinding is a method of precision 

grinding of a circular cross-section without the 

support of centres. Grinding action, and move¬ 

ment and support of work-piece, are performed 

with the aid of three contact points between the 

machine and the work, i e. the grinding wheel, 

the regulating or control wheel, and the support 

(Fig. 93). The grinding wheel on a centreless 

grinder revolves at about 5000 to 6000 ft/min , the 

speed of the control wheel can be varied between 

50 to 200 ft/min. The through-feed travel is very 

quick, e.g up to 100 ft per hour of 1 J-in. dia steel 

rod, round within 0-0005 in., straight within 

0-001 in., which means that the accuracy of this 

almost automatic machine achieves the most 

accurate limits (grade B) of the B S.I specifica¬ 

tions for cylinders. 

5. Surface Grinding is being used to an increas¬ 

ing extent for the production of flat surfaces and 

surfaces with a linear direction, e.g. the slidewaya 

of lathes, milling, drilling, and grinding machines. 
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This process guarantees a greater accuracy of 

alignment of guiding surfaces and the elimination 

of hand scraping (Fig 94) Two principal methods 

of surface grinding are in use; (1) using the 

periphery of the grinding wheel with the wheel 

axis parallel with the work surface, (2) using 

the face of the cup wheel with the wheel axis 

vertical to the work surface or, better still, with 

using softer wheels. With a wheel of correct 

grade the wear of the wheels compared with the 

metal removed is very small for cup or segmental 

wheels, i.e. approximately 1 • 20 to 1 : 30 wheel 

wear against swarf. (See diagrams. Fig. 90.) 

Under normal working conditions the actual 

wheel wear on all cylindrical grinding operations 

is considerably le.ss than the reduction of the wheel 

a small inclination of 1: 5000 to 1 . 10,000 to 

ensure free cutting and to avoid criss-cross 

appearance. The wheel speed for surface grinding 

is about 4000 ft/min down to 3500, generally 

surface grinders have only one speed. Cup wheels, 

which are used on vertical spindle machines, have, 

of course, a constant speed throughout their life 

The work travels with the table and at the 

table speed. It is important that the distribution 

of heat generated by the grinding wheel should be 

ensured either by an ample supply of coolant, or, 

if this is not possible, by reducing the travel and 

diameter through dressing: whereas dressing is 

measured in thousandths of an inch, wear itself 

would be measured in ten-thousandths. 

The economic results of a grinding machine 

depend on- (1) the cost of power, (2) the cost of 

the emery wheel as a tool, (3) the specific cost per 

cubic inch of swarf. Considering its output in 

chips, the grinding machine is one of the most 

economic machine tools. As to its power consump¬ 

tion, it is an expensive machine, but this item is 

not decisive in the economy of the grinding 

department. (See Table XI.) 



CHAPTER \ 

Effective Use of Machine Tools 

The most effective use of machine tools depends 

upon— 

(1) Working accuracy. 

(2) Cutting speeds 

(3) Cutting forces. 

(4) Power available 

Working Accuracies 
The degree of manufacturing accuracy required 

is marked on the drawing of each piece in the 

form of stipulated tolerances • this determines 

the kind and quality of machine on which the 

surfaces must be finished. The schematic draw¬ 

ing (Fig. 95 (a)) establishes the connexion 

between the drawing office and the workshop. 

The machine tools for grinding, milling, threading, 

gear cutting, etc., allow certain minimum lengths 

limited by the shoulders of the workpiece. The 

example shows, e.g that the minimum diameter of 

cutter IS 1-6 in , the minimum diameter of a grind¬ 

ing wheel to rectify splines is 2| in. Besides 

internal grooves, external undercuts, chamfers, 

and roundings are marked so that all controversy 

between office and shop is eliminated. Maehining 

to tolerances can only be done on accurate and 

well-maintained machine tools, capable of work¬ 

ing to the limits prescribed by. for instance, 

the B.S. 164 Standards or of the American 

Standards Association or by the ISA. Standards, 

which are practically all in size and types identical 
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Standard instructions on ‘ ‘ Testing Machine Tools ” 

have, therefore, been adopted and applied to 

new machines of good quality, but they are also 

used to-day in many shops in reconditioning 

and rebuilding worn machine tools, and for 

maintenance. 

The following thirteen tables (Table XXXVIII, 

1—13) give the working accuracies of most types 

of commonly used high-grade machine tools, 

i.e. the permissible errors which are allowed in 

finishing parts on these machines— 

1. Lathes up to 15^ in height of centres. 

2 Lathes from over 15i in. to 40 in 

3. Toolroom lathes up to 8 m. centres. 

4. Turret lathes, and single-spindle auto¬ 

matics up to 12 in. centres. 

5. Double-standard vertical turning and bor¬ 

ing mills up to 10 ft diameter 

6. Cylindrical grinding machines 

7. Vertical surface grinders. 

8. Milling machines 

9. Horizontal boring machines. 

10. Planing machines. 

11 Shaping machines. 

12 Spur, worm and helical gear-hobbing 

machines 

13. Radial drilling machines 

The grade of working accuracy, besides depend¬ 

ing on the machine itself, depends also upon 

factors, such as- (1) the type of cutting tool and 

its condition (cutting angles, hardness, eccentricity 

of milling cutters, true running of grinding wheel, 

and so on); (2) cutter arbors , (3) cutting speed, 

feed, and sectional area of chip; (4) material to 

be machined; (5) shape and rigidity of work-piece , 

(6) chucking or holding equipment, (7) certainty 

that undue vibration will not occur. 

Foremen and inspectors should classify and 

group the existing machines m each department 

according to accuracy * 

• Testing Machine Toots, by G Schlesinper, Maclimery 
Publishing Co , Ltd , 4th lOdition, 1945 

TABLE XXXVIII (NOS. 1 TO 13) 

1 Working Accuracies ok Good Quality Machine Tools 

Kinish-tiirning Litthes u[> to L5^ in in Height oi Onties I’oiinissiblo Knoi 

Lathe turns round within 

Lathe turns eylindnoally— 
(o) Work between centres within 
(6) Work held in chuck within 

For each IIKK) mm (40 m ), 0 01 mm (O 0004 m ) addition up to O 05 mm mux (O 002 in ) 

Lathe faces (hollow or concave only) within 

Thread cut on 50 mm (2 in ) length 

O 0004 m 

0 0008 m /ft 
0 0008 in /8 m 

/ft 

Finish-turning Lathes with Height of Centres from over I5J in Peimissible Enor 

Lathe turns round within O 0008 in 

Lathe turns cyhndrically— 
(a) Between centres within 
(b) Work held in chuck within 

Lathe faces (concave only) within 

0 0008 in /ft 
O 0018 m /ft 

Thread cut on 60 mm (2 in ) length 
Thread cut on 300 mm (12m ) length 
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No. 3 

Toolroom Lathes (Highest Degree of Accuracy) up to 8 in Height of Centres Permissible Krror 

Lathe turns round within 
Lathe turns cylmdrically— 

(а) Work between centres within 
(б) Work hold in chuck within 

Lathe faces (concave only) within . 

0 0004 in /ft 
0 0004 in./6 in. 
0 0008 m /total leiigtli 
0 0006 in./ft dia 

Thread cut on 50 mm (2 m ) length > O 0004 in./2 in 

Dimensions or Test Pieces, Gauoes and Methods Applied to Ar.i. Lathes 

Tests to be Applied j Dimensions of Piece | Gauges and Methods 

iMthe 1 
(а) Round turning (chucking) 

(б) Parallel turning (chucking) 

j Diameter == 1 centre height ' 
Length = centre height j 

Made on two bands of cylinder, i 
distant from both ends and 1 i 

Standard inicrometers, 0 0001 in 

(c) Parallel turning between centres Diameter — ^ length | 
Length from i to 1 distance between | 

centres 

: Standard tools 

(d) Facing Diameter = 4 centre height 
Length about centre height 

[ Standard tools (concave only) 

(e) Screwing Diameter = 1 in 
Length of thread = 2 in 
Length of threait = 12 in 

1 Standard tools 

No. 4 

Turret Lathes and Single-spindle Automatic Turret Lathes up to 12 m Height of Centres j Permissible Error 

Lathe turns round with turret-head slide within 0 0004 m. 

Ditto, with cuttmg-ofT slide within 0 0004 m 

Lathe turns cylmdrically with turret-head slide within (mandrel mounted in bar chuck) 0 0012 in /ft 

Ditto, with cutting-off slide within . .... 0 0012 in./ft 

Lathe faces with turret-head slide (concave only) 0 0008 in /ft diB. 

Ditto, with cutting-off slide (concave only) . . 0 0008 in /ft dia 
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No. 5 

Double-ntandard Vertical Turning and Boring Milla Permissible Error 

Machine turns round up to 3 m (10 ftj dia within 
Over 10 ft dia within 

Machine turns cyhndrically on a length ol 300 mm (about 12 in ) within . 0 0008 in 
Machine turns cylindrically on a length of 1000 mm (about 40 in ) within 0 0012 in 

Machine faces (concave only) on 300 mm dia (about 12 in ) within 0 0008 in 
Machine faces (concave only) on 1000 mm dia (about 40 m ) within 0 0012 in 

N B The movement of the cross-rail should bo upwards against the weight The tool-holders should be in the mean 
position 

No 6 

Cylindrical (Irinding Machines Permissible Error 

Machine grinds round - 
Up to 80 mm dm (3 ft in ) . 0 00012 in 
From 80-200 mm dm (3 ft -8 in ) 0 0002 in 
Over 200 mm dm (8 in ) 0 0004 in 

Machine gi'inds cylindrically without applying steady rests (convex only)— 
Shafts 1000 mm long. 80 mm m dm (about 40 X 3ft in ) 0 0008 m 
Shafts 500 mm long, 50 mm m dm (about 20 y 2 in ) . 0 0004 m 

DiMhNsioNs or Test Piece. (Jaiige.s and Methods 

Tests to bo Applied 

Onruiinq Machines 
(o) Machine grinds round 

(1) between centres 
(2) chucking 

Dimensions of Piece 

Diameter 3 in 
3*-8in long 
Over 8 in = centre distance long 

(6) Machine grinds parallel between 
centres 

(c) Fine in-feed—sensitive 

j 1. Shafts 40 III 

I 2. Shafts 20 in 
I 3 Shafts 10 in 

long X 3 in duv 

long X 2 m dm 
long X I .5 in dm 

((/) Quick approach (in-feod) to the i 
work repeats accurately to 
grinding position ' 

Uuuges and Methods 

Piec'o eithei lietween dead centres or in 
chuck For long pieces, three strips 2 in 
long at both ends and at centre 
Abrasive wheel well dressed, maximum 
permissible diameter Width 0 1 of 
diameter of wheel Speed 4000- 
.'5000 ftymin Food half of width of wheel 

Piece turns i-ound between dead centres 
without steadies Standard tools 

Test against abrasive wheel-periphery or 
diameter of wheel spindle Clock records 
SIX repeated movements of the wheel or 

Ditto 
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No. 7 

Vertica.1 Surface Grinders Permissible Krror 

Ground work plane parallel to within O 0004 in./3 ft 

Milling Machines Permissible Krr^ 

1 Horizontal and Universal milling machines, knee-type— 
Slab-milling finishmg cut* surface is plane 
Facing by cutter head or end mill 
For each 500 mm <20 in ) more 

2. Surface-milling machine and piano-type milling machine 
Slab-miUmg finishmg cut* 
Facing by cutter head 

3. Vertical milling machine— 
Facing-finishing cut* 
Slab-millmg 

For all types— 
(a) Facing the two parallel surfaces of a rigid block, deviation from parallelism 
(b) Two surfaces at right angles . 

0 001 in /ft 
O 0000 in /ft 
0 0004 in 

0 0008 111 /ft 
0 0006 in /ft 

0 0006 in /ft 
0 001 in /ft 

0 0008 in /ft 
0 0012 in lit 

The eccentricity of the miltmg cutter when in position should not be more than 0 001 in. 

The work piece to be finished should be at least 3 in x 3 in x 16 in. For longer piives, 4 in -- 4 in x 30 in 
The clamping of the block should permit the test to be completed m one trav erse 

Dimensions ok Test Pieces, Gauges, and Methods kor Millino Machines 

Tests to be Apphed Dimensions of Piece | Gauges and Methods 

Take one finishing cut of approximately 
0 004 in. deep over each surface. Micro¬ 
meter or dial indicator test. The clamp¬ 
ing of the block should permit the test 
to be completed in one traverse. The 
eccentricity of the milling cutter when 
in position should not be more than 
0 001 in The cutter should be 3J in. 

j to 4i m. wide 

MMtng Machine 
(a) Slab-miUing finishing cut to mill 

the top and bottom faces of a 
block to a uniform thickness 

Cast-iron (or mild steel) block of at least I 
3 m. X 3 m. X 16 in. long. For longer 1 
pieces, 4 in. X 4 in x 30 in | 

(6) Facing by cutter head or end 
mill-moimted on a short arbor 
in the spindle. Traversing 
longitudinally. Milling parallel 
strips one below and one over¬ 
lapping the other 

Cast-iron (or mild-steel) block 6 in X 
6 in., shaped for clamping 

Take three finishing cuts, 2 in. wide and 
1 0 004 in. deep which overlap | in. 
1 Vertical movement of the knee by hand. 

Test with a straight-edge and clock 
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Working Accuracy of Horizontal Boring Machines 
(Throe Different Typos) 

Spindle up to 80 mm 
(3* in) 

Permissible Error 

Spindle over 80 mm 
(3 ft m ) 

Permissible Error 

With Adjustable 
Column 

Permissible Error 

The borea and outside diameters 1 ■jO be round 0 0006 in 1 0 0008 in 0 0008 in. 

The bores to be cylindrical 0 0008 in /ft 1 0 0016 in/ft 0 0016 in jft 

In boring a hole halfway from on 
revolving table through 180° to 
bores to be concentric within 

le end and turning the 
complete the hole, the 

0 0006 in. 1 0 0010 m 0 0010 in 

OutHide and inRide diaineterK of 
roritnr within 

teat piece to be con- 
0 OOl in 0 0016 in 0 0016 in 

Machined surface to be flat (concave only) 

Milled surfaces on opposite sides of work to bo parallel 

Surfaces at right angles to bo square within 

O (101 in 

0 0006 ir 

No. 10 

Planing Machines (Double-standard Machine) Permissible Krror 

Test to be performeil with a plane-parallel straight-eilge representing a work-piece, if cutting tests 
are not possible, unclatnpe<l and free from stresses— 

Work IS flnished parallel 
On machines up to 6 ft in planing length within 0 0008 in 
On machines with planing length over 6 ft withm O 0004 in /.3 ft 

No. 11 

Shaping Machines Permissible Erroi 

Finishing test-block : Maximum length of test-block ^ ^rd of stroke of lam, 4 in -5 in wide. 
Material. Steel of 3.6 -40 tons/sq in , or cast-iron of 12-15 tons/sij in 

(1) Finishing top surface 
(2) Finishing bottom surface 

The flnishod surfaces are parallel with ea«'h other measured by micrometer w ith O 002 mm (O 0001 in ) 
accuracy . 0 0008 in /ft 
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No. 12 

Spur, Worm, and Helical Qear-hobbing Machines Permissible Krror 

For gears cut on the machine, the following accuracies measured from tooth to tooth are obtainable, i 
m diameters— [ 

Up to 500 mm (20 in ) . ... 
From 500-1000 mm (20^0 in > . . ... 
From 1000 mm and over (40 in ) ... . . 
Teeth are parallel to axis 

Eccentricity after cutting up to 300 mm (12 m) dia 
Eccentricity after cutting over 300 mm (12 in ) dia 
Shape of tooth up to 300 mm <12 in ) dia. 
Shape of tooth over 300 mm (12 in ) dia , 

0 0008 in 
0 0010 in 
0 0012 in. 
0 0008 m /ft 

0 0006 in 
0 0010 m 
0 0004 in. 
0 0006 in. 

No. 13 

Radial Drilling Machines Permissible Error 

aximum permissible deflection of arm m the extreme position of saddle, when applying the Deflection by biggest drill 
maximum diameter of drill at the proposed feed, provided that the base-plate is grouted in and 0 060 in /3 ft 
bolted to the foundation (arm in the highest position of the column) 

The working tolerance specifications apply to 

finishing operations only A finishing cut on a 

lathe, for example, has been defined (I S .A , 

Committee 39, Stockholm, 19.37) as a chip of 

about 0-1 to 0-2 mm depth (0-004 in to 0-008 m ) 

and 0-05 to 0-1 mm (0-002 in. to 0-004 in ) feed 

taken with the highest permis.sible speed, depend¬ 

ing on the material of tool and specimen 

Cutting Speeds 

The cutting speeds are fundamental for the 

efficient use of the different types of tools— 

(o) Carbon cast-steel, (d) Stellite. 

(b) High-speed steel, (e) Cemented carbides. 

(c) Cobalt-tungsten (/) Diamonds. 

steel. 

For machining steels the speeds vary from 10 

f.p.m.. (a) with carbon steel to 1500 f.p.m. with 

(e) cemented carbides with negative rakes and 

for non-ferrous metals up to 3000 f.p.m. with (/) 

diamonds, and even up to .5000 f.p m. for 

elektron. 

It is therefore impossible to use the same 

machine for all kinds of materials and all types 

of tools. 

The speed range of ordinary machine tools 

varies from i • 20 to 1 . .50 (e.g. 19 to 375 r.p.m. or 

15 to 750 r p m ) The range of 1 . 100, e g for 

high-class radial drills (from 15 to 1500 r p.m ) is 

very rare, but it is necessary because these ma¬ 

chines handle drills of small to large diameters, 

as well as reamers, taps, etc , on jig work for differ¬ 

ent ferrous and non-ferrous materials Diagram 

Fig. 96 shows the big variations of cutting forces 

when machining chrome-nickel steel (60 tons), 

S.M steel (35 tons), and cast-iron (12 tons) with 

the same chip area of, e g. 0-015 sq in on a lathe 

The stress varies from 2-8 tons to 0-8 tons vertical 

pressure (Z)). 

The necessity for using economic speeds and 

pressures makes it imperative, therefore, that there 

be a reasonable distribution of work to different 

machines according to the nature of the material. 

There must be at least a separation into ferrous 

and non-ferrous materials and the non-ferrous 

parts ought to be separated again according to the 

actual metal, e g copper, aluminium and magnes¬ 

ium alloys, etc. Obviously, every machine should 

be cleaned of swarf before a different material is 

machined, as copper chips would spoil precious 

nickel-chrome swarf and vice versa. The sale of 
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swarf might not appear very important but it 

represents an average of 15 to 30 per cent of 

the gross weight of the machined pieces, with a 

money value of about 3 to 5 per cent of the total 

cost of material. 

Magnesium alloys belong to a special group 

because of the inflammability of the chips. 

If they are to be of any value at all to the rate- 

fixer, it IS essential that the plates affixed to the 

the same machine-tool maker, though in different 

years. 

Furthermore, it is regrettable that the speeds 

given on the plates are different for almost each 

machine, thus making the correct time setting of 

the ratefixer very difficult and sometimes impos¬ 

sible. There is an urgent need for the standardiza¬ 

tion of the numbers of revolutions of the various 

machine tools of at least the common groups. 

30 
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Fia 96 Variation c i Dir^KRENT Materials 

machine tools and giving their speed ranges 

should be strictly uniform for all machines of the 

same type, otherwise the ratefixer will need 

voluminous records giving the correct feeds and 

speeds for each individual machine. Ratefixing 

often remains purely theoretical when, for instance 

the only machine tool with the correct speed is 

already occupied or broken down and all others 

differ by as much as ± L5 per cent from the 

calculated speed. The time set on the wagcs- 

docket has then to be changed. 

It is another sad fact that the speed figures on 

the plate are often nominal and not real, particu¬ 

larly in workshops with belt-driven machines, 

grouped according to available transmission 

lines and sometimes connected by incorrect 

pulleys. Even modern motorized machines differ 

widely between each other in range and value of 

speeds, though they may have been produced by 

i e. lathes, capstans, milling, drilling, grinding 

machines, shapers, and planers. 

The standardization of speeds by ‘'preferred 

numbers” has already been accomplished on 

the Continent by the ISA, including Russia, 

Italy, France, Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands 

Scandinavia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Austria 

(Table XXXIX) 

This standardization of speeds for machine 

tools has a greater effect in reducing costs of 

machining operations than any time studies, 

including studies of cutting times If the speeds 

vary zhlli per cent for two neighbouring capstan 

lathes, the pre-set time of at least one of them is 

wrong and the confidence of the operator in the 

time set on the piece docket is lost even if the time 

is based on ‘‘time studies ” Accurate rates 

cannot, of course, be set unless there are standard¬ 

ized working conditions from the beginning. 
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TABLE XXXIX 

The table of standardized revolutions covers all 

speeds from 0-118 to 10,000 r.p.in used for the 

heaviest boring and turning machines of, e.g 35 

feet diameter (100 h.p ) dovm to the light high¬ 

speed drilling machines for drills of 0-4 in. diameter 

and less (1 h.p ). There is no machine, the gear box 

(or stepped pulleys) of which could not be designed 

according to these speed standards. The designer 

would be limited a little, it is true, but this would 

be justified by the establishment of an indispen¬ 

sable and invariable basis on which all ratefixers 

could work, and thus increase the output of every 

metal machining workshop to its maximum. The 

principal standard running speeds of electric 

motors, both A C. and D.C , are included in this 

most important and very practical standardiza¬ 

tion; they comprise : 3000-1500-750-375, 1200- 

1000-600-500 for the continent, including Great 

Britain. But 3600 (3550)-l800-900-450 for the 

frequency of 60 cycles are also contained in this 

table, used in the U.S.A.— 

The common ratios are so graded that the maker 

can select the difference between two steps of 

speeil approx, from 5 to 50 jier cent (Table XL). 

TABLE XL 

Speed Steps 

^SUmlardl^d Nimicrlcal .0. 1 12 1 26 141 15Sj 20 

! 

Prom x/ro \/io </ro 

Fromms a/-* - i 
Dlfflen-nce In apeert Exact % S6 JOB 20 6 2B 2 

in Approximate 5 kT 20 30 50 

ISA designation - B40" |r20 K U) R5 f 

atcpa moat uaed 

The choice of the maker is usually made 

according to the range which is desired by the 

ordinary user. For instance, for medium steps 

(30 per cent) 750 to 47-5 revs., 1'41 would be 
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selected, for bigger differences of diameter the 

series 1-58 (40 per cent) from 750 to 19 revs 

would be preferable. There would be an enormous 

advantage in the international use of these 

“preferred numbers’’ for speed ranges, applied 

by continental makers over a period of twenty-five 

years with full success and it would ensure that 

all machine tools, whether of British, American. 

now exist and which may be designed in future. 

The production shop has a collection of real 

machines, consisting of different ages, designs, 

types, and countries of origin Therefore, it is 

advisable to gather the speeds of the existing 

machines of the workshop into a table for the use 

of the ratefixing department and to show the most 

useful speeds for thread cutting, “machining of 

TAHLK XLI 

Speed Table fob 120 Lathes of a Turnery 

—ihJUit.p- 

nr..! oultlu 
.f Ml_ 

300 T 

or continental origin, would have the same actual 

figures on the speed and feed plates, thus stabil¬ 

izing the basis for the ratefixer and guaranteeing 

the bonus for the operator, at the same time 

standardizing the manufacturing conditions of 

gears for the designer and maker. No one would 

suffer inconvenience thereby, in fact all would 

share in the benefit The user could take an ordin¬ 

ary slide rule and with one setting (e.g 1-41}, 

check that the speeds on the plate of the machine 

corresponded with the true running speed. 

Of course the production workshop cannot 

use the compendious table of standard-speed 

conditions which covers all machine tools which 

to-day” and “machining in future.” Again, from 

this table an abstract may be made for the different 

machines in the workshop (see Table XLII) and 

the workman can easily be taught to use his 

own part of the table according to his require¬ 

ments. (See also page 205.) 

Table XLI gives a review of the cutting 

speeds for a big turning department of 120 lathes 

based on a series of standardized diameters from 

I in. to 40 in. and a series of standardized revolu¬ 

tions, based on “preferred numbers” and the 

standardized common ratio of 1-26. This 

arrangement is bettor than the ordinary Table 

which shows the speed in feet per minute on top 
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and an almost infinite number of revolutions in 

the centre, many of which are not available. The 

diameters are given by the drawing; the speeds, 

if they are standardized, exist on the plates of 

all machine tools in the workshop. Consequently, 

the Table shows at a glance which speeds are 

available for high-speed, stellite, and cemented 

carbides. The Table shows that the left upper 

comer contains all the cutting speeds which are too 

slow, and the right lower corner those which are 

too high, and shows the limits of each machine 

for working at economic speeds for the required 

diameter within the speed range of the machine 

tool. At least for each group of machine tools, 

e.g. lathe, capstan, combination turret lathe, and 

milling, grinding, and drilling machines, the same 

preferred numbers ought to be used; then the 

fundamental basis of ratefixing is secured. The 

workman always finds on his machine the speed 

which the ratefixer has pre-set, the foreman can 

distribute the work not to a single machine but to 

a group of machines, the charge-hand has an 

easier time, and the workman can determine his 

bonus, or he can object to wrongly set speeds 

Another important advantage is that the electric 

drive or the belt drive conforms to the speed plate 

and that the machine-tool maker can design his 

speed-box according to standard rules which 

facilitate the manufacture of the machine tools 

themselves and the supply of the spare parts 

Everything else in the design of machine tools may 

be, and can be, changed according to require¬ 

ments or development, but not the speeds and 

feeds. 

The aforementioned Manual on Cutting of 

Metals (A.S.M.E.) deals mainly with the use of 

high-speed steels, cutting 290 kinds of SAE steels, 

only a few pages are reserved for the use of stellite 

J-metal tools and cemented carbide tools. Further¬ 

more, the necessary tables are given for machining 

ordinary cast-iron The modem trend is towards 

increase of speed by using hard alloys and 

cemented carbides, consequently new tables will 

be necessary. The conversion tables (see Table 

XXV) which convert high-speed steel values into 

cemented carbide values are spurious, the ratios 

depend upon present and future development of 

new cemented carbides or other cutting alloys and 

on the increased efficiency of present-day machine 

tools 

Further, only for new machine tools of best 

workmanship the machine efficiency factors of 

between 0-75 and 0-85 (including the electric 

motor) as mentioned therein are valid, and only as 

long as they remain new. The efficiency factor 

decreases very quickly, depending upon the 

organization of the workshop and particularly on 

maintenance. It is an error to believe that the use 

of ball- and roller-bearings is a continuous preven¬ 

tive to a fall of efficiency. The writer has investi¬ 

gated machine tools having had only two years’ 

use, equipped almost entirely with roller- and ball¬ 

bearings for the main spindle and all intermediate 

shafts, and has found a degree of efficiency of less 

than 0-7, whereas well-designed and maintained 

machine tools with plain bearings for the mam 

spindle have had efficiencies of between 0-70 and 

0-75 after five years 

The correct combination of high-loaded plain 

adjustable bearings for medium and high speeds 

up to 5000 r.p.m. and low-loaded ball- and roller- 

bearings with high and very high speeds for all 

intermediate shafts may provide the best solution 

for this problem Generally the power question is 

easily solved compared with the correct choice of 

tool and cutting speed, which in all cases form the 

decisive factors for economic and undisturbed 

production. 

Shortened extract Table XLII derived from 

Table XLI, which contained all figures used m 

this workshop, was fastened on each machine tool 

in the workshop to be used by the operator as 

follows; he takes the diameter to be turned from 

the drawing and the prescribed speed from his 

wages-docket, predetermined by the ratefixer 

according to the kind of cutting tool. Following 

horizontally from the left side, the given diameter, 

eg. 2-in. dia., he finds the speed for a cemented 

carbide tool prescribed by the ratefixer, e.g. 

250 f.p m Then going vertically up he finds 

the necessary revolutions of his machine; here 

475 r p.m. If used at present or in the immediate 

future, before full standardization of speeds has 

been accomplished, the revolutions shown in the 

Table will not correspond exactly with the plate 

of his machine, so he must increase or decrease 
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the number of revolutions within the limits of the 

common ratio of the range of speeds By increas¬ 

ing he improves his bonus, by decreasing he loses. 

He should be trained always to try to increase 

He can, it is true, equalize the loss of speed by 

increase of feed, but by so doing he en¬ 

dangers his machine, because he increases 

the cutting forces and this may break a 

weak tooth. This danger is another im¬ 

portant reason for standardizing the speeds 

and feeds for all existing machine tools 

The effective introduction of cemented 

carbides with positive and negative rake 

angles into ordinary workshop dejiends on 

the possibility of increasing the speed and 

power of the more rigid machine tools, 

otherwise the result will be stalled motors 

and smashed tools. Why is the carbidc- 

tipped tool destroyed if the mam spindle 

IS stopped * The cutting forces on the tool 

are not increased, because the cross-scction 

of the chip must be reduced, when the 

machine turns at 1000 f.p.m. for cemented 

carbides instead of 100 f p.m for ordinary 

high-speed steel. It is the design of the 

machine tool which causes the destruction 

If the feed could be released before the 

spindle is stopped, or at the same time as 

the rotating movement of the spindle 

nothing would happen But if the feed 

moves the tool along only a thousandth of 

an inch, the brittle cemented carbide tool 

IS twisted and, as it has no elongation, is 

smashed In all lathes the amount of power 

consumed by the feed is very low—it is 

between 1 and 3 per cent of the total power 

consumption; therefore, the very small 

movement produced by the inertia of the rota¬ 

ting parts between main-spindle and carriage 

suffices to cause that small but destructive twist 

If there is a slipping friction clutch between the 

feed-drive and the mam-spindle drive, this detri¬ 

mental movement often occurs. It is also neces¬ 

sary that cemented carbides should work at high 

speed (from 150ft/min upward) to overcome 

irregularities of feed by the flywheel action of 

cone pulley, gears, etc., to secure a flowmg chip 

and to avoid tear or shear chips which are fre¬ 

quently produced by the ordinary high-speed 

tools with a built-up edge. 

A belt drive is only reliable if the belt speed is 

above 1000 ft/min, it would be even better to 

design belt speeds of 3000 up to 4500 ft/niin, 

TABLE XLII 

Speed Table for a Single Lathe 

Lathe Wo. Z416 - 16" Srlng. 

but this is not usually possible for machine tools 

with pulley diameters smaller than 12 in. A 

narrow quick-running belt is much superior re¬ 

garding its driving reliability to a wide slow- 

runnmg belt or double belt, which is always a 

failure for small diameters. The advantage of the 

belt drive, flat, or trapezoidal, which consists in 

its silent action as a power-carrying element, im¬ 

proving with increasing speed, is then completely 

exploited. An additional advantage is that an 

overloaded flat belt slips off automatically For 
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long distances the single flat belt working on 

the hair side is superior to the multiple texrope 

belt in many respects. 

Cutting Speed, Gutting Forces, and 
Power Available 

Cutting speed, cutting forces, and power 

available are interdependent. 

The machine-tool designer must know and use 

correctly all factors of drive and machining, 

cutting forces (F), torque (ilf), cutting speed (v), 

spindle revolutions (n) are connected by the 

driving power (/*) as— 

1. Forces X Speed (P = F x v) and 

2. Torque x Revs {P — M x n). 

They must be correctly distributed over ma¬ 

chine tool, tool, and work-piece, to reduce deforma¬ 

tion, vibration, and heat to a minimum But the 

relations between each other and the reciprocal 

influence of tool on work-piece must be well 

known both by the designer and by the user of the 

machine in the workshop. If all these conditions 

are well studied, cemented carbide-tipped tools 

can safely be used, as single-point cutting tools 

for existing and rebuilt lathes and planers, and 

as multiple-tipped tools, counter-bores, reamers, 

and milling cutters; only the tipped twist drill 

being reserved for special cases. However, in 

many cases the design of existing old machine 

tools is far behind the development of modern 

cutting tools. Commercial administration often 

wants to keep the old equipment as long as 

possible, but it is only possible to “increase the 

output of the workshop without increasing 

equipment ” by the correct rebuilding of existing 

machine tools so as to enable the latest modem 

developments in machming practice to be intro¬ 

duced, i.e. increased cutting speeds with extra- 

hard tools. The alternative is to purchase new 

modem machines. Components for aeroplanes, 

motor-cars, lorries, Diesel engines, electromotors, 

machine tools, etc., require high-quality machines. 

In most cases the manufactured parts must be 

interchangeable, yet produced by semi-skilled 

male or female operators who cannot compensate 

for the errors of inaccurate machine tools by 

their skilled craftsmanship. The quality perform¬ 

ance of a well-made and accurate capstan lathe 

correctly set-up for batches and then operated 

by a female worker is always equal to that of an 

ordinary lathe operated by the most skilled 

craftsman, and it is always more economic. (See 

Tables XLIV to XLVt.) 

High speed requires a bigger motor directly 

proportional to the increase of speed This 

involves the danger that the operator, using an 

ordinary high-speed tool which is strong but 

cannot withstand high speed, decreases the speed 

but increases the section of the chip at the same 

time so as to keep up the weight of chips produced 

per hour, thus maintaining the same output as 

before. This increases the stress by force (F) on 

the driving gears and is likely to lead to a break¬ 

down 

Any attempt to transmit greater power by 

means of increased speed ought to be carried 

right through the driving train from the tool to 

the motor shaft 

A table giving tlie connexion between material 

of tool and part, machinability, kind of cut, speed, 

feed, depth, cross-section of chip, and power drive 

of the existing machine was compiled as the 

practical result of research work carried out by 

a British work.shop of 200 operators manufacturing 

small tools for the benefit of its own production 

personnel. (Table XLIIT.) Each of these items 

has to be known to the ratefixer, setter, and 

operator, who cannot work with cu in per pass, 

or total cu in. per h p /hour. Such Tables ought 

to be in the hands of every ratefixer. The formula 

which connects the driving power of the motor 

with cutting force and cutting speed is— 

Power (h.p.) • 

cutting force X speed per min 

“ 33,000 X E 

Cutting force 

F — I X d X f (machining index x cro.ss- 

section of chip). 

Average speeds for the ordinary workshop with 

average lathes and capstans up to 1000 r.p.m. 

were, for machining hard steels (high-speed steels 

for making tools)— 

(a) Cemented carbide: v shift = about 180 

to 300 ft/min. 
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(6) Stellite 80 and SHS-steels: v shift = about 

76 ft/min. 

(SHS. = 6 to 12 per cent Co + 18 to 20 

per cent W + 6 per cent Cr + 1 to 2 

per cent Va) 

(«) High-speed steel (18 4-1) • v shift = about 

40 ft/min. 

Average efficiency of lathe.s and capstans used 

(idle running plus load influence) E — G7 per cent 

Machining Index, I (see Fig 50) 

For steel of 85 to 40 tons/sq in tensile and using 

for the known cross-section of chip increasing from 

0-001 sq in to 0 000 ,sq in the decreasing specific 

pressures lOOOlb/sqin or lb/0 001 sq in (See 

Fig 58.) 

-= 300,000. 7,5 ^ 330,000, 

300,000 , Ib/sq in 

Feed for roughingfrom 0 020 in to 0 060 in 

Feed for roughing/g from 0 012 m to 0 040 in 

Feed for finishing / from 0-004 in to O 008 in 

permissible in any case 

Depth of cut d is to be found 

Cross-section of cut — d X f (sq in.) 

The depth d to lie prescribed by the ratefixer 

can now be tabulated by calculating the constant 

factors C for the variable speeds v — 180 — 75 — 

40 f p m and feeds /j and /g. ex formula— 

I X d X f X r / X d X f X r 

33,000 X 0 07 ~ 22 ooi) ~ 

= 0 00034 (carbide tool) 

-- 0 00089 (cobalt high¬ 

speed tools) 

== 0-0018 (high-speed 

.steels) 

Using the existing feeds /j from 0 02 in. to 

0-06 in. and /a from 0-012 in. to 0-04 in. as ex¬ 

amples, we can develop the Table XLIII to guide 

the planning and ratefixing department and to 

teach the interested foreman. The following 
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calculation shows how this table is used. First 

the ratefixer and then the operator of the machine 

must know how, for example, the lathes or cap¬ 

stans could be exploited for the different tools 

which are m use. For an ordinary carbon tool 

a speed of not more than 20 ft/min is advisable, 

and even to-day such a speed is often used for 

thread cutting, using taps or dies. 

As we now have numerical values for the 

machinability factor of most of the ordinary 

materials (see Table XVIIIb), we have all necessary 

data of correct ratefixmg. The influence of changes 

of cross-section, up and down, are clearly shown. 

The ratefixer is obliged to take the maximum cut 

possible, given by feed and depth, but according 

to the available power-drive. The Table shows as 

examples two constant feeds and /j and two 

varying depths dj and dj for each speed The 

depth depends on the material allowance that has 

to be removed The mutual variation of (/) and 

(d) IS done in such a way, that the cross-section 

of chip, d X /, remains the same for roughing, 

therefore the cutting forces are not increased 

The ratefixer knows by the Table that by taking 

these maximum or minimum feeds and depths 

the existing motors of 3, 5, 7, 10 h.p. are just 

being used to their limit. 

Before the Table could be put into use, the 

machines were checked with regard to the 

standardization of speeds As most of these 

machines in this small works wore of American 

origin, provided by the Government between 

1940 and 1942, it was very interesting to find out 

whether they were built according to the stan¬ 

dardized range of preferred numbers. The first 

observation was that five leading American firms 

provided only a limited number of speeds on their 

ordinary machines (i.e. between 6 and 12). 

This simplifies service and decreases the price. 

Only a toolroom lathe and a large machine had 

respectively 16 and 24 speeds. All these machines 

used the common ratios: 1-26, 1-40 and approxi¬ 

mately 1-6. This corresponded very closely to the 

standardized ratios 1'26, 1'41, 1-58. 

Not before all this preparatory work is well 

done can the planning department elaborate the 

data chart for the ratefixer (see Table XX) con¬ 

taining the material of the parts, that of the tools, 

and the corresponding feeds and speeds for the 

principal workshop operations. In the meantime 

the time-study man can tabulate the handling 

times, lost time, etc., as these remain constant. 

If we complete the operator’s piece-docket by 

inscribing the number of the tool (type and mater¬ 

ial), speed, depth, and feed, and hand over to 

him the drawing of the piece to be machined, 

containing particulars of the material and dimen¬ 

sions, he or the setter knows everything necessary 

to enable him to adjust his machine according 

to the pre-set conditions It is very useful, 

when dealing with big batches, to prescribe the 

number of pieces after the production of which 

the tool should be reground Using these data he 

can produce the piece in the predetermined total 

time so that he can make a considerable bonus 

depending on his intelligence, ability, and diligence. 

If the ratefixing and planning office is well 

organized and has sufficient staff, it is advisable 

to make specification charts for each piece for 

big batch and quantity manufacturing showing 

by detailed sketch, the operation, and the jigs 

and tools needed, and specifying the times allowed 

(Fig. 97) This achieves the aim of supplying 

the workshop with all the necessary information 

for maximum output, based on practical data, 

thus avoiding talk, argument, and theoretical 

considerations. 

Control of Speeds 

The American preferred numbers, the I S.A. 

recommendations, and Table XXXIX* which 

the author had elaborated, and which has been in 

practical approved use for twenty-five years in 

many thousands of well-designed machine tools, 

all have the same basis. 

As it IS impossible to cover the standard speed 

ranges of modem machine tools, universally used 

between 1 20 and 1 . 100, by a purely electrical 

regulation, the largest ratio of which ends usually 

at 1 10, the use of direct built-in electric drive for 

the main spindle without gear trains is restricted 

to high-speed machines with small range and 

generally of medium size. They are special 

* Weaen und Avutunrhung drr Drehzahlnormung (“Essence 
and Effect of the Standardization of Speeds of Machine 
Tools”), by a. Schleainger, 1931, A.W.F. 239, Beuth-Verlag, 
Berlin. 
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machines and cannot be considered as standard 

design. Further, the increased demands on surface 

quality within the limits from 1 to 8 micro-inch 

average (see page 218) generally exclude the use of 

built-in electric motors for fine finishing cuts 

within these fine limits. The frequently unavoid¬ 

able small unbalance of the motor armature 

after some use necessitates the placing of the motor 

close to the floor, separated from the machine tool, 

grouted separately, and connected with the 

machine tool by an elastic element (belt). 

Since the designer of the machine tool has some 

difficulty in obtaining exactly the figures of the 

standards table by means of gear trains, a devia¬ 

tion of per cent is allowed as a mechanical 

tolerance. 

Because electric motor (or countershaft) and 

machine tool form a unit, both tolerances are 

combined for the acceptance of the power drive 

in (—3) per cent (motor) (±3) per cent (gear 

drive) = — 6 to 0 per cent. 

The speeds of the main spindle of the fully 

loaded machine tool should not be lower than 

6 per cent and not higher than the synchronous 

spindle speeds of the table. The minimum 

speeds of 6 per cent are read directly in the 

basic senes R 40 (see Table XXXIX) with the 

common ratio of 1 • 06 

OVE RATION ('HAJIT Description Reamer <!> 

Fio 97 
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The designer is bound by— 

(а) Range of speed JR 
W'tniti 

(б) Number of speeds = k, 

(c) Common ratio — r 

The most widely used common ratios are • 

1'26—1-41—1-58 For very fine steps, the ratio 

1-12 and for small capstans as an intermediate 

ratio Vl ^l = 1-19 are sometimes used, in rare 

cases the rough ratio 2. 

The figures of the Table contain the synchronous 

speeds of the motors, but they represent those 

speeds which are used for the mean load which 

might cause a decrease of the synchronous speed 

of the motor (slip) of about 3 to 4 per cent. This 

electrical tolerance is the average slip under the 

most frequently used (mean) loads The common¬ 

est motor speeds are 1000 and 1200 r p.m for 

large motors, and 1500 or 1800 and 3000 or 3600 

r.p.m. for small A C. motors Ordinary motors 

have the following slips (speed reduction) from 

no-load to mean and full loads. 

Slip for Full Load Slip for Mean Load 
■ ' j per cent ! per cent 

0.5 2 8-1 > 6 
2-4 0 4 
5^10 a 3r> 

10-20 4 3 
20-10 3 5 2 5 

The electrical design of the motor speed is 

invariably based on the synchronous speed In 

Great Britain and on the Continent the periodicity 

of alternating current is standardized at 50 cycles 

(Hertz) per second, and equal to 50 x 60 = 3000 

r.p.m. In the U.S.A 60 cycles per second and 

3600 r p.m. are standardized. The figure 3000 

must therefore be available for all common ratios 

and for the basic series R.40. This is the reason 

why the standardized speeds of machine tools do 

not begin with cypher 1, but with either cypher 

0*118 which covers all common ratios of VlO, or 

cypher 0*19 which is useful for the whole of the 

ratios of V10 and \/2 as well 3000 is particularly 

important for A.C motors with interchangeable 

poles used in ever-increasing numbers for indi¬ 

vidual machine-tool drives with infinitely variable 

speed regulation. 

The number 3000 — 2x2x2x3x 5 x5 

X 5 and 3600 = 2x2x2x2x3x3x5 

x 5 are particularly useful figures, because they 

contain the factors 1, 1*5, 2, 2-5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 

12, i.e. for all possible pairs of poles (electrical) 

and for almost all gear ratios, numbers of teeth 

and gear moduli (mechanical). 

The checking of the power drive is made by 

placing one revolution counter at the electric 

motor shaft and another at the main spindle. 

The inspector or setter should take a cut of such 

a magnitude that the synchronous speed of the 

motor IS decreased between 3 per cent and <5 per 

cent At the diminished speed the spindle counter 

of the main spindle should show the v^aluc as 

indicated on the speed plate 

The Machine Tool under Load 

The stresses imposed by roughing cuts must 

be kept within such limits that no permanent 

deformation will result, even after several years 

of continuous use It must be borne in mind 

that most machine tools are employed for 

roughing as well as for finishing, that is to say, 

for work requiring quite different degrees of 

accuracy of the machine. The working accuracies 

are obtained only by finishing tests which are 

specified in the Tables of acceptance tests. 

These are the only valid tests because the form 

of a piece after roughing is of no importance 

either as regards aecuracy or surface finish. 

(See Table XXXVIII, 1 to 13.) 

Although forging and casting allowances are 

kept as small as possible (see Fig, 22), roughing 

cuts are still necessary during the subsequent 

machining operations, and these involve con¬ 

siderable cutting forces. In the case of small high¬ 

speed lathes (diamond turning lathes), small 

depths (0*003 m. to 0*008 in.) of cut and very fine 

feeds (0*001 in. to 0*003 in.) are used. Although 

heavy roughing forces are eliminated in this case, 

attention must be paid to the vibrations set up 

during cutting. In the design of such lathes care 
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must be taken to avoid vibrations that would 

cause chatter marks on the surface of the work- 

piece and render subsequent fine grinding or 

lapping necessary before it would pass inspection. 

In order to obtain a chatterless finish, the bed of 

the grinding machine must be particularly stiff. 

In fact, it was in connexion with the design of 

grinding machines that the need for a high degree 

of rigidity or stiffness was first encountered. As 

far as the grinding machine is concerned, a pure 

bending or deflection test may be regarded as 

sufficient, provided that the load applied is a 

multiple of the normal low cutting pressure 

(200 lb maximum) of the grinding wheel This 

overload applied during the trial test will cover or 

include all the other sources of errors 

This method, however, cannot be applied to 

other classes of machine tools, and es|)ecially to 

those in which the torsional loads have a decisive 

influence, as, for example, in lathes, radial drilling, 

and milling machines 

For this reason, the method of inspection by 

taking finishing cuts should be retained, since this 

reveals not only the geometrical accuracy of the 

shape produced, but also the quality of the surface 

finish, the test being at once simple and severe. 

The testing of a machine tool for rigidity or 

.stiffness should be carried out with the following 

objects in view— 

(1) Ensuring that permanent deformations of 

the load-carrying members will not occur under 

the influence of roughing cuts. 

(2) Ensuring that elastic deformations during 

finishing cuts will not affect the accuracy of the 

finished work-piece 

(3) Ensuring that undue vibrations will not 

occur. 

These three conditions cannot, up to the pres¬ 

ent, bo definitely defined, because the relations 

between them and the rigidity of the machine 

are not known, or rather because a suitable unit 

of measurement is not available. In the final 

inspection of a machine tool, a distinction should 

be drawn between roughing and finishing ma¬ 

chines. There is, of course, a great difference be¬ 

tween the absolute rigidity of a grinding machine 

and the elastic stiffness of a lathe, and this differ¬ 

ence is not yet generally understood. 

In the case of a roughing machine, the purcha.ser 

should be satisfied in obtaining the specified 

production rate, without noise and vibration, 

and without troublesome deformation 

The realization of accuracy requirements de¬ 

pends on the workmanship This accuracy can 

always bo brought to a pitch that will satisfy the 

required standard of static inspection by installing 

suitable machine-tool equipment and by instruc¬ 

tion and training of the operator Errors which 

are detected in the “static acceptance” tests 

can frequently be rectified by a subsequent 

operation. 

The realization of efficiency, that is to say, the 

relation between power input and cutting capacity, 

is a problem to be solved by the designer, and it 

must be solved initially and cannot bo corrected 

afterwards. A machine-tool maker who attempted 

to manufacture machine tools which, although 

built to accurate static standards, were inefficient 

in operation, would not survive long in business. 

Testing an Assembled Machine 

As it IS only the assembled machine that is to 

be tested, no dismantling should take place while 

testing it. Dismantling is always detrimental 

to the machine. Frequently machine parts are 

required to be assembled by force or driving fits, 

so that force would have to be applied in separating 

such parts. Hence, a fierfect machine may be 

ilamaged which otherwise would have shown 

satisfactory working results for many years. 

In addition, dismantling and reassembling opera¬ 

tions absorb much time and are very expensive 



CHAPTER XI 

Accuracy of Products 

A. Accuracy of Dimension: Fits and 
Limits 

The great majority of parts in engineermg works 

are cylinders, tapers, planes, or helices, as these 

shapes form most mating parts. If they are pro¬ 

duced in batches or quantities their dimensions 

must be so accurate that the parts are practically 

interchangeable: either “non-selective” if the 

accuracy is so great that any male part fits any 

female part, or “ selective,” when two mating parts 

in. as high limit and l-OOO in. as low limit. Toler¬ 

ance IS the permissible deviation of one piece 

(+0-0006 in.) from the nominal dimension. 

(2) AtUnvance is a difference in dimensions 

prescribed in order to secure various classes of 

fits between tivo mating parts 

A standard hole of 1 in. nominal diameter 

accuracy B (Table XLIV) with the tolerances 

*^ooooo» when mated with a shaft of 1 in. 
nominal diameter (accuracy R), which has, in the 

4 B 

H 

1.9 __ D E 

1 
a I 

— 
1 I- 1 11 ¥ E -1^- 
„_^ L/i'j L,d L-4l--J 

FlO. 08 IvSF.RTION OF OoRRECT Toi.ERAVCE-t VaRVINO WITH DIAMETERS AVD KtNllS OP FlT 
{A, B, V, O, K) 

KBMOVIKO 0 015 IN STOCK 
DIa I Oriudtng Time 

A 28 fM-oa 
B 118 SANS 
V 
l> 118 area 
E I 50 acca 

Total 'working time 4 min 3H itccfl 

must be selected from the batches and slightly 

fitted by scraping, filing, or lapping. The two 

matched pieces are now coupled and cannot be 

separated from each other. Most parts manu¬ 

factured in engineering works belong to the 

selective system. 

Tolerance and Allowance 

Two factors determine fits and limits: (1) 

tolerance, (2) allowance. 

(1) Tolerance is the extent to which duplicate 

parts of the same dimensions are permitted to 

vary in size in order to secure sufficient accuracy 

for the purpose in view. A standard hole of 1 in. 

diameter, accuracy B, unilateral, may be 1-0006 

unilateral system, a high limit of 0-9982 in. and 

a low limit of 0-997 in., gives an allowance for a 

normal running fit R of —0-0036 in. maximum 

and —0-0018 in. minimum. The same B hole, 

if mated with the F shaft (unilateral) of 

d = l+ia. would have an interference for a heavy 

drive fit of +0-0024 in. maximum and +0-0012 in. 

minimum. 

It is a very important task of the designing 

office to insert the correct tolerances both in 

diameter and length for each detailed piece in 

tolerance figures and not by code-letters (Fig. 

98). The best arrangement is for a well-trained 

practical engineer in the drawing office to special¬ 

ize in the control of all drawings before they are 
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issued to the works production department, so 

that all tolerances are correctly inscribed to secure 

the desired allowances in the fitting department 

and that the most suitable surface finish is decided 

upon at the same time. 

There is no man among the production staff 

who may save more money in manufacturing, 

and avoid more trouble and delay in the fitting 

departments for sub-assemblies and assemblies, 

than the tolerance engineer in the drawing 

office. 

The dimensions of pieces are controlled by 

limits and fits to secure interchangeability of 

parts both for present assembly and of spare 

parts for future maintenance and repair. In 

particular, mating parts must fulfil various 

1 0-1 40 
1 6-209 
21-2 79 

TABLE XLIV 

Standard Hole Unilateral/Bilateral 

(B.S. 164 1924—War-time issue 1941) 

British Standard Limits—Basic Hoi.b 
— high limit of tolerance, L = low limit of tolerance 

L'NlLATliRAi, Holes (Tolerance unit = Bilateral Hole 

Nominal | 
Si/es Accuitttc 

B I 

(Jood 1 
Quality 

" 1 

Medium 
V \ 

1 

Coarse 
Accurate 

K 

1 0-1 49 
1 6 2 09 

_> 1 -2 79 

H L 1 
( 0 6 0 1 

-(- 0 7 0 ! 
+ 08 0 1 

II L ; 
+ 12 o' 

H 1 4 0 
) I 0 0 1 

■ C " i 
i 3 2 s 1 

n L 
+ 48 0 
+ 5 6 0 
1-6 4 0 

+ 
+ 
-t 

H L 
0 3 - 0 3 
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Unilateral Shafts 
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Interference ht Tiansition fit 
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Drive 

1 
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1 li 
1 Keying 
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(' 
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B 
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1 M 
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- 8 4 - 14 0 
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working conditions, which are divi<led into three 

classes— 

1. Clearance fits (slide, easy slide, close run¬ 

ning), close running (1), close running (2), normal 

slack and coarse. 

2. Transition fits (heavy keying, medium 

keying, light keying, push). 

3. Interference fits (heavy drive, light drive). 

They are defined by the British Standard 

164 : 1924 (war-time issue, 1941) and in use in the 

Unilateral Svstbk 

U.K. on the two practical systems. (1) hole 

basis, (2) shaft basis. The "hole basis" is mostly 

used. Of the two possible positions of the refer¬ 

ence line the B.S. Committee recommended 

unanimously the use of a unilateral system of toler¬ 

ances. No doubt these two decisions are funda¬ 

mental in guaranteeing the selective interchange- 

ability of parts of the same nominal diameter in 

an industrial country. Both decisions conform 

to those of the I.S.A. Committee,* which are 

accepted by almost all countries of the European 

continent and by the U.S.A. 

The standard hole is based on the use of one 

hole for the different shafts (Fig. 99). For instance 

a machine-tool manufacturer who is using the 

• International Standards Association, founded 1926 in 
U.S.A Pre-war sponsors ol I S.A. were: Gi-eat Britain, the 
United States, France, Russia, Austria, Poland, Czecho¬ 
slovakia, Germany, Italy, the Scandinavian countries, Bel¬ 
gium, the Netherlands, Hungary, and Rumania, 

same gear or pulley for all running, transition, 

and interference fits, will make only one compo¬ 

nent to accurate limits with a well-adjusted set of 

boring and reaming tools, which are expensive, 

and then adjust the shafts to the different fits 

by the same grinding machine 

Fig. 100 compares the cutting and measuring 

tools which are necessary for the basic hole 

versus the basic shaft. The multitude of reamers 

and stocked parts is decisive in making the major¬ 

ity of engineering works decide in favour of the 

standard hole. 

The use of the standard shaft is restricted to 

a few branches, e g. transmission-lmes some 

wood-working machines, etc . and to a few 

applications in the engineering branch, e.g. 

to bright drawn materials without machining 

The design is not generally influenced by choosing 

one system or the other 

It was early realized that ‘’interchangeable’' 

parts need not be identical parts, but that it is 

sufficient if the significant dimensions which 

control their fits lie between identical manufac¬ 

turing limits An international development 

and collaboration of more than forty years has 

confirmed this fact. 

As above-mentioned, the expression “inter¬ 

changeability” must be taken cautiously Most 

mating parts require a slight adjustment by hand- 

lapping or scraping to make the fit “exact ” 

We call this “selective” assembly, and 93 per 

cent of all so-called interchangeable parts are 

selectively manufactured and refitted. 

Non-selective assembly requires tolerances of 

about d;9-0001 in. or less, which are too fine 

and expensive to be applied to the usual mass- 

production on an economic basis. The Johansson 

slip gauges have been made on the non-selective 

basis for more than forty years, being matched 

in any combination; but parts of even first-class 

motor cars, aeroplanes, rifles, instruments, etc., 

require either a fine subsequent adjustment or 

they must be selected from the batch produced, 

systematically marked and stored as matched 

pairs, as for instance the very fine ground and 

lapped gudgeon pin of first-class motor cars, 

and its matched piston. 

In the diagram (Fig 99) the unilateral standard 
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hole grade B for 1 in. diameter, aa an example, 

forms the basis of comparison with all standard 

shafts, e.g. from F to M. But if the bilateral hole 

(fit K) is used then the maximum tolerance of 

this K hole becomes smaller in any caae at 

fit IS quoted on a production drawing is therefore 

less fool-proof than when clearly stated dimen¬ 

sions appear on all drawings. This should be the 

strict rule. 

It goes without saying that fine tolerances of, 

100 Comparison (a) Stanoaro Holk , (6) Stanuarh Shaft 

()-0003 in. and the shaft with former-s/ide fit L 

18 transformed into the shaft tolerances of shaft- 

puah fit K, thus creating a danger of scoring 

Consequently the use of the bilateral system of 

B.S. 164 for standard holes requires a shifting 

of the tolerances of all shafts grades F to M and 

an adaptation of the tolerances of the running 

fits Q also. 

The cross reference necessary when a “code” 

say, gudgeon pins must be linked up with fine 

surface finish, which, for these pins, is about 1 to 

2 /t-in average. 

The Reference Line (Zero Line) 

The nominal dimension is always the starting 

point for all questions regarding limits and fits 

for engineering purposes. The use of the standard 

ring and plug (Whitworth) required the trained 
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feeling and decision of the craftsman, which is no 

reliable basis for batch and mass-production 

with diluted labour. The system of hmit gauges 

was, therefore, introduced with the “go” and 

“no-go” measuring surfaces of the cylindrical 

plug gauges and the flat snap gauges The first 

gauge systems were based on tolerances which 

allowed bilateral, i.e. ±, deviations from the 

nominal measure, to get, for instance, an average 

meeisure for the standard hole approximately 

becomes zero, e.g. for 1 in. diameter: 1*000 in. 

to 1-0006 in. for the very accurate B hole, and 

1-000 in. to 1-0048 in. for the coarse IF-hole 

(Table XLIV). Therefore, this reference line can 

be used as the zero line of the system, because 

the loio limit for all standard holes is “zero” and 

the high limit for all standard shafts is “zero” as 

well This definition of the zero line has decisive 

advantages (Figs. lOltx and 1016). 

(1) F'or the standard-hole system it is at once 

1 1 

1 ' • 
^ Mm Clearance 

tJolerance 
0 

1 1 "'' ' ^o&nce 

Diameter —t Tolerance Oiarnetei; | 1 I |P/arnctC(r_[_ 

(a) (b) 
Fio. 1016. Bilateral System 

equal to the nominal dimensions as the reference 

line (zero) of the tolerance zones (Fig. 1016). 

This bilateral system, which was mostly used up 

to 1916, was then dropped in favour of the uni¬ 

lateral system (Fig. 101a), first on the Continent, 

then throughout the U.S.A. by 1924 (100 per cent 

use) and in the United Kingdom (50 per cent use) 

according to the statement of B.S. 164 of 1924. 

The two systems exclude each other; when 

mixed they create confusion, instead of the bene¬ 

ficial influence which follows this fundamental 

standardization over a whole country. 

The unilateral system is based on the nominal 

diameter of, for example, the standard hole as 

reference line, i.e. the low limit of the hole toler¬ 

ances, and at the same time as the high limit of 

the shaft tolerances for the standard shaft 

system. The low value of the tolerance then 

recognizable by the high hmit of the shaft, 

whether it be a running fit or a transition fit, 

because the high limit of any shaft always repre¬ 

sents the minimum (i) clearance 

The same is valid for the standard-shaft system. 

It is recognizable by the low limit of the hole, 

whether a running or a tight fit will result, 

because the low limit of the hole again always 

shows the minimum (±) clearance against the 

shaft This principle can also be applied to length 

tolerances. (See Fig 102.) 

A tolerance system with the nominal (zero) 

line as the boundary line, is therefore, clearer and 

easier to understand and manage than a bilateral 

system with the reference line symmetrically 

arranged. 

(2) The standard shaft matches with the 

standard hole as a sliding fit (Figs. 99 and 101a), 
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because both touch each other at the reference 

(zero) line. There is a natural coincidence of both 

systems at this line which does not exist with 

systems with the zero-line as the line of symmetry. 

(3) If several degrees of quality are used in the 

same workshop we have the low limit equal to 

“zero” for all holes of the different qualities if the 

standard-hole system is adopted Correspondingly, 

in the standard-shaft system the high limit is 

equal to “zero ” for all shafts of different qualities 

The consequence is that when changing from one 

degree of quality to another the minimum clear¬ 

ance remains the same and the interchangeability 

remains assured 

If, however, the tolerances are distributed 

symmetrically about the zero line, e g the toler¬ 

ance of holes, it may occur that, although the 

same minimum clearance for both qualities exists, 

the running fit becomes a transition fit if the 

shaft of the higher quality is matched with the 

hole of lower quality, and if by chance the smallest 

hole IS matched with the largest shaft 

'fhe unavoidable use of several qualities in the 

same workshop demands the selection of the 

zero line as the boundary line, i e the ailoption 

of the unilateral system 

(4) The unilateral limit systems facilitate the 

adjustment of micrometers and length reference 

gauges according to the desired low limits (zero) 

and indicate clearly and lucully the position of 

all deviations from zero, up or down. 

This IS emphasized, if test shafts must be made 

to fix the necessary clearance with regard to holes 

which had already been manufactured according 

to existing standard plugs or limit plug gauges 

(5) When changing the manufacturing process 

from the use of standard single rings and plugs 

(nominal dimension — zero) to the use of tolerance 

gauges, the existing standard gauges can still be 

used, the ring gauge for the standard shaft and 

the plug for the standard hole 

For the manufacture and life of the reamer it is, 

of course, irrelevant whether the reference line be 

defined as a line of symmetry (bilateral) or as 

a boundary (unilateral). The life of a reamer 

depends on the amount of the tolerance of the 

hole and not on the position of the ± allowances 

Furthermore, in the bilateral system of stan- 

■ ■i-(B402) 

dard holes the reamer is not honed exactly equal 

to the nominal diameter, but larger than the 

nominal diameter to the extent of about two- 

thirds of the hole allowances, so as to obtain 

the biggest possible allowance for wear, i e. to 

produce the maximum quantity of holes with one 

setting of the reamer 

In the standard-shaft system (see Fig 100) the 

reamer deviates from the nominal diameter in any 

case in order to get holes witli the nece.ssary 

clearance or interference 

It 18 sometimes argued that the bilateral 

system corresponds better to the psychology of 

the operator This i.s not correct, for the following 

rea.sons— 

I The absolute values of measurements are 

irrelevant as regards the practical use of limit 

gauges 

2. It IS more consistent to try to obtain the 

nominal dimension in manufacturing parts and 

to allow deviation only m the direction of the 

“no-go” dimension This was the same when 

working according to the single ring or plug, 

although then the tolerance itself was not defined. 

In concluding his report on tolerances for 

cylindrical fits, published by the “American 

Standards Association. 1941,” F (Jaillard makes 

the following statement— 

“Modern Systems are Unilaterai,” 

“The advantages of a unilateral system ol 

tolerances over a bilateral one have led to the 

exclusive adoption of unilateral tolerances in all 

modern .standard systems of fit " 

Length Tolerances and Design 

For tolerance on linear dimensions, the prin¬ 

ciple of the zero line should also be applied, 

because only by this method can clearness of 

drawing be secured and mistakes avoided Fur¬ 

ther, if the standard hole is here used as a basis, 

all internal measures, c g slots, di.stances of gibs, 

etc., have “zero” as the low limit and a (-)-) sign 

for the high limits. All movable parts with 

outside dimensions have a (—) sign for both limits, 

so that from the high limit the existing minimum 

allowances will be obtained at once. All stationary 

parts with external dimensions will have a ( + ) 
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sign for both limits so that from the high limit 

the maximum allowance is at once recognizable. 

Fig. 102 shows a shaft the shoulder of which 

shall have a maximum length allowance of 0-003 

in. in the groove. Shoulder and groove are made 

j'lSoO*?! r-0 00,2 

-T n 

a 
r 
\Voi2 

102. Length Allowance of Shottloek c 

lengths during the sub-assembly, and facilitates 

the work of the fitter in putting the parts of such 

a gear box together and dismantling them when 

necessary 

This example of machine tool is typical for all 

J 2“*0 02 , 

‘ ■ — cX 

according to standard hole grade U and clo.se- 

running shaft grade Q in the unilateral system 

For the tolerances of a senes of subsequent 

dimensions for one piece it is to be observed that 

the tolerance data must be so inserted that they 

do not overlap and contradict each other The 

bolt (J’ig. 103) with two shoulders cannot have 

tolerances for the three single dimensions and for 

the total length as well If a tolerance for the 

total length is desirable the designer 

must decide which of the single steps 

can remain as a free compensating 

length ; here 0-7 in. is crossed. 

The gear box of a machine tool (Fig. 

104) is so designed on the principle of 

the unilateral standard hole that all 

length dimensions are free. The six 

shoulders of the lower shaft are all about 

0-04 in. shorter than the corresponding 

bearings, bushings, and gears ; the same 

is done with the four shoulders of the 

upper shaft. Linear movement of the 

lower shaft is prevented by the pulley 

(left) and the ring (right) which can 

easily be adjusted, and by one grub 

screw in the biggest gear of the upper shaft. For 

this special design the standard hole requires 

6-1-4—10 free shoulders, thus avoiding length 

fitting at all. 

The complete elimination of “tolerated” length 

fits in the workshop cheapens the manufacture of 

complicated shafts, avoi^ impleasant fitting of 

Fio 103 Bolt with Two Shouluebs 

assemblies of a similar kind, whether for motor 

cars, aeroplanes, etc 

B. Measuring Surface Quality of 
Work-pieces 

The four essentials of all machining operations 

are (1) shape, (2) dimension. (3) material, and 

(4) surface qualities Shape is determined by the 

design; dimension and materials are chosen by 

resistance to stress and wear, and the correct 

surface quality of the properly selected material 

is essential for the correct functioning of mating 

parts, especially in the case of running fits. 

The responsibility for the preparation of the 

component falls upon the designer, who calculates 
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dimensions, chooses the material, and decides 

fits and tolerances In some cases, a vague note 

on the drawing indicates that a surface shall l>e 

free (rough), semi-fine, or fine-finished. 

The drawings now pa,ss to the workshop, where 

the job is finished by fine turning and boring, 

grinding, scraping, honing, lapping, and by the 

new superfine methods of *'inicro-finishing” or 

super-finishing. Usually the inspector accepts a 

component after examining the surfaces by sight 

and touch , rarely is the surface finish actually 

measured, and the fitter fits the mating parts as 

well as he can with file, scraper, and emery cloth 

If the machine is run-in under careful control 

before dispatch, the user may be able to run it 

immediately under full load and at a maximum 

speed without trouble 

Confidence in the experience and reliability of 

the fitter is typical of trial-by-error methods. 

For instance, the front bearing of a new lathe 

may give trouble for weeks, the only remedy being 

to increase the running fit from close to easy, 

thus losing precision of guidance and creating 

conditions resulting in vibration at critical speeds. 

Turning and boring lathes are run at high 

speeds between 300 and 6000 r.p.m., and unless 

the design is very good and the rotating parts are 

dynamically balanced (Fig. 1015) even the simplest 

machine will show vibration at critical speeds. 

Although the surface finish 

produced by a diamond or 

cemented carbide tool may be 

fine, vibration at a critical 

speed will show that there are 

considerable waves in addition 

to the normal surface irregu¬ 

larities. 

In most cases vibration of the 

machine can be felt, but the 

degree of vibration and its in¬ 

fluence can best be shown by 

pen records from a surface 

analyser (Fig J06) The units 

and terms—micro-inch, centre 

Dynamicftiiv line, base line, average and 
4B»cnibk<i Unit maximum roughness, and bear¬ 

ing area—employed m reading 

surface records and utilizing 

data for surface finish may be reviewed briefly— 

One micro-inch (one millionth or 0-000001 

inch) 18 the unit used to express all numerical 

values for surface finish. The centre line is estab¬ 

lished by finding with the planimeter whether 

the areas above and below an estimated centre 

line are equal The symbol denotes the 

__ _ ^_± Ay* 3 
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average deviation of the pen record from the centre 

line upward and is the standard value used in this 

country for average readings. The symbol 

is used in the U.S. A and can be compared with the 

havt readings without perceptible error. 

The symbol is found by drawing two parallel 

lines (the base lines) which enclose the crests 

and the troughs, but exclude any unusual acciden¬ 

tal deviations. The area of metal above the base 

line of which is the average height is found, 

and compared with the total area to give the 

form-factor. This factor is often used, because 

it IS related to the bearing area before the wear-in 

period begins 

It is also necessary to ascertain the “lay,” i.e. 

whether the movement of the mating parts is in 

the direction of cut or across the feed. The slide- 

ways of a lathe carnage on the bed, or of the table 

on the bed, of a planing machine, or the teeth of 

two spur- or bevel-gears, make much better con¬ 

tact with each other and wear much less if the 

direction of movement is parallel to the action of 

machining. The table on a planer bed, planed 

bevel-gears, shaped spur-gears, and so on, slide on 

each other in this way, while the turned or ground 

journal of a spindle and its fine-bored bearing, 

slide on each other on helical feed curves (turned 

or ground). The pen records from a ground cast- 

iron surface show the great differences in the 

results obtained if the surfaces are investigated 

across and along the feed, differences of 50 per 

cent in roughness being observed 

In view of the wide range of machine tools it 

is rather difficult to prescribe a definite quality of 

finish; the demands of different users vary 

considerably. The machine must always be 

capable of producing a fine-finished work-piece 

without vibration marks, which conforms with 

the desired limits of dimensional accuracy. 

The “ Report on Surface Finish ” contains much 

reliable data on surfaces which are turned, milled, 

planed, scraped, ground, honed, lapped, super- 

finished. Readings were made with the following 

types of surface analysers. (1) Profilometer, 

(2) Talysurf, (3) Brush Surface Analyser, (4) Zeiss 

Photomicroscope. The parameter for all instru¬ 

ments was the micro-inch, either as r.m.s. or 

average value or as maximum deviation (Zeiss) 

The results of some years’ practical experience 

in this country are compiled in Table XLV. 

Fine surface quality can only be obtained with 

a small section of chip, high speed and very 

resistant hard tools, cemented carbides, diamonds 

or abrasives For finish-turning mild steel with 

carbides, e.g a cross-section of chip of 0-002 in. to 

0-004 in . feed x 0 004 in to 0-008 in. depth, is 

TABLE XLV A 

Pkoposki) Hubface Qualities for the 

Most Frequently Used Machining 

Operations 

Miu-hinini; Operation 

1 Preliminary hiiish turning 
2 Kiniali tunuiifi, yood ortlmni-y lathe 
3 Fine turning— 

(а) Ferroiia metals 
(б) Non Terroua metals 

(1) carbide tools 
(2) diamond tools 

4 Commercial Iwring (boring bar) 
Fine boring (and reaming)— 

(а) Ferrous metals 
(б) Xon-ferrous metals 

(1) carbide tools 
(2) iliamond tools 

tt Commercial grinding (iiiibardened and 
hardened pieces) 

7 Fine grinding— 
(а) First-class 
(б) Second-class 

8 Sn|ier(ine grinding— 
(«) Masters, ordinary gauges 
(6) Slip gauges 

9 Refined surfaces (hardeneil and un¬ 
hardened)- - 

(o) Lapping 
(6) Honing 
(() Su{ierfinishing 

Id Milling— 
(а) Commercial 
(б) Fine 

II Planing- 
(«) Commercial 
(6) Fine 

12. Reaming— 
(а) Commercial 
(б) Fine 

13 Broaching— 
(o) Commercial 
(6) Fine 

14 Gear Cutting 
Rotary milling (round involute) 
Hobbing (round involute) 
Shaving (round involute) 
Shaping, planing (round involute) 
Grinding(generating)(roundinvoIute) 
Form Grinding 
Lapping 

04- 12.') 
32 1 63 

lO'l 32 

4 1 10 
I I 8 

16 1 32 

SI 10 

10 1 3'2 

2 1 - 8 
8 1 16 

I 1 4 
0 3- 2 

() 2 - 4 
0 .'•> 8 

32 1 - 03 
16 I - 32 

16 I 63 
8 I - 16 

16 1 32 
4 1 16 

16 1 - 32 
4 1 16 

32 1-^ 63 
16 1- 32 
16 1- 32 
16 1- 63 
10 I- 32 

8 1 - 16 
41- 8 
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MACHINING 
OPERATION 

DIAGRAM OF 
SURFACE 

SHAPE 

FEED DEPTH 
D 

CLASS 
OF 

ROUGHNESS 

TOLERANCES FOR 
STANDARD HOLES 

CLASS B—in. 
P = Pitch D = Depth 

Finish Turninf 
0 002 

0010 

0-00002S 

0-000^ 

25 

400 

5 

9 

dia of 
hole tolerance 

Diamond Turning and l-^bp 
0-0001 

0-002 

0-000003 

0-00001A 

3 

16 

2 0-25 
0-5 
0-75 
1-0 
1- S 
2- 5 
3- 0 
4- 0 
5- 0 

10-0 
20-0 

0-0003 
0-0004 
0-0005 
0-0006 
0-0007 
0-0006 
0-0009 
0-001 
0-0011 
0-0016 
0-002 

Commercial Grinding 
O-OOOS 

0-002 

0-000016 

0-000125 

16 

125 

5 
to 
7 

Fine Grinding rr “j 
0-0001 

0-(»2 

0-000003 

0-000016 

3 

16 

2 

4 

Honing 
regular 
single 

scratches 

0-000002 

0-000030 

2 

30 

2 to 
5 

Lapping 
irregular fine 

criss-cross 
scratches 

0-0000008 

0-000010 

0-8 

10 

0 

4 

Suparflnish 
1— fine 

random 
scratches 

o-oooooos 

00(^8 

0-5 

8 

0 

7 
TABLE XLV B 

COMPARISON OF FEED AND DEPTH SCRATCHES WHICH CAUSE SURFACE ROUGHNESS 
WITH THE TOLERANCES OF VERY ACCURATE (CLASS B) PIECES 

to be recommended. for non-ferrous metals a 

feed of <t'()01 in to ()-002 in , a depth of (►•002 in 

to 0*00-1 in , might be used with cat bides or 

diamomls In both cases coolants are helpful 

The Profilometer (Physicists Research Depart¬ 

ment. Ann Arbor, Mich , USA) (Fig 107) 

represents the Pioneer surface-rneter for the work¬ 

shop it IS designed as a very light transportable 

instrument. It can be cairied to any place, and 

put on the work-bench, on the machine, or in the 

inspection department Cenerally the Profilo¬ 

meter provides only “average” readings (A-rm,) 

determining the roughness of the .surface without 

producing conclusions as regards the waviness. 

The latest development is to use a skidless 

measuring head for gear teeth and other difficult 

accessible shapes. For measuring exceptionally 

smooth surfaces with roughness ranging from 

0-25 to 1 ju in. a one micro-inch scale can be 

supplied. The newest type “ Proficorder ” allows 

the taking of pen records also. 

The Brush Surface Analyser (Fig 108) (The 

Brush Development Co., Cleveland, Ohio) requires 

{B f AbboU-Ann Arbar, Mir/iwnn) 

Fio 107 Thk Pkofilometeh 

the pieces to be transported to the instrument 

It furnishes only pen records no meter readings 
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{Bnuh Devtlopmrnt Co , Clerrtand, Ohio) 
Fig 108 The Brush Surface Anat.vser 

and has also a special attachment for fine-ground, 

honed, lapped, etc , surfaces reading down to 

0-26 yw in. 

The Talysurf (Fig. 109) made by Taylor, Taylor, 

& Hobson, Leicester, England, allows both pen 

records and average readings to be made, which 

(Taylor, Taylor Hobton, Lid., Leieetier, Bngland) 

Flo 109. TAiYSURF 
A Analysing Head D ATerage Meter 
B Calibrating Anipllfler. E Surface Plate with Column. 
O Inking Pen Records F Trolley 

form a very useful combination for measuring 

and showing both waviness and roughness. 

If heavy pieces, e g. steel rolls of one to three 

tons weight, are to be checked for surface fine¬ 

ness the measuring head of the Talysurf can be 

transported to the piece, allowing the surface to 

be checked by pen records or meter readings 

Fig 110. (o) Zeiss-Schmaltz Photomichoscope 
(6) Lioht-slit Photosection 

without removing the roll from the bearings. The 

whole procedure from lifting the stylus up from 

the column, placing it on the specimen, taking 

the measurement, and returning it to its place, 

does not take more than three to four minutes 

This method is preferable because it checks the 

end effect of the whole machining process by com¬ 

parable figures under normal cutting conditions. 

The transportable Zeiss-Schmaltz Photomicro¬ 

scope (Zeiss Werke-Jena) (Fig. 110 (a)) allows the 

maximum heights (crest to valley) to be measured 

to 0-00026 mm = 0-000010 in. and photosections 

to be taken of the surface roughness by the light- 

slit method (Fig. 110(6)). It is the only optical 
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instrument not scratching the surface explored, 

while the other three use a diamond or sapphire 

stylus as a feeler, but it cannot measure surface 

roughness finer than 10 /i-in of h^ax correspond¬ 

ing to between 2 and 3 /i-in (about three to 

five times the average). 

Measuring the surface quality as a dulling 

criterion instead of measuring the increase of 

cutting power by a dynamometer, which requires 

a certain movement of the tool, is very elucidating 

and can be recommended for checking finishing 

operations; further, it corresjionds to workshop 

practice. The instruments mentioned were devel- 

opefl to provide inspectors with a reliable means 

for really measuring minute roughness. 

Table XLVb shows a comparison of the pitch 

and depth of feed scratches measured by surface 

analysers in comparison with the magnitude of 

tolerances for standard holes of the most accurate 

class B. Consequently, neither running, transi¬ 

tion, nor interference fits are influenced by 

surface-finish irregularities between 8 and 16 /t-in., 

which IS the ordinary upper limit for grinding 

and fine-turning processes. (See Table XLVl.) 

It IS agreed that data must be available to 

enable the knowledge of the necessary surface 

finish to be applied to practical requirements, 

i.e. to the function of mating parts, but it is not 

essential that the finest possible finish, down to 

zero micro-inches, should be strived for as an aim, 

irrespective of the use to which the surface is to 

be put. “Good enough” should be the watchword 

of production, both for the surface finish and the 

dimensions of a part 

TABLK xnvi 

Working Conditions and Perkormancb ok Fink-kinishino Abrasive Operations 

FO C 

i^urriMt fliUHli ft In 

AppPnrAiH (> 

From 1 (line) to ,12 | 
(eoniinerolal) j 

Honin<. Mbchank-al 
Lappinu 

i 

MU'RO-FINISII 
»Y llONIMl ^ 

ITroiii (1 .y-.'i 

SUPBR-HVI8HINr. 

From 0 s'i-.'i 

Pamllel lines (sharp) j 
(aeinl-sharp) 

oS-VlIathw) AbrasRe 
KestiiiR work 

(og cv Under) 

Randuiii ridges, sinouili | C'roSB-hateheil flue lines 1 
(smooth) 

Random lines (smooth) 
for plain surfaces of 
some regular patteru 
fur cylinders 

MoM'ments ol (a) abrA* I Kotatlng abrasive , 
aive, (6) work, ine<h-i llntatins \ ‘ 
rtiilcalK auil/orlivaraii- | OBclllutitnf/ \ 
lionlh ilnvpti 

' 0* K cvllmier) | 

Rotating and I 
r.'clproeating(”™,j 

(e g wrist pm) | 

Rotating and oscillating | 

Work at rest 

(eg bore) | 

Rotating and/or oscil¬ 
lating work 

Rotating and/or recipro¬ 
cating tool 

(eg plane) 

Aotative HpetM nf nbra- I 
slve (fiiirface a/iaiii) 1 

, 4(100 7000 160-500 I 3O-U0 (for pl.ine siir- I 
faces) 1 

1 3-.'>ll (5-2(1 preferred) 

Rotative* Hiioed of work | 
(aurfate n/iriiti) 1 

30 00 , None None Roughing, 10 40. (In- 
ishing, 30-00 

Hate of re< iprofatlnii j (Continuous motion , A I 
to i width of abraifivc 
wheel 1 

3(^-100 reversals per 
min 

30-90 reversals per min 30-100 reversals per 
mill (long stroke) 

.300-3000 reversals )»er 
min (crank motion 
preferred) 

Abrasnt* tenils j 

Lubricant or coolant | 

('irnilar bonded Rrind- | 
intr wlicel 

Expanding honing 
sticks (1 to e sticks) 

Two parallel lapping ! 
metal discs, loose 
abrasi v e 

Honing of 1 to tt ex¬ 
panding sticks 

Coolant V.i emulsion \ Lubrleant (oil of low y iseosity) 

CoHtect of tool (cylinder) | Lino contact of cylinder 
Small part of faro 

C'cmtaet of (1 to «) 
aiirfnees (evlinder) 

IJne contact of planes 

IJne eontaet of planes Surface contact of e\ Un¬ 
der or plane 

Wide surface contact. 

fUn coincidence of abra¬ 
sive and work cylinder 
or plane 

PrcBsnre (Ib/xg In > 2000-20,000 600-1000 Up to 1200 (for low- 
Anishiiig) 

50-100, but multiplied 
bv wedge action 

1-30 Intomal 3-50 ex¬ 
ternal (3-20 lb pre¬ 
ferred) 

180“ up to 2000“ (burned 
steel) 

20-40 20-40 l()-2(. Not porci-ptlble 

Material removal— 
(a) Olmenaloning 
16) Finishing (In ) 

0 010-0 015 
0 003-0 0002 

0 002-0 015 
0 001-0 0002 

Very small 
0 0003-0 0001 

0 0005-0 001 
OOOOl-O 00002 

\erx small 
0 0001-0 0000.5 
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It is known that on first-class diamond lathes, 

having properly adjusted faceted diamond tools 

with blended comers, trained girls can turn 

aluminium piston skirts with a finish of 1-5 to 

4 micro-inches, for months. 

Fig 111 shows vibrogram records of horizontal 

vibration perpendicular to the main spindle. 

The upper line in each case shows vibrations 

The castellated line shows time marks for 0-1 

.second per division. The machine ran \ery 

smoothly at 710r.pm and fairly smoothly at 

2,120 r pm. but had periodicity at 1070 r p m 

Therefore it cannot produce good surfaces between 

1000 and 1200 r p.m. The foreman must know 

of such a deficiency, and must either have the 

machine reconditioned or take care that the 

vibrating speeds are not used by the operator 

In surface-finish measurement, quality .steps 

are proposed which will probably be accepted by 

Fio Ill 

A, C SiiKKithly-runiiinK Machine, B PerliKlirltv (vibrations) 

the British Standards Committee, they corres¬ 

pond with the American standardized steps and 

are as given in the Table at foot of next column, 

but the American standard begins with a step 

finer from 0-25 to 0-5 /t-in. 

Table XLVI is based on the experience of the 

last five years with mating parts manufactured 

by ordinary practice and carefully measured. 

Surfaces abov^e 125 micro-inches are not meas¬ 

ured with fine measuring instruments, for a value 

of 126 micro-inches represents fairly rough sur¬ 

faces, while really rough surfaces, which can be 

estimated satisfactorily bj' appearance and touch, 

begin from 250 micro-inches. 

Spindle journals and bearings should have very 

fine surfaces, and lapping, honing, micro-honing, 

(A) Original Shaft 
(Commercially 

Ground) “ 

(B) After 2 
applications 

(C) After 4 
Applications 

(D) After 6 
apphcations 

(£) After 6 
applications 

of Lap 

Fic) 112 RtPtATbn Lai'I-inci .\l iNi'io.vsh 
THE BeAIUNO .-VrEA OF Si HFAl'I' 

and super-finishing are, in the author s opinion, 

the most suitable processes for these highly 

important components. Fine surfaces, with 

roughness of from one to three micro-inches, 

ensure the formation of an oil wedge and uniform 

oil films, and so enable fine oils of low viscosity 

to be used m bearings without oil grooves and with 

a maximum of bearing surface. Fig. 112 illustrates 

the favourable effect of repeated lapping actions 

A similar case is presented by the measuring 

surface of snap gauges, sold for commercial. 

.Step A,,, (micro-in ) Step (micro m ) 

1 0 5- 1 7 32 I 63 
1 1 2 8 1 64 12.5 
2 1-4 9 [ 126- 250 

4 4 1-8 I 10 1 261 - 600 
n SI 16 1 1 " 1 501-1000 

16-1-32 12 1001-2000 
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second-class, and close limits These fine measur¬ 

ing instruments should retain their accuracy 

during a long life, and the more expensive fine- 

lapped gauges for close limits are not only justified 

economically, but provide the only means of 

maintaining the production of interchangeable 

parts by unskilled labour. The extra cost of fine- 

lapped surfaces is outweighed several times by 

the increased life due to the reduction of gauge 

wear and to the ease with which good gauges 

can be repaired by chromium-jilating the worn 

surfaces. 

The advantages and ilisadvantages of ground 

and scraped surfaces are well known. For batch 

and quantity manufacture the grinding process is 

more and more replacing the slow hand-scraping 

process, in order to eliminate the difficult and 

expensive work of the scrapers An examination 

was made of components of radial drills supplied 

by a well-known manufacturer who had replaced 

.scraping by grinding on all sliding surfaces It 

should be noted that on the radial drill the guide 

ways are mainly used to adjust the drilling spindle 

and not to produce parallel plane surfaces, 

furthermore, with ground surfaces not only is the 

ipiality of the machine improve<l but the laboui 

cost IS also reduced considerably This manufac¬ 

turer has provided figures showing that the hours 

of labour required on the commonest type of 

radial drilling machine were reduced from 170 to 

SO by making a more extensive use of grinding, 

and by more accurate manufacture of the indivi- 

tliial components and of the complete machine. 

The ordinary classes of manufacturing produce, 

of course, quite different degrees of surface 

quality, which ought to be known to designer, 

foreman, and inspector, in order to obtain the 

desired quality a short review may distinguish 

action and result. 

Single-point Tools 

The production of uniform fine surfaces with 

single-point tools is only possible if the formation 

of built-up edges is avoided. The finishing chip 

must be of pure flow type and the tool must 

remain in permanent contact with the specimen 

(see Negative Rake, p 181). Because little heat is 

created on the piece, if finished under correct 

cutting conditions, as the chips carry the heat 

away, a moderate amount of adhesive lubricant 

often suffices to keep the top surface of the tool 

clean This is particularly essential for soft non- 

ferrous metals Even the highly-polished diamond 

tears the surface if a particle of material rests for 

only a split second on its cutting edge 

Multiple-point Tools 

The hand-reamer and cylindrical broach pro¬ 

duce bores of fine quality from 4-1 to 16 average, 

but they require very careful use, all teeth 

(unequal pitch) must cut simultaneously, and in 

the case of reamers, axes of piece and tool must be 

perfectly aligned 

Neither the twist drill nor the milling cutter, 

under ordinary working conditions, produces 

surfaces which arc finer than 32 1 to 63 average 

The twist-drill must be ground symmetrically and 

concentrically to the taper shank, and the point 

must be kept in perfect cutting condition The 

machine-spindle must run true with the axis of 

the drill and yet, in spite of this, the active 

portion of the actual drill body is so flexible that 

it follows the irregularities of structure and of the 

flaws of the material. The milling cutter must run 

true on its arbor, when inserted in the main 

spindle, with not more than ()-001() in eccentricit.v, 

and must be ground carefully to avoid ‘ thick 

t^th ” Face-milled surface can be made as fine 

as 8 y«-in. 

Abrasive Tools 

It will be in.structive to review the character¬ 

istics of the various abrasive processes in actual 

use. Table XLVI shows the typical differences 

between the processes and the degrees of rough¬ 

ness attainable In all cases the three essential 

conditions were observed, i.e. (1) high accuracy 

of the geometrical form, (2) dimensions within 

very close limits, and (3) high surface quality 

The grinding machine, with fast-rotating abra¬ 

sive, has been recognized for many years in its 

several forms as the only standard machine tool 

suitable for removing an appreciable amount of 

stock from a piece of work and at the same time 

producing the required accuracy of dimension and 

acceptable surface finish To-day, commercial 
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grinding (16'1 to 32 average) can be followed by 

fine grinding (2 to 8 //-in. average) and completed 

by other methods, such as honing, so as to produce 

accurate form and exact dimension (with 8 to 

32 average) as a basis for the creation of any fine 

degree of surface finish. (See Table XLVa.) 

It will be useful to give definitions of the 

modern fine-grinding, boring, and super-finishing 

Fio 113 LAPriNO OP 32 Cvlindrical Valvb 
Stems Simultan-eously 

methods, all of which use positively-guided tools 

and work-pieces. 

(1) Fine Grinding. The usual well-known 

grinding process remains unchanged, but the 

refinement of surface is accomplished by succes¬ 

sively grinding with finer wheels and lower speeds 

(1-500 to 2-500 f.p.m.) and longer dwell. Each 

grind is intended to remove less than the depth 

of grain cut on the previous layer, thus it is 

finally possible to obtain mirror finish. 

(2) Honing. This is a method of moving fine- 

grain bonded abrasive to and fro, combined with a 

twisting motion, on a pre-machined surface of 

specimen, exerting the necessary pressure to 

produce a smooth, but not necessarily bright 

surface. Up to 0-015 in. can be economically 

removed from the surface of the work-piece by 

ordinary honing and up to 0-001 in. by micro- 

honing, so that the marks of the preliminary 

machining, turning, boring, fine-turning and bor¬ 

ing or grinding, can be completely removed. The 

tools are adjustable, but rigid during the honing 

action. 

(3) Superfinishing is a method of moving a 

bonded abrasive to and fro on a pre-machined 

surface with less pressure and less speed than in 

any other refining process, so as to avoid any heat 

or destruction of the texture of the work-piece. 

It stops automatically when the grinding pressure 

becomes less than the specific resistance of the 

surface against penetration of grit. 

(4) Mechanical Lapping is a production method 

in which the work-piece and the tool glide along 

each other without positive guiding. A loose 

abrasive and a light lubricant are used, and the 

direction of attack is constantly changed The 

shape of the tool-face and the movement of the 

tool should be so chosen that the perfect form of 

the tool is retained as long 6is possible in order to 

produce the maximum number of work-pieces of 

accurate shape and dimension and fine finish. 

Flat and cylindrical work-pieces can be economic¬ 

ally produced on lapping machines which have two 

horizontal discs, usually made of heavy cast-iron 

Types of Lapping Machines 

Two different types of lapping machines are 

in general use, i e. with one stationary and one 

rotating lapping disc, and with two rotating lap¬ 

ping discs which move in opposite directions. The 

work-pieces, mounted in a special work-holder, 

are placed upon the lower lap, the upper fioabing 

plate is lowered until it rests on the work, and the 

machine is then set in motion. The amount of 

eccentric movement imparted to the work-holder 

(Fig. 113) may be varied to suit the conditions 

imposed by the shape and size of the work-piece. 

The disposition of the work in the holder in con¬ 

junction with its eccentric movement produces a 

combined sliding and rolling motion which causes 

the work to cover the entire surfaces of the laps 

to keep them plane (random pattern). 

That the main difference between external 

honing and mechanical lapping is one affecting 

the tools only is shown by the “B S.A.” lapping 

and honing machine (Fig. 114), which is conver¬ 

tible from one method to the other by replacing 

the cast-iron laps by top and bottom hones of 

bonded abrasive. 
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Chtpless Forming 

One of the most important of the chipless 

forming operations is that of “drawing” sheet 

metal into cups, lids, shells, etc , by the press; 

often, the external surfaces produced by this 

operation have visible ridges parallel to the punch 

action while the internal surfaces are very fine. 

This process is used for quantity production to 

close dimensional accuracy. Measurements of the 

surface in the linear direction of the cups are 

usually between 32 and 126 M-in., i.e. fairly 

rough. To measure around the periphery is 

useless, because many lids of cans are deliberately 

“corrugated” to facilitate their removal The 

internal tin-coating of the boxes covers the 

ridges produced by the drawing action and 

protects them against corrosion and, consequently, 

the internal finish of the tinned surface is often 

very fine, between 4-1 to 8 micro-in average. 

Rolling, as a cold-finishing process, is used in 

steel mills to give certain work-pieces a very fine 

surface, reducing the thickness by squeezing out 

the material in the length direction. As an ex¬ 

ample of this process, steel bands for razor blades 

are mentioned. The surface quality of the strips 

was measured across and along, the average 

readings were fairly uniform from 2-6 to 3-2 for a 

dull, and from 0-6 to 1 /i-in. for a bright blade 

quality. As these surfaces are produced by ground 

and lapped rolls in a continuous process, it is 

concluded that the surfaces of the ground and 

lapped rolls themselves were very fine. 

Chatter and its Elimination 

No machine tool will be accepted unless the 

test piece made by the final performance test is 

free from vibration marks. No good surface can 

be produced unless the machine tool is free from 

chatter. 

Chatter is vibration between tool and work, 

sufficient in magnitude to cause a perceptible 

irregularity m the tool mark on the finished sur¬ 

face. Its frequency appears to be determined 

by the frequency of pulsation of the cutting pres¬ 

sure and the natural vibration frequency of the 

work, tool, and machine. Its seventy is undoubt¬ 

edly determined by the degree of resonance 

between periodic variations in the cutting force. 

and the natural frequencies of the work, and of 

the structures supporting the work and tool It 

is known that the presence of chatter makes a 

high-quality machine surface impossible but its 

effect on cutting speed is uncertain. Severe 

chatter tends to cause excessive wear on the tool. 

Fkj 114 Cast-iron Laps (Left) with Louse Abrasive 
Hones of Bonoeu Abrasive (Right) 

feed screws, and bearings of the machine, and to 

loosen all fastenings. 

Causes of Chatter 

Chatter is affected by several variables- (1) 

material cut, (2) chip proportions, as affected by 

(a) depth of cut, (6) feed, and (c) tool contour, 

(3) cutting speed, (4) stiffness of work, (5) stiffness 

of tool, (6) rigidity of machine tool, (7) stiffness 

of tool support, (8) stiffness of work support, and 

(9) vibrations caused and multiplied by nature of 

machine tool and its design, such as the gear 

conditions, tooth forms, gear ratios. 

(1) Material. Because the choice of material 

is usually determined by other considerations 

than ease of machining, a change of the material 

cut is generally impossible. Soft materials of low 
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i-esistance have less tendency towards chatter 

than those having high strength. When cutting 

soft cast-iron it is more difficult to eliminate 

vibrations than when cutting a medium steel 

(2) Chip Proportions. A change in the relation 

between depth and feed, or a change of tool 

contour, has a marked effect on the tendency 

towards chatter A change of the angle of 

approach is particularly effective, at the same time 

changing the cutting forces, tangential and 

radial The angle of approach (see Fig. 02a) should 

not be smaller than 4/)° Further, it has been 

noted that the relation of depth to feed is decisive , 

it should be at least 4 1 for roughing. The 

deeper a chip the less will be the tendency to 

chatter. 

(3) Cutting Speed. A decrease of speed tends 

to reduce the severity of chatter, but some experi¬ 

menters report that an increase had a better effect. 

There is no other way to eliminate chatter except 

to make special trials under given conditions. 

(4) Stiffness of Work. Chatter is affected by the 

stiffness of the work. Work supported on centres 

may be quite free from chatter at the beginning 

and end of the cut, but have considerable chatter 

midway between the ends. For roughing-cuts a 

follow rest may reduce or suppress chatter, 

particularly on long slim work on centres. The 

use of opposed cutting tools (capstan lathe), 

taking cuts equal in area, will tend to prev^ent 

chatter 

Under certain conditions, so-called spring tools 

or gap-tools are also useful. (Fig 11.') ) 

Very often the driver of the work is too weak 

and too springy Further, the connexion between 

work-piece and driver is the cause of vibration 

Chucks with three or four jaws are used with 

advantage, but care should be taken that all the 

jaws o|)erate 

(5) Stiffness of Tool The tool should always 

be well clamped in the tool-holder with as small 

an overhang as possible beyond the point of 

support (See Fig 62f) ) 

(6) Rigidity of Machine Tool All bearings, 

particularly the mam spindle bearing and the 

tool slides, should be kept m adjustment with no 

more freedom than is necessary for proper opera¬ 

tion of the machine Little can be done with a 

machine tool which tends to cause chatter 

because of an inherent lack of stiffness 

(7) Stiffness of Tool Support Chatter in turning 

may sometimes be avoided by setting the nose 

of the tool above the work centre This gives 

a steadying effect About 1 to 2 per cent 

of the diameter would bo adequate for this 

purpose. 

(8) Stiffne.ss of Work Support. Lathe work on 

centres should have the centre as tight as possible. 

If the tailstock has a rotating centre, to facilitate 

high speed, the clearance of the roller- or ball¬ 

bearings ought to be reduced to the utmost 

minimum. Chucked work should be tightly 

clamped. Planer and shaper work should be 

supported for the full length of cut, as nearly as 

possible under the tool, so as to prevent deforma¬ 

tion of the work by the cutting pressure. 

(9) Other Causes of Chatter. The gear ratios in 

the machine tool, the choice of prime numbers of 

teeth, the accuracy with which the gears are cut. 
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and the natural periodical vibration of the driving 

mechanism of the machine tool, or of the work, 

the tool, or the tool supporting structure are all of 

interest. A heavy lubricant (colloidal graphite) 

for the gears is often of value in the gear box. 

Running a lathe in the reverse direction helps 

to reduce or even eliminate chatter in a machine 

with worn gears. This is particularly effective in 

cutting threads. The reason is that weight and 

cutting force then act always m the same down¬ 

ward direction and cancel the effect of gear 

back-lash 



CHAPTER XII 

The Basis for Ratefixing 

PiECE-woKK rates should be based on the actual 

minutes required to do the job and thus be 

independent of market prices, wage rates, political 

difficulties (e.g. war), etc. The times are easily 

transformed into money by factors which can 

be adapted to the ever-changing economic and 

political conditions, and to 

age, sex, skill, and experi¬ 

ence. 

An investigation of any 

piece-work task rests on 

three considerations— 

1. The method of per¬ 

forming the work. 

2. The equipment and 

accompanying conditions 

for accomplishing the task. 

3. The time required for 

the performance. 

The time required is the 

all-important consideration, for it is the only 

measure of production. The tools applied must 

be installed and kept in eflFective working order 

and the method employed must be efficient. 

A preliminary standardization both of the tools, 

jigs, and test gear to be used and of the process 

to be followed, is the basis, necessary before any 

standard rate can be established. 

The fundamental basis of scientific management 

is a practical study, predetermining the amount 

of work that a man can do before he actually 

begins to do it. 

The purposes of the study of unit times are five— 

(1) To obtain all the existing information about 

the trade being investigated. 

(2) To get the most exact information regarding 

the time required to perform each essential element 

of operation. 

(3) To determine which motions and elements 

are the least fatiguing. 

(4) To determine the amount of actual rest 

that each kind of work requires. 

(5) To determine the personal coefficient of 

each applicant for certain kinds of work. 

The taking of time studies calls for an observer 

—the time-study man—of an analytical type of 

mind, skilled in the character of the work under 

observation, without being a technical expert. 

(See page 67, the unusually well-trained time 

observers of the “Bedaux” teams, who refuse to 

propose any technical improvements of the process 

observed.) He need not be a skilled craftsman or 

demonstrator, but must be a keen student of 

human nature 

The operator should be a good worker, skilled 

in the line of activity under investigation, and of 

somewhat better than average ability. 

Time studies as a basis for mass production must 

be repeated at least ten to twenty times for each 

single piece, only then can all contingencies and 

hazards inevitable with a single time observation 

be excluded The technique of time study is to 

select a suitable worker, to have a well-trained 

observer and to make all necessary preparations 

required for the smooth execution of the work. 

As a measuring instrument a stop-watch with two 

pointers is generally used which shows simulta¬ 

neously the time per single operation and the total 

time (Fig 116). But time-recording instruments 

are also in use that record every detail of the 

observation. These recorders usually show up 

to fifteen consecutive operations, which is sufficient 

for most studies, and they give automatic com¬ 

parisons over a number of timings. Readings are 

m minutes and tenths or hundredths of a minute. 

Time Basis for Piece-work 
There are two sources from which to collect 

time data, viz. (1) recorded experience, (2) time 

study. Both are complementary. Experience 

Fig. lie Stop Watch 
WITH Two PoiNTEJlS 

(1) PxB Single Opera¬ 
tion; (2) Total Time 
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can be gathered only by critical observation. 

Time study without sufficient experience is useless 

for the workshop. But there is one great differ¬ 

ence. The collection of values by experience is 

based on previous practice. Time study seeks to 

cover the present-day modern methods. 

1. Experience 

Experience is best preserved in written records, 

made useful by critical valuation of the main 

items (see Fig. 117) or by exchange of experience 

with other experts 

If it is mainly a question of manual skill, the 

time values refer frequently to a combination of 

machines, implements, and tools With regard to 

machine work, tables on centring, drilling, milling, 

and grinding, show practical experience as collected 

in many good workshops. They give the total 

time as one figure, i e. they include both the 

handling time and the machining time, this is the 

quickest way for the rate-setter, if the tables 

actually correspond to real working conditions in 

a workshop. The tables demand long and careful 

Iireparation Machining times can bo calculated, 

assuming the cutting speed for a given material, 

the cross-section of chip and the life of the tool 

for one hour or for the whole shift. They are 

elastic, because the increase of speed depends on 

the quality of the tool, and both the cutting speed 

and the tool life are gradually improving (See 

Table XX.) The handling times remain the same 

for pure handwork with the same equipment 

In the majority of cases the handling times pre¬ 

dominate, therefore jigs and fixtures for clamping 

and unclamping the parts, and the chucks to 

grip and loosen the tools, must be well designed to 

cut down the auxiliary times to a minimum Here 

considerable improvements can be made only by 

improved chucks for tools, and jigs and fixtures for 

parts and other handling implements such as 

hoists, chutes, etc. 

The full advantages of using the best cutting 

tool are often lost through deficiencies of the 

machine tool available. Badly-maintained ma¬ 

chines tend to vibrate, and vibration restricts out¬ 

put. Furthermore, the shape of the parts and the 

limits of accuracy and finish required may neces¬ 

sitate slower or sometimes quicker machining. 

The values of experience therefore depend also 

upon the work-pieces and working conditions 

remaining identical. They are further influenced 

by the kind of finish • roughing, pre-finishing, 

finishing, fine and super-finishing, and finally by 

the working tolerances. It makes a great differ¬ 

ence if the accuracy of a work-piece turned on a 

lathe or ground on a grinding machine must be 

round and cylindrical within 0-001 in or 0-0001 in. 

A possible heating during machining of a tube for 

a telescope, microscope, etc., may demand a 

reduction of the cutting speed or the feed. There¬ 

fore all our tables and graphs apply to the working 

conditions for a particular workshop only. They 

can be used to give a general idea as to how such 

tables are prepared; but the fact must be em¬ 

phasized that there are no two workshops alike, 

where identical machining procedures could be 

established to facilitate the work of the rate- 

fixing department and to stabilize the working con¬ 

ditions and the good relations between employer 

and employee But the tables do give a solid 

basis for fruitful discussion between ratefixer, 

workman, and foreman, when their opinions 

differ regarding the data of piece-time given on 

the wages-docket The main objection is that a 

great many workshops have not sufficient experi¬ 

enced staff in the ratefixing department to 

ensure that all dockets are sent out with a soundly 

established piece-time and that there is generally 

insufficient time, when a new design leaves the 

drawing office, to detail all the necessary piece- 

times for the different parts. To make the time 

studies at such a stage of urgency or to calculate 

every single operation of a piece is generally 

impossible; therefore the values of experience 

established in the Tables XLVIII to LII are 

invaluable. Doubtful cases with new equipment 

can be dealt with separately. 

The writer has for many years been adviser to 

a machine-tool factory of 450 workers, where a 

single experienced ratefixer, with one technical 

helper and a typist, has set all the working piece- 

times for more than forty different types of lathes, 

capstans and combination turret athes, with 

about 400 to 800 different parts per machine. 

It was a strict rule that for every separate 

operation on the wages-docket the piece-time 
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must be inserted, the principle being that it was 

always better to have even an approximate piece¬ 

time than an uncontrolled hourly rate. 

It is essential that the ratefixer should aim at 

establishing standard conditions which can be 

repeated at any time in the ordinary course of 

work, and also the best sequence of events in the 

conduct of work. 

It is a common experience that there is insuffici¬ 

ent time between the completion of drawings for 

a new order and the commencement of work in 

the shops for adequate time studies to be made for 

the various new parts involved, e.g. of a machine 

tool. Therefore the mam task of the time-study 

department (be it only one ratefixer) is to prepare 

systematic rate-fixing tables or diagrams which 

enable the department to determine in a few 

minutes the two essential parts of the piece-time 

for each operation, namely— 

1. The handhng time from tabulated experience 

2. The machining time by calculation, if the 

tools are— 

(а) suitable for the different stages of work, 

(e g. high-speed steel, super high-speed steel. 

stellite, cemented carbide). (See Table XX ) 

(б) standardized to shape and material 

(See Fig. 56 and Table XVIIIa.) 

If conditions are standardized in the workshop 

on the basis of time study investigations the fusion 

of handling and machining times into one reliable 

figure is, of course, the quickest solution Then 

the work of the ratefixer can be done quickly and 

reliably. 

Of the other two groups of factors upon which 

the timely performance of any piece of work 

depends, i.e. (1) those within the control of the 

operator, and (2) those over which he has no 

personal control, only the first group influences 

time study This comprises the handling of the 

work at his machine or bench and the manipula¬ 

tion of the necessary tools and equipment. 

The second group covers the supply, quality 

and quantity of raw material, the tool equipment 

and all implements with which the worker should 

be furnished for the effective performance of his 

work. This is an important duty of management 

(production control), and it is futile to expect any 

marked improvement by means of time study 

of the various operations unless means are pro¬ 

vided adequately to control the items of this 

second group. It must again be emphasized that 

the work of actual performance and that of 

management underlie the whole process of manu¬ 

facture in its every detail and that the two must 

be harmonized and unified to ensure success 

2. Typical Time Studies 

If the product does not vary in type and 

character from day to day, operation time 

.studies are helpful. If the product vanes fre¬ 

quently it is necessary to determine which of the 

several elements are to be grouped in building up 

the variou.s fundamental operations 

The time sheet for the simple lever of Fig. 117 

shows the analysis of the ]ob as a whole into its 

elementary divisions. 

When the handling of the drilling machine 

and the actual drilling time are separated, it is 

seen that the machining times are only 37 per 

cent of the total time, and that the changing of 

tools (42-4 per cent) formed the longest operation 

(as a total). A quick-change drill and reamer 

chuck, operated without stopping the machine, 

reduced the tool-changing times from 451 sec to 

6-5 sec = 9*2 per cent of the new total of 674 sec 

per complete cycle from completion of one 

part to completion of the next A super-high- 

speed drill reduced the times for drilling the two 

holes of f in. and | in. dia to 20 -f- 30. i e .50 

seconds instead of 158 seconds The planning 

department made these changes by studying the 

results of the time study and by drawing the 

correct conclusions 

Typical standards for setting the tools of a 

lathe are— 
Mm 

(Jet tool from tool board 0 03 
Measure height of tool (centre height) 0 06 
Put packing in tool-post 0 07 
Put tool in post 0 03 
Set tool m position 0 03 
Tighten tool-post set-screw 0 08 

0 30 

In general the time required for inserting the tool 

in the tool-post would be entered into the schedule 

as a single item, viz : 0-30 min. 

When the time intervals are extremely small. 
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it is best to group them and treat the combination 

as a single element. This reduces the possibility 

of errors in reading and simplifies the application. 

Time studies on quick-operating punch and 

power presses with ISO to 500 strokes per minute 
may be mentioned as an example, where time 

studies of single operations are futile and have to 

be replaced by combination time studies.* 

The main difficulty in applying the results of 

time studies is to introduce an adequate allowance 

to bifing the time for a job into line with the ability 

of the average operator. This allowance is a 

percentage of the total of the elementary times 

that enter into the operation Curves have been 

derived by C. G Barthf which are a guide to this 

subject 

Time study aims, in its broad sense, to estab¬ 

lish such a rate of work that the worker will 

accomplish a maximum output with a minimum 

amount of fatigue 

The fatigue allowance (for lost time, delays, 

etc ) can be kept low by establishing rest periods, 

or by a change in the monotony of the job; as 

an average per cent of the working time may 

be added as fatigue 

In general machine-shop practice the job can 

be divided into a sequence of elementary opera¬ 

tions such as— 

1 Preparing the machine for work. 
2. Loading work into machine 

3, Making work run true 

4 Securing work m machine 

5. Manipulating machine to set aiitl to start 

cuts 

6. Machining 

7 Unclamping and removing work. 

S. Restoring machine to normal conditions 

Operations 1 to 4 are the acts of preparation, 

operation 6 frequently involves several repeti¬ 

tions, operations 7 and 8 are the acts of conclusion 

With the exception of operation 5, which varies 

considerably according to cutting conditions of 

work-piece and tool, they form seven fundamental 

auxiliary operations, the operating time of which 

* Die Zeileludte tm Dienste der KcUkulalton von Kleinetanz- 
letlen. Dr Ing Walter Marcus, 1921, Dissertation—Techn 
Hochschule, Berlin. (“Time Study for the Calculation of 
Small Stampings,” Thesis, Charlottenburg University.) 

t Carl D Barth : Curves of Delay Allowances 
i6-(B402) 

can be standardized and used as a fixed component 

to which is added the variable time for actual 

machining (operation 5). This enables the rate- 

fixer to speed up the routine work of his task. Of 

course each improvement of equipment must be 
taken into account at once, but for this routine 

work of adjustment one experienced time-study 

man, preferably able to act as a demonstrator, is 

sufficient. 

The writer once introduced a feed and speed 

controller into the machine shop (employing 400 

workmen) of a shipyard m Rotterdam, who, as a 

member of the ratefixing office, checked every 
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wee,k that the prescribed speeds, feeds and 

depths of cut were maintained or, if not, noted 

deviations. 

This report (Table XLVII) was countersigned 

by the works director and it brought to light the 

amazing fact that some workmen had increased 

the prescribed speed up to as much as 350 per 

cent (Lathe No. 219) thereby making 60 per cent 

piece-work bonus. These earnings were never 

cut. 

The whole time-study work of a machine 

shop should be closely connected with the rate- 

fixing department aa it improves production and 

speeds up delivery, i.e forma part of the produc¬ 

tion control. Only then will time and motion 

study lose the halo of theory which it has acquired 

since Taylor and Gilbreth made it the corner stone 

of scientific management 

Conclusion 

^ime studies are tests systematically made in 

order to establish the time for a cycle of operations 

under given circumstances. The basis of the 

observation is the subdivision of the cycle into 

its elements according to their time sequence. 

It may occur, particularly when the operator 

serves several machines, that handling and ma¬ 

chining times overlap (see Figs. 145 and 147) In 

such cases generally only the total time is ob¬ 

served. How far the subdivision of a job should be 

made depends upon the economic results in any 

single case. Excessive subdivision should be 

avoided On isolated jobs or on small batches it 

ihay easily happen that the worker has finished 

his work before the ratefixer has completed his 

time study. 

Depending on the grade of subdivision necessary, 

time studies may be divided into three classes— 

1. Operation time study. 

2. Group time study 

3. Studies of the entire operation time. 

1. Here the time of the single operation, 

handling or machining, is measured. Very small 

operating times are combined 

2 Group observation means that single opera¬ 

tions are not ob.served. Whole groups of move¬ 

ments or machining operations are combined 

This shortens the time study and facilitates the 

work of the operator 

3. Only the total time is measured to perform 

one or several pieces without subdivision into 

single operations, such as handling and machining 

times An e.xample is the operation of automatic 

machines This is only a makeshift method 

which cannot be used as basis for a correct 

ratefixing. 

TABLE XLVll 

Checking Chart for Ratefixino Office. Checked by Speed Demonstrator 
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Service of Several Machines by One Man 

When working in big batches or on mass- 

production, thorough and repeated time studies 

are necessary, in some cases even motion studies, 

in order to find the accurate “cycle” time for 

single or combined operations. For that purpose 

the whole manufacturing plan must be laid out 

so that the single operations can be investigated 

independently from each other Theory is of 

little value as the result depends too much upon 

practical example. Each worker’s acts and 

motions must be set down, analysed, and modified, 

until the fullest use of the plant is obtained 

(See page 271 ) 

Several weeks or even months may be required 

to lay out the production lines for, say, bicycle 

tyres or for cylinder blocks for motor cars If 

a motor-car firm is changing over from one 

pattern to another it is sometimes necessary to 

close down the works for a period until the new 

manufacturing line is ready. 

Transformation of Time Studies In Practical Tools 
for the Immediate Use of the Planner and Rate- 
fixer 

^Effective time studies on machining ought to 

result m the preparation of data quickly applic¬ 

able to the needs of the planning department 

This would be to the benefit of the production 

workshop performing any continuous repetition 

programme. This aim can only be reached if 

tables are compiled for centring, turning, drilling, 

planing, milling, grinding, etc . on the basis of 

systematically collected experience, supplemented 

by time studies, which enable the ratefixer, by 

taking the dimensions from the drawing, to ascer¬ 

tain quickly the correct time permissible for the 

workshop, bearing in mind the nature and 

condition of the existing machines. 

Calculation tables of this kind are really 

correct only for the workshop for which they are 

made, for they follow its characteristics, but 

they may be used for any modem shop with 

adequate modifications. In any case they exem¬ 

plify the trend towards the practical use of time 

studies. 

1. Centring Shafts, spindles, pivots, etc., 

must be centred on a centring machine on both 

sides for batch manufacturing. Times are given 

in Table XL,VIII. 

TABLE XLVIII 

Centring Both Sides of Shafts on a 

Centring Machine 

' l.ent(th in in 

DlamrUT I ^ | « j ia i 2+ | 82 | 40 j 60 | 80 j 100 j 120 { 160 

Time in Minutes 

The times above the steps include clamping 

and taking out by hand, those below the step 

require a helper and often a crane for handling 

long and heavy pieces. Setting-up the machine 

will take between five to fifteen minutes according 

to size and work. 

Example . Piece of 3 m. dia , 40 in length, 

weight about 75 lb, of a batch of five pieces, 

takes eight minutes machining time per piece 

2 Drilling Holes in Pieces with cored centre 

(Table XLIX), 

Example Cast-iron piece with cored hole 

2 in diameter, length of piece 6 in , machining 

time 5-5 minutes. 

3 Milling Table L shows ratefixing values 

for facing, slab, shank, and angle milling cutters, 

all made of tungsten high-speed steel with cutting 

speeds of 5U f p m for cast-iron, 65 f.p.m. for 

malleable iron, and 80 f.p.m. for semi-hard steel 

of 3.5 to 40 tons/sq in. ten.silo strength The 

finishing cuts were usually taken with 0-040 in 

depth, the width varied with the shape of the 

piece: for the feed per minute the maximum was 

chosen which the machine allowed without show¬ 

ing chatter marks The finishing feed depends 

much upon the quality of the cutting edges and 

the strength of shank or milling arbor: the 

machines were strong enough for even higher 

speeds, but then they vibrated. 

Two average roughing cuts of 0-15 in and 

0-3 in. might be taken depending on the material 
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TABLE XLIX 

Machining Times in Minutes to Drill (only) Holes in Cored Cast-iron Bodies 

Serving one machine 

Dia^hktkh or Holr 
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TABLE L 

Permissible Feeds, in Inches per Minute, for Three Groups of 

Existing Machines of 3-5-7 h.p. 

Mallrablr; Iron 
Steel 

(35- 40 tons/«q ii 

Speed no ft/min j Speed 65 ft/miii j Speed 80 It/miii 

3 h.p I 5 h.p. ^ 7 h.p. ^Shp Ishp j7hp |3hp Jshp. 7hp. 

, A Up to 
2 

0 040 

0 15 

0 30 

6 6 

6 

35 

6 

7 

6 

5 

4 

2 

6 

6 

3 

5 i 
6 

4 

5 

3 

2 2 

5 

4 

2 5 

4 3 

3 5 

From 

i 

Up^to 

0 040 

0 16 

0 30 

6 

3 

25 

4 

3 5 

5 

5 

3 

6 

6 

5 5 

3 

2 

4 

3 

5 

6 

5 

4 

2 5 

2 

3 5 

3 

5 5 

0 040 

0 15 

0 30 

4 6 

6 

3 6 

1 8 

46 

45 

4 5 

5 

5 

4 

2 5 

'5 

1 5 

1 2 

4 

3 5 

2 

4 

4 5 

4 

L+l" 

0 040 

0 15 

0 30 

5 

15 

6 

4 5 

25 

5 5 

5 

45 

1 75 

1 2 

4 5 

2 5 

45 
! 

^ 1 

3 3 

4 

4 5 

3 a 

Up to 
G 

0 40 

0 1.') 

0 30 

I 3 5 

i 2 5 

1 75 

3 5 

3 

35 ! 3 

Soli 

2 5 j 1 76 

3 

2 5 

2 

i ^ 1 
3 

1 

2 5 

1 75 

1 5 

2 5 1 

2 

1 75 ! 

2 5 

2 5 

. 25 

1 75 

1 ‘ 

“ii"™ 

0 040 

1 0 15 

i 0 30 

3 

1 75 

1 5 

3 3 ; 26 

2 1 25 ; 15 

1 75 1 2 3 ! 15 

1 25 

1 1 75 

1 75 

2 5 

i ^ 

2 

1 25 

1 

2 3 

1 5 

1 25 

1—ijk. 

L + 1* 
fiar 

0 040 

0 16 

0-30 

! 5 

1 76 

5 

2 

5 

3 

25 

4 5 

1-75 

1 5 

4 5 4 5 
1 

2 2 5 

1 75 1 2 

3 5 

1 5 

1 25 

3 5 

1 75 

1 5 

3 5 

2 0 

1 75 

f dT 

0 040 

0 15 

0 30 

5 

1 76 2 0 

15 

25 

4 S 

1-75 

1-6 

4 5 

2 

1 75 

45 1 
2 6 

2 

3 5 

1 25 

1 

3 5 

1 5 

1 25 

3 5 

2 

! 

Feetls for hijih-speed steel c 
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allowance of castings and forgings. As the surface 

quality after roughing is unimportant, the feed 

ought to be increased up to the capacity of the 

milling machine, it may sometimes be greater 

than the finishing feed. Below the sketches the 

formula for the actual length of the necessary 

path of the cutter is given, which divided by the 

feed per minute gives the time per path. 

Example. A piece of cast-iron 1-5 in. wide, 

9 in. long should be roughed with O-IS in. stock- 

removal by slab milling on a 5 h.p. machine with 

Take, for example, a cutting speed of 35 ft/min 

and a return speed of 200 ft. With a feed of 

-gf in. the slide is set directly below the inter¬ 

section of 35 and 200, being the speeds selected. 

To obtain the time required for this piece 10 ft 

long by 2 ft wide, or 20 sq ft, we multiply this by 

144 and get 2880 sq in. The rule shows (below 

2880) that this surface can be planed in about 

43 minutes. 

5. Grinding (See page 184.) Crinding times 

both for external and internal grinding cannot be 

Kio 118 SiADE Kuee 

50 f p.m. cutting speed. The permissible feed is 

9 -f- 1 
5 in./min , the cutting time is ^— = 2 min. 

The clamping time depends on the existing fix¬ 

tures, e g. for batch work. The cutter was a stan¬ 

dard cutter of 4 in. diameter, 8 teeth ; the angle of 

helix was 50°. Facing requires the shortest time, 

angle and shank milling the longest. 

4 Planing. The modem planer has not only 

different cutting speeds and feeds, but also a 

variable quick return, further the overrun at 

the beginning and at the end is an additional loss 

of time. To bring all these variables into one 

Table (LIIIa and b) is difficult, so the writer 

recommends the special slide-rule (Fig. 118) pub¬ 

lished by the Cincinnati Planer Co., Cincinnati. 

This slide-rule enables one to combine suitable 

cutting and return speeds with a chosen feed per 

stroke and to find by one setting of the rule the 

time required for a given width and length of cut 

(width X length = surface planed). For the all- 

electric driven modem planers such a quick and 

versatile instrument is invaluable. 

based on the iisual basis of cutting speeds and 

feeds, etc , because the removal of material must 

be made by a certain number of travels, which 

depend upon the material allowance and the 

general preparation of the piece to be ground ; 

it IS not a single operation with a sudden termina¬ 

tion First the operator must find out how much 

the piece is out of round and straight, by observing 

the sparkmg of the trial tests. Then by means 

of a micrometer, he must determine the allowance 

to be removed and must set the number of auto¬ 

matic sizing travels with a maximum cross-feed 

per path until the diameter of the piece is at the 

upper tolerance limit as measured by, say, the 

go-side of the snap-gauge. Finally he does the 

finishing cuts, which depend on the finish required, 

varying the dwell at the sizing position. 

Surface grinding belongs to a different category 

and is easier as regards calculation. The basis is 

generally the amount of metal removed and the 

area ground Surface grinding is to-day in strong 

competition with milling and particularly with 

planing, especially from the point of view 
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of eliminating the final scraping operations 

(Fig. 94). 

Time studies enable one to find for different 

diameters and lengths the number of single 

strokes needed to remove the usual material 

allowance, as shown approximately in Table LI. 

TABLE LI 

Number of Single Strokes of t 

Grinding Machine 

I LcnKtli In ill 

t Numlicr of Stroke* 

0 01 -OOlS 1 

U 0125-0 020 
0 015 0 025 
O 02 -0 025 

K 1 20 

20 22 I 22 

I'l 20 ; 22 
20 20 22 

20 ' 21 ' 22 I 23 : 

'J'he time needed for measuring work-pieces by 

micrometer (while they are at rest) is approxi¬ 

mately in accordance with Table LIT for— 

(1) Running and interference fits 

(2) Transition fits • times of table increa.sed by 

4(t per cent 

TABLE LTl 

Time Needed for Measuring Pieces 

During Grinding Process 

JJlaniPtei 
ill 

Tiiiip m Mliiutc'i 

Economic Use of Plant by Competitive Comparison 
of Available Machines 

The planning department must be able to 

decide quickly which machines of the existing 

plant will be the most economic for a special 

purpose. It IS, for example, often possible to 

turn pieces on a centre lathe, a capstan, a 

combination turret lathe, a single- or multiple- 

spindle automatic screw machine, or on a vertical 

turning and boring mill 

For drilling accurate holes the horizontal lathe 

or the turret lathe are again applicable in competi¬ 

tion with the vertical drilling machine fitted 

with jigs and the horizontal and vertical boring 

machine with or without jigs The choice depends 

on the shape of the piece and the position of the 

hole, central or eccentric. 

For plane flat surfaces or those guide-ways 

which have a more or less complicated profile 

in the cross direction, either the milling or the 

planing or shaping machine might be used. For the 

final finish the grinding machine is to-day in¬ 

creasingly replacing hand-scraping Where it can 

be assumed that these competitive machines per¬ 

form internal and/or external cylinders, tapers, 

profiles, or planes with the same quality of dimen¬ 

sional and surface finish, then it is only a question 

of which machine is free for the performance and is 

the most economic from the standpoint of manu¬ 

facture. (See page 143. Economic Tool Life ) 

Furthermore, it is of importance that the produc¬ 

tion controller should be able to change over from 

one machine group to another, in close collabora¬ 

tion with the ratefixing department and the fore¬ 

man, so as to be able to keep promised dates with¬ 

out unreasonably increasing the price of the 

machine parts 

In the choice of the most favourable process, 

the size of batch is decisive. For medium and big 

batches the capstan and combination turret 

lathe will always beat the centre lathe. The 

question is—Which is the minimum batch number 

for which the turret lathe ought to be used? 

This is generally a matter for careful calculation. 

The solution of the problem is not so easy if 

milling and planing machines are in competition. 

Complicated profiles of average quality on very 

rigid pieces and not too long, will definitely be 

best milled by gang cutters. (See Fig. 84.) 

However, the final finish on lathe and planer beds 

etc , is generally done on the planing machine 

(Fig. 119) because the single-point planing tool 

with the cooling effect of the idle return does not 
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TABLE Lin A 

Number of Feet Table Travels per Hour on Cut 

All-electnc-driven Planer. (Cincinnati Planer Company, Cincinnati. Ohio) 

Return 
Speed, ' 
ft, min i 

CuTTINO SpKED, Ft/MIN 

»0 i 100 ! 120 140 160 180 200 260 280 300 

600 857 ‘ 

1000 
i 1028 

1050 
1058 
1068 
1080 
1000 

, 1100 
! 1108 

1110 
I 1113 
I 1120 
i 1125 

125 1333 
1200,1440! 
1260 15271 

2000 
20.S0 ; 

1600 I 2057 
1608 2069 
1613 2080 
1628 I 2100 
1630 2117 

2100 1 
2240 ' 
2363 1 
2470 : 
2652' 
2800' 
2864! 
2922! 
3024 I 
3111 I 
3186' 
3250 
3281 : 
3309 
3360! 
3405 I 

2400 I 
2542 I 
2666 { 
>880 
30561 
31301 
3200! 
3323 : 
3428 ; 
36201 
3600; 
3636! 

2700 I 
2843 ! 
3087 I 
3290 ' 
3377 
3458 , 
3603 
3726 I 
3835; 
3930 ! 
3973 
4014 
4086 I 

4000 
4125 I 
4235; 
4285 

! 4333! 
4421 I 

141.50 4.500 I 

3600 ; 
3879 
4000 I 
41141 
4321 ' 
4.500 
4658 , 
4800 
4864 I 
4928 i 
5040 
5142 

4200; 
43501 
4480 I 
4730 I 
49.50 I 
5140; 
.5310 , 
5390 ' 
5470 I 
.5610 ! 
5730 i 

48(Kt! ! 
5080'5400 I 
5340 I 5680 ! 0000 ' ; 
5550 5940 j 6280 j 6590 
5760 6170 1 0550 | 0880 | 7200 ! 
.5850 6280 6675 I 7020,73.50 i i 
5940 6380 6780 7150 74801 78001 
6110 6580 7010 I 7400 ; 7760 8090 | 8400 
6260 67.50 7200'7620 8000 | 8350 8700 ( 

To obtain strokes per hour Divide number of feet travelleil per hour 
by length of stroke 

To obtain strokes per minute Divide strokes per hour by 00. 

To obtain time for one complete cycle Divide 3600 seconds by number 
of strokes per hour. 

.Sample Calculation 
Cutting speed = 40 ft/min 

= 1 5 sec/ft 

Return speed = 200 ft/min 

200 0 3 sec/ft 

} These times include' Start— 
Cuttmg—Stop—Quick return 
—Stop, etc 

For a 1-ft cycle, 15 + 03*= 18 sec required 

Cutting feet per hour ° = 2000. 

TABLE Lin B 

Planing Machine—Ratefixer 

Times 

Trav 
ft/mu 

Time per ! Travel ! Time per 
ft-Boc ft/min I ft-sec 

10 
15 

25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
76 
80 
86 

95 
100 

0 631 
0 6 

105 0 571 
no 0 545 
120 0 50 
130 0 461 
140 0 428 
150 0 40 
160 0 375 
170 0 353 
180 0 333 
190 ! 0 316 
200 j 0 3 
220 I 0 273 
240 ! 0 25 
280 ] 0 23 
280 I 0 214 
300 0 20 
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create heat and will consequently avoid warping lathe ; (3) a bevel gear (Table LVl) made of solid 

of beds of lathe, grinding, planing, and milling steel cut from the bar, but with a central hole, 

machines, etc. A suitable combination of prelim- for which the decision is doubtful. Comparison 

inary milling and finish planing will, therefore, be by the Tables of the two different processes proves 

necessary in most cases.’ that the output of the modem combination turret 

Fig. 119. Finish-fijinino of a. Batch of Bfds 

Tables LIV to LVI compare work done lathe, even for one piece is very near to that of the 

on the lathe and the combination turret lathe. output of a centre lathe, even when equipped with 

Three characteristic pieces are chosen, i e. (1) square or hexagon turrets, However, the turret 

a long and fairly thin steel shaft (Table LIV) lathe requires special tools and a special setter, 

for the machining of which the lathe seems whereas the lathe is generally operated by a 

to be indicated, (2) cast-iron bush (Table LV) skilled turner who does the operating, sizing and 

of in. outside diameter and 4 in. hole which setting himself, which is a decisive factor for 

seems well suited for the combination turret single jobs. 



Steel, Shaft from in. Diameter Bar—40tons/sqin. Tensile Strenoth 

Manufactured in Batches of l-lo-lOO Pieces on 

(o) 17-in. Swing Engine Lathe. 5 process (John Lang-Johnstone with Square Turret) 

j Finish turn, BtoC 
Finish fscc, A to B 

' Finish water scrape, . 

'« and arranffiiiK tools In tuol-hohler. atljusteil 

(b) Combination Turret Lathe- 2 processes (H. W. Ward, Birmingham) 

} Feed bur to stop 
I Centre drill 
I Start turn, K U in dia , for roller U 

J04 mill 



TABLE LV 

(!ast-iron Bush 

(«) Lathe *20 in. centres with Hexagon Turret (John Lang) 
One I^roceDK 

Timk Takkn 

Handlina | Marhlnina 

2 50 
1 25 
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The cutting speed for the longest operation comparison, it shows also the influence of economic 

must be, of course, so selected that the tool manufacturing according to the design and 

remains sharp enough to perform 100 pieces to equipment of the modem centre lathe. Besides 

avoid resharpening and resetting. Super high- these tools are ordinary standard tools both for 

speed steel tools are, therefore, often combined boring and reaming and for most turning opera- 

with cemented carbide-tipped tools. tions The comparisons for one, ten and 100 

For repietition work in batches of from three pieces prove that there is little cost reduction in 

pieces upwards, the combination turret lathe will making batches of ten or 100 steel shafts on the 

generally beat the centre lathe for speed, but lathe, the difference being only one per cent; 

again the cost of expensive tools for the turret whereas on the combination turret lathe the time 

lathe is often prohibitive for small batches. It difference is 32 per cent. A single piece on the 

is easier to adapt the lathe to continuously vary- lathe at 95 minutes is made 38 per cent quicker 

ing work, but for the examples chosen the lathe than on the turret lathe (130 minutes), the long 

beats the turret lathe for a single-bored piece, setting time of 90 minutes versus ten minutes 

because it was equipped with a hexagon turret explains the difference, which is, of course, 

on its carriage. Such a machine is more in line justified on a bigger batch. In this case we have 

with the combination turret lathe, which fact .■_. • . 2-8 85*1 4-06 

must be taken into consideration regarding the 31 1 21 1 
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TABLK LVIA 

Bevbl Gear from Cut-off Piece of Steel Bar 45 tons/sq ix. Texsile— 

4i in Diameter x in. Long 

Centre Lathe, 20-in. Swing with Hexagon Turret (John Lang) 
1 rroccKM 

Soiling 

Total 



TABLE IjVI a-(cOtUd.) 

Comparison of Processes and Times 

:) with hexagon head 

(6) Combination ti 
aettlng 
Machining 
Setting 

Total 

O Pieces 100 Piccca 

_L 

I piece from the lathe. l.SO min per piece \ 
100 pieces from the turret lathe, 37 min perj ' 

(Time saving of 71 5 per cent) 

TABLE LVI B 

Bevel Gear from Cut-off Piece of Steel Bar, 4(5 tons Tensile, 

4^ IN. Diameter x 6^ in. Long 

Combination Turret Lathe (H. W. Ward) 

Cutting Speed 230/250 ft/min for T C Tools 

Brill hoi 
S 

f| rinUh I 
\ under 

' Taco end, D 
Support and rough fa 
Support and finish fo 
Ream. B, 1| In 

huckontlln 

t in din 

■.‘s'llMn dla 
I, C, 2 In , and 

Material 

Remove 

Feed 

i'lits/ln I in/ 

I 223-362 250-260 

Handling I Machining 

2. Procesti 

Opera¬ 
tion 

Hold In soR jaws on 2 in dia 
Face ends (2 cuts), O, * in dU 
Rough turn and form angle, H 
Finish form angle, H 
Hough recess bore, J, 11 in din 
Finish recess bore, 1 { in dia 
Remove from chuck 

.Setting time 

Total 

Fred 

S/Ill I 111 ?rev 

min j sec | min 

30 ^ 

} ■ : « 30 1 

1 , i 2 30 ! 

2 
: 30 

30 ' 

1 loo! * 
00 

j 1 

i 2 1 so 1 22 
i 60 1 00 

ing Maehlnlngl 

//ifto Moeha Total 

0 0075 
Hand 
Hand 
Hand 
Hand 

Total 

100 Pieces 

\Udla Marhg \Hdlii Marhg Total 

6 -t 26 = 26 6 
4-1- 10 - 10 4 
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TABI.K LVI B-(contd.) 

Cut Teeth: 60 Teeth—16 D.P.—^-m. Flanc Rough Cut Teeth on Gleason Reverse 

Roughing Machine 
3. Process 

^tion* I I 

H(*t lip machine for one component 
Loa<l machine 

‘ 7 2 Rcc per tooth—eOT ^ 7 

Finish ('ut Teeth—12 in Gleason 

1 Load mnohiiM* 
2 1 Finish rut teeth 12 2 see |H r tooth—60'/’ ■ 12 2 
1 ' I'nloail 

FotiRue I2J»., 

I MHChlnliiK 

Influence of Batch—Gear Cutting 

Mocha Total setta Mocha r»«<rfjS( 

+ ”*sr = ”201 *12* 1 ’"'iT = *2’" I * 
Marhg Total 

263 I 

The long steel shaft was selected as favourable 

for the lathe on which it can be finished by a single 

process, supported by the tailstock The combina¬ 

tion turret lathe needs two processes and conse¬ 

quently two set-ups which last together 90 + 20 

— 110 minutes, i e. 6 minutes longer than all the 

21 operations on the lathe plus operating and 

setting times. 

The two other examples, the cast-iron bushing 

and the bevel gear cut from the bar, have central 

holes; the first of 4 in. diameter is cored, the 

second of If in. diameter is drilled from the solid. 

Holes as the locating surface for subsequent 

turning operations on rotating parts can be made 

either on a centre lathe, a turret lathe, or on a ver¬ 

tical boring mill, which is really an upright and 

very convenient turret lathe The vertical ma¬ 

chine for bigger diameters from 2 in upwards and 

for heavier pieces has the advantages that— 

(1) The setting of a heavy piece, resting on the 

table, 18 much more convenient. 

(2) The chips produced by the last reaming 

operations automatically fall down without 

scratching the surface But the machines cannot 

work from bars as can the centre and capstan 

lathes. 
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Comparison of Influence of Batch and Method— 

Bushing 

Bevel gear 

1 I 7.) I 80 +5 
10 ; 57 26 - 31 

100 I 55 2 ' 20 6 -- 34 6 

1 130 ,136 116 
10 t 103 46 : - 57 

100 100 3 37 - 63 3 

Manufacture of Accurate Holes in Ferrous Metals 

There are four methods of producing accurate 

holes (grade R ; of B S. 164) in batches— 

Oroup 1. Producing a finished hole in solid 

s«« 
Kio 120 Set or Foeb Tools to Pboouce very 

Accurate Intebchanoeable Holes on the 
Vertical Bobino Mill 

ExamjHt 2-in (lla hole— 
1 Twht Drill of 1 75 In, dm 
2 Shell Drill of 1 95 In dm 

material, using a turret lathe or a vertical boring 

machine, or a drilling machine with jigs. 

Group 2 Producing a finished hole from cored 

material with a turret lathe 

Group 3. Producing a finished hole in cored 

material on a vertical boring machine. 

Oroup 4. Grinding the prefinished hole. 

Processes of— 

Group 1. Turret lathe, horizontal or vertical, 

and a set of standard tools (Fig. 120). 

(а) Drill hole using two-flute twist drills. 

(б) Follow by using three-flute or four-flute 

solid drill or shell drill, according to size. This 

has the effect of truing the hole and preparing 

it for the reaming operation. 

(c) Reaming the hole using a machine reamer, 

Fic. 12! Protei-tino Boaui> for Sensitive Tools 

solid or shell type to obtain size, parallelism, 

and finish, or a two-lipped floating reamer 

{d) If the hole required is of particular 

accuracy an<l big batches are performed use a 

Fig 1'22 Boring, Reaming, ani> Facing Operations 
ON A Vertical Boring Mill 

second adjustable reamer adjusted to the size 

required. 

It is advisable to keep them together on a 

wooden protecting board (Fig. 121). 

Group 2. Turret Lathe. 
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When the cored hole is in line with the finished 

hole, use a three-flute or four-flute solid or shell 

drill and proceed then as for Group 1. 

Group 3. Vertical Boring Machine (Fig 122)— 

(а) When the cored hole is not in line with the 

finished hole, use a vertical boring machine and 

a boring bar (A) to bore the hole true and to 

size, less reaming allowance The four-fluted 

tool (B) is dispensable. 

(б) Finish the hole with a solid or shell 

reamer (C) 

(c) Use an adjustable reamer for Face 

special accuracy (B). Finally a facing 

operation (B) from the turret may be 

necessary 

It depends upon the material allow¬ 

ance and the hardness of the material and 

the desired accuracy and finish whether 

operations (6) and (c) can be combined, 

and whether it is advisable to replace 

the multiple-edge reamers by the float¬ 

ing reamer with two cemented carbide- 

tipped blades (Fig 123). The number of 

holes per grind is increased by the more 

expensive multiple-edge reamer with un- 

ecpial pitch from tooth to tooth The 

multiple-tooth reamer can also be used 

for hand-reaming and equipped with 

cemented carbide tips 

The machining of a flywheel on a vertical 

boring mill, using the tools of tlie turret head for 

facing and turning the external cylinder, is 

shown in Fig 124 The times to do this work 

quickly using a double-blade reamer are given in 

the accompanying Table LVII. 

Group 4. Internal Grinding, Honing, Lapping 

Planing versus Milling 

It 18 often difficult to decide which is the most 

economic process, planing or milling This 

question requires a careful consideration of all 

advantages regarding the setting-up of the 

machine and the use of rigid vices or clamping 

fixtures together with special tools, such as gang 

and profile milling cutters and profiled cemented 

carbide-tipped planing tools. 

The all-electnc modern planer with cutting 

speeds variable between 20 and 250 f.p.m 

(300 f.p m. for roughing aluminium) and return 

speeds of up to 300 f p.m. using the hard metals 

(stellite and carbide) specially for cast-iron, has 

become in many cases a strong rival to the vertical 

and horizontal milling machine, which must 

often use the high-speed solid cylindrical cutter. 

The chosen example of a rigid cast-iron cross 

slide of a lathe carriage compares the different 

methods and the influence of the batch size 

(Fig. 125) and table 

-; 

Xi 
-^ FLOATING 

REAMER 

Blades 
B Rack 

Cl Cz Safety Screws 
D Micrometer 

Spindle 
{ViiiHit Hruiin, UuMfrufield) 

Rkamkh 

For the manufacture of a single piece, the milhng 

machine is superior The short planer worked with 

50 f.p m. cutting speed and 100 f.p.m. return 

speed, the milhng machine used feeds between 

2 inch and 8 feet per minute corresponding to the 

kind of cut and strength of machine. Both mach¬ 

ines used (for the single piece) the rigid machine 

vice as a clamping fixture 

The summary proves that for five pieces, 

arranged lengthwise, the planer beats the milling 

machine by 30 per cent using 100 f.p.m. cutting 

speed and 200 f p.m. return speed for the longer 

stroke. The milling machine could not increase 

its feeds The planed fimshed surfaces were even 

superior to the milled ones. Both machines 

allowed the simultaneous clamping of only five 

pieces lengthwise, so that a bigger batch would 

hav'e caused only a reduction in the setting time 

per piece 
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(WrbfUr and Ufintfll, ( v>entry) 
Fia 124 Flvwuekl Tirnino and Boring 

1 Ruugli Turn O O Rough Face + Fiiiixh Turn O O And F Face 
2 Roush and Senii-Hulah Bure S Radius and Chamfer 
3 Slsp to - O OUT III and Ream 

The output of the milling machine is directly 

proportional to the feed. The speed depends as 

usual upon the material of the part and of 

the tool. As the conditions are quite different 

for the planer (or shaper) because of the idle 

though quick return, they will justify some 

remarks 

Planer Speeds and Feeds 

The ratio of the cutting and return speeds 

directly affects the amount of work done by the 

planer, and it is well to understand just what the 

results are Table LIII has been worked out 

particularly for this purpose.* With a cutting 

speed of only ten feet per minute and a return of 

fifty feet the table travels TiOO feet per hour. 

Doubling the return speed adds only 46 feet per 

* Quotoil flora Treatise on I’lanem, Praitual Infonnatwn 
atul SuqqentionH foi Krononiieitllij Producing Flat Surfaces, 
published by The I’raoinnati Pliiriei Co . Cinciiinati, Ohio 

TABLE LVll 

Time Estimate 

Machine—36 m Senes "D” 
M ATERi AX—Cast -iron 

Operation 

Mill {Webster & Bennett, Coventry) 

rp 

Drawing Ng (Kir 124) 
.Jon —Flywheel 

ft/'rmri ' Time 

Setting machine 
Chucking easting 

Rough turn outside diameter lO'i^ 
Rough face rim 
Rough face boss 
Core drill 
Stack jaws 
Single point bore (two ruts) 

Finish turn outside diameter 
Finish face nm 
Finish face boss 
Marhine operation, gauge, remoi e 

7i 
i 

0 062 4S 
0 042 48 
0 021 200 
0 042 80 

0 021 300 
0 100 48 
0 062 48 
0 032 48 
O 032 2IMI 

200 
200 

194 
31 

200 
200 

10 0 handling 
1 5 handling 

0 85 

0 liandimg 

O 3.5 
0 16 
5 0 handling 

2nd Setting 
Setting machine 
Locate off plug m bore, drive, and clamp 
Rough face rim 
Fimsh face rim 
Rough face boss 
Finish face boas 
Machine operation, gauge, remove 

0 042 
0 032 
0 021 
O 031 

48 200 
48 ‘ -200 

200 200 
200 i 200 

2jB 91 

5 0 handling 
2 0 
0 25 
0 3.5 
0 26 
016 
4 0 handling 

12 01 

Total Time say 40 min (with cemented carbide-tipped tools). 
Pre-reaming. 200-260 ft/mm with cemented carbides J 
Feeds: 0 021 to 0 042 (48 to 24 t.p.i.), } for cast-iron. 
Finish reaming. 25 to 35 ft/min. } 
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hour to the table travel, or number of feet cut by 

the tool. Increasing the cutting speed to fifty 

feet, however, gives 1500 feet of table travel. 

Double the return speed as before, and the table 

travel is only 500 feet per hour more. 

Planing (Shaping) verHUX Milling (Plain-straight surfaces) 
One carnage is taken on both kinds of machines by a 

machine vice Therefore “Load” and “Unload” require the 
same time, say 5 min 

The angle-faces 46° are made to-day on the planer by means 
of a formed tool, on the miller with an angle cutter 

Therefore, for one piece there is not much difference in time, 
but the milling machme wilt be quicker For 6 pieces, how¬ 
ever, and more, the advantage of machining by increasing 
both the cutting and return speed is considerable in favour 
of the planing machme 

tion I Description 

1 (6) 

2 (6) 

3 (4) 

Roughing top surface 
Finishing top surface 

I Roughing aide faces 
Finishmg aide faces 

j Roughmg bottom faces, 
cludmg prisms 

Finishing bottom faces, 
eluding prisms 

Roughing end faces 
Finishing end faces 

1 Piece 

Planing | Milling 

(6) I 
(2) I 
(5) i 

16 

20 

3.5 

18 

14 

10 

89 60 
111 9 

100 I 78 

Summarized Compariaon 

Planmg { Milling Planing ! Milling 
mm j min“ mm “ mm 

1 Setting of m'c 1.5 10 5 5 
2 Clamping 5 2 2 
3 Machuung 62 47 32 42 
■* Measiinni 7 7 2 2 

89 69 41 51 
; Fatigue 124% 11 » .5 6 

100 78 46 .57 
-f 22% -t 26% 

1 1 

Table LIII is also of interest to those who must 

estimate the work that can be done by any given 

planer. It shows the table travel in feet per 

second for table-travel speeds of up to 300 feet 

per minute. If, for example, we are cutting at 

forty feet per minute, we see that the table is 

travelling at the rate of one foot in 1-6 seconds 

If the return is 100 feet per minute, the return 

travel is at the rate of one foot in 0-6 seconds. 

Adding these together gives 2*1 seconds for one 

complete stroke. Dividing 60 seconds by the 

sum of the cutting and return strokes gives an 

effective or actual cutting speed of 28-5 feet per 

minute As mentioned above, the adding of 

five feet per minute to the cutting stroke is more 

effective than adding ten feet to the return stroke, 

and this can readily be checked from the table. 

The width of feed across a piece of work natur¬ 

ally varies considerably with the work being 

done An average feed is from ^ to J inch, but 

when planing to a finished edge, as in dovetail 

work, it may be advisable to reduce this feed to 

less than ^ inch to prevent breaking the edge on 

the last strokes 

Generally speaking, the feed should be as wide 

as possible in order to reduce the number of 

strokes. If a |^-inch feed can be used in place of 

^-inch, half the time of both cutting and return 

strokes has been saved. 

Fatigue 12J% 

Total 



CHAPTER XIII 

The Determination of the Economic Batch of 

Manufacturing 

A RATHER difficult task, which arises in many 

works of small and medium size and all big ones 

which do not have mass production, is to combine 

short dates of delivery with small stocks of goods, 

i.e. to determine the economic batch quantity, 

which should be ordered and manufactured for 

stock. The decision depends upon many factors— 

1. The maturity of design regarding best 

production processes. 

2. The degree of activity of departments. 

3 The expense of setting-up machines per 

batch. 

4. The expense of issuing a new order per batch 

5. The organization of stores. 

6. The supply of parts by subcontractors 

7. The conditions of the market. 

8 The transport facilities. 

9. The financial situation of the enterprise 

itself. 

We are specially concerned with items 1 to 4. 

Under the assumption that the design is ripe for 

manufacturing, the degree of activity of depart¬ 

ments has a certain influence on the batch, because 

certain machines which are in constant demand for 

work on other orders must not be locked up for 

too long a time. The rate of absorption of the 

stock depends on the state of trade, and in a period 

of dullness the stock may be almost stagnant 

(items 5 to 7). Such periods of dullness are gener¬ 

ally used to overhaul the design, and this may 

mean changes which make the stock in question 

obsolete 

For these reasons the rate of stock depreciation 

and interest should be taken at a fairly high 

figure, say, for example 26 to 35 per cent, and this 

will have the effect of keeping stock to moderate 

proportions for financial reasons (item 9) and will 

greatly influence the size of the batch. 

A question linked to that of selecting the most 

suitable quantity of any item to manufacture for 

stock IS that of selecting the most economic lot to 

manufacture in one batch, especially where a 

works order covers a number of machines, or where 

one machine calls for a large number of a certain 

part (item 2). A large batch may delay manufac¬ 

ture of other parts and therefore delay delivery of 

orders and may make an excessive demand on the 

shop floor space for storing and on transport 

(item 8) Therefore, the size of the batch should be 

limited by the consideration that it must not 

interfere with the general manufacturing pro¬ 

gramme The application of these principles 

generally results in smaller parts, such as those 

made from the bar on capstans or automatics, 

being made m large batches (or bought in the 

market). The more complex parts should be 

made in small batches, especially those occupying 

considerable time in manufacture or demanding 

the use of machines of which only one or two are 

available, the decision being an important one 

from the point of view of efficient manufacture. 

Costs of setting and ordering are incurred once 

only to provide certain quantities, but as the parts 

are kept in stock before use, it follows that these 

costs must be balanced against the continuous 

cost of interest for the invested capital of the 

stocked batch. 

The bigger the batch the bigger the interest and 

the smaller the setting costs (3) per unit 

If 100 pieces are made on a capstan lathe with 

one setting of 2 hours at 3s./hr., the setting price 

per unit is i Sir = O-OOs., if only 6 pieces are 

made, the setting costs are Is. per piece (See 

Tables LIV to LVI.) 

If a girl earns Is. 6d. per hour and is making 

10 pieces per hour the labour cost would be (1) for 

260 
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10 pieces. Os + Is «d. = 7s. 6d., i.e. = 9d per 

unit, (2) for 100 pieces, 6s. 15s. = 218., i.e. 

= 2^d. per unit. 

The ratio in favour of the big batch of 100 is 
9 

= 3-5: 1. If the departmental overhead is 

200 per cent of labour, and the price of material 

per piece is 2d. the manufacturing cost would be— 

Number of Piocoa 

Material (m) 
Labour (I) 
Overhead (o) 
Setting (») 

10 i 100 
_ I 

ad £ a d 
18 I 16 8 
16 15 - 

i 12 2 I 3 7 8 

i 1 2i I 81 
negligi bio 

As the interest charges are a purely financial 

matter, they will be mentioned here only m broad 

principle. The burden of interest may be felt if 

very large quantities of fittings, for example, 

are stocked by a brassware company which either 

buys them in quantities of 10,000 from a sub¬ 

contractor, or makes them m its own works If 

such fittings cost 5s each, 10,000 cost £2500, 

for which the financing banker may charge 5 per 

cent = £125 per year If the 10,000 parts are 

consumed in one year, the additional expense is 

appreciable It depends on the purchase rebate 

for 10,000, as against, say, 2000 parts, whether it 

IS more favourable to buy 5 X 2000 pieces and 

decrease the amount of interest but increase the 

purchasing and transport cost for five separate 

orders, or buy 1 X 10,000 for a cheaper price but 

with a heavier burden of interest 

The formula* to compare such cases contains — 

1 The “detached” cost: {D) in shillings = 

setting and/or ordering. 

2. The price of the unit (P) in shillings 

3. The yearly rate of interest for the capital 

invested : (i) as a percentage. 

4 The required batch {x). 

• WtrthaehaJUtche Loa-und Beatellzxffem und ■dirt. prcJcttaehe 
Anwendung (“Economic Lot and Order Size and Their 
Practical Application”), by B. Margoninsky, Thesis, Char- 
lottenburg Technical University, 1932. 

Price (P) contains no quantities which depend 

on X. 

To find the proportion absorbed on interest, 

some assumptions must be made regarding stock 

and issue, which should be modified to suit practical 

circumstances. 

The diagram {Fig 126) shows that x pieces are 

stored for T days, then the first issue of z pieces 

FKI 126 C’OKKFI.ATION OF STOKAOk, PKHIOO, 
Stock and l.ssi k or Parts 

T = atornge period in dayH 
r ^ quantity rei'eiveil by stores at once 
z — quantity issued at each withdrawal 

IS made Now the remainder of (x — z) may be 

stored again for 7’ days , then, after another issue 

of z, {x — 2z) pieces remain, etc . until the quantity 

X IS consumed. 

For this purpose the total amount of interest (/) 

can be calculated for (x) stocked parts and (T) 

days by— 

I = x X 

where C — 

P X , 
365 X 160 

P X T X t 

365 X ioo' 

— XXX (shillings) 

The amount of interest for the decreasing stock 

would be— 

1 O X X. 

2. C{x-z). 

3. C(x — 2z) and so on. 

The sum of these portions would be— 

S = P X T X -—- X (j; 

The total amount of detached costs (D) and 

interest (/) would be {D + /), and if we refer to 
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the unit and call the cost per unit y of x pieces of 

a batch, we get the formula— 

By differentiation of this equation and introduc¬ 

ing the corresponding values for I and Z), we get 

Cost pkr Unit 

that batch fur which y has its minimum value 

(Fig. 127)— 

Xo J P X T x 

D 

365 X 100 ^ 2 X 2 

The exact value of the interest (t) per cent is 

known and remains constant for a longer period— 

a year or longer. The issued quantities (2) and 

the storage time (T) are also known by the stores 

report on the bin-cards, or by statistics in any 

orderly material administration. More difficult 

is the determination of the cost for setting and/or 

ordering {D) and the value of the unity of batch 

{P). In any case it will be worth while to ascertain 

these values, which will then be serviceable for a 

long period. 

As the formula contains only the influence 

of occurring inaccuracies is greatly reduced. 

For the production manager the detached cost 

(Z>) is represented by the setting cost, which shall 

be defined for this analysis as those wages which 

are paid for setting-up machine tools for the (») 

different operations, which are to be performed in 

one clamping. 

To these wages the departmental overhead is 

to be added of the department where the setting is 

performed. 

Overhead arises on behalf of the working place 

of the setter, the help of the foreman, tools, use of 

tool grinders, auxiliary material, etc 

The value of the unit (P) is composed of the 

total of: material + labour + overhead, which 

are recorded by the costing department. 

Here the labour cost does not contain the 

cost of setting-up, because this iiortion (ZJ) de¬ 

pends on the value of i.e the most economic 

batch 

T is the number of days which separate the 

different issues of 2 parts When there is a uniform 

issue, for example, for a uniform monthly manu¬ 

facture of machine tools, electromotors, motor 

cars, etc., T equals the number of days which 

elapse between two orders to begin new assemblies 

If the factory does jobbing work or is producing 

single machines or a mixture of single jobs with 

batch production, the average of days (7’) must 

be taken which he between two issues of 2 parts 

from stores. 

The yearly percentage (i) for interest depends 

on whether the firm’s own or outside capital 

18 used. 

The number of parts (2) per issue depends on 

the volume of orders to be effected ; it is uniform 

for a standardized weekly production, and must be 

averaged for fluctuating production. 

A useful practical short formula to find the 

economic batch under any given circumstances 

where 

M — monthly consumption of parts for manu¬ 

facture. 

D = cost of settings per economic batch. 

P = price per one part (manufactured). 

i — rate of interest. 

Examples : The monthly consumption is: 

(1) ilf = 200 collar studs (bright drawn steel). 
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D = 10s. (2 settings), P = lOd. = 0-835s., i — 

6 per cent, X — 50 — = 50\/480 = 1100 
^ X -835 X 5 

studs, sufficient for 5^ months’ work. 

Resetting and regrinding is done after each 

100 pieces. 

(2) M — 100 top plates (stainless), D = 3s, 9d., 

P — Is Od , i = .^ per cent 

X =-= 5oJ ^ ^ .50^43 ^ 32(5 plates. 
X 1-75 X 5 * 

sufficient for 3J months. 

It IS obvious that the factor (M) is often an 

uncertain quantity, therefore the calculated 

figures must be always taken with a certain 

reserve , similar objections are valid for the amount 

of interest However, it is always better to work 

according to variable but manageable factors. 

than to guess. The formula for economic batch, VM X D 
p ^ ~ leads to the following conclu¬ 

sions— 

1. The greater the setting-up cost (D), the bigger 

the batch required to absorb it. 

2. The smaller the manufacturing cost (P), 

the bigger should be the batch. 

3 The bigger the rate of interest (t), the smaller 

should be the batch kept in stock, owing to the 

loss incuiTed by paying interest for stocked 

parts 

D should be reduced by improving tools, jigs, 

fixtures, and test gear The price per piece (P) 

can be further reduced by decreasing the raw 

material to the minimum weight and decreasing 

wages by increasing speeds and feeds 
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Jigs and Fixtures 

As SOON as batches of complicated pieces are to 

be manufactured, the question of using jigs and 

fixtures becomes acute A jig is a device which 

clamps the work to a locating surface and 

guides the tools in their performance of cutting 

operations, for example, a boring jig (Fig 128^t 

and 6). 

A fixture is a device which holds work by locating 

surfaces while machining operations are being 

performed on it, without guiding the tools them¬ 

selves, which are adjusted and guided by suitable 

means, for example, a milling fixture (Figs 129 

and 130) 

Jigs and fixtures are instruments indispensable 

for exactly duplicating work 

If the methods of processing are decided, the 

tool factor depends upon equipment, operations, 

and quantities of products to be manufactured. 

Design, tooling, jigging, manufacturing, and 

production control, must all be co-ordinated into 

a practical workable programme. As the choice 

of correct and economic processing is decisive 

for the success of the workshop, the best produc¬ 

tion ex{>erts of the factory must collaborate. 

They are the designer of the product, the planner 

or methods engineer, the head of the tool-design 

section, the production manager as the representa¬ 

tive of the manufacturing department including 

the toolroom, and the chief inspector 

The relative economy of the most suitable 

machine tools, using any special tools, jigs and 

fixtures which can be applied to the work, must 

be well considered, e g centre lathe versus capstan, 

milling versus planing machines, vertical drilling 

machines using jigs against boring mill and jig 

borer, horizontal against vertical lathes, etc (See 

Tables LIV to LVI.) 

Using the vertical drilling machine, the bush¬ 

ings of the jig take over the guidance of the tool 

I Ordinary Jig 
Subsequent Drilling of 
5 Holes, one after the othe 

^_;55ecs_*^ 

5 Holes 

H Ordinary Simultaneous 
Drilling of 5 Holes yvith 
Multiple- spindle 
Attachment 

in Swivel Jig 
S-Spindle Head 

Simultaneous Drilling 
Most of Handling Time 

S Holes in One Passage 

5 Holes One Passage; Most Handling Within Drilling Time 

(b) 

Flo 1286 Infuttencb or Jia-DESiau and Kind of Machinino on Dkillino Time 

2S4 
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Using the horizontal boring mill there are two 

possibilities. (1) to work without jigs, (2) to use 

jigs- 
1. Because the boring mill and the jig borer are 

very accurate machine tools with spindle running 

Fio I.3I Jig on Boring Mn.L Boring Bar 
Driven uv Doitrle Universai, Joint 

in high-grade bearmg.s, single pieces are frequently 

produced thereon without jigs. The quality of 

the piece then depends both on the quality of the 

operator (generally very skilful) and, of course, 

of the quality of the boring machine 

universal joint (Fig. 131). Fine-boring machines 

or jig borers are so rigidly built that jigs are 

unnecessary and even one prototype can be made 

on the fine borer with highest accuracy. 

^ If jigs, fixtures, and special tools are made 

inside the plant the tool department will produce 

them. Ordering and follow-up will be done by the 

production control to whom it is a very important 

task All jigs and fixtures should be tried on the 

work before acceptance by the operating depart¬ 

ment, using the tool in the presence of an inspector 

and under the direction of the works production 

department 

Standard methods should be adopted for 

inspecting jigs, fixtures, and tools after use, to 

have them adjusted, and repaired, etc , before 

putting them back into storage For example, 

tolerance plug and snap gauges can only be kept 

reliable if they are checked by the storekeeper 

each time they are returned by an operator, prefer¬ 

ably at the window in the presence of the workman, 

.say. by using the control stands of reference discs 

2. However, for repetition work, boring mills 

are often combined with complicated jigs which 

have guiding bushings. It is always advisable, 

then, to use the powerful machine spindle as the 

driver and to connect the boring bar, guided by 

the bushings only to the spindle, by a double 

(Fig 132). Snap gauges, in particular, may be 

spoilt at once by a careless operator. 

To close the economic cycle, a proper plan 

should be estabhshed of charging off the costs of 

the various tools, either to jobs or as “expense” 

items. The cost accounting department would 
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regulate this procedure, although the basic 

data would come through the works production 

department. 

A certain expenditure for tools in the widest 

sense is advantageous wherever parts are to be 

produced in quantity How much capital should 

be put into small and special tools depends on 

the immediate situation. If jigs and fixtures 

are so seldom used that they do not pay, it is wrong 

to tie money up in them However, other con¬ 

siderations are important, such as improved 

interchangeability of parts, increased accuracy, 

and ability to use lower-priced labour on accurate 

production. 

Economy of Jigs and Fixtures 

To ensure economy of jigs and fixtures, F K 

Roe* developed a group of formulae which answer 

one or more of the following questions— 

1. How many pieces must be run to pay for a 

fixture or given estimated cost to show a given 

estimated saving in direct labour cost per piece? 

2 How much may a fixture cost which will 

show a given estimated unit saving in direct labour 

cost on a given number of pieces ? 

3. How long will it take a proposed fixture, 

under given conditions, to pay for itself, carrying 

its fixed charges for so doing? 

Questions 1, 2, and 3 assume that savings just 

balance the expense There is another practical 

question— 

4 What will be the profit earned by a fixture 

of a given cost for an estimated unit saving in 

direct labour cost and given output? 

These questions involve something more than 

simple arithmetic for an answer, because while the 

credit items for the fixtures depend mainly on 

the number of pieces machined, the debit items 

involve time and also the number of set-ups re¬ 

quired (see page 261), i e whether the pieces are 

often run continuously or in a number of runs. 

Roe developed the following four formulae— 

(1) N = 4 
+ ^ + ^ + 

a(l + 0 

^ Y (wanted 

number of 

pieces) 

• “Principles of Jig and Fixture Practice,” by ¥. K. Roe, 
Mechanical Engineering, U.S.A., Feb , 1941, p. 118. 

,2, 
A B C ^ 

(.3) K = 4Ax«(1 + /)-R + C+ i) 

(4) H — 4 ^ X «(1 -)- /) — r — /(A + "R + G) 

These formulae contain— 

(a) Debit Factors 

A — Yearly percentage allowance for “interest 

on investment ’’ 

B = Yearly percentage allowance for fixed 

charges, as taxes, insurance, etc. 

— Yearly percentage allowance for upkeep 

— Yearly percentage allowance for deprecia¬ 

tion and obsolescence on the basis of 

uniform depreciation, where H is the 

number of years required for amortiza¬ 

tion of investment out of earnings. 

1 = Estimated total cost of the jig or fixture 

(or purchasing price in shillings). 

Y — Yearly cost of set-ups, including expense 

for taking down the apparatus and put¬ 

ting machine in normal condition (in 

shillings). 

(b) Credit Factors 

S = Yearly total saving in direct cost of labour 

(in shillings) 

= N X s, where 

s = Savings in unit labour cost. 

T = Yearly total saving in labour overhead (in 

shillings) 

— S X t, where 

t = Percentage of overhead on the labour 

saved. 

V = Yearly gross operating profit, in excess of 

fixed charges (in shillings). 

Examples 

Estimated unit-saving in direct labour cost. 

s = 2d. (Id. = 0-0835 shillings). 

Overhead on labour saved: f = 50 per cent. 
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Estimated cost of each set-up—■ 

Y = 50 shillings 

A = 6 per cent 

R = 4 per cent 

C = 10 per cent 

H — 2 years 

1 
— — 50 per cent 

A -\-S-\-C->r 

^ = 70 per cent 

— — 70 per cent 

If / = £100 (— 20008.) to find the number of 

pieces to be put through each year in one run per 

year, we have from equation (1)— 

N = 
2000 X 0-70 -f 50 

0166 X 1-5' 
= 5800 pieces. 

If the pieces are put through with six 

(Y = 50) per year, then 

„ 1400 + 300 
N = — = 6800 pieces. 

the increased number of pieces being obviously 

due to the increased number of set-ups. 

Suppose the fixture is to pay for itself in a single 

run then, 

— = 100 per cent and A-]-B-i-C + — = 

^ 2000 X 1-2 + 50 ^ . 
then N =-^ -= 9800 pieces. 

Reversing the foregoing assumptions, we can 

find I = 20008 and H = 2 years, etc. There¬ 

fore, it 18 recommended that in authorizing 

expenditures for all jigs, fixtures, and special 

tools above some established minimum cost, an 

estimate can be made of— 

(1) Cost of the fixture. 

(2) Output of the fixture 

(3) Profit due to its use. 

When it is put into operation, the actual results, 

technically and economically, should be checked 

with these estimates. Planning, manufacture, 

and costing should again form an integral unity. 

Standardization of Tools and 
Jig Components (Bushings, Clamps, etc.) 

Principles of standardization as applied to 

machine parts are also applicable to small and 

special tools. Many standard tools, such as twist 

drills, reamers, taps, dies, etc., can be purchased 

in the open market and can usually be bought more 

cheaply and of a quality giving better service 

than those made in the factory’s toolroom. 

It pays, therefore, to buy standardized tools as 

marketed and to adapt one’s own standards, 

including bushings for drilling jigs, to standard 

market sizes. 

Advantages of standardization are reductions 

in— 

(1) Purchase prices, owing to increase in 

quantities manufactured (see pp. 40 and 250). 

(2) Spare part stores 

(3) Storage space. 

(4) Clerical work. 

Every tool and fixture should be marked plainly 

m a conspicuous place with its tool symbol The 

drawing of every piece to be machined by special 

equipment should clearly refer to this mark, so as 

to avoid the proper use of any special tool or jig 

being overlooked by the foreman, chargehand 

or operator, thus up.setting the planning, and 

sometimes even rendering the whole equipment 

useless 

fUear strict rules should be elaborated and 

.strictly followed for the storing, issuing, return¬ 

ing and maintaining of all tools, special or 

ordinary.* 

Before a set of fixtures can be designed, the 

dimensions of the part to be machined must be 

definitely determined. It must be fully prepared 

for manufacturing Tolerances must be inscribed 

in respect of those dimensions which secure a 

certain class of fit, whether running, transition, or 

interference fit, so as to guarantee the desired 

allowance or clearance of mating parts, and the 

surface finish indicated The closeness of the 

tolerances governs the design and workmanship of 

the jig or fixture quite as much as does the required 

production rate. 

The best grouping of operations (and their 

reduction to the least possible number) can be 

facilitated by scheduling on an operation list 

showing each operation and including the number 

of inspections needed. The design of fixtures, 

• Productxon Handbook, L P Alford and ,1. R. Bangs; 
Ronald Press, New York, 1944 



JIGS AND FIXTURES 

for, say, the bolt of a rifle, should be closely 

connected with the system of gauging. The same 

points or surfaces should be used for locating the 

work in the fixtures as for reference points in the 

gauges. The locating surface of the subsequent 

, . t 
ill! !i !! iM-Si 

1 
Fiu 133 Clamping Sciiew Destroys Parallelism 

OF Axes of Hitshinos 

fixture should check automatically that the pre¬ 

ceding operation was correct. A jig should reject 

a piece defective from the prior operation. 

For example, the rifle-bolt (see Fig 5c) is 

drop-forged; then the stamping must fit the 

fixture of the first machining operation. When the 

hammer die is worn above the limit, the piece is 

too thick and the operator cannot clamp it, thus 

affording impersonal inspection of the tools of 

another department. There is. of course, an 

inspection of samplings of drop-forgings, but as 
1201) or 5000 bolts per day would require a tre- 

mendoihs staff of inspectors for all the different 

operations—126 operations in the case of the 

bolt—the interlocked control by the locating 

surfaces allows the reduction of floor inspection to 

a minimum concentrated mainly on the so-called 

*■ danger-spots”—ten for the bolt—where the 

locating surface is changed, and where a sharp 

inspection of the mam finished operations is 

indispensable to avoid serious and expensive 

scrap Only for good and sufficient reasons should 

the locating point or surface be changed. 

Deburring time can be reduced to a minimum 

on parts which require several cuts if the direction 

of the feed and of the various cuts is positioned 

so as to throw as many of the edges as possible 

requiring deburring on to the same side of the 

part. 

If a multiple fixture is to be used, of either the 

reciprocating or indexing type (see Fig. 128), the 

clamping means must be so designed that the 

piece can be handled in the time taken for the cut. 

Multiple drilling machines allow the different 

tools for say, drilling, counterboring, reaming, 

tapping, and surfacing to be driven at different 

speeds so that many operations can be done at 

one setting A condition for efficiency is that the 

power consumption of the different tools should 

be properly balanced about the central drive of 

the machine. 

Jigs and fixtures should be designed so rigid as 

to guarantee the required distances and dimen¬ 

sions of holes and surfaces It is, therefore, a mat¬ 

ter of very careful judgment to make a fixture 

adaptable to various pieces and operations. 

Errors in use can be avoided only by a foolproof 

system of safety devices, which must be applied 

before the jig is issued by the toolroom or 

stores 

If the spindle noses of the lathes and capstans 

and the slots of the tables of milling, planing, 

and shaping machines are standardized, together 

with the tenons of the fixtures, many of them are 

Fio 134 Luiar Jios Fabricateii by Weldino 

interchangeable on the various machines on which 

they can be used 

Bushings, latches, handles, thumbscrews, etc., 

of jigs and fixtures should be standardized for 

the same reason. This lowers the costs not only 

of making them in the factory’s own toolroom, 

but also of buying them in the market. (See 

Figs. 135 and 141.) 
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Conclusions 
Jigs and fixtures should— 

(1) Locate the work quickly and positively. 

(2) Preclude insertion of the work in any but 

the position correct for machining. 

(3) Where it is necessary to clamp the work 

from the sides, the clamps should also pull the 

work against the supports. 

(4) When a stop and a support surface on a 

fixture form a sharp corner, the corner should be 

relieved to reduce the tendency to catch dirt and 

also to simplify cleaning. 

(5) Provide rapid, positive, and easy clamping 

(6) Cause no spring in the work, fixture, or 

machining table, from either clamping or cutting 

pressure (Fig. 133). 

(7) Allow no movement, vibration, or chatter 

during the cut. 

(8) Have ample clearances for chips, and be 

easily cleaned. 

(9) Allow free access and egress for cutting 

fluids. 

(10) Be as light as is consistent with strength 

and rigidity and easy to handle (fabricated by 

welding—Fig. 134). 

(11) Be safe for the operator. 

(12) Arrange the cutting zone as close to the 

machine table as possible. 

(13) Make those parts subject to wear easily 

renewable without destroying the jig itself. 

(14) Avoid handling of spanners; use thumb 

or fluted nuts or levers, where possible. They 

should be made long enough to avoid the 

use of a steel hammer. In certain cases raw- 

hide mallets or small lead hammers may be 

allowed. 



CHAPTER XV 

Design for Mass Manufacture and Line- 

production (Progressive Assembly) 

In present days it is a good principle to install Standardization of Secondary Parts 
line production even for moderate batches where To put this idea into practice, for example, 

only simple and easily-provided equipment is in the manufacture of machine tools, which are 

justified and even where it may only be used for always maile in moderate batches, five to fifty 

some few months of the year The investment machines according to size, it is important to 

of capital remains within reasonable limits, the standardize as many secondary parts as possible 

conveyors work only for a limited time and are which are essential to the completion of the ma- 

then closed down or transformed to some other chine, but relatively unimportant to the buyer of 

ii.se. The big advantage of this production method the complete product. This is a very effective 

in all cases is the reduction of the price of the preparation for mass production 

manufactured product to the consumer and the Fig 135 shows internal standards for a contm- 

shortening of working hours for employees ental machine-tool works of 35()(i workmen, 
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Ki<i 13B l^iNF-PHomicTioN ot Main Spindli., 

manufacturing all types of lathes, and milling 

and grinding machines. They are compiled in a 

special manufacturing standards department, 

occupying some 200 men continuously for this 

purpose only. The products are sold to many 

foreign customers because most parts are stan¬ 

dardized by the Continental Htandard.s Institution 

{(ifo Ft»rfter-^>rhaffhaunen, Stntzerland) 
Flo. 137 Hydko-copyino Rioiu Latuk 

and are used by numerous engineering works all 

over the country, thus avoiding exjiensive indi¬ 

viduality. Standardized products of this kind, 

manufactured on a mass-production scale, are 

better and cheaper, are interchangeable, and can 

be purchased from stock. Universal joints, gear- 

oil pumps, change-gears for lathes and milling 

machines, milhng arbors, bushings for such 

arbors, spring collets, etc., are the type of acces¬ 

sory which cries out for at least internal standar¬ 

dization and consequently cheap and first-class 

manufactu ring. 

Even the standardization of the production 

process for such complicated parts as main spindles 

(«) Foik>»K with to 2 m- allowance in diainetep, 
centred at both ends Material N’l-t'r. Steel (S.A 10. 
No at 1.5) 

(6) MountiiiK of work-piece • Kt, operation between 
centres with work driver; 2nd operation between centre 
and 3-jaw chuck. 

(c) Template of shape. Desciiption of inaehiniriK ■ 
CopyinK the whole lon}?th in two operations (partially 
with icrindinx allowances). 

Leniftli in ; finished diameters from 1 to btl, in. 

Mpindle speed . 
CuttinK speed (on max. dia ) 
Feed 7Jinpmin. 

Machining times. 

Handling .... 
Cutting 

Floor-to-floor time 

not) r.p.m. 
400 ft p m. 
0 014 in.p rev. 

1 5 nun. 
2 0 inin. 
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of quite different machine tools was realize<i by 

using paitly special machines which, however, were 

ipiickly adjustable for a wide range of spindles of 

different design and quite different dimensions 

These machines are then taken out of their group- 

operation, e g turning, grinding, etc , and arranged 
for Imc-production to produce parts in batches 

as small as three spindles with great savings in 

time and wages. The essential feature is that the 

transport from group to group is now shortened 

very considerably 

Fig 136 shows the plan of a production line for 

main spindles of lathes, turret lathes, automatics, 

milling and drilling machines, which were used 

by the above-mentioned machine tool-maker for 

his whole manufacturing programme. The parted 

bar or the forging arrives (I) from the stores (A), 

is centred (B), pre-turned (C), inspected (D), and 

grooved (E). Then it is transported to the remote 

case-hardening department (F), returns from there 

(II O), is pre-finished by turning {//), then the 

long axial hole (30 to 50 in. long) is drilled (J) 

through the soft core, the spindle is pre-ground 

and finished-ground {K), including the taper at 

the front end {L), and the different threads 

and journals are ground (M) Then passing the 

final inspection (AT), it is sent to the fitting 

department (O). 

Previously this very difficult work-piece de- 

I8—(B+OJ) 24 PP 

manded very skilled turners who are now replaced 

by the universally adaptable special-purpose 

machine (not to be confused with “single-pur- 

pose”), the hydro-copying rigid lathe (Fig. 137), 

which is changed from one spindle pattern to 

another (Fig. 138) by simply changing the 
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templates and setting the single-point cemented 

carbide-tipped tool to a suitable diameter. The 

change-over from one work-piece to another 

normally requires ten to thirteen minutes. Herein 

lies one of the essential advantages of this machine. 

As long as the only single-point tool remains sharp 

the template ensures that all diameters maintain 

their correct size and length, which speeds up 

setting, machining, and inspection. 

140 showing bib, hose, pillar, globe, stop, and 

screwdown tap) has been accomplished to a large 

degree in Great Britain by British Standard 1010, 

1044. Not only the shape, but all dimensions of 

the different types are tabulated with maximum 

and minimum tolerances, and even the alloys for 

the different materials, castings and pressings, 

their thickness, quality, and test pressure are 

so specified that the interchangeability of these 

The high cutting speeds of 440 f.p m for S A E 

3415 (Ni-Cr-Steel), and 590 f.p.m. for S.A.E. 1035 

require high-quality cemented carbides. The 

tolerances of fine-finished turned pieces on this 

machine are ±fi'001 in. which compete at some 

diameters even with grinding and always suffice, 

of course, as preparation for the final grinding 

operations. The tool life is between two to three 

hours, so that about two single-tool changes are 

required daily. To take the worn tool from the 

tool-post, replace it by a new one, and readjust 

this in working position requires tul^o to three 

minutes. 

Fig. 139 shows eighteen soft parts of quite 

different design made in batches of three to five 

and the times for finishing them on the hydro¬ 

copying machine. 

The standardization of the water tap (Fig. 

fittings, and of their spare parts, as used in every 

household, is guaranteed for the benefit of the 

user This is the right principle . good quality 

and interchangeability with the maximum allow¬ 

ance, using the best available experience of 

experts, without detriment to the good taste of 

the public. The appearance of the taps may, 

of course, be improved by nickel-chrome, or 

cadmium plating, etc., but this has nothing to do 

with the workmanship of the parts and the quality 

of the material. 

Water taps are not exactly precision products, 

but they fulfil the demands of non-selective 

assembly. 

Non-selectlve Assembly 

However, there is another large range of 

products of exceedingly high accuracy where 
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non-selective assembly is a conditio sine qita non; 

it is the manufacture of high-quality watches. 

Fig. 141* shows the whole assembled watch and 

some single components all of which represent 

interchangeable spare parts, made in Switzerland, 

but applicable all over the world The finished 

parts are in no way adjusted prior to assembly. 

Figs. 142 (a) and (6) show some important parts, 

together with the tolerances which guarantee 

their non-selective interchangeability Taking 

into consideration that a good many parts are 

made on automatic screw machines using cemented 

carbides, e g for 900 to 1000 axles per grind, it 

IS clear that the setting-up of these machines an<l 

the sampling inspection of parts must be very 

well organized to ensure the high quality It is 

true that all pivots for the most important axles 

which run in jewel bearings and those for second¬ 

ary purposes which run directly in the brass 

plates are burnished to exact size as a last opera¬ 

tion, but again it is clear that this decisive 

operation done on a mass-production basis 

must be performed very carefully and controlled 

systematically. 

The " Ideal ” Valve 

The “Ideal” valve (Fig 143) for superheated 

steam was developed as a standard prototype 

with the intention not only of improving its 

function by creatmg an uninterrupted flow of 

fluid but also of making it particularly suitable 

for mass production. 

The stages of preparation were— 

1. Reduction of number of types. 

2 Reduction of number of components 

3 Reduction of transport by line-production. 

4. Well-balanced loading schedule of machines. 

5. Economic performance and application of 

time studies. 

6. Complete specification cards for each com¬ 

ponent. 
7. Minimum of inspection with perfect control 

of personnel and output. 

(1) The number of types were derived from the 

standard pipe diameters. In this case thirteen 

sizes were chosen, i.e. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 

14, 15, and 16 inches diameter. 

• “Montrea Longmes,’’ St. Inner, Switzerland. 

(2) The previous design had sixty-one parts per 

valve, altogether 13 X 61 = 793 parts. By a 

reasonable combination of the mam parts of two 

to three sizes, the total number could be reduced 

Fi« 142 Tolerancks of Watch Parts (lycrngineit) 
(Measured in mm) 

to 357 For example, the connecting fork (Fig. 

143 (6)) was now designed as a steel-casting 

without cores, and moulding machines were used 

in its manufacture The weight could be reduced 

by 32 lb as compared with the former design, and 

the same fork could be used for three diameters, 

e.g. for 8, 9, and 10 in. pipes Similar reductions 

were possible with other components All forgings 

were now drop-forgings made with 8 to 10 per cent 
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material allowance. All operations were made in 

jigs and fixtures, with self-locating surfaces. 

avoiding all marking operations. The special 

machine tools were adaptable for the turning, 

boring, and milling, etc., of a series of flanges. 

BesuU. The total time for manufacturing 200 

“Ideal” valves of the diflFerent sizes was .33.5,278 

min = about .5600 hrs after the rationalization, 

against 492,832 min = about 8200 hrs with the 

former design, corresponding to about 32 per cent 

savings in wages. At the same time a considerable 

reduction in overhead e.xpenses was obtained. 

The Standardization of Gasmeter-counters 

Fig. 144 shows an example taken from the 

manufacture of gasmeters. Ordinary domestic 

gas meters show by their counters the quantity 

consumed in cubic feet or cubic meters, recording 

by three to six figures, partly as decimals The 

same meter design is sometimes used for automatic 

performance using coins, the different values of 

which must be in direct relation to the measuring 

unit of the different countries, le cu ft, cu in., 

cu metre, litre, and arranged to use the sterling 

currency or the various decimal currencies 

(dollars, francs, roubles, marks, etc.) or special 

currencies such as the Indian (16 annas to one 

rupee) The meters indicate either with a flat 

dial or with cylindrical rollers, using either trains 

of wheels or counters with jumping figures, and 

all variations for different quantities and currencies 

must fit into the same general design of meters 

By practical standardization the number of the 

basic types was reduced from forty to four 

counters with the result that the whole manu¬ 

facture has been changed from small batches into 

mass production 

Service of Several Machines by One Man 

It is sometimes necessary to consider a single 

operation to be performed consecutively on a 

number of work-pieces by one operator (Fig. 14,5). 

As the figure shows, this can occur in three ways— 

(а) Where the operations {t) do not immediately 

follow each other, or when a certain interval (/) 

is required; 

(б) Where the operations follow each other 

without interruption, and 

(c) Where one man operates several machines 

or when one operation is begun, before the prior 

one is finished, overlap (O). 

Under (a) the total time (T) is greater than the 

sum of the individual times (t)\ T > 4<; with 

(6) it is precisely the same as the sum of the 
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to = 1 min, the machining time remains 

T^i — 2 min. The example proves that this is 

only possible if the reduction of the setting 

and clamping times is achieved by an improve¬ 

ment of the clamping method. Again the worker 

gets a higher bonus for the increased effort 

Similar considerations arise where more than three 

machines are operated by one worker. 

Fig. 147 (a-e) shows as a characteristic example 

the schedule of line manufacturing for production 

of ten four-throw crankshafts of a motor-car 

engine per day, when each of ten workers serves 

.several machines in completely balanced cycles. 

'Phe different diagrams illustrate— 

a Shape and size of four-throw crankshaft, 

b. Analysis of operators' (Nos. 1 to X) working 

time in hour per operation (Nos 1 to 35), 

r. Quantity manufacturing plan for finishing 

crankshafts: series of operations (Nos. 1 to 35) 
combined, 

d. Finishing plan series of operations Nos 1 

to .35 not combined , 

individual times. T = 4t \ and with (c) it is 

less : T < U. 

Which is the best way for one operator to serve 

more than one machine ^ The solution is fairly 

simple if the same work-piece is made on two or 

more machines, but it is complicated and some¬ 

times impossible if the pieces change continuously 

regardmg shape and material. 

Fig. 146 (a) shows the schedule 

e Working plan of every operator cycle per 

operator ^ 1 hour 

I to X operator’s No 

1 to 3.5. operation of m jc No 

7 80 . 
77— to —- hr. varying times per operation (4-2 
JUO JliO 

min to 48 min). 

(6) Ten operators are working (Nos. I-X). 

when two machines are operated by 

one man, making one type of piece. 

Machining time = 2 min; total 

setting time Tg = 2 min. Then the 

worker can iust set up one machine I7'r '-r—^—TTm—-1- 
while the second machine does the I , Macia 
machining. The total time is ^5+ch)^ ‘P rj—^. a ^ ^ ^ ^ 
but since Tg — the worker finishes Tm 2 ^ 2 Tm | MachJH 

two pieces in the same time T^j, so he 

gets paid only for one piece plus a 

bonus for his increased attention and 

efficiency. 

Fig. 146 (b) shows the schedule for 

serving three machines. For three 

machines the setting time is reduced 

7$ - Setting Time for (a) m 2 mins Ts -Tm- 2 mins 
ib) ■ 1 mm TM’‘2Ts~2mins 

Tm-Machining Time, (a.)-2mins 
ib) - 2 mins 

Fio. 146 
(а) Two Machines Operatetl by One Man. 
(б) Three Machines Operated by One man. 
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Fifty crankshafts form the batch, they have the 

numbers 1-50, the number of operations is 35. 

Fifty shafts are always in operation to balance 

the very different machining times. The times are 

measured in one hundredths of an hour beginning 

on Monday morning. 

Example . Operator I performs operation I to 

6 on crankshaft KW* 1-10, then he continues 

KW 11-20 in approximately = 18 hours, 

then he starts on shafts 21-30 and so on Opera¬ 

tor II works first at operations 7 and 8 of shafts 

KW 41 to 50 (these operations are fairly long 

— 48 mins), and he then continues KW 1-10 

from operator I, having finished operations 1 to 6 

in the meantime 

(('ompare (e) working plan of operators I to X ) 

Eventually operator X is finishing KW 41-50 

from the previous week 

(r) Here the whole .senes of o|>erations are 

combined to illustrate the collaboration of opera¬ 

tors Number of operator and numbers of opera¬ 

tion are allocated to the .same line , the number of 

crankshafts, e g from 1 to 20 is shown on the 

vertical ordinate 

(d) Those operations in the manufacture of 

the ten shafts which cannot conveniently be 

combined are shown singly, dependent upon time 

For the first ten crankshafts the lengths of time 

needed for each of the thirty-five operations 

are compared, eg operations 9—13 have the 

same length, consequently the lines are parallel 

with the same inclination; (compare working 

plan : operators III and IV). 

(e) The working plan for each operator gives 

the cycle time per operator which is ^ one hour 

The diagram combines the number of the opera¬ 

tors I-X, the number of operations and machines 

from 1-35, and the times peroperation in hour. 

The blocks are cross-hatched; inclination to 

the right means that the operator serves the 

machine, while inclination to the left shows 

that the machine is working without super¬ 

vision. 

* KW = Kurbelwelle (crankshaft) 

The schedule is a typical example of the diffi¬ 

culties involved and the clear understanding which 

is necessary for the planner to perform a balanced 

working cycle for ten operators with quite differ¬ 

ent single times per operation, yet combined in 

such a way that the idle and waiting times are 

practically nil. 

In this connexion there have been many recent 

discussions on whether any material economy has 

resulted from the use of flow-production instead 

of the usual batch-production methods. 

Fig 148 IS a diagram of work in process for 

parts of crankshafts, ten .sets per day being made 

Ill an automobile factory, which changed over 

from the previous small batch-production method 

of two to four sets per day to a type of “flow” 

production The first rectangle shows the large 

circulation of about 160 pieces for a daily delivery 

of ten shafts due to the longest finishing operation, 

including waiting and transport times 

The second rectangle shows the change-over to a 

kind of batch production, which reduced the num¬ 

ber of parts m progress, first to fifty, then to 

eighteen shafts per day By means of suitable 

chutes near the machine, served by the workman 

himself, waiting times and transporter labour were 

eliminated The total time needed to deal with 

the minimum number of circulating pieces now 

depends on the time for the longest operation, 

this being the bottleneck For instance, if parts 

had to be annealed or hardened, requiring an 

additional day or more, then the circulation of 

material must be increased accordingly In this 

case the theoretically de.sirable minimum of 

12 pieces = 10 + 20 per cent, for contingencies 

could not be reached, but a reduction from 160 to 

18 pieces, equal to 12 per cent of the former 

quantity was a remarkable success. 

This effect of moderate line production on the 

reduction of the circulation of material can in 

all cases be attained without large installations of 

special machines and tools, even in older shops 

when it can often be achieved by the elimination 

of intermediate transport. 

Also it is incorrect to think that fine production 

means in every case the installation of bands, 

chains, conveyors, and other complicated trans¬ 

port implements. The production engineer must 
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(b) Analysis of operators' 
working time 

^_begirming of week 

(C) Quantity manufacturing plan for finishing crankshafts 
(Series of operations combined) m hour from 

0 500 woo 1500 2000 2500 beginning of week 

'^and so on for 60 crankshafts 

(d) For comparison : finishing plan 
(Operation series not combined) 

500 woo 1500 2000 2500 3000 
hour from 

3500 beginning of week 

and so on for. BO crankshafts 
Fig. 147 

{Continued on foUounng page) 
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consider all known devices and pick out the most 

economic for his case 

For all parts, the design of which remains 

unchanged for a long time, and which can there¬ 

fore be manufactured m large quantities, specifica¬ 

tion charts are advisable (Fig. 149), showing in 

respect of each part all details needed for the most 

economic batch and mass production 

Advantages of Manufacturing in Batches 

(1) Perceptible savings both in setting-up and 

interest costs. 
(2) Scrap replacement unnecessary, because 

economic batches cover the set-back caused by 

i8a~(B40>) 

one or more scrap pieces and eliminate the very 

expensive and troublesome progressing of single 

pieces by the production control 

(3) Quicker assembly, shorter delivery. There 

IS no danger that important parts are missing in 

the sub-assembly and assembly departments 

(4) Clerical work Writing and calculating, 

particularly in the works production department, 

is considerably decreased. 

(5) Effective use of machines The increased 

batch number allows work previously done on a 

lathe to be done instead on a capstan or even on 
an automatic screw machine, 

(6) Psychological effect. The influence on the 
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mood and output of the workers when bigger 

batches are ordered is not to be under estimated. 

a 160 I I I 

b ^0 1 n 

c wcza 
d 12 na 

Fio 148 Dkcmkask of Numbkk of PiKi-ts 
WITH Impbovembnt or Manofactuke 

OF CllANKSHAFTa 

Columns to the rigiit of stroke mean additions 
of various interruptions. 

(а) Liong finishing time; long waiting and 
transport times; many pieces m progress. 

(б) Stages on the way to line-production; 
considerable savings through right arrange¬ 
ments Decrease of waiting an<i transport 
times. Mmall number of pieces in progress. 

(c) Real line-production every ph»ce al¬ 
ways in operation. Shortest possible waiting 
and transport times, minimum pieces in 
progress. Condition: fairly big batches 
Type and time of operation is the same in all 

Kev to Flo. 149 

Oper- 

No 
Description Machine Tool 

Hold on shank dia , rough turn 
large gear dia , rough turn cone 
dia , rough recess; face end and 

i No. 4 Capstan 

2 Locating with veo-blocks on shank 
centre other end 

Corona-horizontal 
Centring 

3 Hold on cone dia with centre at 
other end. Turn shank diae. 

Fay Auto 

4 Hold on big dia , locate with 
centre at rear, face end, face 
gear Turn gear dia., form cone, 
groove at back of gear dia , drill, 
bore, ream U -out and cham. 

No. 3 Auto. 

5 Lightly gnp on dog dia and locat¬ 
ing on front cone face. Thrust 
compt. back into jaws with 
centre, tighten jaws, face end to 
length using roller box for 
steady. Re-centre form U-cut 
and turn end dia., usmg runnmg 
centre for steady, screw end for 
gear cutting. 

No. 4 Capstan 

Oper- 

No. 
Description Machine Tool 

0 Locating between centres, drive 
M-itli carrier, locating on ilog dia. 
Turn 4 duis 

Small-Piece Lathe 

Thread milling, 25 mm din —1 5 P 
—L H thread 

Archdale Thrd 
Milt 

« Key seat U S Hand Mill 

9 Chuck on dog dia. Skim face. Solson Lathe 

10 Grind dia^ for gear-cutting (off 
centroa) 

6x12 Plain 
Grinder 

11 Cut teeth Fellows Gear 
Shaper 

12 Remove burrs Holbrook Shaver 

13 Chamfer tooth Piirkson 

14 Chuck on dog dm Remove threinl 
1 and chamfer 

Selsoii IrntliH 

15 1 Drill 7 holes ; Drill 

16 Mill 10 splines H & S Goar ('utter 

17 1 .Shave spiral gear Michigan Shaver 

18 I Inspect 

19 1 Carburize and harden 

20 1 Shot blow 

21 [ Straighten j Herbert Press 

22 1 Grind cone and 4 dius (off centres) lex 18 Churchill 
Plom grd 

23 Press in bush Drill 4—2 S din 
holes through 

Logan Air Press 
1 S R Drill 

24 Hold on gear dia bore buah H S A 6 X 12 

26 Lap spiral gear 1 Michigan Lap 

20 Inspect 
1 

Progressive Assembly 

Thorough and extensive time studies are 

necessary for real line-production of parts and 

progressive assemblies. Sometimes even motion 

studies can be recommended to ascertain the 

“cycle,” that is the balanced working time either 

for single operations or combined group-operations. 

For this purpose one must have a carefully laid-out 

schedule, which shows the operations singly and 
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dependent upon each other. The next step is to 

get a schedule of the possible working time of 

each operator for each operation. Finally it 

might be necessary to combine several operations 

if a single one is not long enough for the cycle or, 

vice versa, several operators may have to work 

at one working place in order to reduce the time 

needed for a single operation which is too long 

to fit into the selected cycle time. This creates 

the line-production schedule. Here pure theory is 

impossible. One must work on actual examples, 

because operators work differently and must be 

rearranged and balanced against each other 

until the best utilization of each place is ascer¬ 

tained Should the single work-piece be very 

complicated, and the number of operations (sec 

Fig 149) and the times per operation very different, 

then the establishment of a really sound line- 

production is difficult and sometimes impossible. 

In such cases the line-production is confined to 

the sub-assembly of finished parts and their final 

assembly into finished machines The progressive 

assemblies of motor cars and similar engines are 

well-known examples 

Fig 150 shows as an example the assembly line 

of a bicycle bell with a cycle of eleven seconds for 

Kk) I'll Ml r.r I'oNVKVos AsshMiiLv oh Small 
SpELn-corffThws 

(Nine-soconds cycle) 

the sub-assemblies and the finished bell Fig 

151 shows a belt-conveyor assembly of small 

speed-counters with a nme-.seconds cycle. 



CHAPTER XVI 

Maintenance and Repair 

The final inspection and testing of a new machine 

tool in the maker’s works is carried out by experi¬ 

enced fitters and inspectors, who have usually 

been engaged in the various stages of erection and 

are familiar with every part of the machine. 

Intimate knowledge of the machine and of the 

correct use of measuring instruments and finishing 

tools enable them to assemble the machine in 

such a way that errors in individual components, 

within their respective admissible tolerances, 

have a negligible effect upon the working accuracy 

of the machine as a whole 

In addition the user sends a representative who 

is capable of conducting the acceptance tests of a 

machine. He knows which limits must be rigidly 

adhered to and which may, in debatable cases, 

be relaxed so long as the machine produces work- 

pieces within the required limits of accuracy. 

Technical and Economic Importance 
of Maintenance and Repair 

The machine-tool maker of to-day frequently 

confines himself to the manufacture of certain 

classes of machine tools, perhaps even to a single 

class, such as lathes or milling machines. Neverthe¬ 

less he 18 himself a user of many types of machine 

tools. The quality and accuracy of the machine 

toob which he makes are directly dependent 

upon the quality and accuracy of the machine 

tools which he uses. Effective maintenance and 

repair are, therefore, of the highest technical and 

economic importance. The “Test Charts”* are 

the best guide to effective maintenance. 

Machine-tool repairers do not generally special¬ 

ize, as do machine-tool manufacturers. On the 

contrary, many repair shops deal with a wide 

variety of machines. Under such conditions it b 

essential to have at hand standards of tests and 

* TeaUng Machine Toole, by Q. Schleeinger, Mschinery 
Publishing Co., Ltd., London, 1946, Fourth Edition. 

acceptance based on long and specialized experi¬ 

ence with each individual class of machine tool. 

The acceptance charts are also useful for 

checking machines in use and for the inspection of 

machines after repair. 

To-day the machine-tool user expects to produce 

parts which conform to B.S.I. limits on machines 

operated by ordinary experienced workmen. 

There should be no necessity for special profes¬ 

sional skill to “off-set” faulty machines. For 

this reason inaccuracies due to the wear of the 

machine must not exceed certain limits. The 

machine must be watched, and worn or damaged 

parts replaced or repaired immediately 

Effective maintenance and jirompt repair are 

essential to steady production They act as 

preventives, eliminating those long and costly 

delays which inevitably occur when an important 

machine tool breaks down Emergency repairs 

will, indeed, always be unavoidable, precautions 

should be taken to avoid their repetition 

Maintenance is the act of maintaining, susten¬ 

ance, continuance, to maintain is to preserve, 

keep in state, continue. 

What Maintenance Involves 

Maintenance of machine includes— 

(1) Checking the accuracy of the finished work- 

piece. 

(2) The preparation and, if necessary, the 

assembly of the parts required for replacements. 

(3) Estimating the costs of the various items of 

the repair. 

(4) Directions to production foremen and work¬ 

men regarding the correct use of machine toob. 

(6) Repair or rebuilding of the whole machine. 

(6) Emergency repairs. 

Errors in work-pieces may appear a^fter a cer¬ 

tain time as a result of natural wear of machine 

parts. This, if noticed in time, can be remedied 

276 
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either by using the existing adjusting mechanism 

or by some small correction done after working 

hours. After a long period of work, or if over¬ 

worked, the machine must undergo a reasonable 

overhaul, preferably in accordance with a certain 

time schedule. 

Repairs 

The repair can either be restricted to replacing 

the worn-out or damaged parts or surfaces, or 

full power to maintain in good condition all 

machines used in the factory. The foreman and 

workmen must be carefully selected and instructed 

on the type of work they have to carry out. They 

must not only be able to work in accordance with 

fine tolerances, but must also be conversant with 

faults in construction and know how to remove 

them This must not be a department to which 

inefficient production workers are transferred 

In small workshops the inspection and repair 

Fm ll>2 Inspectio’ t Maintenance a 

can be extended to include the modernization of 

the entire machine by rebuilding. To be effective, 

rebuilding must be supervised by a machine-tool 

expert, who is capable of meeting the increased 

demands of our times (use of cemented carbides, 

negative rakes, etc.), by the inclusion of new bear¬ 

ings, hardened and ground spindles, new gears, 

better lubrication, facilities for the introduction 

of coolant, etc. 

We shall now consider the people who carry 

out the repair and the methods used 

The manager of the repair shop should be 

responsible to the chief engineer and should have 

are generally done by the same man. In big shops 

a special inspector works side by side with the 

workmen who are carrying out the repairs. In 

order to carry out the work, the only measuring 

instruments required are those already in general 

use for machine-tool inspection (Fig. 152). Of 

course, other tools are wanted for scraping, check¬ 

ing and measuring, as well as the special equip¬ 

ment which will be adapted to the particular 

demands of each machine. 

Besides the regular periodic inspection of the 

machines, they must be inspected as soon as they 

produce work-pieces which do not conform to the 
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required limits of accuracy Only when the 

reasons for such faults are known can they be 

remedied. 

When it is required to overhaul a machine, 

or to examine it with a view to overhaul, an over¬ 

haul sanction sheet should be made up embodying 

at least the following information*— 

Machine No 
Date 
Job. No 

MaCHINIS OVf.KJlAl L SANCTION KORM 

Description of machine 
Date purchaaod Price 
Present book value Present market value 
Coat of a new up-to-date machine of same type 

A brief statement to denote the relative production value of 
a now machine of the same typo 

Kepairs for last two years cost 
Repairs for current year cost 
Last overhaul cost Date 
Special reason for o\’erhaul 
extent of overhaul proposed 
Kstimated cost 
Remarks 
Length of time machine can be released for overhaul 

(Obtained from progreiH department) 

Overhaul sanctioned 

Technical and economic factors must be bal¬ 

anced before the repair or the rebuilding of a 

machine tool is sanctioned 

Maintenance and repair are important and 

active functions of the productive side of a works 

organization. Their aim is to maintain the 

productive efficiency of the equipment. They are 

best done actively, by anticipation, to prevent the 

delays which are inseparable when breakdown 

occurs 

How to Measure Accuracy in Machine 
Tools 

Acceptance test charts fulfil a three-fold purpose— 

(1) The final inspection and testing of a new 

machine tool. 

(2) The control and checking of machine tools 

in use for manufacturing operations. 

* “Maintenance of Machme Tools,” by J. W. Mallett, 
Journal of the InaMutum of ProducHon Engineers, March. 
1938, p 148 

(3) Erecting and inspection of reconditioned 

machine tools during and after repair 

(1) Makers and users use the same prescrip¬ 

tions, therefore, disagreement and friction between 

both regarding the limits of accuracy of machine 

tools are readily overcome by the use of the 

“acceptance charts.’’ The charts embody the 

basic requirements of both the “alignment” and 

the “performance” tests. 

(2) The control of working machine tools is 

done automatically every day by inspecting the 

finished work-pieces. Inaccurate work betrays 

faulty machines Output is decreased, the opera¬ 

tor cannot earn his usual bonus or any bonus at 

all. The workmen know very well which machines 

are good and which are not. They often ask: 

Can I not work at that machine ' Therefore, a 

systematic checking at least every half-year is 

recommended according to a definite schedule 

Small frequent repairs prevent breakdowns and 

expensive major repairs The acceptance test 

charts provide the means to detect in time any 

deviations beyond those |)ermissible. A complete 

alignment check, e g of a lathe, takes two hours 

by trained expert inspectors 

(3) Every factory has a repair department 

frequently connected with the toolroom according 

to its imjiortance and size Reconditioning or 

rebuilding should always be done according to a 

reasonable use of the acceptance tests, modified as 

necessary 

Before the inspector, the foreman, or the recon- 

ditioner examines the machine, he must have 

precise instructions regarding— 

(1) The correct shape, position and direction of 

motion of those parts of the machine tool which 

affect the accuracy of the work-pieces produced 

thereon. In the case of the lathe, for example, 

the shape of the spindle journal is very im¬ 

portant; it must run true and be of perfect 

cylindrical or taper shape. The position of the 

tailstock relative to the headstock is important • 

their axes must be in line. The direction of 

motion of the carriage must be parallel to the 

spindle. 

(2) The best methods of conducting the tests 

and how to use the tools and instruments required 

for testing. (See Fig. 152.) 
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Acceptance Test Charts 

The requirements of (1) are fulfilled by the 

“Acceptance Test Charts.” Each chart contains 

limits of error permissible in the shape, position, 

and direction of motion of those parts of the 

machine which affect the working accuracy In 

addition, the permissible tolerances of the work- 

piece are given in the performance tests at the 

end of each chart. These tolerances conform to the 

B.S.I. fits and limits. 

The requirements of (2) are supplied by this 

instruction which gives full information regarding 

the use of the measuring instruments concerned 

and details of the methods of conducting the tests 

(by principal sketches of shape and application). 

The test charts relating to any class of machine 

such as lathes, milling machines, etc., give the 

general structure together with the tolerances to 

which the various units, such as spindles, cross- 

slide, etc , must conform 

The general method of procedure followed in 

the charts is as follows— 

(1) The machine is set up and the principal 

horizontal and vertical planes and axes are checked 

with a spirit level. 

(2) The straightness, parallelism, and quality 

of the guiding and bearing surfaces of beds, 

uprights, and base plates are tested 

(3) The main spindle, as the fundamental 

element of the machine, is tested for concentricity 

(true running), axial slip, accuracy of axis, and 

position, relative to other axes and surfaces. 

(4) The movements of all the working compo¬ 

nents which generate the shape of the work-piece 

are then checked. 

(5) Working tests are conducted to determine 

whether the machine, as a whole, produces 

finished work-pieces within the specified limits 

of accuracy and without vibration marks. This 

general scheme is applicable to all machines 

(See Table XXXVIII, 1 to 13.) 

Sequence of Acceptance Tests 

(a) Accuracy of the machine itself. 

I. Levelling. 

II. Erecting and setting up. 

III. Testing guidance and movements. 

IV. Testing the main spindle and its relation 

to other important units and components. 

(6) Accuracy of the finished work-piece. 

(c) Speeds and power consumption. 

Levelling beds, base plates, tables, stands, etc , 

is the indispensable first basic operation in erecting 

and setting up machine tools. 

All new machine tools are manufactured at 

the maker’s on this basis. They are permanently 

and irreparably deformed by any redistribution of 

the weights of the different heavy sub-assemblies 

or parts on the bed, caused by their erection at the 

user’s works m a position different from that 

intended by the maker. If the floor is unstable, 

not even the most rigid machine tool would work 

satisfactorily either regarding dimensional accur¬ 

acy or still less regarding surface finish. Let us 

consider ordinary machine tools as examples 

(1) The fafhe bed is stationary, it carries the 

fast headstock and aligns the tailstock in any 

position to take up heavy work-pieces ; and forms 

the guide of the moving carriage for the tool. It 

is the simplest example of levelhng of a bed. 

(2) The heavy stationary bed of the grinding 

machine is the support for the comparatively 

light sliding work-table which carries headstock 

and tailstock of the machine and the work-piece, 

which may be very heavy, e.g. rolls It also 

carries the quick-rotating abrasive on a special 

carriage. It should be levelled on a rigid founda¬ 

tion, even if it is not clamped to it, to secure 

the correct function of the work-table with its 

equipment. 

(3) The work-table of a milliruj machine is a 

part which is always movable on an undercarriage 

or a bed. However, the plane and horizontal 

surface of the work-table in different character¬ 

istic positions guarantees the correct setting-up of 

the whole machine. 

(4) The heavy and usually long bed of the 

planing machine must be carefully levelled before 

it is grouted, because the very strong work-table 

with heavy and long work-pieces rests freely on 

the bed and must stand very heavy cuts sometimes 

of several tons, whereas the heaviest grinding 

force will not exceed 200 lb. Therefore, the work¬ 

table of the planer must be levelled again after 
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the correct horizontal position of the bed on its 

foundation has been secured. 

(5) The levelling operations on a horizontal 

boring machine are more complicated as this has 

a moving carriage oh the bed, a cross-slide on the 

carriage, and frequently a rotary work-table on 

top Because, unlike the lathe, the carriage 

carries the piece, which is often very heavy with 

eccentrically distributed weights, all bearing 

parts, i.e. bed, carriage, cross-slide, and work¬ 

table, must be levelled one to the other before 

accurate pieces can be finished on the machine 

(6) The base plate and column of a radial drill 

form a good example of a machine the base of 

which has no moving guide-ways, but serves only 

to take up the work-piece and to secure the per¬ 

pendicular direction of the bore The guide-way of 

the spindle rests on a column (which must remain 

with permissible small deviations) at right angles 

to the base plate when under load. 



CHAPTER XVII 

When is a Machine Old? 

An existing machine should be replaced by a new 

one if this can be bought for a price which ensures 

a greater profit as compared with that previously 

obtainable from the capital invested, when due 

consideration is paid to all technical and commer¬ 

cial aspects. 

The conditions, as expressed by the words 

“old,” “worn-out,” “used-up,” or “obsolete,” are 

not defined by the number of years a machine tool 

has been in service, but rather by the quality and 

quantity of the work produced on it Thus a 

machine may be “young” in years, but “old” as 

regards efficiency, whereas another, although 

“old” in years, may still be reasonably efficient 

The answer to the question as to how long a 

machine tool can usefully perform productive 

work depends on the class of machine, its design, 

the price which was originally paid for it, the 

period during which it has been run in service and 

the overhead cost which it involves 

The shop superintendent will replace a machine 

onlj’- if he is sure that the substitute will offer 

advantages as regards: (1) greater productivity. 

(2) a higher degree of working accuracy, (3) 

reduced production cost 

It should be borne in mind, however, that the 

full economic advantages can be obtained only 

from such machine tools as are kept permanently 

employed. Thus it is essential that the produc¬ 

tivity of the machine should be in accordance 

with the demand for the goods produced on it. 

The Time Factor 

In order that the economic problems entailed 

may be fully understood, it is necessary to follow 

the technical development of high-speed produc¬ 

tion in modem shops. Regarding the time factor, 

distinction must be made between (1) setting-up 

times; (2) work clamping and unclaniping times; 

(3) actual cutting times; and (4) time lost 

due to unavoidable interruptions and unforeseen 

troubles 

Setting-up, Clamping, and Unclamping 

Let us first consider the setting-up and the 

clamping and unclamping times which, together, 

may account for from 20 to 90 per cent of the total 

production time, depending on the nature and 

size of the work. In the case of small components, 

these idle times may be reduced by using mechan¬ 

ical, pneumatic, or hydraulic rapid-clampmg 

devices, whereby savings of some 10 per cent are 

not infrequently effected. (See page 254 ) If 

quick-acting clamping devices are installed sub¬ 

sequently on old machines, they should be chosen 

to suit each individual case Although such 

subsequent installation may be practicable in 

many cases, it is comparatively seldom that it is 

actually done. 

Cutting Time 

As regards the actual cutting times, an attempt 

should be made to bring the construction of the 

machine into conformity with the cutting proper¬ 

ties of the tools so that these times are lessened. 

Choice of a Machine 

The choice of the machine depends primarily 

on the number of pieces to be produced. Thus 

the ordinary centre lathe is used for batches of 

from one to five pieces, whereas lots of from three 

to two hundred pieces should be machined on the 

turret lathe, and for still greater quantities the 

automatic lathe should be used. (See pp. 240—245.) 

Quantity Production 

For quantity production semi- or fully-auto- 

matic machines, multi-cut lathes and multi- 

spindle automatics should be employed. With 
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these machines it is possible to effect considerable Variety Production 

savings in time, and consequently to reduce Much more difficult is the problem of purchasing 

costs. machine tools for those firms concerned with the 

Makers of telephones, wireless sets, typewriters. production of a wide variety of different work, 

watches, and similar products frequently require each part being made in small serial lots, 

as many as 10,000 of certain parts per day. If a The present period of tool development is about 

firm can maintain this output during two hundred to revolutionize shop equipment, the improved 

efficiency of modern plant 

being clearly evident from the 

greatly increased production 

rate, as shown in Fig. 153. 

In fifty years production per 

single tool regrind has been 

increased from nine to more 

than seven hundred pieces. 

We are thus compelled to 

consider the question “When 

is a machine old ? ” from 

quite a different point of 

view. 

The Commercial View 
In most cases the answer 

to this question is given by 

book-keepers and accountants 

They fix the percentage to be 

depreciated, they determine 

the repair cost for each ma¬ 

chine, and draw attention to 

the necessity of replacing it 

if the depreciated value i.s 

reduced to zero, or if the 

repair costs have grown in- 
Fio 153. Dkvklopment of Production Rate by Improved Tools admissibly high 

days of the year, it should not be difficult to de¬ 

cide whether or not to buy a machine for £3,00(1 

because for one year’s production of 200 x 

10,000 = 2,000,000 pieces, the allowance for 

depreciation would be only 0-072d. per piece if 

the machine were kept in use for five years (£600 

per year as depreciation). 

Obviously, under such conditions, a high- 

production machine will always pay, and the 

salesman will readily be able to convince his 

customers as to the desirability of purchasing 

the machine on the ground of its economy and 

profitability. 

The Depreciation Rate 

The rate of depreciation is generally fixed by 

striking a balance The greater the rate of 

depreciation the smaller will be the earnings. 

This is a disadvantage to the shareholders. If 

too high a rate is chosen the zero value of the 

equipment will be reached relatively quickly, 

but afterwards the earnings will increase to a 

corresponding extent. 

The accounting basis, however, is by no means 

the only one on which to decide whether or not a 

machine is to be replaced, and again we may ask 

the question “When must a machine be replaced ? ’’ 
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irrespective of the amount by which its value has 

been written down. 

The answer to this question will be different 

according to whether the matter is viewed from 

the technical or economic standpoint. The 

commercial attitude depends on the rate of depre¬ 

ciation, the technical attitude on the standard 

of working accuracy of the machine, and its 

productive capacity. 

As regarded from the commercial point of view 

the ‘'life ” of a machine is estimated for the purpose 

of creating a reserve fund, whereby the machine 

may be replaced by a new one when it is worn 

out. This fund, of course, can only be drawn from 

the manufacturing earnings The establishment 

of depreciation funds is regulated by law in some 

countries In all countries, however, laws pre¬ 

scribe the amount for depreciation which may be 

included in the balance sheet, even though it is 

not obligatory for the money to be put aside for 

this purpose 

The amount by which the value is written 

down depends on the estimated life of the machine, 

which varies from two to eight years for a multi¬ 

spindle automatic and may be as much as thirty 

yeans or more for a heavy crankshaft-turning 

lathe having a capacity for work ten feet in dia¬ 

meter and fifty feet in length 

There are shops in which even to-day reasonably 

economic operations are carried out on heavy 

lathes built in 1900 and operated ^y skilled men 

This leads to the question of the Theoretical life, 

as against the useful or practical life, the former 

being determined by the ledger and the latter by 

technical requirements, such as smoothness of 

surface finish, accuracy, cheapness, and rapidity 

of production. 

The only decisive factor influencing the replace¬ 

ment of a machine, as regarded from the point of 

view of the manager, will be whether or not the 

machine is able to do profitable work or to pay 

dividends The superintendent, however, holds a 

somew’hat different opinion in so far as he wishes 

to keep in touch with the latest developments and 

to try out the most up-to-date machinery and 

tools. The board of directors, on the other 

hand, looking for profits and afraid that any 

expenditure on new machine tools may lessen 

the surplus earnings, may not sanction such 

purchases. 

The Life of a Machine Tool 
What is a reasonable life for a machine tool ? 

At least ten years might be the rule. Many firms, 

however, use their equipment for twenty and 

more years by utilizing both old and new machines. 

A new rigid precision machine tool loses its work¬ 

ing accuracy if it is employed for taking both 

roughing and subsequent finishing cuts. After 

one or two years, the initial working accuracy 

may be lost, the machine although .still strong and 

rigid, requiring extensive servicing until, after 

a lapse of say eight years, it must be relegated to 

the ranks of the second class, and finally, it may 

be reconditioned at fairly high expense. 

The Effect of Overhauling 

Owing to repeated overhauling, the quality 

of the machine will decline and the material will 

be subject to fatigue stresses and wear out more 

and more so that finally its useful life is finished 

A complete reconditioning is not worth while 

unle.ss m the meantime the efficiency of the small 

tools has been unproved considerably, for example, 

as regards (1) the cutting power, (2) the cutting 

speed 

In both ca.ses the machine tools have to be 

redesigned to meet the requirements Thus, for 

(1) power increased strength of frames, spindles, 

gears, etc., is necessary, while for (2) speed 

the introduction of improved bearings and lubri¬ 

cating systems, hardened and ground gears, etc , is 

necessary 

The decisive factors governing the redesign 

are the need for absorbing the increased cutting 

forces m the first case, and of controlling vibration 

and wear in the second case. 

Cemented Carbide Tools 

The modern high-speed production methods 

using cemented carbide tools and negative rakes 

(see page 181) have revolutionized the nature of 

the shop equipment within the past five years 

Although they will withstand the increasing 

cutting forces, the older designs of machme 

tools do not lend themselves to the high-cutting 
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speeds without considerable modifications. These 

inefficient machines do not compare favourably 

with modem types. 

The Answer to the Question 
It is now possible to give a definite answer to 

the question “When is a machine old?” both in 

the technical and commercial sense. 

The Technical Problem 

Regarding the technical side of the question, 

the design of modem machine tools is such that 

the cutting properties of the improved tools can 

be utilized to their full extent. By way of an 

example, the considerations to be taken into 

account in the problem of replacing an old machine 

by an efficient high-duty machine will now be 

discussed. 

Let us assume that a machine tool and its 

equipment is ten years old, built for high-speed 

tools. The pre-war price of the new machine was 

£500 and the present depreciated value is £200 

On quantity production, the machine is in opera¬ 

tion during eight hours of the ordinary working 

day but, e g. 44 hours per week; the total time 

per piece being thirty minutes, giving a total pro¬ 

duction of 44 X 2 = 88 pieces per week. This 

output will change with the number of working 

hours per week. 

With an up-to-date machine operating with 

modem tools of the cemented-carbide type, the 

same piece might be finished within fifteen min¬ 

utes. Assume that the initial cost of the new 

machine, including tooling, is £1500, that is to 

say 7-5 times the depreciated value of the old 

machine. Suppose, moreover, that the old machine 

could still be used for an additional ten years, 

and that the new machine is to be depreciated or 

written off within ten years. 

The operator of the old machine may earn 

28. lOd. per hour, while the rate of pay of the 

operator of the new metchine on account of its 

increased speed is 3s. 2d. The rates are calculated 

as follows— 

1. Basic wage, 28. 6d. plus 15 per cent = 28. lOd. 

2. Basic wage, 28. 0d. plus 25 per cent = 38. 2d. 

The overhead on the labour cost is 160 per 

cent for the old machine and at 165 per cent for 

the new machine, which involves increased over¬ 

head because of its higher power consumption and 

inspection costs. 

Let us ascertain whether the reduction in 

wages cost will justify a replacement of the old 

machine. Referring to Table LVIII, this shows 

that, although the amount of depreciation to 

be charged against each piece made on the new 

machine is about four times as high as that for 

the same produced on the old machine, and 

although the overhead is 10 per cent higher 

(165 per cent instead of 150 per cent), the produc¬ 

tion cost is, nevertheless, reduced by Is. per 

piece This represents a reduction of cost of 

33 per cent. 

In the second part of the Table, under the 

heading B, the comparative selling prices are cal¬ 

culated including the cost of the material It will 

be seen that a profit of Is 8d. = about 25 per cent 

will be obtained with the new machine on account 

of the reduced production costs, whereas with the 

old machine, the profit is 6d =7-7 per cent 

This study is the more important because it is in 

connexion with small- and medium-sized machine 

tools that the greatest improvements in design 

have taken place and in the majority of cases 

such machines are well adapted for high-speed 

cutting and rapid work-clamping With these 

machines it is actually possible to reduce the total 

floor-to-floor times to one-half or even to one-third 

as compared with the times formerly required. 

The increased speeds of which modern tools are 

capable necessitate powerful driving motors and 

designs which will resist vibration, and it is 

partly for these reasons that many relatively new 

machines have become obsolete. Both technical 

and economic considerations determine whether a 

manufacturer should replace his machine or not. 

The main requirement in purchasing a machine 

tool can be briefly summed up as follows: The 

machine must be capable of manufacturing 

interchangeable parts at low production costs 

despite increased wage rates or shorter working 

hours. There are also other points to be taken into 

account, as for example, the possibility of manu¬ 

facturing the work-piece complete on the one 

machine, the size of serial batches or quanti¬ 

ties, tolerances, surface-finish, work-chucking and 
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loading devices, and hoists Cost control, although 

of importance in determining the various elements 

of cost, cannot alone ensure economy m manufac¬ 

turing. Only by the practical use of suitable 

machines and adequate tooling can cheapness of 

production be obtained, provided that, simul¬ 

taneously, the setting-up and work-clamping times 

are reduced to a minimum Frequently, idle times 

still exceed, the actual cutting times. 

It is on this basis that machines should be 

continually improved and replaced, regardless of 

their age, as soon as new machines are developed 

which will produce work more economic than the 

older types 

TABLE LVIll 

A C!ost Comparison (Excluding Material) 

OM Machine 
Hook \alue of old machine 
Production time per piece 
Machine life (still) 
Wage rate 
Depart mental overhead cost 

£200 
30 min 
10 years 
2s. lOiI 
ISO^o 

Mew Mill h me 
New machine 
ProiJiiction time per piece 
Machine life (total) 
Wage rate 
Departmental overhead cost 

£1.500 
1.5 mm 
10 years 
3s 2<1 
18.5% 

Labour cost for 30 min at 2s lOd per hour Is .5d 
Depreciutioii of machine per piece 

Book value, £200 — 4000 shillings 
10 years of 50 weeks of 44 hours — 22.000 hours 
iiViMui — 2 2d per hour, thus for i hour I Id 

Overhead, 150 per cent on labour cost (Is 5d ) 2s I 4d 

Cost per |)iece 3s Tpl 

Labour cost for 15 min at .3s 2d per hour OJd 
Depreciation per piece— 

Value of new machine, £1500 = 30.000 shillings 
10 years of .50 weeks of 44 hours = 22,000 hours 
• <ooS ~ Is 4d per hour, thus for i hour about 4d 
Overhead, 165 per cent on O^d Is 4d 

Cost per piece 2s .5Jd 
Reduction 31 per cent (compared with 3s 7Jd Is 2il 

38 Tjd 

B Selling Price 6s 6d. (Including Material) 

Ohl Mai h me Mew Machine 
Production per 44 hours, 44 x 2 pieces 
Manufacturing costs per pie< e 
Coat oi material 
Profit per piece. 7 7 ,)er cent 

Production per 44 hours, 44 x 4 pieces 
Manufacturing costa per piece 
Cost of material 
Profit per piece, 2.5 per cent 

■Selling price 

Profit on 176 pieces at Is 8d = 2».3a 
Profit on 176 pieces at 6d. = 88s 

Increase of profit per week — 205s = 

176 pieces 

6s 6d 

£10 3 



CHAPTER XVIII 

The Plant 

No WORKMAN can do his daily work continuously, 

properly, and quickly, unless his working place is 

prepared for the work. Just as the housewife 

arranges for the efficient working of her home, so 

should the managing director see to the “house¬ 

keeping” of his business He should ask himself- 

Is my factory managed with the same efficiency 

as I expect to find in my home i Do I arrange the 

costing of my internal orders correctly, and do I 

control them as quickly, promptly and as carefully 

as I control my profitable production orders ? 

In a good many cases the answer will be: “No.” 

Neither are repair orders properly clarified nor is 

their execution always in really reliable and expert 

hands, nor will the result of the repair always 

be checked as to their quality and durability and 

still less as to their cost. 

The Size of the Repair Department 

What proportion does the repair department 

bear in size to the ordinary workshop* The 

author found in a copper and brass mill of 3000 

workmen, 290 non-productive workers (plumber, 

carpenter, builder, electrician, repair fitter, etc ). 

In a textile works of 600 workers there were 80 

non-productive workers as defined above, in a 

second textile works with 1200 workers there were 

110 non-productive; in a big rubber factory of 

3500 workers there were 360 non-productive, in 

a works making chandeliers, electric fires and 

heaters, etc., there were 900 productive and 100 

non-productive workers. According to these 

figures it seems that in many factories an average 

of 10 to 12 per cent of the productive workers are 

required for repair and similar work. That is 

sufficient to justify a systematic ordering system 

and simple but clear costing methods which must 

be adapted from case to case, and to size and diffi¬ 

culty of the internal work, so as to avoid the 

reproach of over-organization. 

A Telephone Factory 

The example of the telephone and telegraph 

factory will establish the technical question of 

this problem in detail. (See Fig. 7 ) 

The situation of the factory was carefully 

chosen with railway and canal facilities for the 

supply and dispatch of raw material and products. 

The buildings are well adapted to the manufac¬ 

turing process and the departments incorporate 

the flowing sequence of operations The internal 

transport is done by trucks, lifts, cranes and 

conveyors, the current for the power, light, tele¬ 

phone, telegraph, etc , is taken from the city 

supply of 6000 volts Its transformation and 

distribution to the users at 100 to 800 volt A C. 

and 100 to 300 volt D C is done at a central sub¬ 

station The steam for heating, cooking, and 

drying is supplied from the firm's boiler house, 

from which is also controlled the entire water 

distribution of the factory for drinking and other 

purposes, taken partly from the town supply and 

partly from the firm’s own wells which were 

necessary as a precaution against fire risks. 

Fresh-heated air is distributed by a correctly- 

designed ventilating plant, which at the same 

time removes vapour, gas, and dust, etc , from 

the electro-plating plant, the hardening de¬ 

partment, the kitchen, and from several floors 

of the eight-storey building, thus improving 

working conditions especially where they are 

likely to suffer through the presence of noxious 

fumes. 

In this enumeration we have shown the extent 

of work of the plant engineer- i.e (1) transport; 

(2) power, light, telephone; (3) heat economy; 

(4) supply and drainage of water, fire protection ; 

(5) ventilation ; (6) human welfare. 

All these duties must be fulfilled in such a way 

that the production itself may flow uninterrupted. 

They are performed inconspicuously, and with 

286 
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the smallest expenditure in man-power and 

money. This is a big task and in some factories, 

especially those which depend so much on the 

reliable working of the plant, e.g. in the oil 

refinery or other big chemical works, the manager 

of the internal plant holds the position of direc¬ 

tor, for without him the “household” could not 

work. 

No doubt, the proper provision, layout, and 

maintenance of plant is the first essential for an 

easy and effective handling. All piping for 

steam, gas, water, acid, compressed air and water, 

power cables and telephone lines must be easily 

accessible, on the ceiling or in special ducts, so 

that a simple survey suffices to confirm that they 

are in good working order. Here again we find 

that those installations which are technically 

efficient also conform to the requirements of the 

costing system and facilitate the performance 

of this work weekly or monthly according to 

the organization. If we refer to our Tables of 
departmental overhead Nos. XI to XIII. we see 

that all departments need transport, power, 

water, heat, and sometimes gas, in quantities 

varying considerably according to the season, 

and it depends on the layout of the factory 

whether the determination of each department’s 

consumption can be read correctly from a simple 

meter, without elaborate calculation with its 

attendant risks of error 

The Plant Engineer 

In a well-kept factory a plant engineer has a 

big but very satisfying job, and, from the depart¬ 

mental returns relating to internal orders, he has 

a continuous written control of his activity 

always before his eyes This provides a simple 

method of tracing mistakes by means of active 

statistics and tends to eliminate them By this 

procedure the number of operators working in the 

plant department, and particularly the repair 

fitters, can be automatically decreased. In one 

case they were reduced from 10 to 8 per cent and 

in another to even 5 per cent of the productive 

workers, a decrease which increases working 

profit, improves maintenance efficiency at lower 

costs, and provides for the early replacement of 

plant, when necessary. 

19—IB402) 

The Repair Gang 

It also reflects considerably to the credit of the 

repair gang : men who are so often, and so unjusti¬ 

fiably characterized as craftsmen of an inferior 

grade The opposite ought to be the case. The 

repair fitter, builder, and plumber, etc , are work¬ 

ing on necessary yet not very satisfying tasks. 

They have not made the machines, jigs, tools, etc , 

to be repaired, but they must repair things that 
others have damaged or destroyed; this kind of 

work has little stimulus, and the payment is 

seldom high. Piece-work cannot be introduced, 

because (1) generally the amount of work to be 

done cannot be correctly estimated beforehand, 

(2) the work cannot be hurried up by an incentive, 

because the inspection of the finished work is 

difficult and repair work must bo of good quality, 

yet quickly done, (3) frequently the worker can¬ 

not be controlled by his foreman, because the 

repair foreman has to send, say, 30 workers all to 

different remote places where they can be con¬ 
trolled only by perhaps the foreman of the depart¬ 

ment. who may not be an expert on the job to be 

done (say, a motor or ventilator to be repaired). 

Repair fitters work, therefore, on hourly rates, 

with a bonus for diligence and quality , they must 

be trained capable craftsmen, reliable and inde¬ 

pendent, working without inspection or control, 

and who should have as their single aim the 

quick yet careful repair of a machine broken 

down. 

The basis of costing is, of course, the hour. The 

workman attends eight hours per day which he 

allocates in the evening to the order or orders on 

which he has worked, any deviations from abso¬ 

lute accuracy will be small and the workmen’s 

time must be paid in every case, regardless of its 

allocation. A certain check can be done from 

times given by the foreman. 

The Materials Used 

The determination of the materials used is also 

important, this being booked as far as possible 

against the jobs on which it has been used. For 

a big repair one should make correct drawings and 

parts lists and an approximate tender, but no exact 

pre-calculation because repairs change from hour 

to hour. For small repairs the reliable man in 
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charge of it may make up a statement of the 

material wanted, enter a note of it on a material 

collection sheet, which may be checked by his 

foreman, and will, of course, always be checked 

after the work is finished, so that material and 

wages are known immediately the repair is done, 

and when the man who ordered the repair has 

accepted it as satisfactory. Now the circle is 

closed. The whole costing of repair can be 

shown in the departmental overhead sheet as an 

independent cost bearer and ought to be done 

with the minimum of personnel. In a works of 

760 workmen, one accountant was occupied 

about half a day on costing for the repair gang m 

75 to 80 men; both for ordinary indirect labour 

and internal orders. By this system the works 

manager can obtain any day the costing of some 

repair which is of special interest to him. If the 

plant department is well organized, the costing 

18 simple, quick and accurate. If it is organized 

in an inferior manner it is very often impossible 

to have any costing at all. 
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Abrasiveness, 125, 136 
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Acceptance— 
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tests, 276 

Account numbers, 75 
Accpuntancy, 4 
Accountancy control, 109 
Accounting— 

machines, 58, 108, 111, 112, 118 

Accuracy of dunensions, 210 
Accurate holes, nvanufacture of, 246 
Adaptor, 172 
Additional costs, 77, 79 
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Administration, 77, 92, 108 
Agruultural machinery, 6 
Air-blast, 179 
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card index, 46 
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Allowance, 210 
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work, 31 
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material, 77, 80 
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method, 58 
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key, 175 
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Balanced cycles, 208 
Balancing machine, 217 
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Bata system, 67 
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drive, 203 

Bonus system, 61 
Bottom tap, 167 
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Brush surface analyser. 220 
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Butt-welded tools, 156 
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Capital account, 76, 80 
Carborundum wheel, 161 

Cast-iron parts, 53 
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Centralized administration, 118 
C-entrelesH griiulmg, 189 
Centring, 233 
Ceramic bond, 186 
Chamfer, 167 
Chatter, 144, 187, 225 
Chatterless dnish, 209 
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I Chip— 

breaker grooves, 160 
i formation, 150, 159, 173, 226 
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' Chipless forming, 22.5 
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Chutes, 269 
Circulation chart, 43 
Clamping, 281 
Clamping times, 268 
Classes of materials, 47 
('lassification in store, 46 
Clearance lands, 150 
Clerical recording, 12 
Cloi k card. 74 
('loth, 6 

I Common ratio, 200, 208 
t'omparison of two different processes (lathe/capstan) 

(irullmg/pluning), 239-4.5 
Connecting fork of Ideal valve, 266 

I Continuous laboratory control, 41 
' Control— 
I anil hanilling of material, .54 
I iKiard, 105 
I of quality. 46 
I of speed, 206 
1 ('on version— 

factors (A S M K ), 156 
tables, 202 

Conveyors, 32 
Coolants. 127, 141, 148, 149, 1.52, 187 
Co-operation system, 68 

I Copper and brass mill, 14-16 
I Correlation of storage period, 251 
I Cost 

anil accounts ilepartment:, 54, 7.5 
I'ompanson (old/ncw machine), 28.5 

I -finding, 11 
sheets, 75 

' t'oRting, 3, 4, 75, 94. 108, 113 
1 Costing the material, 57, 58 
I Crankshaft, 268. 270, 271 
I Cratering, 1.50 
I Critical point, 89 

Cross fe^, 184 
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Crucible factory, 14, 114 
, Crush dressing. 189 
i Cup wheels, 191 
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; grindmg, 179 
I nm-out, 179 
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Cutting—• 
efficiency, 186 
fluid, 146, 148 
forces, 186, 192, 199, 204 
pressure, 209 
resistance, 125 
speeds, 126, 128, 132, 1.37, 

204 
tune, 281 
tools, 165 

141, 142, 147, 153. 192, 198, 

Cycles per second, 208 
Cycle-tune, 272, 275 
Cylinder blocks, 32 
Cylmdrical grinding. 187, 195 

Danukr spots, 259 
Degree of activity, 86, 90 
Delivery system, 49, 56 
Departmental— 

oncost, 4, 77 
overhead. 78. 89, 288 

Depreciation rate, 77, 282 
Depth of cut, 144, 205 
Destruction of carbide-tip]>ed toot, 203 
Detached cost, 251 
Determination of machinabihty, 136 
Development, high speetl, of tools, 282 
Dial gauge, 277 
Diamond— 

boring-bar, 162 
dresamg, 190 
grmding, 161 
lathes, 222 
stylus, 221 
tool holder, 162, 163 

Dies, 166 
Diesel engines, 6 
Direct— 

labour, 76, 108 
material, 108 

Disintegration of emery wheel, 186 
Dispatch, 4, 15 
Dispatch of finished goods, 20 
Distributable costs, 77 
Distribution Sheet II. 81 
Double-blade reamer, 247 
Down-milling, 172 
Drawmg— 

instruments, 6 
office, 4. 43, 192 

Drilling— 
holes, 233, 234 
tests for deep holes in Elektron, 153, 164 

Drop-forgmgs, 62 
Drying equipment, 20, 23 
Djmamometer, 3-oomponent, 136 

Economic— 
administration (costmg), 117 
batches, 250, 271 
control, 3, 92, 108 
feed. 144 
manufacturmg comparisons, 240—6 
results of grmdmg, 191 
speeds, 143, 198, 202 
tool life, 129, 154, 237 
use of plant, 237 

Economical valuation and control of labour, 72 
Effect of milling an arbor, 176 
Effective use of machine tools, 192 
Efficiency of lathe, 205 

Electrical— 
and mechanical instruments, 24 
instrument works. 14 

Electromotors, 6 
Electronic control, 189 
Elmulsion, 148 
Even surface, 217 
Executive, 92 
Experience, 229 
Exploitation ol fuel oil, 10 
External invoices, 77 

Face milling, 171. 179 
Face of dulled tool, 150 
Factory— 

costs, 76, 91 
' fundamental elements, 9 
I management, 3 
I office, 73 

planning, 3 
Fatigue allowance, 231 
Feed and depth scratches, 219 
Feeds and speeds, 147, 166, 175, 205 
Feeds of high-speed steel drills, 16.5 
Fetch system, 56 
Fine grinding, 224 
Fimshability, 125 
Finish— 

! -planing, 239 
1 -turning lathe, 193 

Finished parts, 59 
' Finishing tests, 208 

First-in, first-out, 58 
I Fits — 
‘ clearance, 212 
I close. 168 
i interference, 212 
' transition, 212 
I Fittings, 6 
I Fixed overhead. 85, 89 

Fixtures, 180, 254 
I Floor inspection, 259 
I Flow— 
I of material, 36 

production, 269 
Flowing assembly plant (Cowley), 31 
Flutes, 168 
Flywheel, 177 
Flywheel turning and boring, 248 
Folluwing-up of orders, 92 
Forces of the milling cutter, 174 
Form grinding, 189 
Foundiy (coatings), 6 
h’rame spirit level, 277 
Free— 

-cutting steels, 127 
fit, 108 

Functional principle, 92 
Functions— 

of management, 5 
of stores, 66 
of works production department, 73 

Gantt control, 92, 102 
Gasmeter— 

counters (flat dial), 266 
(oylmdrical rollers), 266 

Gear-cutting machines, 198 
General adimmstration, 82 
Grade of wheel, 184 
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Grinding — 
oils, 151 
of tools, 161 
slide ways, 191 
times (measuring, strokes), 188, 237 

Grit selection, 190 
Group— 

payment, 66 
time study, 232 

Giudin^— 
bushings, 256 
surfaces, 191 

Handling— 
of materials, 14 
time, 229 
yam, 38 

Heat— 
absorption, 148 
balance, 181 

Heavy machine tools, factory of, 14 
High-speed stool, 146, 202, 205 
Honing, 151, 221, 224 
Horizontal boring machine, 196, 256, 280 
Horse-power (grinding), 186 
Hoiu-ly rates, 60, 66, 71, 76 
Hydro-copying lathe, 262 

Incentives— 
comparison, 61 
aysteins, 71 

Incoming material, 46 
Indirect— 

cost, 76 
labour, 108 
material, 108 

In-feed, 187 
Influence ot batch and method, 246 
Inspection of operation, 93 
Insurances, 77 
Integral accounting, 114 
Interchangeability, 237 
Interdepartmental transport, 95 
Interests, 77 
Interlerence fits, 212 
Internal— 

grinding, 187, 189 
orders, 77, 80 
transport, 15, 92 

Interval, 266 
Iron and steel works, 14, 34 
Issue of material, 46 

Jig borer, 256 
.Tigs, 254 
Jigs and fixturos, economy of, 267 
Job cards, 108 

Kevs of distribution, 77, 84, 89 

Laboratory, 46 
Labour— 

and machine record charts, 103 
problems, 4, 60, 109, 110, 113 

Lapping, 161, 221 
Lappmg machmes, 224 
Lapping valve stems, 224 
Lathe— 

tests, 139, 279 
tool with negative back-rake, 182 

Layout— 
chart, 103 
of operation, 16 

l.«dger card, >56 
l.«gislative, 92 
Length— 

margins, 52 
tolerances, 215 

Life of a machine tool, 283 
Light and medium machine tools, 14, 29 
Light-slit photosection, 220 
Limits, 210 
Line production, 261 
List of manufacturers, 49 
Load chart, 103 

i Loadmg and progress, 100 
I l,ocating surface, 259 
I Locomotives— 
! maniitactiire, 100 

planning schedule, 101 
I Lost time. 231 
j Lubricant, 126 

I Machinabilitv, 123 
I Ma< hinability tester, 135 

Maihine - 
-hour method, 84 

I loadmg, 92 
I taps. 167 
I Machine too! factory— 

heavy, 27 
I light and mediiun, 29, 30 
] Machine tool under load, 208 
I Machine tools, 6 
I Machining — 

equipment, 17 
! index, 1.30, 132, 205 

I Maintenance, 276 
' Management, 4, 7, 92 
j Management and production control, 94 

Manual bookkeeping. 58, 108 
Manufacture, 4, 48, 94 

I Manufacturing coats, 84 
I Manufacturing in batches, 271 
I Mass production, 261, 265, 273 

Material— 
I accoimtancy, 57 
I allowance, 128 
I bulkiness of. 15 

cost sheet, 68 
feeding of, 15 
inspection, 48 
management, 42 
path tlirough factory, 8 
removal, 187 
standanls, 47 
tool, 141 

Materials, 4. 110, 113, 129, 144 
Materials of secondary importance, 48 
Materials problem, 14 
Mechanics lapping, 224 
Medium fit. 168 
Moehamte process, 140 
Metal removal, 160 
Meters. 266 
Micro-finish, 221 
Micro inch, 217 
Millmg— 

arbor, 173, 174 
cutters, 171 
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M illing—(Cant'd) 
nomenclnture, 177 
machine, 196, 279 
ratefixmg for, 233 

Mmimiim batch number, 237 
Money factors, 74 
Monthly cost, 80 
Morse taper, 172 
Motion study, 64, 232 ^ 
Motor-car— 

factory (critical point), 90 
works, 31 

Motor cars, 6 
Motor slip, 2U8 
Multiple— 

dnllmg machines, 259 
fixture, 259 

Multi-point tools, 155, 223 

Neoxtive rake— 
angles, 159, 180. 182 
millmg, 181 

Night shifts, 74 
Nomenclature, 49 
Non-ferrous castings, 53 
Non-protluotive wages, 80 
Non-seleetive— 

assembly, 212 
interchangeability, 264 

Nut taps, 167 

OintNESS, 149 
Oil refinery, 14, 40 
Oncost, 76 
Operatmg— 

account, 80 
characteristic. 89 

Operation— 
charts, 02, 207 
of several machmos, 266 
tune study, 232 

Order— 
numbers, 75 
release, 99 

Organization, problem of, 3 
Oscillographic mvestigation, 180 
Overhang of tools, 144 
Overhaulmg. 278,283 
Overhead— 

account, 76, 83 
characteristics, 89 
of a goods-car factory, 87 
of machme-tool factories, 87, 88 
of printmg department (newspaper), 86 
problems. 4. 73. 76. 86, 108, 113 

Overlap, 266 
Over-organization, 286 

Packing and dispatch, 93 
Paperwork, 75 
Parts list, 12, 43, 67 
Patents, 77 
Pay-roll, 76 
Pay-roll office, 12 
Pay slip, 112 
Payment— 

by results, 60 
by time, 60 

Pen record, 217 
Percentage costs of production, 6, 84 
Perforated card systems, 76 
Performance tests, 278 

Peripheral milling, 171 
Physical movement, 12 
Piece— 

account, 76, 80 
-wages system, 60 
work, 65, 71, 74 

Pitch errors, 167 
Planing. 196, 236, 279 
Planner, 233 
Planning—■ 

department, 56, 206 
of manufacture, 92 

Plant— 
engineer, 286, 287 

location. 14 
Plastics, 168 
Plunge cut, 189 
Positive rakes, 180 
Post-calculation, 11 

I Power. 146, 192, 204 
Power and depth, feed, coolant (milling), 178 
Power drive, 207 
Pre-calculation, 11 
Preferred numbers, 60, 199 
Premium system, 61 
Preparation of work, 92, 94 
Price— 

of the unit, 251 
register, 57 

Pru’ed requisition slip, 100 
Pricing of muteriiii, 54 
Prime costs, 11,37, 76 
Production — 

activity, 89 
control, 66, 92, 230, 256 

shops, 82 
' Productive— 
I departments, 77, 79 

hour method, 84 
wages and material method, 84 

Profilometer, 219 
Progress chart, 103 
Progressive— 

assembly, 261, 272 
costs, 86 

Proportionate costs, 8!> 
Protractor, 277 
Psychological effect, 271 
Piinched-card— 

accounting. 118 
system, 58, 109 

Purchase specifications, 47 
Purchaser’s function, 5 
Purchasmg— 

and obtaining supplies, 45 
department, 4 

Quamty— 
surface, 128 
of work. 74 

Quantity production, 268, 281 

KAniAE— 
drilling machmes, 198, 280 
driving dogs, 176 

Railway vehicles, 6 
Rake, 176 
Rancidity, 148 
Rapid-clamping, 281 
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RatefixuiR, 11, 92, 147, 205, 228, 233 
Rebuilding maohine tools, 277, 278 
Rebuilt weaving mill, 30 
Receipts, 114 
Reception, and stores, 46 
Reconditionmg, 278 
Reference— 

disks, 250 
line, 213 

Removing motul, 143 
Repair, 74, 276, 278, 286 
Repair-fitters, 287 
Replacing an old machine, 281, 284 
Requisition slip, 45, 57, 04, 108 
Resins, 108 
Rifle factory, 14, 22 
Rigid tool, 144 
Rigidity in milling operations, 180 
Roller and ball-bearings, 202 
Roughness, 217 
Routing materials, 92 

Salks, 77 
Schedule board, 104 
SchiosB Walhohs-Siemons Dynamometer, 139 
Segmental wheels (grinding), 191 
Selection of grinding wheel. 188 
Semi-finished parts, 59 
Separating chips, 150 
Sequence of operations, 17, 268 
Service of several machines, 266 
Setting lip, 281 
Shaper tests, 139 
Shaping machines, 190 
Sheet and band manufacture (copjier and brass), 18 
Shift life, 141 
Shop management, i)2 
SH8-steels, 200 
Single-point tools, l-OO, 223 
Single-point tools, nomenclature of, 133 
Smgle-spmdle automatic turret lathe, 194 
Situation of stores, 15, 19 
Slide rule for planer work, 236 
Sliding-wago scales, 62 
Slips, 68 
Snap gauge manufacture, i(5 
Social and psychological side of the labour problem, 60 
Soluble oil, 151 
Sources of supply, 46 
Special-purpose machine, 263 
Specific cutting resistance, 131 
Specification chart, 206 
Speed— 

counters production, 275 
demonstrator, 232 
stops, 200 
table, 201, 203 

Speedometer, 138 
Speeds, 166, 187 
Speeds and feeds— 

of cemented carbide-tipped tools, 14.5 
of high-speed steel drills, 165 
of milling cutters, 178 

Spmdle nose, 173 
Sprmg— 

in the work, 260 
tools, 226 

Square, 277 
Stage bonus, 71 
Standard of measurement, 11 
Standards— 

bilateral/unilateral fits, 211 

I Standards—(C'onl’d) 
book, 47 
department, 262 
engineer, 49 
hole, 213 
shaft, 212 

Stamlardization (general), 48, 127, 262 
Standardization (application)— 

I.S A tolerances, 50 
material, 48 
revolutions and speeds, 199, 200 
shape of tools, 134 

i special branches— 
I Cr-Ni alloy steels, 134 
I gasmetor counters, 266 

jig-components, 258 
! machine-tool components (secondary ports), 261 
1 valves, 265 
I water-taps, 264 
1 Standing costs, 86 
; Static acceptance, 209 

Steadies, 189 
I Stellite, 166, 202, 205 
' Stiffness, 226 

-Stock— 
p and issue of parts, 251 
j deprei-iation, 2.50 
I drying process, 22 
1 Stop-watch, 228 
^-Rtorage of materials, 46 

j-c^toros, 4, 49, 77. 82, 113 
✓Stores ledger card, 54 

..✓Stores report, .58 
i Straight time-wages, 63 

Straightedge, 277 
I Straightness, 51 
] Strainers, 1.51 
I Sulphur. 149 

Super high-speed steels, 145 
I Suporflnishing, 221, 324 
' Supplementary— 

departments, 79 
shops, 82 

Supplying material to the machines, 41 
I Support surface, 380 
1 Surface— 
I grinding, 189 
I (piality, 216, 219 

Swarf and stock removal, 52, 187, 199 
I Synchronous speeds, 208 

Taulk—- 
travel, 184 
traverse, 187 

Toilstock (design), 43 
Talysurf. 220 
Tangential force, 12.5, 137, 148 
Tap chuck, 169 
Tops. 166, 167 
Technical management (mannfacturmg). 117 
Telefunken works, 24, 25 
Telephone factory, 286 
Temperature, 187 
Temperature of chips, 126 
Tensile strength, 130 
Test charts, 278 

I Test mandrels, 277 
I Testing— 

an assembled machine 209 
machine tools, 193 

Textile manufacture, 14 
' Thermal efficiency, 7 
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Thread-grinding, 189 
Threading tools, 166, 170 
Throat (tap), 170 
Thrust, 166 
Tune— 

basis, 228 
factor, 281 
sheet, 230 
studies, 228 
study of drilling, 231 
wage, 61 

Tolerances—■ 
dimensional, 167, 210, 219 
of bar material. 61 
of watch parts, 266 

Tool- 
contour, 144 
life, 125, 130, 141, 163 
life tests. 137 
wear. 150 

Tool-einglo protractor, 136 
Toolroom lathes, 194 
Tools for common and personal use, 158 
Torque, 166, 204 
Traffic plan of weavrmg mill, 37 
Transition ffts. 212 
Transport of sheot-stacka (copper), 19 
Transport plant of a modem steel null, 36 
Triplicate bookkeepmg, 54, 75, 109 
Turret lathes, 194 
Twist drills, 163 
Type cards, 68 
Typos of costs, 77, 82 

Unclampimo, 281 
Undercamago of lathe, 249 
Undateral system, 314 
Universal jomt, 266 
Unproductive wages, 77 
Up-milhng, 172 

Variety production, 282 
V-blook, 277 
Vegetable compounds, 149 

Vertical—- 
surface grinders, 196 
turning and boring mills, 196 

Vibration, 187 
Vickers hardness, 136 
Viscosity, 148 
Vitnfied bond, 190 
Volume of iron swarf, 186 

Waok— 
computation, 74 
mcentivos, 69 

Wages, 60, 112 
Wages-dockets, 74, 94, 108 
Ward-Leonard drive, 188 
Watches, 6 
Watches, manufacture of, 265 
Water-pump, 187 
Water taps, 263 
Watery emulsion, 187 
Wavy surface, 217 
Wear— 

of abrasive wheel, 186 
of machine, 276 

Weekly sheet, 76 
Wet-grmding, 161 
Wheel speeds, 186 
Widia, 182 
Wooden rifle stocks, 20 
Work accounts, 91 
Working— 

ai-curacy, 192 
conditions, 221 
cost of the old steel plant compared with mechnniTied plant, 

35 
Works- 

costs, 13 
production department, 4, 12, 45, 57, 99. 257 

Yakk— 
container standardired, 39 
transport, 39 

Yearly distributable cost, 80 
Yearly rate of interest, 251 

Zeiss Schmaltr Fhotomicroscope, 220 
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